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FOREWORD 
The linguistic history of the Miao-Yao peoples has 
long been a matter of interest to linguists. It has 
also been something of a mystery, in large part because 
of the scarcity of reliable data. Nevertheless, in recent 
years considerable progress has been made toward the 
reconstruction of a Proto Miao-Yao which would allow 
systematic investigation of questions concerning the 
possible wider relationships of Miao-Yao to other language 
families. But much remains to be done, both in internal 
relationships within the group and in its external 
relationships.
Central to any linguistic study is reliable data. 
In order to help fill this need in Miao-Yao studies the 
Southeast Asia Program earlier published both a Yao and 
a Miao (Meo) dictionary (Data Paper number 69 and 75).
We are pleased now to be able to continue this effort by
publishing this collection of translated articles. 
Chinese linguists have done a great amount of work 
with the languages of minority groups in China but their 
publications are not accessible to many interested 
linguists. For this reason the Southeast Asia Program 
has felt it important to publish these translations of 
Chinese articles on Miao and Yao in order to make these 
important data more generally available, and, we hope,
to hasten the day when we may have a definitive study of 
Miao-Yao linguistic history to which we shall have made 
a contribution. 
Robert B. Jones 
Cornell University
August, 1972 
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PREFACE 
Miao and Yao Linguistic Studies contains eleven articles on
the Miao and Yao languages. 'Ihey were originally published 
in the People's Republic of China in two lin�uistic journals,
Chung kuo yU wen (CKYW) and YU yen yen chiu CYYYC), and a col­
lection of papers on minority peoples, Shao shu min tsu yU wen
lun chi (SSMTYWLC), Volume 1. Nine of the articles here were 
translated by Chang YU-hung between 1967 and 1969, the two ar­
ticles on a Miao secret language by Chu Kwo-ray in 1970. They
are presented here in edited form as a contribution to the 
study of the Miao-Yao language family. 
The Miao and Yao peoples are found in southeastern China
and northeastern Southeast Asia, from Hunan in China to Pitsa­
nuloke in north-central 'Ihailand and Banmethuot in South Viet­
nam. Although they are most numerous in China, there are
also some large concentrations in North Vietnam and northern
Laos. There are no accurate population figures for the two 
groups; informal estimates range up to 2,700,000 Miao and 800, 
000 Yao. 
Both the Miao and the Yao are known by a bewildering var­
iety of ethnonyms, changing from locality to locality and ac­
cording to the nationality of the denominating group (Chinese, 
Vietnamese, Lao, French, German, British, etc.). Frequently,
the primary feature used in such informal classifications was
a cultural trait which captured the attention of the designa­
tors, often some detail of the women's dress (e.g.t, Black,
Blue, Green, Red, White, Flowery, Striped, Big Board). Some­
thing of the confusion this has caused in attempting to sort 
out subgroups among the Yao, for example, can be imagined from
the very extensive list of Yao ethnonyms provided by Cushman 
(1970). Fortunately, the articles presented here eschew in­
formal labels, choosing to designate groups by village loca­
tion and/or by the terms the particular Miao and Yao groups 
use for themselves. Some clarity is lost in the articles on
Yao, however, by the authors' use of the same term for three 
levels within the language hierarchy. For example, the Yao 
language is divided in Mjen, Pu nu, and Lak kja. Dialects of 
Mjen are given as Mjen, Dzau min, and Bjau min; and the Mjen 
subdialects are listed as Mjen, Kim mun, and Piao man. How­
ever the level intended is usually fairly obvious from the 
context. 
In recent years, the Miao and Yao languages have been of 
growing interest to a small group of western scholars, prima­
rily linguists and anthropologists. Activity has centered 
mainly in the field of historical linguistics in an attempt 
to gain information which would help them in their study of 
ethnic and linguistic groups found in East and Southeast Asia • 
• 
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Thus, works reconstructing Proto-Miao, Proto-Yao, and Proto­
Miao-Yao have appeared (e.g., Chang 1933, 1966; Downer 1963;
Haudricourt 1%4-, 1966; Purnell 1970), and attempts have been 
made to link Miao-Yao with the Sino-Tibetan family (LeBar, 
Hickey, and Musgrave 1964) and the Austroasiatic family (Bene­
dict 1966; Haudricourt 1966). Synchronic studies of Miao and 
Yao, on the other hand, have lagged far behind except in the 
area of phonology. Several dictionaries have been produced 
(e.g., China 1938a, 1938bJ Heimbach 1969; Lombard and Purnell 
1968; Lyman 1972; Savina 1926), although some are rather in­
accessible. Information on syntax is difficult to find, and 
the material on semantics, discourse structure, dialectology, 
language contact, and the like, is virtually nonexistent. 
'Ihe addition of these eleven articles to the literature 
on Miao-Yao in western languages increases our knowledge of
theRe two languages considerably, both in breadth and in depth. 
Published over a six-year period, fran 1936 to 1962, they were
written by competent linguists and contain a wealth of material 
that is unavailable outside of China. Naturally, they do not 
answer all the questions being posed by western Miao-Yao spe­
cialists, but they do cm.tribute accurately transcribed data, 
interesting and thoughtful general observations, and detailed 
descriptions and discussions of various aspects of the two 
languages, all of which are valuable and most welcome. 
All the articles present synchronic data in varying pro­
portions, ranging from general phonological descriptions (par­
ticularly emphasizing the relationship between tones and ini­
tial consonants) to sketches of word composition and syntax. 
Also included are detailed treatments of Miao classifiers, des­
criptive words (including intensifiers), and four-syllable co­
ordinate constructions. These contain material on reduplica­
tion and some discussion of parts of speech. 'Ihe article by 
Wang on Wei ning classifiers is especially interesting. He
demonstrates that the phonological feature of tone is closely 
linked to grammar (p. 85), semantics (p. 14, 124, 127), and
discourse structure within various situational contexts (p.
124, 140, 15 9) • 
The two general articles on Miao and Yao (p. 1-25, 239-255)
provide the most up-to-date information available on ethnolin­
guistic divisions, locations, population figures, and dialect 
differentiation within Miao and Yao. Such data will be welcome,-­
by anthropologists and ethnohistorians as well as by linguists. 
Nevertheless, one wishes there were also articles containing 
more information about history and migrations and more extensive
word lists from a greater variety of Mjen Yao dialects. 
An area which greatly interested many of the authors is 
that of language contact, both current and historical. Mao
and Chou, for example, point out that there are large groups 
of ethnic Yao which do not speak what is generally thought of 
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as 'Yao' (Mjen). Instead, some speak a type of Miao (Pu nu) 
or a type of Chuang-T'ung (Lak kja), besides those who speak 
only Chinese. This fact is important in any consideration of
Yao ethnic identity. Of greater interest to the authors, how­
ever, is the relationship between Chinese and the Miao-Yao 
languages. Information is given on types of Chinese loans 
in Miao and Yao, both early and recent, and ways in which these 
lexical and structural loans have spread and affected both lan­
guages. The interconnection between current language contacts 
and the goals of the Chinese government's policy regarding mi­
nority languages can be noted here, too, along with some gen­
eral indications of its progress in the late 'fifties and early
'sixties. 
The two short notes on a Miao 'secret language' have been 
included, not so much for the slight descriptive information
they contain but in order to show a subsystem within the lan­
guage which has some sociolinguistic importance. '!hat is, in 
Miao, as in perhaps every other language, there is at least 
one pattern whereby ordinary speech is modified for specific 
purposes. Such modification underscores the truism that lan­
guage is an extremely complex phenomenon, and serves as a re­
minder that there is more to a language than is covered by a
general description or a reconstruction of its presumed earli­
er stages. 
Historical linguistics has received a great deal of atten­
tion by several of the authors, and substantial contributions 
to the reconstruction of Proto-Miao have been made. It is un­
fortunate that the Yao material is not extensive enough for a 
corresponding contribution to the reconstruction of Proto-Yao 
and Proto-Miao-Yao to have been made. 
The articles have been grouped according to the language 
described, nine on Miao and two on Yao. Within each group the 
progression has been from the more general to the more specific,
without regard to the original date of publication. The titles 
o.f some of the articles differ slightly from those found in
Chang's bibliographical article (1968), but present no problems
of cross-identification. 
As for the translations themselves, their primary purpose
was to provide additional research materials for me to use in 
my dissertation. 'Ihe initial translations, which attempted to 
render the original material as a ccurately as possible, have 
been edited for ease of reading and presentation, and though
perhaps less than polished their intrinsic value is such that 
it was felt desirable to make them more generally available. 
Editing has included several departures from the original 
texts, primarily for typographical convenience and ease of
comparison within the collection. Accordingly, the format 
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for some charts has been altered, footnotes have been number­
ed consecutively within each article, and typographical errors 
have been corrected when there was obvious internal evidence. 
All corrections and editorial comments have been indicated by
an asterisk. The unavailability of typographical symbols for 
the vowels 'l. and· 1r ne,cessitated their being written as i and 
J, respectively. In addition, cases of alternate symboliza­
tion for the 'same' phonological unit have been regularized 
for ease of comparison. For example, vowel length, written 
v: by some authors and VV by other (e.g., a: and aa), has been 
arbitrarily regularized as VV; tones are everywhere indicated 
by numbers (33, 31, etc.) rather than by graphs ( �, �, etc.); 
and palatal consonants as�,h �, etc., instead of�, �, etc., 
found in some of the articles. Names of places and ethnic or 
linguistic groups have been underlined. Excepted, however, are 
the upper level terms in these categories, such as. names for 
provinces (Hunan, Kwangsi) and major languages (Miao, Chinese). 
'Ihe following abbreviations and additional symbols have 
been used: 
adj. adjective part. particle
asp. aspirated pl. plural
aux. auxiliary sg. singular
elf. classifier vd.• voiced 
desc. descriptive of, vls. voiceless 
description of 
esp. especially > changes to 
indef. indefinite < changed from 
intens. intensifier 
Finally, I would like to thank the Cornell Southeast Asia 
Program and the Cornell China Program for their financial as­
sistance which has made the production of this volume possible� 
To both translators I owe an obvious debt of gratitude, for 
without their excellent work this volume would never have ap­
peared. Special thanks, too, are due to Professor Robert B. 
Jones for his many helpful suggestions and for seeing the 
manuscript through its final stages. For any editorial errors 
of fact or interpretation which remain, however, I alone must 
be responsible. 
Herbert C. Purnell, Jr. 
Chiangmai, Thailand 
June, 1972 
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1 
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MIAO LANGUAGE 
by 
Miao Language Team 
Division of Minority Languages 
Institute of Races, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
The Miao people are found in the provinces of Kweichowh,.
Hunan, Yunnan, Kwangsi, Szechwan, Kwangtung, and Hupeh.
Their number is estimated at more than 2, 600, 000. The 
greatest concentration of Miao is found in Kweichow - over 
1, 500, 000 persons, most of whom live in the Ch'ien tung nan 
Miao and T'ung Autonomous chou, the Ch'ien nan Pu-i and 
Miao Autonomous chou (An shun ch'li and Hua chieh ch'U), the 
city of Kweiyang, and the Suntt t•ao Autonomous hsien in T'ung jen ch'li. Most of the 30,000 Miao in Hunan live in 
the Hsiang hsi T'u-chia and Miao Autonomous chou and th� 
Ch'eng pu Miao Autc>nomous hsien. There are about 380,h000 
Miao in Yunnan, most of whom are found in the Wen shan 
Chuang and Miao Autonomous chou, the Hung ho Ha-ni and Yi 
Autonomous chou, and in qhao t'ung ch'U. Approximately
220,h000 Miao live in the Kwangsi Chuang Autonomous ch'li,
most of them in the Ta miao shan Miao Autonomous hsien, the 
San chiang T'ung Autonomous hsien, the Lung sheng Multina­
tional Autonomous hsien, and the Lung lin Multinational 
Autonomous hsien. The majority of the 100,000 Miao in 
Szechwan live in the hsien of Hsli yung, Ku lin, Ch'ang ning, 
Chlin lien, and Hsiu shan. There are some 10,h000 Miao liv­
ing in Kwangtung, primarily in the hsien of Ch'iung chung,
Pao t'ing, and YUeh tung in the Hainan Li and Miao Autono­
mous chou. Hupeh has about 10,h000 Miao, living primarily 
in the hsien of Lai feng and Hs·Uan en in En shih ch' U. 
With the exception of the Ch'ien tung nan Miao and
T'ung Autonomous chou in Kweichow and the Hsiang hsi 
T'u-chia and Miao Autonomous chou, where the Miao live 
separated from other peoples, most Miao live mixed in with 
Han Chinese. In some places they also live mixed in with 
the Pu-i, T'ung, T'u-chia, Chuang, Li, and Yi peoples. 
Even in those areas in which there is a heavy concentration 
of Miao, Han Chinese and other peoples can also be found 
living there. 
The Miao in Hua ytian, Feng huang, and Pao ching in 
Hunan and in the Sung th1 ao Miao Autonomors hsien in Kwei­
chow refer to themselves as qo 35 c;� 35. Those in Lu ch'i, 
1Nurnerals in examples indicate tone val·ues (e.g., 35 is 
mid rising). 
---
-----=---- 0 
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Ku chang, and Lung shan in Hunan call themselves so 53 or 
qm 22 suaQ 53. The Miao living in the Ch'ien tung nan 
Miao and T'ung Autonomous chou 
�
�fer to themselves as 
mhu 33, mo 33, mu 13, or In.I 33. In western Kweichow,
0 0
southern Szechwan, and eastern Yunnan, the Miao call them-
selves moQ 43, mjau 44, a 55 mau 55, maQ 22, or mjo 31. 
O O O
These names are all cognate. 
In communicating with others, most Miao use their own
language. There are, however, about 70,000 Miao in the 
Ch'eng pu Miao Autonomous hsien and Sui ning hsien in Hunan 
and in the Lung sheng Multinational Autonomous hsien and 
Tzu yiln. hsien in the Kwangsi Chuang Autonomous ch'i.i who 
speak Chinese. Another 30,000 Miao in T'ien chu hsien in 
Kweichow also speak Chinese. The type of Chinese spoken by 
the Miao is very different phonologically from the Chinese 
spoken in the area. In addition, there are about 35,000 
Miao in the T'ung tao T'ung Autonomous hsien, Hunans in
Li p'ing hsien, KweichOWJ and in the San chiang T'ung Auton­
omous hsien in the Kwangsi Chuang Autonomous ch'i.i who speak
the T'ung language. Finally, there are more than 10,000 
Miao in the Hainan Li and Miao Autonomous chou in Kwangtung 
who speak the kim 11 mun 11 dialect of the type of Yao
called "Mjen". 
The Miao language belongs to the Miao branch of the 
Miao-Yao family of the Sino-Tibetan phylum. Among the Sino­
Tibetan languages, Miao is closest to the type of Yao called 
"Pu nu" in both vocabulary and grammar, although it also
shares many cognates with the Mjen type of Yao.t4 
On the basis of differences in phonology, lexicon, and 
grammatical features, the Miao language may be divided into
three dialects, Hsiang hsi, Ch'ien tung, and Ch'uan ch'ien
tien. The Hsiang hsi dialect has two subdialects, the
Ch'ien tung dialect three. The Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect 
is quite diverse having seven subdialects, Ch'uan ch'ien 
tien proper, Tung pei tien, Kweiyang, Hui shui, Ma shan,
Lo p'o River, and Ch'ung an Rivero 'Ihe Ch'uan ch'ien tien 
subdialect has two further subdivisions, the Kweiyang
subdialect three, and the Hui shui and Ma shan subdialects
four each. 
1. The Hsiang hsi dialect is spoken primarily in the 
hsien of Hua yUan, Feng huang, Chi shou, Ku chang, Li.i ch'i, 
2The Miao of Ch'ien tung nan ch'i.i call themselves qa 55 
nau 13.* 
The vowel symbol� is used here to replace the originalt�. -
3-4For Pu nu and Mjen, see "The Role of the Chinese Language
in the Enrichment and Development of the Yao Language",
CKYW, No. 10-11, 1961. [Translated here, pg. 257.] 
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and Pao ching in Hunan, and in the Sung t'ao Miao Autono­
mous hsien in Kweichow. There are approximately 440,000
speakers of this dialect. 
2. The Ch'ien tung dialect is spoken mainly in the 
hsien of K'ai li, Lei shan, Ma chiang, Huang p'ing, Chien 
ho, Chin p'ing, Li p'ing, Ts'ung chiang, and Jung chiang in 
Kweichow, in the Ta miao shan Miao Autonomous hsien and the 
San chiang T'ung Autonomous hsien in the Kwangsi Chuang 
Autonomous ch' liJ and in the T' ung tao T' ung A·utonomous hsien 
in Hunan. There are about 900,000 speakers of this dialect. 
3. The Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect is spoken primarily 
in southern Szechwan, western and south-central Kweichow, 
eastern Yunnan, and the western part of the Kwangsi Chuang
Autonomous ch'U. Speakers of this dialect number approxi­
mately 1,150,000.
We shall now describe briefly the phonological, lexical,
and grammatical features of Miao, some of which are common
to the Sino-Tibetan languages, some common to the Miao-Yao 
family, and some distinctively Miao.5 
I. Phonology 
1. There are limitations on the types of initial and 
final clusters which may occur. For example, in Ta nan shan 
the only inittal clusters are those in which a nasal pr�cedes 
an obstruent. Furthermore, the point of articulation of the
nasal and obstruent in such clusters must be the same, that 
is, !!!E_, mpl, nts, nt, nt�, y, n,t§, ·J1t9, �, �- As final 
sattelites, only i, u, n, and� may occur: ei, ai, eu, au, 
5Examples used in this article have been drawn from data col­
lected at the follo·wing survey points, (1) La yi p'ing, Hua 
yUan hsien, Hunan (Hsiang hsi dialect); (2) Yang hao, K'ai 
,li hsien, Kweichow (Ch'ien tung dialect)J (3) Ta nan shan,
Hua chieh hsien, Kweichow (Ch'uan ch'ien tien subdialect of 
the Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect)J (4) Shih men k'an, Wei ning 
Yi, Hui, and Miao Autonomous hsien, Kweichow (Tung pei, tien 
subdialect of the Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect); (5) Chia
ting, Hui shui hsien, Kweichow (Hui shui subdialect of the 
Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect), (6) Chiao yi, Tzu ylin hsien, 
Kweichow (Ma shan subdialect of the Ch'uan ch'ien tien dia­
lect)J (7) Yeh chi p'o, Fu ch'Uan hsien, Kweichow (Lo p'o 
River subdialect of the Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect), and
(8) Lao chUn chai, K'ai li hsien, Kweichow (Lo p'o River 
subdialect of the Ch 1 ·uan ch' ien tien dialect). 
6obstruents include stops and affricates. 
4 
ou, en, arJ, OTJ. 
2. With the exception of the Ch'ien tung dialect, all 
varieties of Miao have prenasalized obstruents, such as !!P_,
nts, nt, etc.7 In the Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect, prenasal­
ized obstruents occur in syllables having any of the tones. 
In the Hsiang hsi dialect, on the other hand, prenasalized
obstruents in native Miao words occur only in syllables with 
odd-numbered tones. For example, Ta nan shan has eight 
tones: 43, 31, 55, 21, 44, 13, 33, and 24. Prenasalized
obstruents may occur in syllables having any of these tones. 
La yi p'ing has six tones, 35, 31, 44, 33, 53, and 42. Pre­
nasalized obstruents in native Miao words occur only in syl­
lables having tones Jj, 44, or 53 (i o e. , the first, third, 
and fifth tones). 
3. All dialects and their subdivisions have, in general, 
voiced obstruent phones, but with the exception of the Tung
pei tien and Lo p' o River subdialects of the Ch 1 ·uan ch'ien
tien dial�ct, none of the dialects or their subdivisions
have voiced obstruent initial phonemes.e 
4 o Except for the Ma shan subdialect of the Ch'uan 
ch'ien tien dialect and some particular types of Miao spo­
ken in Kweichow, all dialects or their subdivisions have
the uvular stops� and 9.Q.• 
5. Sets of aspirated and unaspirated obstruents are in 
contrast. In Yang hao, for example, there are seven con­
trasting pairs, 
p ts t i t9 k q 
ph tsh th th t9h kh qh 
6. The Lo p'o River subdialect of the Ch'uan ch'ien 
tien dialect has contrasting plain and preglottalized voiced
nasals, lateral, and fricatives. Yeh chi p'o, for example, 
has the following seven contrasting setss 
9 m 9 n ? Jl 9 1 9 w 9 wj ?+ 
m n Jl 1 w wj 
7. Generally, there is but a single nasal final, trans­
cribed n after front vowels and Q after back vowels. Since,
however� n and Qtare separate in1tial phonemes, occurring 
before the same-vowels to form different syllables, we have 
7According to our present data, in the Ch'uan ch'ien tien 
dialect, only a small number of Miao near An shun City, 
Kweichow have no prenasalized obstruents in their language. 
8The voiced obstruents in the Lo p'o River subdialect occur
only in clusters with nasals. 
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also distinguished them in final position even though their 
occurrence is determined by the preceding vowel. In some 
areas (such as in parts of Hua ylian hsien, Hunan and Hui 
shui hsien, Kweichow), there are no nasal finals, only
nasalized vowel�. In certain other areas (such as in north­
western Kweichoi-.T and northeastern Y·unnan), not only are
there no nasal finals but the occurrence of nasalized vowels 
is very limited (primarily in onomatopoetic words). 
8. Every syllable has a specific tone which serves to
distinguish lexical meaning. With the exception of the 
Lo p'o River subdialect of the Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect 
which has only three or four tones, most types of Miao ha·ve 
more than five tones. For example, La yi p'ing has six 
tones, Yang hao and Ta nan shan eight each, and Chiao yi 
eleven. 
9. The manner of articulation of the initials is 
closely related to the tones. 'Ihus, in the native Miao
words of Yang hao, aspirated initials such as ph, th, kh, 
fh, sh, 1!111, �h, �h, and !h occur only in syllables having 
tones 33, 35�44-;-or 55 Tfhe odd-numbered tones), whereas
the unaspirated initials occur in syllables having any of 
the tones. Moreover, splits in Miao tones. are closely re­
lated to the manner of articulation of the Ancient Miao
initials. 9 See Chart I. 
10. With the exception of the Ch'ien tung dialect and 
the Ch'ung an River subdialect of the Ch'uan ch'ien tien 
dialect, all types of Miao have tone sandhi. There is more 
tone sandhi in the Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect than in the
other dialects. For the most part, the preceding syllable 
affects the following syllable, at times causing secondary 
changes in the initials or finals. The tone sandhi found 
in the Hsiang hsi dialect is simpler, in most cases, the
following syllable affects the preceding syllable. 
11. In the northern subdivisions of the Hui sh·ui sub­
dialect of the Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect, some prefixes
and roots rhyme when they combine to form disyllabic words,
the final of the prefix changing to match the final of the 
root. In Chia ting, for example 
qa 13 (prefix) 2ta 24 (stone) "stone" 
qo 13 plho 24 (hail) "hail" 
qo 13 mpho 43 (dust) "d·ust" 
qa 13 2t'a 22 (rock) "rock" 
9The term "Ancient Miao" does not mean the Miao language in
ancient times. It merely refers to the stage of the lang­
uage preceding "Modern Miao". We are not sure of- the time 
depth involved in "Ancient Miao". 
� � 
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Chart I. The relationship between tones and
initials in Miao 
Anc. Miao 
Tone Cate-
gories 
A B C D 
Anc. Miao
Initia1lO 
Categories 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 
44 
3 
21Chiao yi 22 32 53 232 42 11 35 55 13 
Yang hao 33 55 35 11 44 13 53 31 
Lao chtin 
chai 31 55 24 
33 
li 31 (prefix) i 24 (one) "first" 
ln 31 D 24 (two) "secend" 
la 31 pa 24 (three) "third" 
lo 31 plo 24 (four) "fourth" 
To illustrate the phonological system of one type of
Miao, let us examine the initials, finals, and tones of Ta 
nan shan. 
•
A. Initials 
p ph mph m m V f w 
pl plh mpl mplh
ts tsh nts ntsh s 
t th nt nth n n 
tl tlh 
0 
1 1 
0 0 0 
t th rt  rt h 
tq t�h rt q 11,t�h
tc; tc;h ]ltc; ]ltc;h Jl Jl ,; 
k kh rJk rJkh rJ 
Nqhq qh
10category 1 includes voiceless fricatives, nasals, and lat­
erals (e.g., *f, *�, *!), voiceless aspirates (e.g., *E!l, 
*tsh, *tlh), and ·voiceTess prenasalized aspirates (e.g .. ,
*mph, *ntsh, *ntlh). Category 2 includes voiced preglot-
talized fricatives, nasals, and lateral (e.g. , *9 w, *9 m, 
7 
i 
a!) 
Notes on the initials, 
1. w occurs only in Chinese loanwords. 
2. In native Miao words, initials of the E., mp, m, 
and v coll.unns occur in syllables having any of the tones. 
All other initials occur only in syllables having tones 
43, 55, 44, or 33 (i.e., tones 1, 3, · 5, or 7). · -
3. When i.ni tials of the E., mp, m, or v columns occur
with tone 21 (tone 4) or tone 13 (tone 6), they become · 
voiced aspirates (therm and v columns simply add the fea­
ture of aspiration since they are already voiced). · For
example, po 21 "thorn" is pronounced [bho 21] and no!) 13 
"bird" is pronounced [nhOIJ 13] . 
4. Syllables beginning with a vowel are actually 
preceded by a glottal stop (e.g. , au 43 "two" is pronounced 
·[?au 43]. -
B. Finals 
e 
ie 
a o ei a1 • eu au OU en 
•iau iou •1en iaIJ 
OI) 
u ue ua uei uai uen ua!)
Notes on the finals, 
1. a., ei, ie, iau, iou, ien, iaIJ, ue, uei, uai, ·uen, 
and ua9 occur only in Chinese loanwords. 
2. i is realized as i when it occurs with initials 
of the ts row, as L with initials of the trow, and as-zero
with initials of the El row (1 becoming the syllabic). .
Thus, tsi 55 "fruit" is [tsi 55], t§i 44 "not" is [ts1 44], 
and pli 33 "wildcat" is [Pt 33] . 
3. u, ue, and uen are realized as z, �, and yen, re­
spectively, when they occur with initials of the� row. 
For example, t9u 31 "business, situation" is [t�y 31], 
ue 31 "to surpass" is [+ye 31], and t,;;uen 43 "military"ris 
rt�yen 43]. 
4. eu is phonetically [em]. nteu 55 "book", for ex-
ample, is pronounced [ntem 55]. 
C. Tones 
Tone categories, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Tone values, 43 31 55 21 44 13 33 24 
*?l), voiceless nonaspirates (e.g., *E., *ts, *t�, *�),
and voiceless prenasalized nonaspirates (e. g. , *mp, *nt·s,
*ntl). Category 3 includes voiced fricatives, nasals, and 
lateral (e.g. , *y, *m, *l), ·voiced obstruents _ (eog., *b,
*dz, *dl), and voiced prenasalized obstruents (e.g. , *mb,
*ndz, *ndl) . 
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Notes on the tones, 
1. Tone sandhi rules. 
a. 43 + 31 - 43 + 13 (voiceless ini�ials become 
voiced aspirates, voiced nasals, lateral, and fricatives 
become aspirates). thoIJ 43 (bucket) tle 31 (water) "water 
bucket" - [thOIJ 43 dlhe 13].
b. 43 + 55 - 43 + 44. ntou 43 (cloth) sa 55 (blue)
"blue cloth" - [ntou 43 sa. 44].
c. 43 + 21 - 43 + 13. qaIJ 43 (bottom) �au 21
(village) "below the village, the lower part of a village
on a slope" - [qaIJ 43 �hau 13].
d. 43 + 44 - 43 + 33. au 43 (two) pua. 44 (hundred)
"two hundred" - [9 au 43 pua 33].
e. 43 + 24 - 43 + 13. i 43 (one) tlai 24 (piece)
"a piece of" - [9 i 43 dlhai 13].
f. 31 + 31 - 31 + 13. Nqai 31 (meat) �o 31 (cat­
tle) "beef" - [Nqai 31 �ho 13].
g. 31 + 55 - 31 + 44. ku 31 (ditch) tae 55(house) "covered drainage ditch" - [ku 31 tqe 4].
h. 31 + 21 - 31 + 13. nto 31 (sky) tsa 21 (cool)
"autumn" - [nto 31 dzha 13].
i. 31 + 44 - 31 + 33. mplog 31 (leaf) ntog 44
(tree) "leaves of a tree" - [mploIJ 31 ntorJ 33].
j. 31 + 24 - 31 + 13. t9ua. 31 (nine) t�ou 24 (ten).
"ninety" - [t9ua 31 d+hou 13]. 
2. With loans from Chinese, the value of the Chinese 
yin p'ing tone and voiced, nonstopped shang tone is 43 in
Ta nan shan. The value of the Chinese yan� p'ing tone is 31, the shang tone 55, and the ch'U tone 2 .  For example, 
ti 43 "low", li 43 "liJ mile", thi 31 "topic", ti 55 "bot­
tom", and ti 24 "earth". 
3. Except for the syllable o 31 "case", all syllables
having zero initial occur only with tones 43, 55, 44, or 
33 (i. e., the odd-numbered tones). 
II. Lexicon 
1. Almost every syllable has either a lexical meaning 
or a grannnatical meaning. There are very few simple poly­
syllabic words. 
2. There are two types of compounds. The first type 
is composed of a prefix and a root. 
La yi p'ing, 
qo 35 (prefix) 90 35 (Miao) "Miao people" 
a 35 (prefix) pa 3 (father) "father" 
• • 
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Yang hao, 
qa 33 (prefix) fhu 35 (head) "head" 
qa 33 (prefix) yaIJ 55 (summit) "summit" 
Shih men k'an, 
a 33 (prefix) 31d,;hau 35 (mouth) "mouths" 
li 33 (prefix) fau 33 (head) "head" 
The second type of compound is composed of roots in coordi­
native, attributive, or action-goal relationships. 
La yi p'ing, 
t9hi* (stomach) flc 35 (liver) "heart" (coordina-
tive) 
~ 
qa 44 (dung) �o 31 (dragon) "moss" (attributive)
�.I 44 (lift) t.I 53 (foot) "to set out for" 
(action-goal)
Yang hao, 
31aIJ 55 (year) 31hu 44 (year) "age" (coordinative)
8U 33 (water) ho 33 (thunder) "fog" (attributive) 
t�hen 35 (lift) pi 11 (hand) "to begin" - (action-
goal) 
Shih men k'an, 
qau 55 (agriculture) lau 33 (agriculture) "agri­
cultures" (coordinative)
ka 33 (soup) ma 33 (eye) "tears" (attributive) 
qey 55 (lift) tey 33 (foot) "to set out for" 
(action-goal) 
3. There are many coordinate words and phrases. 
La yi p'ing, 
qo 35 (prefixli �tha 53 (endowment) qo 35 (prefix)
�a 42 (intelligence) 'endowment, skill" 
qo 35 (prefix) mrt11 33** (fish) qo 35 (prefix)
(meat) "food" (primarily meat)
Yang hao, 
faIJ 55 (bright) mOIJ 11 (go) tS8U 53 (dark) lo 11 
(come) "to go early and return late" 
The tone is missing.
** 
The symbol r replaces the symbol·� used in the original 
article. 
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35 
0 33 43 
li 55 (field) ki 11 (drought ) la 13 (earth)
k 8  5 3  (hard) "dry, arid soil" 
Shih men k'an,
thau 33 (use) dlham 35 (strength) thau 33 (use)
zo 53 (strength) "to work hard" 
Qgha 35 (house) qhu 35 (upper floor ) Qgha 35
(house) va 33 (tile) "a tiled house with two or more 
stories" 
4. Among the dialects, there is a great deal of vari­
ation in the lexicon, due in large part to the fact that 
part of the roots (the great majority of which are full
words, including early Chinese loans) are not cognate.
Since words composed of noncognate roots are naturally dif­
ferent, all the dialects have a number of words which are 
restricted to specific localities. On the basi s of a com­
parison of more than 1, 100 roots in La 
�
i p'ing (Hsiang hsi 
dialect), Yang hao (Ch'ien tung dialectr, and Ta nan shan 
(Ch'uan ch'ien tien dialect), the differences in the lex­
icons of the three dialects are listed in Chart II. 
Chart II. A comparison of roots in three Miao 
dialects 
Dialects La yi p'ing/ Yang hao/ La yi p'ing/ 
compared Yang hao Ta nan shan Ta nan shan 
Roots compared 11751177 1177 
Cognate Number 431 471384
roots 
Per cent 40 . 02 36. 62 32. 68 
Non- Number 746 706791
cognate
roots Per cent 63 . 38 67 . 32 59 .  98 
Some cognate and noncognate roots from these three 
representative areas are given below. 
a. Cognate roots 
La ;yi• E'ing Yang hao Ta nan shan 
mhu 33 
ta 33 
mOQ 4 3 
~
Miao people 9 0 
0
earth tm 35 te 43 
sun nhe 35 nhc 33 no 43 
0 0 0
lha 53 lha 44 li 44moon 
two m 
0 
35 
three pu 35 
0 
pi 33 pe 43 
0 
au 
11 
qw.x 35 
La yi p' ing Yang hao Ta nan shan 
four prei 35 lu 33 plou L1.3 
0 
to eat noIJ 31 naIJ 55 nau 31 
to drink hu 44 h 8U 5 3  hou 33 
to patch mpa 44 pu 35 ntsi 55 
yellow qwei 31 faIJ tlaIJ 3155 
0 
1·u 33 tleu 43 white 
0 0 
l e  33 tlo 43black qwe 35 
00 
b .  Noncognate roots 
heaven pra 35 vc 55 nto 31 
mountain q.x 33 pi 11 toIJ 43 
meal lhe 53  ka 35 t9ua 13 
0 
older brother na 35 p 8  35 ti 31 
a plow li 31 kha 33 VOIJ 24 
word (spoken) tu 5 3  xhe 33 lo 21 
eggplant kwa 5 3  t9a 55 lu 21 
duck qU 44 ka 13 0 33 
to speak phu 44 mha 44 hai 33 
to look Nqhe 44 IJi 44 nua 24 
5. The terms used to designate the months of the lunar 
calendar are not identical in all dialects and subdialects. 
Ta nan shan, 
i 43 (one) li 44 (month) "first month" 
au 43 (two) 
0 
li 44 (month) " second month" 
J10 31 (ox) li 
0 
44 (month) "eleventh month" 
0 
lua 55 (rabbit) li 44 (month) "twelfth month" 
La yi p' ing , 
0 
lha 53  (month) a 44 (one) "first month" 
ha 5 3* (month) m 44 (t·wo) " second month" 
lha 53 (month) to 35 (winter) "eleventh month" 
lha 5 3 (month) 2,. 0  33 (winter sacrifice) "twelfth 
0 
month" 
* 
The form probably should be lha 53 ,  as in the other 
0 
examples. 
• • 
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Chiao yi , 
zaIJ 53 (dragon) li 35 (month) "first month" 
na 32 (snake) li 35 (month) "second month" 
so 42 (tiger) li 35 (month) "eleventh month" 
�a 42 (rabbit) li 35 (month) "twelfth month" 
6 .  'Ihe primary source of loanwords is Chineseh. There 
are two types of Chinese loans , early and modernh. There 
are fewer early loans, most of which are monosyllabic. Some 
early loans have become basic vocabu.lary within the Miao 
lexicon. Modern loans are more numerous, most of them poly­
syllabic . 'Ihe Miao pronunciation of early loans is very
different from the pronunciation of the t�,rpe of modern Chi­
nese spoken in the area . The tones of early loans corres­
pond to the tones of Miao. 'Ihat is, the Chinese yin p'ing 
tone corresponds to the first Miao tone, the yang p'ing 
tone to the second tone, the yin shang tone to the third 
tone, the yang shang tone to the fourth tone, etc. Even if 
the same word was borrowed into several dialects or subdia­
lects, the tone categories correspond regularly. The Miao 
pronunciation of modern loans from Chinese, on the other 
hand, is basically the same as the pronunciation of the Chi­
nese living in the surrounding territory, the tones being
borrowed phoneticallyh. For instance, in the Yang hao area, 
the Chinese yang p'ing tone is a low fall phonetically, so 
words having this tone are borrowed into Yang hao with a 
low falling tone, although the Miao low falling tone in Yang
hao is the eighth tone (rather than the second tone). In 
the La yi p'ing area, the yang p 1 ing tone is pronounced as 
mid level. Words with this tone borrowed into La yi p'ing 
retain the mid level pronunciation, even though the mid level 
tone is the fourth tone (rather than the second). Again, in
the Ta nan shan area, the Chinese yang p'ing tone is pro­
nounced as low falling. Words with this tone are borrowed 
into Ta nan shan with a low falling tone which happens to be 
the second Miao tone in this subdialecth. Thus, the same 
Chinese words with the yang p'ing tone are distributed among
three Miao tones (eighth, fourth, or second), depending upon
the borrowing dialects. 
Some examples of early and modern loans are given 
belowh. 
a. 
)arly loans (the Miao 
tone category lS given in 
parentheses 
Yang hao La yi p'ing Ta nan shan 
street qa 33 (1 ) ca 35 (1)  ka 43 (1 ) 
thousand shaIJ 33 (1 ) tshc 35 (1) tsha 43 (1 ) 
bridge tc;u 55 (2) CUI 31 (2) tc;hau 31 (2 )  
---
13 
JlaIJ 55 (2) year 
t9u 35 ( 3) t9m 44 (3)11 t9e·u 55 (3) 
to 35 (3) tm 44 ( 3 )  teu 55 (3) 
t�o 33 (4)1 1  
the 44 (5) then 44 (5) the 5 3 (5) 
La yi p ' ing Ta nan shan 
31h(2) 
Yang hao 
--- na 
lu 11h(4) lou 21h(4) 
liquor, wine 
bushel 
old 
mortar 
charcoal 
t9 a 11  (4) t90 21 (4) 
place t9hu 44 (5) --- t9heu 44h(5)* 
chopsticks tu 13h(6) tm 42h(6) te·u 13h(6) 
to sell m e  11 (4 ! ) 12 me 42h(6) mua 13 (6) 
to insert tha 53 (7) tsho 44 (7)11 thai 33h(7) 
to drink hau 53 (7) hu 44 (7) hou 33 (7) 
ink me 31 (8) me 33 (8)11 me 24 (8) 
winter sacrifice lo 31 (8) �o 33 (8) ---
b .  Modern loans 
Yang hao La yi p' ing Ta nan shan 
·sample mo 31 fe 35 mo 33 hwe 35 mu 31 fal) 24 
hero �en 33 9OIJ 31 ie 44 90 33 ,;en 43 <;OIJ 31 
automobile t9hi 35 tshei 33 t9hi 35 the 44 t9hi 24 tqhai 43 
airplane fei 33 t9i 33 hwei 44 t�i 44 fei 43ht9i 43 
commune kol) 33 se i 35 ko 44 qe 35 kol) 43 qai 24 
labor lau 31 toIJ 35 lo 33 to 35 lau 31 t OIJ 24 
democracy mien 31 tsu 55 mi 33 tu 53 mien 31 tqu 55 
freedom tsi 35 iu 31 tsi 35 im 33 tsi 24 ,;ou 31 
IIIh. Grammarl3 
1 .  For the most part, grarmnatical meaning is expressed
in Miao by means of word order and grammatical functors. In 
11Tone 44 of La yi p'ing corresponds to the third and seventh 
tones of Ta nan shan and its tone 33 corresponds to the 
fourth and eighth tones of Jang hao and Ta nan shan. We 
have marked the third or seventh tones for 44 and the fourth 
or eighth tones for 33 in La yi p'ing on the basis of the 
tone correspondences . 
12 
! indicates that theh. tone category does not correspond. · 
13Except when noted, the examples are from Ta nan shan . 
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addition, some dialects or subdialects employ certain types 
of morphological alternation to indicate grammatical mean­
ine. For example, in fang hao random action or an imperfect 
state is indicated by preposing to verbs or adjectives a 
syllable having the same tone and initial as the verb or ad­
jective but with u as its final. Thus, 
ma 31 "to hack" , mu 31 ma 31 "to hack at random"
ii 33 "to hit" , iu 33 ii  33 "to hit at random" 
c;o 53 "red" , c;u 53 �o 53 "impure red" 
zo 53 "green" , zu 55 zo 55 "impure green"
Moreover, in Shih men k ' an of the Tung pei tien sub­
dialect, for example, classifiers, nouns, verbs, adjectives, 
and descriptive words are all involved in morphological al­
ternations. 
a .  Morphological alternation with classifiers 
Each regular classifier has five forms, indicating 
the size, appearance, and definiteness of an object. Note,
for example, the changes in lu 55 "elfr. for round or hollow
objects". 
lu 55 (definite or indefinite, large, attractive)
lai 55 (definite, ordinary) 
la 55 (definite, tiny) 
lai 35 (indefinite, ordinary) 
la 35 (indefinite, tiny) 
Plural and auxiliary classifiers also have morpho­
logical alternates. 
b. Morphological alternation with nouns 
Only polysyllabic nouns with prefixes have alter­
nate fonns. Each polysyllabic noun has two forms. These
indicate whether a thing is definite or indefinite. 
a 55 ma 53 "eye" (definite) 
a 55 mu 55 a 55 ma 53 "eye, eyebrow" (indefinite) 
li 33 phy 55 "bottle" ( definite" 
li 33 phu 55 li 33 phy 55 "some bottles (indefinite)
c. Morphological alternation with verbs and adjectives 
The pattern of alternation in Shih men k ' an is the 
same as that already mentioned for Yang hao, except that the 
prefixed syllable has the high level tone to indicate indef­
initeness. 
nha 31 "to look" (definite)
nu 5514 nha 31 "to glance at" (indefinite)
lLI-If the final of a verb or adjective is u, the final of the
added syllable is changed still further-to i. If the final 
of the verb or adjective is -z, .s:?_, au, or '=.L, the final of 
the added syllable may be eitherr� or i. 
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le 55 "red" (definite)
l·u 55 le 55 " reddish" (indefinite) 
d. Morphological alternation with descriptive words 
(see below)
2. Analyzed according to their semantic and grammatical 
features, there are thirteen parts of speech, nouns, pro­
nouns, demonstratives, numerals, classifiers, verbs, adjec­
tives, descriptive words, adverbs, prepositions, conjunc­
tions, auxiliaries, and interjections. A word of explana­
tion concerning demonstratives and descriptive words is 
necessary.
As a general rule, Miao demonstratives cannot be used 
as subjects (although pronouns can be so used) and have a
modifying function which differs from that of pronouns. 
They thus form a separate category. The following examples 
illustrate the use of demonstratives, 
lo 43 na 55 �au 13 toQ 31 
elf. this be desk 
" this is a desk" 
contrasted with kau 31 �au 13 moQ 43 
0 
you be Miao
"you are a Miao" 
pen 55 nteu 55 na 55 
elf. book this
" this book" 
contrasted with ko 55 le 33 nteu 55 
I possessive book
"my book" 
The part of speech called "descriptive words" is a
class of w·ords modifying verbs or adjectives to indicate 
characteristics suc.h as speed, sound, situation, color,
taste, etc. The function of descripti·ve words is thus simi­
lar to that of adverbs, but adverbs precede verbs and adjec­
tives whereas descriptive words follow them. Furthermore, 
in some dialects and subdialects descriptive words can occur 
as predicates. For these reasons descriptive words have 
been considered a separate category. 
lua 13 lau 44 
·o
laugh desc. of sudden laughter 
" to burst out laughingt" 
ntsen 55 lau 44 
0 
turn over desc. of a sudden turning 
" to turn over suddenly" 
16 
la 43 tqua 21 
red degree of red
"very red" 
l'l.tau 55 nto 44 
make a noise type of sound 
"to make a ding-dong type of noiset" 
In the Tung pei tien subdialect, descriptive words 
alternate morphologically . Such descriptive words usually
have two forms , a basic form and a changed form. The basic 
form indicates a definite regular action or state, and for 
this reason it can be designated the "definite" formt. The 
changed form, on the other hand, indicates an irregular ac­
tion or state and can thus be termed the "indefinitet" form.
Both forms can occur with auxiliaries indicating smallnesst. 
Some stative descriptive words can also occur with auxili­
aries denoting intensity . A descriptive word may thus have 
up to four or six possible formst. Note the following exam­
ples from Shih men k ' an ,  
a .  Variants of ta 55 (descriptive of a motionless 
state with verbs such as zhau 31 "to sit" , py 33 "to re­
cline" ,  i 55 "to lean against", 18 55 "to lie on one's 
side" ,  etc . ) ,  
0 
ta 55 (definite, ordinary) 
tu 55 ta 55 (indefinite, ordinary) 
ta 55 (aux. l ta 55 (definite, small)ta 55 (aux . tu  55 ta 55 (indefinite,  small)
b .  Variants of bm 31 (descriptive of cleanliness
with adjectives such as xu 55 "clean" ,  l"\,t§he 55 "clear" , 
etct. ) , 
bm 31 (definite, ordinary) 
bu 55 bm 31 (indefinite , ordinary) 
ta 55 (aux .tl bm 31 (definite, small)ta 55 (aux . bu 55 bm 31 (indefinite, small)
ndl1u 35 (aux. l 
bm 31 (definite,  intensified) 
ndhu 35 (aux. bu 55 bm 31 (indefinite, intensi-
fied) 
3 .  With the exception of the Hsiang hsi dialect, clas­
sifiers may occur as single modifiers of nouns to indicate 
definite singularityt. 
to 31 JlO 31 
elf. ox 
"a cow, an ox" 
17 
lo 43 mau 24 
elf. hat
"a hat s a c a-p" 
4. In the Hsiang. hsi dialect many no"Lms have two forms , 
one with a prefix, the other without. The latter form can 
modify other nouns and can itself be modified by numeral­
classifier and descriptive phrases. 'Ihe former, on the 
other hand, occurs primarily in simple sentences or in lists. 
In a sentence, it cannot be used to modify other no"Lms nor, 
as a rule, can it be modified by either numeral-classifier 
or other descriptive phrases. The most common prefixes are 
qo 35 and ta 35. qo 35 precedes inanimate nouns, wherreas 
ta 35 precedes animate nouns such as birds, beasts, worms, 
insects, etc. l5 In La yi  p'ing, for example, 
a. ntu 53 (tree) , qo 35 (prefix)·' ntu 53 "tree" 
, 
nu 31 (leaf) ntu 53r. (tree) "leaves of a tree"
(because ntu 53 modifies the noun nu 31 it .is not prefixed)
a 44 (one) tu 43 (elf.) ntu 53 na tree" (nt·u 53
is not prefixed since it is modified by the classifier 
phrase a 44 tu 43)
ntu 5 3 qwa 31 (peach) "peach tree" (ntu 5 3 has no 
prefix because it is modified by the noun qwa 31) 
mm 31 (you) me 31 (have
l 
qo 35 �a 35 (what) 
"What do you have�r" qo 35 (prefix ntu 53 "A tree", or
we 33 (I) me 31 (have) (qo 35) (prefix) ntu 53 "I have a 
tree/trees." 
As a single word occurring in isolation, ntu 53 is 
prefixed. In a sentence in which it is neither being modi­
fied nor being used as a modifier, however, the prefixation 
is optional. 
b. mpa 53 (pig) , ta 35 (prefix) mpa 53 "pig"
Jla 31 (meat) mpa 5 3 "pork" (mpa 5 3 is not pre­
fixed because it modifies the noun Jla 31) 
m 35 (two) IJO 33 (elf.) mpa 53 "two pigs" 
(mpa 5 3 is not prefixed bec�use it is· modified by the numer­
al-classifier phrase m 35 90 33)
a 44 (one) IJO  33 (elf./, nei 44 (this) .Pi 42 (be) 
qo 35 �a 35 (what) "What is this�r' ta 35 (prefix
l 
mpa 53 
"A pig." or a 44 (one) IJ O  33 (elf.) nei 44 (this .Pi 42 (be)
(ta 35) (prefix) mpa 53 "This is a pig. " (The prefixation is 
l5The t�rms for the Miao and Han Chinese people, 90  35 and 
ta 33, respectively, are a!so preceded by the prefix qo 35
and are pronounced qo 35 �o 35 and qo 35 ta 33. 
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optional when the noun is neither modifying nor being modi­
fied. ) 
5 .  Main phrase types (phrases are underlined in the
following examples)
a. Coordinate phrases 
(1) tau 24 nte 31 pe 43 tqi 44 mua 31 
formerly we not have 
la 31 te 43 " In the past, we had no fields (irrigated or
dry).r" field earth 
(2) qou 24 tse 55 mua 31 ntOIJ 
behind house have tree 
tsi 55 
fruit 
kheu 43 tha ntOIJ tsi 
plum tree fruit 
tlua 31 
0
peach 
"There are plum
and peach trees 
behind the house." 
b. Attributive phrases 
(1) ko 55 mua 31 nteu 55 tleu 43 "I have
white paper.r" 
I have paper white 
(2) ko 55 le 33 t§hau 44 �au 43 hau 55 
I possessive clothes locative place 
na 55 "My clothes are here.r" 
this 
c. Action-goal phrases 
(1) lai 31 la 31 �au 13 ko 55 le 33 no 24 
plow field be I possessive work
"Plowing is my job. " 
(2) keu 24 nteu 55 �au 13 i 43 t�en 24 �OIJ 44 
read book be one elf. good 
no 24 "Studying is a good thing.r" 
work 
d. Subject-predicate phrases 
ko 55 mo 2� la 21 �OIJ 44 kau 31 lo 21 la 21 
I go also good you come also 
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2t0rJ 44 "I can go (to your place) or you can come (to
good mine) - it makes no difference.r" 
e .  Prepositional phrases 
(1) �i 21 tua 31 pe 31 t9en 43 ·rtua 31 
he from Peking come
"He came from Peking." 
ti 31(2) ko 55 sar:i 1ou 44 ko 55
for 
44 
older brother sendI I 
i 43 
one 
"My older brother gave me a book. " pen 55 nteu 
elf. book 
f. Auxiliarl phrases
(1) to 21 na 55 �au 13 ko 55 le 33 
elf. this be
"This is mine. " 
•I possessi·ve 
(2) kau 31 le 33 �au 43 hau 55 tu 13 
you possessive be at place which
"Where's yours" " 
6 .  Main types of word order 
a. The most common word order in a sentence is sub­
ject-predicate-object. 
(1) ko 55 lai 31 la 31 "I plow the fields.r" 
I plow field 
(2) kau 31 seu 43 ke 55 "You work on the
roads.r" you repair road 
b. A numeral-classifier phrase used as an attribu­
tive phrase occurs after the subject.
lau 43 si 43 qhua 43 ko 55 au 43 9or:i 44 
old master teach I two year 
te 21 "The teacher has taught me for two years.r" 
completive 
c .  A numeral-classifier phrase or a personal pro­
noun (with or without a structural auxiliary) occurs before
the noun it modifies. 
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( 1 )  
(2) 
(1) plou 43 pua. 4L� ki 55 mi 4-4 ma.u 13 
four hundred catty small wheat
"Four hundred catties of wheat." 
(2) Jli 21 ti 31 "His older brother.r" 
he older brother 
( 3 )  ko 55 le 33 nteu 55 "My book." 
I possessive book 
d. A noun used as a genitive attribute of another 
noun precedes the head noun, a noun used as a descriptive 
attribute modifying another noun follows the head noun. 
(1 )  ti 31 le 33 pi 31 
older brother possessive pen
"Older brother's pen." 
(2) Nqai 31 JlO 31 
meat ox
"beef" 
e. An adjective follows the noun it modifies. 
( 1 )  pal) 31 la 43 "red flower" 
flower red 
(2 )  ntou 43 sa 55 "blue cloth" 
cloth blue 
f. A demonstrative follows the classifier it modi-
fies. 
(1 )  lo 43 na 55  "this one" 
elf. this 
(2) to 21 i 55 "that one" 
elf. that 
g. A numeral precedes the classifier it modifies. 
i 43 lo 43 "one • • • " 
one e lf. 
au 43 to 21 "two • • •  " 
two elf. 
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( 1 )  
44 (2 ) 
� OI) 
h. When a numeral-classifier-demonstrative phrasel6 
(a type of attributive phrase) modifies a noun, the nl1.meral 
and classifier precede the noun while the demonstrative fol­
lows the noun. 
au 43  pen 55 nteu 55 na 55 
two elf. book this
"these two books" 
lo 43 tsi 55 i 55(2 )  pe 43 
three elf . fruit that
"those three pieces of fruit'; 
l .  
• 
An auxiliary precedes the verb it modifies. 
(1) tseu 31 hai 33 "can speak" 
able to say 
kaIJ 55 ua "dare to do" 
dare do 
j. An adverb precedes the verb it modifies (although
in the Tung pei tien subdialect there are certain adverbs 
which may either precede or follow a verb, as, for example, 
Shih men k'an khi 55 �t§hi 11 (hurry up) xu 33 · (sing) can
also be said as xu 33 khi 55 �t§hi 11, both meaning "to
hurry up and sing"), an adverb generally precedes the adjec­
tive it modifies, except in the case of certain adverbs 
which may either precede or follow the adjective. 
(1) t�i 44 mo 21 "not going" 
not go 
(2 ) � OU 24 tua 31 "to come again"
again come 
(3) tsuei "the best" 24 44 
most good 
(4 ) �OIJ 44 hen 55 ~ h_en 55 �OIJ 44 "very good"
good very very good 
16with the exception of the Hsiang hsi dialect and the nor­
thern dialects of the Hui shui subdialect of the Ch 'ruan
ch'ien tien dialect, the numeral "one" usually does not 
cooccur with the demonstrative in modifying the classifier. 
Or one could say that when the demonstrative and "one" co­
occur, "one" is omitted. In most dialects and subdialects 
the numeral in these phrases is not "one". 
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7. Sentence types 
a. Structural typology
(1) Simple nentences 
(a) �i 21 lo 21 te 21 
he come completive
"Het' s  come." (subject-predicate) 
(b) au 43 to 21 lua 33 lai 31 la 31 
0 
two elf. youth plow field
"Two youths are plowing the field. " (sub­
ject-predicate-object) 
(c) �i 21 la 43 tqi 44 no 24 tou 43 tseu 31 
he what work all able to 
ua 44 "He can do anything.t" (subject-objtect-predicate) 
do 
44 �i 21 i 43 pen 55 nteu 55 
elft. 
(d) ko SUTJ 
send he bookI one 
" I  gave him a book." (subject-predicate-ob-
j ect-object) 
(e) ko 55 ua 44 tarJ 21 te 21 
I do finished completive" "I've finished doing it . (subject-predicate-
complement) 
(f) �i 21 qhua 43 ko 55 i 43 li 44 te 21 
he teach I one month completive
"He has already taught me for one month."
(subject-predicate-object-complement) 
(g) lo 21 narJ 13 te 21 
fall rain completi·ve
"It's raining." (predicate-object) 
(2) Compound sentences 
(a) Coordinate compound sentences 
(i) no 24 la 21 �a 44 ua 44 nteu 55 la 21 
work also must do book also 
+a 44 keu 24 " (I) must work and study." (combinative
relationship) must read 
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(ii) 31i 21 t�i 44 taIJ 55 c; o  31 c;i  31· 
he not only learn 
2t OlJ 44, koIJ 4 3 t;so 31 la 21 �OlJ 44 
good, work also good
"He is not only good at learning things, but he also works 
well." (progressive relationship) 
(iii) kau 31 mo 21 ha 31 qi 24 31i 21 mo 21 
you go or he go
"Are you going or is he going�r" (selec-
tive relationship) 
(b) Subordinate compound sentences 
(i) tqi 44 kuaIJ 55 ua 44 tc;aIJ 21 na·u 44 
despite do how cold 
pe 43 ha 31 �a 44 mo 21 seu 43 ke 55 lou 44 
we still must go repair road •iron
"No matter how cold it is, we still have to work on the
railroad." (reverse relationship"
(ii) �a 44 ko 13 tqi 44 qhe 43 huei 24 
if not hold a meetingr. 
pe J.i3 tou 24 mo 21 ua 44 no 24 
we thus go do work
"If the meeting is not to be held, we will go to work. " 
(subjunctive relationship) 
(iii) tqo 13 mua 31 tsen 43 tc;a 43 
only have increase 
sen 43 tqhaIJ 55 le 44 thi 31 kau 43 sen 43 ho 31 
produce then elevate life
"Only by increasing production can w� raise our standard of 
living.r" (conditional relationship) 
(iv) ,;en 43 wei 24 JlJ..
• 21 kOIJ 43 tso 31 
because he work 
mu 31 faIJ 24 
example 
2tOI) 44 ,Jli 21 le 44 taIJ 43 lau 31 toIJ 
hegood then fitting labor
"Because he did a good job he is the hero of labor � "  
(cause-and-effect relationship) 
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b. Mood typology 
(1) Declarative sentence 
pe 43 iuen 43 iuen 43 �to 13 korJ 24 tqharJ 55 
we fore·ver follow Communism 
tarJ 35 mo 21 "We shall follow the Communist Party forever.t" 
party go 
(2 ) Interrogative sentence 
kau 31 na 24 ,PaU 43 t�e 55 tqi
not 
,PaU 43 
mother be at house be atyou
"Is your rrLother home'Zt" 
( 3 )  Imperative sentence 
kheu 33 kau 31 le 33 pen 55 
pretransitive verb you possessive elf. 
nteu 55 i 55 qe 55 tou 44 ko 55 "Lend me that book of 
yours.t" book that lend give I 
(4) Exclamatory sentence 
o 44 io 21 tu 55 tsharJ 31 na 55 pau 43 
wow wall this collapse 
leu 24 te 21 "Wow! 'Ihe wall collapsed! "  
go completive 
All of the Miao dialects have been influenced by Chi­
nese. The Chinese language has played an important role in
the full development of Miao. The Miao language has absorbed 
many loanwords from Chinese, especially since the Liberation. 
The new terminology used in politics , economics, culture, and
science has all been borrowed from Chinese. Only a very few 
words have been coined according to native Miao roots. Along
with these loans have come new initials and finals to be 
added to the Miao phonological system and new rules to cause 
some changes in the Miao grammar. Probably the most out­
standing change has been the borrowing by all the Miao dia­
lects of clause connectives or conjunctions . This has made 
Miao compound sentences tighter in structure and more pre­
cise in meaning. In the great struggle to establish social­
ism, relations between Han Chinese and Miao have been recip­
rocalt. In the course of meeting the needs of production and 
life, it has become a necessity for the Miao people to master 
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the Chinese language and writing system. Since it is the
·vehicle of communication, Chinese will assume an increasingly 
important role and, under these conditions, is destined to
play an even more important role in the full development of 
the Miao languagE; • 
In the pas·c, most Miao people had no writing system
for their own language, except for the imperfect alphabetic 
system designed by missionaries which had a limited use among
the Miao in the Tung pei tien chr'rli. After the Liberation, 
the Party and the Government formed a Miao language s·urvey 
team and made a general survey of the Miao language, fol­
lowing the wishes of the Miao people themselves. In October 
1936, a scientific seminar on the problems of the Miao lang­
uage and its writing system, in which Miao representatives 
participated, was held in Kweiyang. At that seminar a reso­
lution was passed to the effect that the shape and the usage 
of the letters adopted for the Miao language should be as_r · 
similar as possible to those designed for the Chinese lang­
uage. Only from the time of this seminar can the Miao peo­
ple be said to possess a writing system which accurately 
represents their language. 
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A PRELIMINARY COMPARISON OF THE PHONOLOGY OF THE 
M IAO DIALECTS IN SOUTHEASTERN KWEICHOW 
by 
Ma HsUeh-liang and T'ai Chh'hang-hou 
I .  Introduction 
Among the minority peoples in China, the Miao are the 
most populous group. Their language belongs to the Miao-Yao 
family of the Sino-Tibetan phylumh. They live in the pro­
vinces of Kweichow, Hunan, Szechwan, Y·unnan , Kwangtung , and 
Kwangsi and have a total population of about 2 , 500, 000 
people. Kweichow, with some 1 , 400, 000 Miao, has the largest 
concentration. Outside of China there are many Miao in Vieth­
nam, Burma, Thailand , and Laos . 
Historically, the Miao are a people who have been sup­
pressed and discriminated against for a long time. During 
the years of the reactionary regime of the Kuomintang, the 
political inequality and economic s·uppression reached its 
height. For this reason, the Miao economy was poor and back� 
ward before the Liberation. 
During the five years since the Liberation, however , 
the Miao people have experienced a rapid and complete devel­
opment in every respect under the leadership of the Chinese 
Communist Party and the People's Government , by the end of 
1951,  the land reform movement had been completed in most of 
the areas inhabited by the Miao , and cooperatives for agri­
cultural production had been organized. Recently, in just 
over one year, one agricultural cooperative after another 
was established. A whole series of reforms and organiza­
tional changes completely altered the naturally backward 
micro-economic situation of the Miao people,  gradually lead­
ing their entire life into the sphere of socialism. Poli­
tically, the Miao are not only free from the persecution and 
discrimination experienced during the eras of reactionary 
regimes, but also , under the enlightened nationalities policy
of Chairman Mao, the Hsiang hsi Miao Autonomous chou in 
Hunan, the Ta miao shan Miao Autonomous hsien in Kwangsi, 
and the Lu shan, T'ai chiang, Tan chai, and Lei shan Miao 
Autonomous hsien in Kweichow have been formed. This has 
fulfilled the dream of the Miao people who have wanted to be 
masters of themselves. Their cultural life has kept pace 
with their economic development , undergoing great changes. 
In many areas minority primary and secondary schools have 
been established. Under these very favorable conditions, the 
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Miao people are not only able to send their children to the 
lo(� .:1-l ininority schools but have even seen some of their 
yc,ltng people gL) on to l1ighcr educational institutions in the 
capital and in other large cities. 
In order to be able to establish a socialist society,
the Miao anticipate getting their pioneer experiences and 
gaining their skills through the medium of their own writing 
system. In the past, suppressed by the ruling classes, the 
Miao had only their spoken language and, generally speaking, 
were without their own writing system. The exceptions are 
two so-called "Po ko li" writing systems for the Miao cre­
ated by the Christian Church in Wei ning and Ch'uan nan in
Kweichow. A church in the coastal area of Lu shan, east of 
Kweichow, invented, according to the Miao speakers there, an
orthography in which the Bible was published. These "writing 
systems", however, do not represent the Miao language accu­
rately, and, except for a few people who have learned one or
another of them, they are unacceptable to most Miao. 
The Miao people are in great need of a writing system. 
In early 1935, when tl1e Miao Language Learning Team of the 
Central College of Raees was leaving the Miao area, the Miao 
people gave its members a blank banner. They said, "We do 
not know how to express our feelings. When you create a
Miao writing system you can write our feelings to you on 
this banner. This comment shows how eager the Miao are to
have a writing system of their own. 
In order to prepare for the creation of · a  Miao writing 
system, we had to understand the features of the Miao phono­
logical system. Thus, in the fall of 1932, the Institute of 
Minority Languages of the Chinese Academy of Sciences along
with the Central College of Races sent us to Kweichow to
survey the Miao language in the southeastern section. We
recorded the language of speakers in Chen yuan� Chiu.tchou 
and Chia pa in Huang p'ing hsienJ K'ai t'ang and Chou ch'i 
in Lu shans Chin chung and Hsin ch'iao in Shih k'ang hsiens 
T'ai kung chai and Shih tung in T'ai chiang hsiens Yung an; 
T'ai yung, and Wu ch'a in Chien ho hsienJ Huang li in Lei 
shan hsiens Wu lo, P ' ai t'ing, Ma chiang, Ts'ung chiang, 
San tu, San sui, and Chin p' ing in Chou chai hsien. Later,
at the Central College of Races, we also recorded a set of 
data from Ching hsien, Hunan. Altogether we obtained data 
from twenty-one survey points. 
The grammatical structure and basic vocabularies of 
these various types of Miao are identical. In this article 
we shall describe only the phonological featurest. Because 
of the short t ime during which the survey was conducted and
the small number of survey points recorded, our data are not 
so abundant as we would like. We do not feel that we have 
enough data for a comparative phonological study. In this 
article, therefore, we can merely introduce some basic fea-
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2 .  
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tures of and differences among the phonological systems, 
using this introduction as a reference source for further 
surveys of the Miao language in these areas. 
II. Features of the Phonological Systems 
In order to arrive at a complete understanding of the 
Miao language spoken in these areas, we shall describe the 
general features of Miao phonology first. 
1. Analyzed according to their points of articula� 
tion, there are labial, apical, palatal, velar, uvular, and 
glottal consonants ,r£, t, i, k, �' h .  
2. Analyzed according to the manner of articulation, 
there are stop, nasal, lateral, �ricative, and affricate 
consonants, £, m, 1, f, ts. 
3.  In most areas, the voiceless bilabial, apical, 
and palatal. stops, fricatives, and affricates have both 
unaspirated and aspirated phonemes,r£, E.Qs ts, tsh J f, fh s 
�' shs £_, �-
4. In most areas, the bilabial, apical, and palatal 
nasals are represented by two phonemes each, voiced and 
devoiced, * m, ffiJ n, nJ  � ,  � -
o O 0
5 .  'Ihere are no voiced phonemes except with nasals, 
laterals, and fricatives. 
6.  Most areas have eight tone categories . Using the 
T'ai kung chai dialect of T'ai chiang as an example, the
eight tones are as follows , 
ki 33 "horn" 
ki 53 "to cry" 
ki 44 "rich or greasy food" 
ki 22 "drought" 
5 .  ki 35 "to freezer" 
6 .  ki 23 
4. 
7. ki 
ki 218. 
"to appear" 
"to cut with scissorsr" 
"to dig" 
The data show that tones and initials are interre­
lated. 
Unaspirated initials occur with all eight tone cate­
gories .  Aspirated and devoiced initials can occur only with 
* 
"Devoiced" is used to describe voiceless continuants. Aspi-
ration appears to be part of the articulation- and devoiced 
initials are grouped with the aspirates- but the authors 
evidently wanted to keep them separate from the aspirates .  
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Chart I .  
Tc · Le Ch Tc 
Note, The symbols l, i, and �h represent palatal laterals
and lateralized fricativesr. Although they do not 
occur in the IPA chart, they have been introduced here 
on the analogy of symbols used for other palatal 
sounds. 
Groups
A 
l 
n 
t 
•
l 
a 
1 
s 
Tc Hp Lu Le Ch 
p p p p p 
m m m m m 
f f f f f 
w 
t 
n 
l 
4 
ts 
s 
Hp 
t 
n 
1 
4 
s 
Lu 
t t t 
n n n 
nz 
1 1 1 
4 4 4 
ts ts ts 
s s s 
z z 
Hp Lu Le 
t t t t 
J1 J1 J1 J1 
J1� 
i i i i 
'} i '} 1 
t9 tc; t9 t9 
9 c; c; <; 
� � � � 
B 
• 
l 
n
•
l 
t 
l 
a 
1 
s 
ph ph ph ph ph 
m m m 
0 0 0 
fh fh fh fh 
th 
n 
0 
4h
tsh 
sh 
th 
n 
0 
4h 
sh 
th th th 
n 
0 
4h 4h 
tsh tsh tsh 
sh sh 
th th th th 
.l} .l} J; 
<}h '}h '}h '}h 
tc;h tc;h tc;h tc;h 
c;h c;h c;h c;h 
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Initials* 
.. ·Ch Tc Hp Lu Le Ch Tc Hp Lu Le Ch Tc Hp Lu Le Ch** 
i k k k k k q q q q q 
J1 1) rJ rJ rJ rJ 
i 
'i 
tc; 
<; 
� y y y y y 
ih kh kh kh kh kh qh qh qh qh qh C Cl a [l D 
tc;h 
X X X X X h h h h h 
*The abbreviations for the five groups repres.ent T 1 ai chiang, 
_!iuang p1 ing, Lu shan, Lei shan, and Chien ho, respecitvely. 
**The use of the symbol D is not explained in the text . 
Although the text did not include h in·h·hthis chart, it has 
been added here since it occurs in-all five groups. 
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tones 1,  3 ,  5 ,  and 7, not with tones 2, 4, 6 ,  or 8 (although
there are exceptions in tone 4). Since this type of rela­
tionship exists ,  we shall call the nonaspirates "A-initials" 
and the aspirates and devoiced initials "B-initials". At 
the same time we shall divide the tones into two groups, 
those which occur with B-initials are "I-tones" ,  whereas 
those which do not occur with B-init ials are " II-tones". 
According to our data, the phonological systems of the 
Miao language spoken in these areas are all basically the 
same. There are, of eourse , slight differences from place 
to place. On the basis of these differences, we may divide
the dialects into five groups. The places representing these 
five main groups are,t* 
T'ai chiang Group , T'ai kung chai,  Yung an, and Shih 
tung k ' ou kung chai in T'ai chiang3 K ' ai t'ang in Lu shan� 
Chen yuan� Wu ch ' a  in Chien ho� and Chin chung in Shih k'ang. 
The T '  ai chiang will be represented by T '  ai kung chai. 
Huang p '  ing Group , Chiu chou and Chia pa in H·uang
p ' ing , and Hsin cht' iao in Shih k ' ang. This group is repre­
sented by Chiu chout. 
Lu shan Group , Chou ch ' i  of Lu shan and Hslian wei 
chen in Ma chiang. The group is represented by Chou ch ' i. 
Lei shan Group , Huang li in Lei shan and Wu lo in 
Tan chait. The Lei shan group will be represented by Huang
li. 
Chien ho Group , T ' ai yung and Ts'ung chiang in Chien 
ho � P '  ai t '  ing , San tu ,  San sui , and Chin p '  ing in Tan chai� 
and Ching hsien in Hunan. This group will be represented by
T ' ai yung.
The following differences have been found in the phono­
logical systems of these five representative points (see
Charts I-III),
1. T ' ai chiang, Huang p ' ing, and Lu shan have m ,  �' 
n ,  � , t� , tandt� � Lei shan and Chien ho have only m ,  n ,  andt� ,  
lacking m ,  n , -and � -
o O 0 
2. T 1 ai chiang, Huang p ' ing, Lu shan , and Lei shan 
havet!, fh, �,t sh,t !, 4h ,  £, and 9h. Chien ho has only f, 
s,  1 ,  and 9 ,  lacking fh , sh, 4h ,  and 9h. x and h are aspi­
rated everywhere. Since thereare no unaspirated counter­
parts to these two sounds, we uset� and h for the aspirates. 
* 
Some of the locations given for the places in these groups 
are different from those listed for the same places in the
introduction above (seetp. 28) . 
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Chart II . Finals* 
T ' ai Lu 
3 .  Lu shan has w ,  nz , and ��h- Lei shan and Chienh- ho 
haveh�- All these sounds are missing in T ' ai chiang and 
Huang . p' ing . 
4 .  There is no ts or tsh in Huang p' ing. 
5. T ' ai chiang, Huang p' ing, Lu shan, and Chien hoh.
have final IJ. Lei shan, on the other hand , has no final 
consonants.-
6. T ' ai chiang and Lei shan have eight tone cate­
gories, Huang p' ing and Lu shan seven, and Chien ho six . 
In charts I-III , the initials are arranged according 
to whether they are A-initials or B-initials, the finals 
according to whether they are monophthongs, diphthongs, or 
nasal finalsJ and the tones according to their tone cate­
gories. 
IIIh. Phonological Correspondences in the 
Areas Surveyed 
As shown above, there are some differences in the pho­
nological systems of the Miao dialects in these areas, al­
though for the most part they are identical . According to 
our present data, these differences can be seen to be sys­
tematic and can be explained by phonological correspondence 
rules. For this reason, the Miao people in these various 
areas do not have much difficulty communicating with each 
* 
The symbol .1 is used here to replace the symbolh� in the 
text . The Lei shan diphthong au was misprinted ou in the 
text . 
chiang 
Huang
p ' ing shan 
Lei 
shan 
Chien 
ho 
Monoph-
thongs 
•
l e C a 
o u e 
•
l. e C a 
0 0 .I e 
i e C 
0 U 
a •l. e C a 
0 U .I 
•
l. e C a 
0 U 
Diph-
thongs 
•
Cl cu au 
OU 
•e1 au .I u 
ye 
eo au OU •e1 au OU 
.I U  
• •e1 Cl. au 
OU .I u 
Nasal 
finals 
eIJ aIJ OIJ aIJ OIJ eIJ aIJ OIJ eIJ aIJ OIJ 
33 33 
2 
44 3 
4 
13 5 
6 
dig 
Chart III. Tones 
Chien hoLu shan Lei shan Huang p'ing T ' ai chiang 
Tone Tone ExampleTone Example Tone ExampleTone ExampleTone Examplecate- valuevalue valuevaluevaluegory 
ki33 kaki t,u
bloom 
ta 33331 
hornanswerfryhorn 
ki 
musical
instrument 
5555 kaki t,u
footstep 
ta 535353  
comedragmusical
instrument 
44 kaki 44 t,uta 44 tsa 
stupid 
44 
long house a mealgreasy 
kaka2222 ki 22 ta 22 
lose droughtshortdrought
ki 35 t,u13 ta 35 kika35 
frost cupboardgrabfreeze S l.X 
ki23 ta 2321 ka23 ki 
manifest 
13 ki7 
cut 
21 ki8 
duck 
53 ki 
cut 
dead manifest 
13 t,u53 ta 13 ki 
laugh• cutwing 
21 •mai t,u
straddle 
21 
chop, hew 
---
---
---
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,J;lOIJ 3* 
JlOQ 3 
JlOI) 3 
other using their own dialects. We shall now describe the 
features which are differenth. 
The T ' ai kung chai dialect will be used as a referehnce 
point for comparison with the dialects in other placesh. The 
differences will be .described in terms of initials, · finals·,
and tones. 
A. Inithials 
1. The devoiced nasals m, n ,  andh� of T ' ai kung chai 
0 0 0
correspond tohm,h!!_, and il!_ in Chin chung-;- Ma chiang, T ' ai 
yung , P ' ai t '  ing, Tsh' ung chiang, San sui, Chin p'  ing , San tu, 
and Ching hsien , and to h in Huang li .  
tooth night sun listen heavyh_ sweat 
T ' ai kung chai mi 3 maIJ 5 na 1 narJ 
0 O 0 0 
Chin chung 
,IlaIJ 7* 
JlaIJ 7 
· 3 
mi 3 maI) 5 nc  1 narJ 3 
hou 3 hI 7hi 3Huang li 
Ma chiang 
ha 1h.J: 5 h.J: 3 
3 maI) 5 nc  1 naI) ·3 
maI) 5 narJ 3 
JlOI) 3 JlaIJ 7, 8 me 
mi 3 JlaIJ 6, 7 T ' ai yung
Ts 'hung chiang 
P ' ai t ' ing 
San sui 
· na 1 
7maI) 3 maI) 5 na 1 naI)
mci 3 maI) 5 
JlaIJ3 .
7 ,  8 JlaIJnc 1 naI) 3 JlOI) 3 · 
.nei 1 naI) 3 JlOI) 3 
naI) 
JlaI) 7 mi 3 maI) 5 
3 maI) 5 
3 maI) 5 
3 JlOI) 3 JlarJ 7 
JlaIJ 3 
1Chin P '  in g 
San 
me na 
JlaI) 4,  7nei 1 tu me 
naI) 3 lOI) 3J3Ching hsien me mau 5 na 1 
2. fh in T ' ai kung chai corresponds to f in T ' ai yung, 
Ts ' ung chiang , P '  ai t I ing ,.. San sui, Chin p ' in� San tu , and 
Ching. hs ienh. 
T ' ai T ' ai Ts ' ung · p • ai San Chin San Chi ng 
kung yung chiang t ' ing SUl • p ' ing tu hsien 
chai 
be light fhe 1 fe 1 fe 1 fe 1 f c  1 rei 1 fa 1 fai 1 
rub in• fha 1 fa 1 fa 1 fa 1 fa 1 fa 1 fa 1 fa 1 
hands 
The T ' ai kung chai forms were listed in the text as JlOIJ 3 
and J1aIJ 7. 
p36 
' ing. 
5 <l e  
<l o  1 
3. sh and 9h in T'ai kung chai correspond tor� andr� 
chia.ng , P ' ai t ' ing , San sui , and Ching hsien, and ungin Tsr'r
to tsh and t9h in T'ai yung. sh corresponds to s in Chin 
T ' ai Ts'rung P'ai San T'ai Chin Ching
kung chiang t'ing S Ul • yung p ' ing hsien 
chai 
end shci 3 sa 3 sa 3 S C  3 tsha 3 sa 3 sa 3 
thousand shaIJ 1 SaIJ 1 se 1 sa 1 tshar) 1 sa 1 ---
song <;ha 7 <;i  7 9a 7 , 8  <;a 7 t9ha 6 , 7  --- ---
erase <;haIJ 5 9aIJ 5 9arJ 7 , 8  --- t<;haIJ 6, 7 ---
4.  4h and jh* in T ' ai kung chai corresponds to 1 and i 
in Ma chiaiig, Santu, San sui, and Ching hsien. 
T ' ai kung Ma chiang San tu San sui Ching hsien
chai 
moon 4ha 5 la 5 la 5 lue 5 lei 5 
iron 4hau 5 lo 5 lou 5 LI o 5 lou 5 
big 4h l** iu 1 iau 1 iu 1 iou 1 
5. s in T ' ai kung chai corresponds to ts in San SUl 
and Chin p ' ing. 
T ' ai kung chai San SUl • Chin p'ing 
early sau 3 tsau 3 tsou 3 
skinny so 5 tsau 5 tsau 5 
•6 .  4 in T ' ai kung chai corresponds to s in Ching hsien. 
T'ai kung chai Ching hsien 
beg
four 
sa 5 
sau 1 
7. ts and tsh in T'ai kung chai correspond tor.§.. and sh
in Chen yuan, Wu ch'a, and Shih tung, and to t9 and t<;h in 
Chiu chou, Chia pa, and Hsin ch'iao. 
The text has ih. 
**The final is missing in the text. 
•• 
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k.he 5 
t2h 
T'ai kung Chen w·u Shih Chiu Chia Hsin 
chai yuan ch'a tung chou pa ch'iao 
house tsc 3 S C  3 sa 3 S C  3 t<;ih·h3 t<;i 3 t<;i 3 
five tsa 1 sei 1 sa 1 •sci 1 t<;a 1 t9a 1 t<;a 1 
stamp tsho 5 sha 5 shD 5 --- . t<;hD 5 t9hou 5 t<;hD 5 
fish tsha 5 sha 5 sha 5 sha 5 t9ha 5 --- ---basket 
8 .  x in T'ai kung chai corresponds to kh in Chen ylian , 
Shih tung� and San tu. 
T'ai kung chai Chen yuan Shih tung Santu 
new xi 1 khi 1 khi 1 khe 1 
quick xa 5 khi 5 khi 5 
9. !J. in T'ai kung chai corresponds toh� in Ma chiang 
T'ai kung chai Ma chiang 
lazy Qi 4 Jli 4 
slanting Qa 2 Jli 2 
10h. 1 and Th in T' ai kung chai correspond to t9 and 
in Chia pa and Ching hsienh. 
T'ai kung chaih. Chia . pa Ching hsien 
crab to 1 t9au 1 . t9au J. 
chopsticks tou 6 t9au 6 t90 6 
shave thi 5 t�hi 5 t9hi 5 
change the 3 --- t9hu 3 
11. !£ and t2h 
•in T'ai kung chai correspond to t and th 
in San sui . 
T'ai kung chai San sui 
·hmedicine t9a 1 ta 1 
succeed t9aQ 2 t c  2 
cloth t9hu 1 therJ 1 
wipe t9he 1 the 1 
12 . � and .9.!!. in T'ai kung chai correspond to k and kh 
in San tu. 
phc 8 
kung 
T ' ai kung chai San tu 
dung qa 3 ka 3 
chicken qa 1 kc 1 
tie up qha 1 kha 1 
empty qhoIJ 5 khaIJ 5 
13 . y in T ' ai kung chai corresponds tot� in Chen ylian,
San sui, and Chia pa. 
T ' ai kung chai Chen yUan San sui Chia pa 
stone, rock ye 1 +e 1 �e 1 ie 1 
vegetable yo 1 +o 1 +au 1 +au 1 
14 . 'Ihe unaspirated stops and affricates occurring in 
syllables having tone 8 in T ' ai kung chai correspond to the 
aspirated stops and affricates in Yung an, Huang li, and
Chou ch ' i .  
T ' ai kung chai Yung an 
pci 8 phc 8 
Huang li Chou cht' i . 
phc 7 , 8  
pheIJ 7 , 8  
cat 
pu 8 phu 8 
tha 8 
see 
pocket
bucket 
phu 8 
tha 8 tha 7 , 8tc  8 
ii 8 ihi 8 ihi 8 ihc 7 , 8  
pot kaIJ 8 khaIJ 8 khe 8 khaIJ 7 , 8  
sour liquid qaI) 8 --- qh.I 8 qhaIJ 7 , 8  
piece of cloth tsaIJ 8 --- tshei 8 ---
ten t�e 8 t9hu 8 t�hu 8 t9hau 7 , 8  
15 . The voiceless unaspirated fricatives- labial api-
cal, and palatal- occurring in syllables having tone 8 in
T ' ai kung chai correspond to the respective aspirated 
counterparts in Chou ch ' i. 
chai Chou ch ' i  
fhi 7, 8 
T ' ai 
fi 8harelip
• 4a 8a piece 4he 7, 8 
drag jo 8 clhO 7 , 8  
wet 90 8 9hau 7 , 8  
16. f andt� occurring in syllables having tone 2 in 
T'ai kung chai correspond to fh and sh in Chen yUan, Wu ch ' a, 
and Shih tung. 
••  
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yoQ 
yung , 
'11 ' ai kung chai Chen �an w·u ch ' a Shih tung 
hand up fi 2 fhe 2 fhi 2 fhi 2 
')bright faJJ ,_ fhang 2 fho 2 fhaJJ 2 
meeting sou 2 shu 2 shou 2 shou 2 
money S Cl 
• 
2 she 2 shci 2 shci 2 
With the exception of the abovementioned regular cor­
respondences among the Miao dialects spoken in the area, the
phonological differences are not consistent. An initial in 
one place may correspond to two or more initials in another 
place, apparently without statable conditioning factors. 
These differences are as follows, 
1. Some words with n- and J)- in T'ai kung chai cor­
respond torn- andr�- whereas others correspond to nz- and 
a- in Wu lo, Chou ch'i, P'ai t'ing, Ts'ung chiang, and San 
tu, some correspond torn- and J)- whereas others correspond 
to z- in Yung an, Huang-li, and T ' ai yung . 
many man green grass boat 
T'ai kung chai ne 5 •nci 2 nau 2 naJJ 2 J1aJJ 2 
Wu lo no 5 na 2 nzau 2 nzaJJ 2 J)aU 2 
Chou ch'i no 5 nc  2 nzo 2 . nzaJJ 2 J),;ar:i 2 
P ' air. t'ing no 5 nc  2 nzau 2 nzaIJ 2 . J)aIJ 2 
Ts'ung chiang nau 5 na 2 nza·u 2 nzaIJ 2 J)aJJ 2 
San tu na 5 nc  2 nzau 2 nzaIJ 2 J)aIJ 2 
Yung an no 5 nc 2 zo 2 zaQ 2 JlarJ 2 
Huang li no 5 ·na 2 zo  2 Z.1 2 JU 2 · 
T ' ai yung no 5 na 2 zau 2 naQ 2 JlaIJ 2 
2 .  Initial y in T'ai kung chai sometimes corresponds 
tory- and at other times torw- in Chou ch'i, in Ching hsien 
it corresponds to bothr�- and v-. 
T'ai kung chai Chou ch'i Ching hsien 
stone ye 1 yi 1 
•,;ei 1 
vegetable yo 1 wau 1 �au 1 
guard 3 vou 33 WO 
dragon 
ye 
2 yOI) 2 VOI) 2 
to 4 - and
3 .  
sometimestci 
and P'ai t'ing. 
Initial 4h. in T'ai kung chai sometimes corresponds 
1- in Ts'ung chiang, Chia pa, T ' ai 
40 
<le  5 
T'ai kung Ts ' ung Chia pa T'ai yung P'ai t'ing 
chai chiang 
moon <iha 5 le 5 li 5 le 5 la 5 
marrow 4he 1 le 1 lue 1 4a 1 la 1 
string, clhe 5 cia 5 4a  5rope 4a 5 
4. Initial 4 in T'ai kung chai sometimes corresponds 
to <i- and sometimes to 1- in Ts'ung chiang and San tu. 
T ' ai kung Chai Ts 'r chiang San ·tuung 
beg ci e  5 le 5 le 5 
four 40  1 4au 1 <la 1 
5 .  •in T'ai k1mg chai corresponds to both £. and kh
in Chia pa.
� 
T'ai kung chai Chia pa
sour 9ho 1 90  1 
blood 9haI) 3 9an 3 
fear �ha 1 khi 1 
song 9ha 7 kha 7 
Chart IV presents the initial correspondences among
the twenty-one survey points in the five regions. The 
arrangement of the initials is based on the correspondences. 
Blanks indicate that the survey point in question has an 
initial identical with that of T'ai kung chai. 
B. Finals 
The system of finals is basically the same in each of
the places recorded. We shall take the same representati·ves 
of the five regions (T'ai chiang, Huang p'ing, Lu shan, Lei 
shan, and Chien ho) to illustrate the similarities and dif­
ferences between the types of finalsr. 
1. Finals which are identical in all places , -OI) in
T'ai chiang, Huang p'ing, Lu shan, and Chien hos -o in T ' ai 
chiang, Lu shan, and Chien ho, and -u and -ou in TTai chiang 
and Lei shan. 
2. Finals which are different but which correspond 
regularly , -ou in T ' ai chiang corresponds tor-� in Huang
p'ing, -eo inLu shan, and -o in Chien ho (except in "basketr" 
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Chart IV. Initial correspondences 
T ' ai chiang Group 
T ' ai kung chai 
K'ai t'ang 
Yung an 
Chin chung 
Ch'en ylian
Wu ch' a 
Shih tung 
Huang p'in5 Group 
Chiu chou 
Chia pa 
Hsin ch I iao 
Lu shan Group 
Chou ch'i 
Ma chiang 
Lei shan Group 
Huang li 
Wu lo 
Chien ho Group 
T'ai yung 
Ts'ung chiang 
P ' ai t'ing
San sui 
San tu 
Chin p '  ing
Ching hsien 
. m V 1 ph _ th kh h 
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T ' ai chiang Group
T ' ai kung chai 
K ' ai t'ang
Yung an 
Chin churlg 
Chen yuan 
Wu chr' a 
Shih tung 
Huang p' ing Group
Chiu chou 
Chia pa 
Hsin ch ' iao 
Lu shan Group
Chou ch ' i  
Ma chiang 
Lei shan Group 
Huang li 
Wu lo 
Chien ho Group
T ' ai yung 
Ts ' ung chiang
P ' ai t ' ing 
San sui 
San tu 
Chin p I ing
Ching hsien 
p t ih k q 
p/ph t/th i/ih k/kh q/qh 
p/ph t/th i/th k/kh q/qh 
q/qh t/th i/ih k/kh q/qh 
k 
t� t�h 
t� t�h 
•• 
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1According to the correspondence rules, ts in T'ai kung chai 
should be "tytsh in Chou ch'i, and J!_ in T'ai kung chai 
should be �ll or JY+ in Huang li, Wu lo, T'ai �, Ts'ung 
chiang, P'ai t'ing, and San tu . However, the correspon- . 
dences are missing in the data and need to be investigated 
further. 
T'ai chiang Group 
T'ai kung chai 
K'ai t'ang
Yung an 
Chin chung
Chen yuan
Wu ch'a 
Shih tung 
Huang p' ing Group
Chiu chou 
Chia pa
Hsin ch 1 iao 
Lu shan Grou;e 
Chou ch'i 
Ma chiang 
Lei shan Group 
Huang li 
Wu lo 
Chien ho Group 
T'ai yung 
Ts'ung chiang 
P ' ai t'ing 
San sui 
San tu 
Chin p ,  ing
Ching hsien 
ts t� tsh t�h f s 
ts/tsh t�/tc;h 
s sh f/fh s/sh 
s sh f/fh s/sh 
s sh f/fh s/sh 
tc; t�h 
tc; tc;h 
tc; t�h 
1 t�/tc;h f/fh s/sh 
ts/tsh tc;/tc;h 
th ts 
ts 
•• 
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T ' ai chiang Group 
T' ai kung chai n J1 I) m n fh 
K ' ai t ' ang 
0 
Yung an 
Chin chung rn n J1 
Chen yuan
Wu ch' a 
Shih tung 
Huang p'ing Group
Chiu chou 
Chia pa
Hsin ch ' iao 
�u shan Group
Chou chr' i 4/4h c;/c;h n/nz Jl/ Jl� 
Ma chiang J1 
Lei shan Group 
1Huang li n/z h h h 
Wu lo n/nz 1 
Chien ho Group 
1 rn J1T' ai yung n/z n f 
Ts ' ung chiang <l/1 n/nz 1 rn n J1 f 
P ' ai t'ing n/nz 1 rn n J1 f 
San sui rn n J1 f 
San tu <l/1 n/nz 1 rn n J1 f 
Chin p' ing rn n J1 f 
Ching hsien s rn n J1 f 
••  
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' 
T'ai chian� Group
I 
T ' ai kung chai sh 4h jh �h qh Xy 
K'ai t'ang
Yung an 
Chin chung
Chen yuan kh 
Wu ch' a 
Shih tung kh 
Huan5 p'ing Group
Chiu chou 
Chia pa
Hsin ch 'hiao 
Lu shan Grou;e 
Chou ch'i y/w 
Ma chiang 1 
Lei shan Group 
Huang li 
Wu lo 
Chien ho Group 
T'ai yung tsh ii/1
Ts'ung chiang s 4/1
P ' ai t'ing s 4/1
San sui s 1 i 
San tu 1 i kh kh 
Chin p'ing s 4/1 9/kh 
Ching hsien s 1 i '+IV 
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which is irregular everywhere). 
3 .  A single final in T'ai chiang corresponds to sev­
eral finals in other regionst. There are , however, condi­
tioning factors for the correspondences, - c  in T'ai chiang
corresponds in Huang p'ing to -i after labials , affricates, 
and the palatal nasal, but to -a elsewhere (of the 28 words
in the survey chart, there are two exceptions, "pocket" and 
"awry") , in Lu shan to -i after labials,  -e after affricates , 
and -a elsewhere, and in-Lei shan to -e after labials and -a 
elsewhere. 
4. A single final in Tt1 ai chiang corresponds to sev­
eral finals in other regions, but without statable condi­
tioning factors. This problem cannot be solved until we
collect more data and conduct additional research. From the 
present data, however , we do note one fact, among the vari­
ous corresponding finals there is always one with a predom­
inant number of examples . To take one such case , -i, -e , -a , 
andt-� in Chien ho all correspond tot-� in T'ai chian
�
, -but­
examples of -e in the survey chart are more numerous 36)
than those having the other vowels, -o ( 2 )  , -a ( 2 )  , and -i 
( 1 )  . Furthermore, this phenanenon is basically the same 
throughout the four regions.t* For example , the predominant 
correspondence for T'ai chiang -au is -o in Huang p'ing and 
Lu shan, -o in Lei shan, and -au in Chien ho. However, there 
is also a regular correspondence of T'ai chiang -au to Huang 
p' ing -au, Lu shan -au, Lei shan -J o ,  and Chien ho -Jo. 
We shall now list the final correspondences, giving
examples from the five regions, T'ai chiang, Huang p'ing, 
Lu shan, Lei shan , and Chien ho. Only one example each is
given for those sets which correspond to a single final in 
T'ai Chiang. 
T'ai H1.lang Lu shan Lei shan Chien ho 
chiang p'ing
female mi 8 mi 7, 8 mi 7,8  mi 8 mi 4, 8 
board pi 6 pi 6 pi 6 pi 6 pi 6 , 7 
pustule ti 2 tye 2 t c  2 ti 2 teIJ 2 
shun mi 3 ma 3 mi 3 mi 3 ma 3 
drought ki 4 ke 4 kc  4 ka 4 ka 4, 8 
gall r;i 1 r;aIJ 1 r;eIJ 1 r;i 1 r;eIJ 1 
* 
That is, that a final in one area corresponds to several 
finals in the other area with one final statistically pre­
dominant. 
T'ai Huang Lu shan Lei shan Chien ho 
chiang p' ing 
knife for se 5 sa 5 se 5 S C  5 se 5wood 
many ne 5 no 5 no 5 no 5 no 5 
guest qhe 5 qha 5 qhc 5 qhc 5 qhe 5 
decay, rot le 2 lye 2 la 2 la 2 le 2 
lure 4he 3 4hl:u 3 --- 4hc 3 ---
pockmarks t9e 8 tc;i 7 , 8  t9he 7 , 8  t9he 8 t9i 4 , 8  
a meal ke 3 ka 3 ki 1 --- ke 3 
three p c  1 pi 1 pi 1 pe 1 p ci 1 
house tsc 3 t9i 3 tse 3 tsa 3 tsc 3 
answer tc  1 tc  1 ta 1 ta 1 ta 1 
lose t C l+ ta 4 ta 4 ta 4 tci 4 
burn phc 3 phi 3 phi 3 phe 3 phci 3 
pocket t c  8 tye 7 , 8  tha 7 ,8  tha 8 tc  4 ,  8 
wife vc 3 ye 3 vi 3 ve 3 vci 3 
melon fa l fa 1 fa. 1 fa 1 fa: 1 
slanted IJa 8 IJi 7, 8 IJi 7 , 8  IJi 8 IJi 4 , 8  
join sa 7 sei 7 , 8  se 7 , 8  sei 7 sei 6 , 7  
chic ken qa 1 qei 1 qe 1 q ci 1 qei 1 
this na 3 naIJ 3 naIJ 3 nou 3 noQ 3 
sun, day na 1 na 1 nc  1 · ha 1 na 1 
0 0 
two 0 1 o 1 · wau 1 0 1 0 1 
axe to 5 to 5 to 5 to 5 to 5 
needle tc;u 1 tc;.1 u 1 tc;au 1 tc;u l* t9u 1 
soft, de- mu 7 mau 7 ,8  mau 7 , 8  mu 7 mu 6 , 7cayed 
pain mu 1 maIJ 1 meIJ 1 mu 1 mou 1 
bridge tc;u 2 tc;.1 2 tc;au 2 t9u 2 t9u 2 
carry in pe 6 po 6 po 6 p.I 6 po 6,7arms 
six te 5 j;au 5 j;au 5 tu 5 j;u 5 
* 
The tone is missing in the text . 
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sau 3 
t.I u  7, 8 
qerJ 2 qaIJ 2 
t9aI) 6 
herJ 1 
parJ 2 paIJ 2 
<larJ 3 
T'ai Huang Lu shan Lei shan Chien ho 
chiang p'ing
road ke 3 ki 3 ki 3 ke 3 ke 3 
ten t<;e 8 t<;-1 7 , 8 t<;hau 7, 8 tc;hu 8 tc;u 4 , 8  
only t;<;e 4 t<;i 4 tc;i 4 tc;e 4 tc;i 4 , 8  
go me 4 IDOI) 4 mer) 4 nu 4 mou 4 , 8  
we pci 1 pe 1 pi 1 pi 1 pi 1 
fall down p ci 2 p c  2 p c  2 pa 2 pi 2 
mother mci 6 mi 6 me  6 mci 6 mei 6 , 7  
man n ci 2 n c  2 n c  2 na 2 na 2 
flock, mci 4 mar) 4 mOrJ 4 mci 4 mer) 4 , 8herd 
fruit tsci 3 t9aI) 3 tseI) 3 ts ci 3 tsei 3 
money sci 2 sei 2 se 2 sei 2 sei 2 
want cu 3 au 3 au 3 .I U  3 J: U  3 
pungent seu 1 so 1 --- so 1 SJ: U 1 
eat n cu 2 narJ 2 ner:J 2 ru u  2 ru u 2 
cold scu 1 Sal') 1 se 1 SJ: U 1 SJ: U 1 
early sau 3 so 3 so 3 so 3 
hold tau 7 tau 7, 8  tau 7, 8 t.:r u 7, 8 
little, <;OU 7 <;e 6 c;eo 6 few 6 , 7c;ou 6 9 0  
basket lou 2 le 2 lo 2 lo 2 lJ: U 2 
ie 4 ier:J 4 , 8ierJ 4 
<;herJ 1 
�eIJ 4 ie 4mat 
flat 
arise 
qeIJ 2 
t9herJ 1 
qye 2 
<;harJ 1 
t<;i 6 
he 1 
qei 2 
c;he 1c;heI) l* 
haIJ 1 
t<;erJ t�aIJ 
he 1 
fill up 
walk 
6 tc;a 6 
hau 1 
6 
pe 2 paIJ 2 flower 
eagle
night 
pe 2 
<le  3 
maIJ 5 
4ei 3 4au 3 
tu 5 mar) 5 
qau 3 
<laI) 3 
mar) 5 mar) 5 
0 u0
frog qc  3 qaIJ 3 
IDOrJ 4 mOIJ 4 
qe 3 
mou 4 morJ 4,  8 
qarJ 3 
mOrJ 4fine, thin 
wooden urn thorJ 1 thOIJ 1 thau 1 thou 1 thor:J 1 
The tone is missing in the text. 
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C. Tonesh· 
In the Miao language of this area, there are ·basically 
·eight tones, although in some places there are only six or 
seven. The tone correspondences will be set forth here . 
All the survey points within· each of three regions
(T ' ai chiang, Huang p ' ing, and Lu shan) are identical in 
their respective tones and tone valuesh. Each region, there­
fore, can be represented by a single placeh. T ' ai kung chai, 
Chiu chou, and Chou ch ' i  will be used to represent the 
T ' ai chiang, Huang p' ing, and Lu shan regions, respectively . 
1 .  Chiu chou and Chou ch ' i  have seven tones eachh. The 
original seventh and eighth tone categories have merged and 
have the value 5 3 .  
T ' ai kung
chai 
ta 13Tone 7 
te 13 
ti 21Tone 8 
,;a 21 
T ' ai kung 
chai 
ta 13Tone 7 
ya 13 
[ 
t ci 21Tone 8 
t cu 21 
Chou ch ' i  
ta 53  
to 5 3  
the 53  
,;a 53  
fatherh' s  sister 
to la·ugh 
bucket 
eight 
Chiu chou 
tei 53  
yi 53  
taI) 5 3 
. tau 53  
fatherh'hs sister · 
to hide 
to step on 
beans, peas 
2 .  San tu also has seven tones, the fourth and seventh 
tone categories having merged with the value 35 . 
· T '  ai kung
.hchai 
San tu 
Tone 4 f me 22 
pa 22 
~ ·h
ffiOI) 35 
pa 35 
to go
unburned bricks 
Tone 7 ( POI) 13 l ta 13 
paIJ 35 
tc  35 
waste cotton 
fatherh' s  sister 
5 0  
3 .  Ching hsien also has seven tones, the fourth and 
eighth tone categories having merged with the value 22  . 
T'ai kung
chai 
Tone 4 ( pa 22 l narJ 22 
(
pu 21 Tone 8 
tcu 21 
4. P'ai t'ing has seven tones , 
tone categories having merged with the value 53 .  
T'ai kung P'ai t'ing 
chai 
{ 
te 13 tu 53 to laughTone 7 
xe 13 xeu 53 to shrink 
( 
te 21 tu 53  to straddleTone 8 
ti 21 ti 53  bucket 
5. Chin p'ing has seven tones, the fourth and eighth 
tone categories having merged with the value 13 . 
T'ai kung Chin p'ing 
chai 
Tone 4 { 
ma 22 mi 13 horse 
ka 22 ki 13 short (height)
~ 
Tone 8 f tci 21 ti 13 to step on 
l mi 21 me  · 13 female 
6. T'ai yung has six tones. 'Ihe fourth and eighth
tone categories merged with the value 21, and the sixth and 
seventh tone categories merged with the value 13 . 
Tone 4 
Tone 8 
T'ai kung 
chai 
{ t
e 22 
tc;e 22 
( 
te 21 
tc;e 21 
Ching hsien 
pa 22 
nan 22 
~ 
pu 22 
tou 22 
unburned bricks 
to wear ( clothes) 
to see 
beans, peas 
the seventh and eighth 
T'ai yung 
tu 21 
tc;i 21 
tu 21 
tc;u 21 
Han Chinese 
only 
to straddle 
ten 
5 1  
T'ai kung T'ai yung 
chai 
[ "!;e 23 tu 13 sedan chair Tone 6 
tc;e 23 tc;o 13 upper reaches of 
~ a stream 
{ "!;e 13 tu 13 to laugh Tone 7 
tc;e 13 tc;o 13· to sprout 
We shall no·w list the tones of the areas to illustrate
the various mergers. In ord.er to present the facts clearly, 
we have kept eight tone categories for all the locations. 
'Ihus, in those places where mergers have occurred we find 
two tones with the same value. These will be parenthesized.  
Where four tones have merged into two, the value for one of
each set will be parenthesized, the other bracketted.r* 
Blanks indicate that both the tone category and tone value 
are the same as those of T ' ai kung chai (see Chart V). 
IV. Conclusion 
From the analysis and comparative data presented above 
we see that the phonological systems of the Miao dialects in 
the southeast of Kweichow are basically the same. With re­
gard to the initials, it was noted that there are labial, 
apical, palatal, velar, uvular, and glottal places of artic­
ulationJ aspiration and voicing are distinctiver. In all the 
dialects eight tone categories can be posited, so the tone 
categories are identical. There are some minor differences, 
of course, even with such major similarities . For example, 
in the phonological systems of Chin chung and Huang li and 
the dialects of the Chien ho region there are no devoiced
initials. In San tu there are no uvular initials . Never­
theless, upon examining these differences we find that there 
are systematic correspondences . Furthermore, even though 
one initial in a certain locale corresponds to several ini­
tials in another place the correspondences are basically
able to be explained by rules . Some dialects have seven
tones whereas others have six. By comparing these dialects 
with a dialect having an eight tone system, however, we are 
able to note the regularity of the mergers. For example,
the seventh and eighth tone categories merged yielding seven 
tones in the Huang p'ing and Lu shan groups, and the fourth
and eighth tone categories merged, as did the sixth andr_ 
In the original chart, however, parentheses were used for 
all mergers. 
33 53 35 44 
55 
(53 ) 55 
55 
13 (5 3 )  
(35) (35) 
35 13 35 
35 
5 2  
Chart V. Tone correspondences
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
T'ai chiang Group 
T' ai kung chai 
K ' ai t'ang
Yung an 
Chin chung
Chen ylian 
\-Ju ch'a 
Shih tung 
Huang p'ing Group
Chiu chou 
23 13 2122 
13 21 (53 ) (53 )
(5 3 )  
55 
2113Chia pa 
Hsin ch' iao 
(53 )
13 21 (53) 
Lu shan Group 
Chou ch'i 13 (53 )  (5 3 )  
(53 )Ma chiang 
Lei shan Group 
Huang li (13 ) (13 ) 23 
Wu lo 
Chien ho Group 
T' ai yung [ 13] [ 13] (21)  
21 23  53
(21 )  
55Ts' ung chiang 
P ' ai t'ing 
San sui 2313 
22 21 
23 
32San tu 
Chin p ' ing 55 
Ching hsien 
(5 3 )  (5 3 )
(22 )13 33 (22 )  53 
53  
seventh tone categories, yielding six tones in the dialects 
of the Chien ho region. In the present data we find no ex­
ceptions to the tone rules. Types of finals also corres­
pond. T'ai chiang -� corresponds to Huang p'ing and Lu shan 
-i after labials , -e after affricates, and -a elsewhere , and
to Lei shan �e after labials and -a elsewhere. Because our
materials are-limited, however, we-are unable to make a more 
detailed study. There are still conditioning factors for 
the correspondence sets which we have not been able to un­
cover. 
Comrade Stalin told us, "The grammatical structure and
vocabulary of a language are its foundation and the essence 
of its distinctiveness. "2 We compared over 1 , 300 words and
found that over 90 per cent of the words were cognates and 
less than 4 per cent were noncognates. Of the 100 grammati­
cal patterns compared, all dialects had identical structures. 
Since the vocabulary and grammatical structure of all the 
survey points are so much alike, and since the phonological 
systems are also basically the same, the Miao people in 
these areas experience no difficulty communicating with each 
other,  despite the slight phonological differences. Thus , 
the Miao language is the primary means of communication in 
these areas, the slight phonological differences serving 
only to characterize the subdialects. 
A writing system must be worked out on the basis of a
dialect. It is now possible to consider the Miao language 
spoken in the southeast of Kweichow to be a single dialect 
and proceed to work out a writing system for the Miao peo­
ple. As for questions concerning the Miao language through­
out China- how many dialects there are and how to consider 
the Miao writing system as a-whole- we are unable to come to
any conclusions until an overall survey of the Miao language 
throughout China is completed. This task is being carried 
out. We believe, therefore , that these questions will be
answered soon. 
Epilogue 
In this article we have described the phonology of the 
Miao language spoken in the southeast of Kweichow and have 
expressed some opinions about Miao phonology. There may be 
some mistakes in our analysis, and we hope to receive criti­
cal comments from other linguistic workers. 
A Miao youth, Comrade P'an Ch'ang-jung, also a lin­
guistic worker, went with us to Kweichow in 19.52 to survey 
2stalin, Marxism and Problems in Linguist�cs, Jen-min Chu­
pan-she, 1953, pg. 24. 
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the Miao language. In 1954 he became sick and died on his 
way home to rest. We would like to express our grief over 
Comrade P ' an Ch'ang-jung's death. 
Finally, we would like to thank the Party and politi­
cal leaders in Kweichow and the Miao comrades who took part 
in this endeavor. It was only through their correct gui­
dance and hearty assistance that we were able to success­
fully finish the survey in the short period of rour monthsr. 
They earnestly hope that the Miao people will be able to
learn advanced experiences and techniques through a writing 
system of their own in order that they may contribute to the
establishing of a socialist society. We all firmly believe
that under the leadership of the Party and Chairman Mao, the 
great leader of all races, this work will be realized before
long. 
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CHINESE LOANWORDS IN MIAO 
by 
Ying Lin 
Miao Language Team 
Division of Minority Languages 
Institute of Races, Chinese Academy of Sciences 
From ancient times the Miao people have been influenced 
by Chinese culture. In the same way, ·._the Miao language has 
absorbed a great number of loanwords from Chinese. Chinese 
loanwords (hereafter called simply "loans") have been con­
tinuously absorbed into Miao and exhibit special phonological 
features. Since we have no historical records of the Miao 
language, we must conduct our analysis on the basis of the 
spoken Miao data alone.sl In order to simplify our presenta­
tion we shall divide the Chinese loans into two rough groups, 
earlier loans and later loanss. 
The earlier loans came into Miao in ancient times. Most 
of these are monosyllabic, primarily nouns in categories such 
as the names of metals, measures, domestic animals, poultry, 
tools, etc. In addition, there are also verbs and adjective� 
These words have very nearly become part of the core vocabu­
lary in all Miao dialects and subdialectss. For example, 
1The Miao data used in t his article comes from the following 
•nine areas , 
1. Yang hao, K 'ai li hsien, Kweichow (Ch 'ien tung dialect).
2 .  La yi p 'ing, Hua ytlan hsien, Hunan (Hsiang hsi dialect ) .  
3 .  Ta nan shan, Hua chieh hsien, Kweichow (Ch ' uan ch 'ien 
tien subdialect of the Ch ' uan ch 'ien tien dialect) . 
4. Shih men k 'an, Weining Yi, Hui, and Miao Autonomous 
hsien, Kweichow (Tung pei tien subdialect of the Ch 'uan 
ch 'sien tien dialect)s. · .
5 .  Pai t ' o, Ch 'ing yen, Kweiyang City, Kweichow (Kweiyang
subdialect of the Ch ' uan ch 'ien tien dialect) . 
6. Chia ting, Hui shui hsien, Kweichow (Hui shui subdialect 
of the Ch ' uan ch 'ien tien dialect). · · 
7. Feng hsiang, Huang p '  ing hsien, Kweicho·w (Ch 'ung an 
chiang subdialect of the Ch ' uan ch 'ien tien dialect) . 
8. Chiao yi, Tz u ylin hsien, Kweichow (Ma shan subdialect of 
the Ch 'uan ch 'ien tien dialect).s · 
9. Yeh chi p ' o, Fu chs'lian hsien, Kweichow (Lo ;e'o River 
subdialect of the Ch 'suan ch 'sien tien dialect)s. 
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pint copper a peck tile broken 
Yang hao chen 12 teu 2 to 3 I)i 4 te 5 
La yi p ' ing --- to 2 tm 3 wa 6** te 5 
Ta nan shan �a 1 t OI) 2 teu 3 wua 4 to 5 
Shih men k ' an qi 1 dhau 2 ty 3 va 4 to 5 
Pai t'o sen 1 ten 2 tau 3 �o 4 t OI) 5 
Chia ting she 1 to 2 te 3 va 4 ta 5 
Feng hsiang <;en 1 tOI) 2 tau 3 va 4 tOI) 5 
Chiao yi �rei lII* taIJ 2 to 3 wea 4 tOI) 5 
Yeh chi p ' o  sen A o OIJ A tu B wa B tarJ C 
chopsticks lacquer hundr ed ink strength
Yang hao t,u 6 shei 7 pa 5 me 8 y e  6 
La yi p '  ing tm 6 tsha 7 pa 5 me 8 2t0 6 
Ta nan shan teu 6 tshai 7 pua 5 mei 8 � o  6 
Shih men k ' an --- tshai 7 pa 5 --- zo 6 
Pai t ' o  tau 6 sai 7 po 5 · --- vau 6 
Chia ting t e  6 she 7 pa 5 mo 8 � 8  6 
Feng hsiang t<; e 6 <; e 7 pa 5 me 8 yau 6 
Chiao yi tm 6 se 7II pa 51 meI 2 ZiU 6 
Yeh chi p '  o �o C tshe D pi C mie D wju C 
If we compare these loans with the Ch'ieh-ylin rhyme
tables, we find that the tones have been borrowed by Miao
primarily on the basis of the p ' ing, shang , ch ' u, and ju 
tone categories. In most cases, the borrowing also agrees 
with the feature of voicing and can be subdivided into two 
categories. That is, the Chinese tones yin-p ' in�, yang­
p ' ing, yin-shang, yang-shang, yin-ch ' u, yang-ch ' u ,  �in-ju, 
and yang-ju correspond to the Miao tones 1 through respec­
tively. Voiceless initials occur with odd-numbered tones
(i. e.t, yin tones) whereas voiced initials occur with even-
numbered tones (i. e.t, yang tones). The values of the Miao 
2Numbers following the phonetic transcription indicate the 
Miao tones. Single numbers indicate tone categories (e.g.t, 
<;hen 1 indicates the first tone). Chiao yi tones 1 ,  3, 5 ,  
and 7 have two subcategories eacht. In Yeh chi p' o ,  tone A
corresponds to tones 1 and 2 in other places, tone B to 
tones 3 and 4 elsewhere , etc. =�e subcategories are called I and II here for convenience. 
The tone probably should be tone 4 .  
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of the Miao tones vary from place. Consequently, the values 
of the tone cat�gories of the earlier loans may likewise 
vary. See Chart I. There are two irregular features in the 
tone correspondences. The first is the shift which sometimes 
occurs bet\.\'een the yin and yans; tones of the same tone cate­
gories in 'vlYhich, for the . most part, yang tones are changed
into yin tones. For example, in Yang hao 
yang p'ing - tone 1 ha 1 "shoes"
hu 1 "pitcher"
yang ch ' U  - tone 5 ha 5 "the twelfth 
Earthly Branch" 
�hu 5 "to receive" 
yang ju - tone 7 �hu 7 "to ransom" 
The second is the shifting which occurs within the yin or 
yang tones. In Yang hao, 
•yin shang - tone 5 sharJ 5 "umbrella" 
yang p'ing - tone 8 tarJ 8 "sugar" 
yang shang - tone 6 pa 6 "to embrace" 
yang shang - tone 2 rJ U 2 "the seventh
Earthly Branch" 
The initial and final correspondences are more compli­
cated than the tone correspondences. The proportion of 
loans occurring with the initial and final categories of the 
Ch'ieh-yUn is very uneven. In some initial or final cate­
gories there is but a single loan in Miao. In other cate­
gories there are no loans at all. The various· splits and 
mergers are confused. In some cases, several Ch'ieh-ylin
initials correspond to one loan initial in Miao. In some 
other cases, several loan initials correspond to one Ch'ieh­
yUn initial. To illustrate, we list here part of the Ch'ieh­
yiln- Yang hao initial correspondences. See Chart II. 
In the sets of Ch'ieh-yUn finals in Chart III, one can 
-see the same problem which was present in the initials. In 
some cases, several Ch'ieh-ytin finals correspond to a single 
loan final. In other cases, however,  several loan finals 
correspond to a single Ch'ieh-yiln final. 
The complexity of the correspondences indicates that the 
borrowing has taken place over a very long period of time and 
from different stages of Ancient Chinese. It is very possible 
that some of the loans were borrowed from different Chinese 
dialects during the course of ancient Miao migrations. There 
are several features which can be studied by using the joint
approaches of both Chinese history and Chinese dialectology. 
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P'ing Shang 
33 
43 55 
55 
33 
55 
13 
33 
Chart I. Chinese and Miao tone correspondences 
Vls. Vlsr. 
Chinese tone 
Chinese
initial 
Vd. Vd. 
Miao tone 
cate-
Location gory
and
tone value 
Yeh chi p'o 
Fri- Second-
mary ary
clear clear 
I II 
1 
A 
31 
2 
Fri- Second-
mary ary
clear clear 
I II 
3 
B 
55 
113555Yang hao 
La yi p'ing 3335 31 44 
31 21Ta nan shan 
35 55 13Shih men k'an 
321354Pai t ' o  
55 3124Chia ting 
24 1353Feng hsiang 
1142 2325332 22Chiao yi 
4 
5 9  
Ch'u Ju Notes 
Vls . Vd. Vls. Vd. 
Pri- Second- Pri- Second-
mary ary mary ary
clear clear clear clear 
I II I II Some ju tone words 
5 6 2. 6 
were distributed 
into Miao tones 5
7 ff and 6 ,  others into 
C C tones 7 and 8 .  
24 24 D has the same val-
ues as A and C. 
44 13 44 13
53 31 
53 42 53 42 3 and 7 and 4 and 8
44 33 have the same value. 
44 13 44 13
24 
33 53 33 53 1 and 3 and 6 and 8
IT 31 have the same value.
Some tone 4 words
have tone 5 value. 
43 21 43 21 2 and 8 and 5 and 7
have the same value. 
43 22 43 22 2 and 8 and 5 and 7
55 have the same value. 
55 31 55 31 3 and 7 and 4 and 8
53 13 have the same value. 
55 35 31 55 35 13 6 and 7II have the
44 13 31 same value. 
Chart II. Chinese and Miao initial correspondences 
t- th- dh- 1-
t tau 1 fifth day 
of fifth 
month 
th the 5 charcoal t t au 2 copper 1 lo 2 house with two 
or more stories 
(t) to 3 a peck ( th) thaIJ 5 scaldJ 
chicken 
(t) toIJ 2 of the 
same mind 
( l-) lu 2 mule 
ten 5 a shop thi 5 to sub-
stitute 
ten 6 a stable l-i 4 Chinese 
li 
mile, 
to 1 a stone 
house 
ten 2 to stop l-arJ 2 grain, food 
lh 
0 
lhau 5 iron 1 lu 8 to snatch 
away 
y ya 2 pear 
lhu 7
0 
to take 
off 
( l-) l-i 2 field 
l-en 2 flute3 
ya  6 strength 
yOrJ 2 dragon
yu 2 cage 
3Miao has nasal finals but no stop finals . Some ju tone words which are borrowed into 
Miao become open syllables, such as lhau 5 " iron" lhu 7 "to take off" ' lu 8 "to 
0 ' 0 
snatch away, so 6 "chisel , punch" , etc . ,  whereas others become closed syllables with 
nasal finals. In borrowed words having a back vowel the final nasal is -IJh, such as 
shaIJ 5 "tin" . In borrowed words having a front vowel , however ,  the finalnasal is -n, 
as in l-en 8 "flute", t<;hen 7 "to cut" , <;hen 7 "the eleventh of the Earthly Branches-;­
etc. 
qa 
ts- tsh- dzh- s-
t<; t<;u 3 wine t<;h t<;hen 7 to cut 
and 
scrape 
<; <; O  1 burned 
•<;i  5 rice 
steamer 
<;h <;hi 1 clear <; <;arJ 6 craftsman <;h  <;ha 3 to write 
<;hen 7 the eleventh 
of the Earth-
ly Branches 
tsh tshu 5 vinegar
tshei 1 to urge 
s so 5 stove sh sha 1 bulky s sarJ 2 stratum sh shu 3 lock 
S C  3 the first 
of the 
Earthly
Branches 
she 5 to build 
with clay 
or bricks 
so 6 chisel sharJ 5 tin 
k--
tc; teal) 1 catty
t<;aIJ 3 book, 
roll 
q qc 1 street 
kh-
t<;h t<;hi 5 air 
qh qha 5 guest 
gh-
t<; t<;a 2 eggplant 
t<;a  6 sedan 
chair 
!c 
J1 Jll 
• 2 silver 
rJ I) U  2 the seventh of 
the Earthly 
Branches 
fa 
I) l
• 4 tileqhOI) 5 leisure 5 price 
1 melonf 
fa 5 to go past 
Chart IIIh. Chinese and Miao final correspondences 
Hsiao rhyme , unroundedHsiao rhyme , unrounded 
Division I 
8 6 to embrace 
0 mo0 mo 6 hat,  cap 
0lo 2 risen 
u lu 4 old 
Division I I  
H
8 
siao rhymeh, unrounded 
Division III 
t 8 6 sedan chair 
4 the fourth of the 
Earthly Branches 
1 to wra 
0 �o 1 burned 
u t�u 2 bridge 
�u 1 banana tree 
Shan rhyme , 
unrounded 
Division I 
Shan rhyme, 
unrounded 
Division II 
Shan rhymeh, 
unrounded 
Division III 
Shan rhyme, 
unrounded 
Division IV 
C the 5 charcoal C pc 1 classh, to • l }.i 2 field 
en 
ar:i 
a 
en 1 saddle 
shar:i 5 umbrella 
sa 1 Bodhisatva 
retreat 
a t�a 8 chaff knife 
aIJ saIJ 2 a cent 
en 
aIJ 
au 
�en 2 to fill 
ien 1 smoke 
shaIJ 1 thousand 
lhau 5 iron 
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Shan rhyme, 
en 
rounded 
Division I 
shen 5 to calculate 
Shan rhyme, 
C 
en 
rounded
Division III 
fhc 3 a ainst 
9en 1 bricsk 
� en 2 lead ore 
al) 
u 
tal) 3 to revolve 
lu 8 to snatch a·way
lhu to take off. 7 
al) 
u 
val) 2 round 
val) 6 ten thousand 
t9u 7 to dig 
0 
For example, comparing Peking and Yang hao, fei 4 "boiling" 
> pu 5 and fen 4 "a share" > pen 6, both with bilabial ini­
tials, chung 1 "middle"s> tol) 1 and chu 4 " chopsticks"s> 
u 6, w;i.th alveopalatal initials, and huang 2 "emperor" 
Ancient Chinese initial y) > val) 2 and wei 2 "to encircle " 
Ancient Chinese zero initial, Division III)s> vc  2, with 
the same initial. 
It is very difficult to distinguish earlier loans from 
native Miao words.  Besides the fact that the tone categories
are the same, the mutual restrictions beti-,een initials and 
tones and the patterns of tone sandhi are also the same. In
Yang hao, for example, initials occurring with syllables _having tone 6 are accompanied by voiced aspiration, such as
ken 6 "throne"s > [ khen 13] . 4 The same change occurs with
early loans, such ass� " to embrace " s> [ pha 13]3. In Ta 
nan shan, when a tone-----i-syllable is followed by a tone 2
syllable, the tone 2 syllable is changed to tone 6 and its 
initial is accompanied by voiced aspiration. This same 
rule applies to early loans in Ta nan shan, such as pal) 2 
(flower) ko 1 (gold) � (silver) "gold and silver flowers" 
> [ pal) 31 ko 43 Jlha 13J3. The lexical characsteristics of the 
early loans also correspond to those of Miao words. For in­
stance, nouns in isolation or unmodified in sentences must
have an appropriate affix (in which case the loans actually 
become roots) or classifier . Thus, Yaµ,g hao � (prefix) 
J_en 2 (sickle, scythe) "sickle, scythes' ,  JlU 8_ (pair of)
�(chopsticks) " chopsticks",  t.al) 1 iclf. ) the 1 (to push) 
a plane " ,  La yi p' ing ta 1 (prefix)s� (dragon) "dragon", 
qo 1 (prefix) lu 2 (large open basket) "large open basket 
made of baml1oo", ma 2 (prefix) nc 2 (difficult) " the diffi­
cult one " ,  Ta nan shan qa 1 (prefix) ,:ou 5 (young) " child",  
etc. 
4Tl'le two numbers follo•wing the phonetic transcription indi­
cate the tone values. For example, 13 is a low-mid rise, 
31 a mid-low fall, 53 a high-mid fall, etc. 
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Some of the early loan.s were borrowed into Miao in very 
ancient times and , thus separated from the course of Chinese 
phonetic changes , participated in the phonetic changes taking 
place in Miao, becoming elements of the Miao language with 
differing characteristics in the various Miao dialects. 
Chinese , too, underwent many changes in its long process of 
development. Both the words and phonology of modern Chinese 
differ from those of ancient Chinese so that the features of
Miao stated above are understandable. 
'Ille great majority of modern loans are from southwestern
Mandarin and are terms from politics, economics, and culture 
shared by all dialects and subdialects. Most of these terms 
are disyllabic words. The loans refer to a wide range of 
items , from words borrowed several decades ago , such as
"soap" , "matches" ,  "socks" ,  "school" , etc . , to words borrowed 
a few years ago, such as "club" , "radio" ,  "middle school" ,  
"college " ,  e tc, from words borrowed before the Liberation, 
such as "headman of a ward" , "assistant headmen of a ward" , 
"a  man of military age " ,  etc. , to words borrowed after the 
Liberation , such as "land reform" ,  "cooperative" , "industri­
alization" , " to learn (Marxism, etc. )" , "progress" , "people ' s  
commune" ,  etc. There are all sorts of words used in every 
aspect of social life. From the above terms we are able to 
note some of the changes which have occurred in the life of 
the Miao people. Since the Liberation, not only are the
borrowed words numerous, they also are popularized very 
rapidly. According to our statistics of the year 1939,  out
of more than 5 , 000 common words in Yang hao, La yi p'ing, 
and Ta nan shan , there was an average of over 1 , 700 modern 
loans in each dialect , about one-third the total number of 
words used. Most of these modern loans have been borrowed 
after the Liberation. Also, the three dialects borrowed the 
same words. 
Basically, modern loans use Miao initials, finals, and 
tones to reflect southwestern Mandarin phonology. The fol­
lowing charts compare the initials, finals , and tones of 
modern loans in Yang hao, La yi p'ing, and Ta nan shan with 
the corresponding initials , finals , and tones of Chinese. 
Miao has more initials and tones than Chinese and in­
cludes, by and large , all the initials and tones found in 
southwestern Mandarin. Miao has fewer finals, however. 
Some survey points lack nasal finals. In polysyllabic loans 
in which there are nasal finals and the initial of the syl­
lable following the nasal is a stop or affricate,  the nasal 
final is shifted to prenasalize the stop or affricate with 
no juncture between the two syllables. In Shih men k ' an, 
for example , kung ch'an tang "Communist Party" - ku 35 
l).tqa 33 ntam 33 and min ping "people ' s  militia" - mi 31
mpi 55. In general, Miao does not have finals with medial
-i- , palatal or palatalized initials frequently being used to 
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Chart IV. Initial. correspondences of modern Chinese 
loans in Yang hao, La yi p'ing, and 
Ta nan shan 
Peking Yang hao La yi p ' ing Ta nan shan Examples
Local Loans Local Loans Local Loans
Chinese Chinese Chinese 
p to protectp p p p p
PJ to change
ph 
pjh
mp
b (b) 
dish 
mpJ a ladle 
(bj)
m hairm m m m m m 
•mJ a second 
- cannonr· 
ph ph ph ph ph 
•piece 
(f
hw
)
f f f f f f fat, lard 
t substitute
t t t t t t
t9 electricity
(t)
th to getr. pastth -
t9h ladder(th)
th th th th th
nt same(d)
d nt9 
�d� ) to lift up
d) 
n n ·J1 J1 J1 J1 J1 woman 
1 1 1 1 1 to accept 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
labor 
i i n J1 advantage
n Jl n Jl plan
k k k k k k k high
kw to hang 
1 
� 
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(z) 
Peking Yang hao La yi p'ing Ta nan shan Examples
Local Loans Local Loans Local Loans
Chinese Chinese Chinese 
kw 
kh to trust 
kh kh kh khw kh kh to praise 
g I) kW crazy 
h h h h h h h good
hw barren 
ti; ti; ti; t<; ti; ti; to cross
( 9 )
C t;  
k k k k k k to loosen 
t<;h t<;h skillful 
kh kh certainlyti;h ti;h ti;h ti;h t<;h
d,: nti; a group of
(d,:)
9 9 9 9 9 <; school 
h h h h h h shoe 
nti;tch tch dz t<;h tch detailed
(d,:)
ts ts to contest 
ts ts ts tstq t tq crowds -
ti; (ts) to special-
ize 
tsh beginningtsh 
tqh tsh tsh th tsh tsh to exit 
rt t to elimi-
natedz (q )  
nts to inves-·r
(dz) tigate
s s to live 
s 
s s s s to disc·uss 
( 9 )  
s
(s) communitl <; 
2t to disturbz z z z 
be content 
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Peking Yang hao La yi p'ing Ta nan shan Examples
Local Loans Local Loans Local Loans 
Chinese Chinese Chinese 
ts ts ts 
t·s 
ts ts 
early 
to organize 
ts 
tsh 
tsh 
tsh 
tsh 
tsh 
tsh 
tsh 
t
(ts) 
tsh 
th 
(tsh)
tsh 
t9 
tsh 
tsh 
t9 
tsh 
t9h 
(tsh) 
tsh 
foot 
to make 
family, race 
to partici-
pate 
s s s 
dz 
s 
nts 
(dz) 
s s s 
property 
Soviet 
V w w to guard 
w M w w 
V V V business 
V to enter-
tain-
to cure 
Jl J1 one's duty 
!) !) !) to love 
y !) t·o hatey y (!) ) 
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OrJ 
Chart V.  Final correspondences 
Peking Yang hao La yi p'ing Ta nan shan Examples
Local Loans Local Loans Local Loans
Chinese Chinese Chinese 
a to investi­
a a a a a a gate 
ua number 
• community e e ai 
C C therefore 
0 0 0 0 0 0 close by 
C to compete 
ci
ai C ai ai vegetable
(a) 
e e hundred 
ei ei ei to fit ei ei -----
uei uei uei categoryei ----------------------
• 
i i i i i to prepare 
auau au au 0 au au hair(o) 
8U. 8U 8U 8tll tlI 8U ou state 
C to produce an C an UrJ
ic ammunition 
en en en 8rJ en en man 
a political
art 
en en en en to contest 8rJ8rJ 
OrJ OYJ OrJ OrJ the wind 
OrJ OrJ OrJ work
U8rJ OrJ 0 OrJ 
yog YOrJ be content 
er son 
i i i i machine 
ei ei ei el ei to analyze
•ia 1a a a ia a house 
i 
• • • 
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arJ 
Peking Yang hao La yi p ' ing Ta nan shan Examples
Local Loans Local Loans Local Loans
Chinese Chinese Chinese 
e e to borrow 
j_e ie ie 
e •
��i) (ie) ironle 
C •a1 steps
hl
C C Cl
• •a1 
•ei careful(a)
•1au • 
• 
school 
1au surface 
iau 
iau (io) 1au ia•u 
au a"t1au au au to bite 
. . • • •1au 10 0 10 0 10 0 foot 
••l8U iau 8U •l8tu lOU OU (a surname) 
ien to change
•ian •ie l C  C 
• 
en thread•l • 
~ ian 
(e
) yan uen freshie) 
en en to believe 
'l" 'l" -in •in l l in
•ien 
•1en guest
grain
iarJ 
•
larJ 
arJ 
•larJ ~
arJ 
•iarJ 
neck
a
arJ arJ 
••in ien •lIJ 
•in ien flat
• ~•l8rJ l 
yn en yn yn uen to incline 
u u u u u u u earth 
ua ua ua ua a ua ua to hang 
0 0 0 0 0 0 to speak
ue 
UC • •·u c ue e ua1 ua1 country
( C ) 
uai UC UC u ci C uai 
•ua1 fast
(ua) 
• • • • 
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U C  
OU to 
to 
ue 
10 
OI) 
Peking Yang hao La yi p'ing Ta nan shan Examples
Local Loans Local Loans Local Loans
Chinese Chinese Chinese 
uei regulation
ue1 ue1 uei ei ue1 ue1
•ei team 
uan - U C  U C~ ~ C uan uarJ 
regiment
(ua) 
y to special-
•1ze 
uen 
uen 
en 
uen 
en 
U8IJ 
')'el uen 
uen 
en 
tired 
to discuss 
~ 
UarJ UarJ uarJ UarJ a UarJ uarJ the light 
y 
•l y empty
y •l uy bureau
u u 
• storel 8tu tu 
to lackye 
ye ue
• 
blood 
decideye el 
y •1e eye 
•ya1 to scrape 
•
lO
•
lO plan0 0 
• 
0 
certainly0 
• 
~le to elect~ 
yan y e C yan uen 
y (e) whole 
uen troops 
yn yn .  l yn uen 
group ofen 
~ 
male, heroyarJ YOIJ 0 YOIJ OIJYOIJ 
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33 55 
55 
33 
33 33 
55 53 53 53 
214 
33 
35 13 
51 
33 33 
Chart VI. Tone correspondences 
Peking Yang hao La yi p'ing Ta nan shan Examples
Local Loans Local Loans Local Loans
Chinese Chinese Chinese 
33 45 44 43 low 
31 31 33 31 31 se·ven 
35 31 31 31 31 to lift up
55 5 5  bottom 
31 31 , 3131 33 pen, pencil
earth2413 35 24 
31 31 31 31 past 
indicate -i-. In some particular locations, such as Chia 
ting, where there is neither -i- nor palatalized labials, 
cl·usters of labials and laterals are used to indicate yod­· 
ized labials. For example, Chinese yu p'iao "postage stamp" 
- ,;0 31 plho 13, mien "flour" - mlc 13, and min ping "peo­
ple's militia" - mi 31 mplI 43. Miao also lacks syllables 
with medial -u-. In some areas, labialized initials are used
to indicate -u-. In La yi p' ing, for e-xample, kuang yung
"honorable, glorious" - kwa 44 �o 33 . In some places where 
there are no labialized initials, --u- is simply omitted. In
Chia ting, for instance, kua shuai "to lead3 to govern" -
ka 13 §he 13. Since such a great number of loanwords have 
been borrowed into Miao, it has become necessary to clearly
distinguish their n1eanings. As a result, Miao has had to 
borrow finals with -i- and -u- in addition to vario·us par­
ticular finals which do not occur in Miao. The number of 
such loans varies from place to place, but the number of
finals involved is usually between six and twenty. There 
are very few dialects which have borrowed initials. The
borrowed initials are just ts, tsh, f, and z. As the number
of Miao who master Chinese grows, the Chinese-speaking area
is continuously expanding and the borrowing of Chinese pho­
nemes becomes more and more common every day . 
A few modern loans are different phonemically from the 
local Chinese dialect. For example, there are no retroflex 
initials in the dialect of Chinese spoken near La yi p'ing 
and Chia ting, but the dental and affricate initials of 
Chinese are pronounced as retroflexed initials in these two 
places. The young people, however, tend to pronounce the 
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words in accordance with the local Chinese pronunciation.
Aside from these two types of borrowings, there are 
a few loanwords which were borrowed in the period between 
the two. For the most part, these are bisyllabic words and 
some particular polysyllabic words which were in common use
in late Chineser. They are official titles of feudalr_ rulers,
names of processed foods, trade words, production terms, and
ge reral everyday words. These loans are not in general use 
in the various dialects. 'Ihe same loanwords are not used 
uniformly to express the same semantic content. The phono­
logical structure of these loans is different from that of
both the early loans and the later loans. The tones are
particularly confusingr. Some of them correspond to the tone 
categories of Miao and some do not. In a polysyllabic word 
the tone category of one syllable will correspond to the Miao 
tone category but the tone of another syJ..lable will not. The
syllable whose tone category does not co1·respond to the Miao 
tone category also differs from that of the modern local Chi­
nese dialect. The same problem also occurs in _the initials
and finals. It is probable that these words were borrowed
into Miao at different times and from different Chinese dia­
lects. 'Ihere are very few loans of this type but the situa­
tion is so complex that we have been unable to formulate a
rule . The following are some examples: 
Yang hao Peking 
laIJ 55 pa 33 la 3.5  pa 1 trumpet
ho 31 �haIJ 44 ho 2 shang 4 monk 
tau 31 hau 44 tou 4 fu 3 bean curd 
La yi p' ing Peking 
µia 53 pa 35 la 3 . 5  pa 1 trumpet
tu 53 lu 33 t ' o  2 luo 2 top (toy) 
pa 33 nto 35 sei 35 pei 3 tou 3 hsing 1 Ursus
Major
Ta nan shan Peking
fua 43 tai 33 huang 2 ti 4 emperor 
te 21 lo 43 t ' o  2 luo 2 top (toy)
pai 31 tou 43 �en 43 pei 3 tou 3 hsing 1 Ursus
Major
Pai t ' uo Peking 
la 43 pa 55 la 3.5  pa 1 trumpet
k8' 21 lo 55 ke 2. 5 luo 2 top (toy)
(t ' o  2 luo 2) 
55 
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Chia t ' uo Peking 
pm 13 km 22 pao 1 ku 3.5 maize 
(yt! 4 mi 3 )
tu 31 lu 22 t ' o  2 luo 2 top (toy)
t� 13 l)kU 13 tan 1 ko 1 delay
Feng hsiang Peking
hou 55 ho 2 shang 4 
fu 3 
monk�al)
ta.r:i 31 fu 55 tou 4 bean curd 
Chiao yi Peking
pi 5 3  Sa:,! 35 pai 3 hsing 4 civilian 
tu 31 sei 35 tou 4 shih 4 salted . beans 
Yeh chi p ' o  Peking
hu 55 SO.l) 31 ho 2 shang 4 monk 
then 55 tsen 55 t ' ien 1 ching 3 courtyard
Borrowing has played quite an important .role in the 
development of the Miao language. Its influence on Miao 
is pervasive, some areas of which will be mentioned briefly
belowh. 
The most obvious influence of loanwords on Miao is in 
the area of phonology. We have already mentioned that mod­
ern loans have added many finals and a few initials to Miao. 
In addition, we may discuss two other points. First� mo dern 
loans have brought about a change in the restrictions on the 
cooccurrence of Miao initials and tones. For example, there 
were originally no voiceless aspirated stops or affricates 
with tones 55 or 31 in Yang hao . After the introduction of 
modern loans with shang and yang-p ' ing (including ju) tones, 
voiceless aspirated stops and affricates began to occur with 
these two tones: Peking chh' ang 3 "factory" - tsha.9 55 , t ' ao 3 
"to punish" .... thau 55 , ts ' e  4.5 "plan" .... tshc 31, and t ' u  2
"picture, chart,11 - thu 31 . In La yi p' ing initials with tone 
33 were accompanied by voiced aspiration but there were no 
voiceless fricatives. 'Ihe yang-p ' ing (including ju) tone oc­
curring in modern loans has altered this relationship however :  
Peking shih 2 ch ' en 2 "hour, time" - si 33 sen 33 with frica­
tive initials and pi 3.5 "pen"h-+ pi 33 with an initial lacking
voiced aspiration. In Ta nan shan no frichatives or voiceless 
aspirated stops or affricates occurred with tones 31 or 24. 
However, with the introduction of modern loans with yang-ph' ing
(including ju) and chh1 U tones, these initials are now found 
w l th both Miao tones: Peking fang 2 "to defend" ..... fa.l) 31,
tsh' o  4 "mistake" - tsho 24, and t 1 ao 4 "loop" - thau 24. Mod­
ern loans have also brought about cllanges in the original tone 
sandhi rules in some dialects and subdialects. For instance ,  
in La yi p 1 ing tone 35 changes to 31 when preceding another 
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35 : "vegetable" is �ei 35 (vegetable) §0 35 (green), pronoun­
ced [�ei 31 �o 35] . Modern loans, on the contrary, do not un­
dergo tone changes, Peking yUn 4 tong 4 "movement" - [ + !  35
to 35]. In Ta nan shan tone 31 changes to 13 following another 
31, the initial of the changed syllable becoming a voiced as­
pirate: Peking tao 4 hsieh 3 .5  "rice leaves" is mploIJ 31
(leaf) mple 31 (rice), pronounced (mplOIJ 31 mblhe 13] . Modern
loar1s, on the other hand, clo not change: Peking jen 2 min 2
"people" - [ien 31 mien 31]3. 
'!he most obvious phonological changes are those mentioned 
above. It is difficult at present to see how earlier loans
influenced Miao phonology as it developed historically since 
such loans were borrowed into Miao a long time ago. Never,the­
less, in our data we find a few syllable types which occur 
only in loanwords. For example, Yang hao: ,001) 2 "goat, sheep"
and faIJ 3 "wide" ; Ta nan sha.n : taIJ 2 "goat, sheep; to winnow"
and pua 5 "hundred; friend", etc. Moreover, there are rela­
tively few Miao syllables with initial aspirates, and most of' 
these are Chinese loans. It is possible that aspirates were
added to the Miao system through the influence of' loanwords. 
More study is needed on this point, however. 
'!he influence of loanwords on the Miao lexicon has been 
direct. In the first place, loanwords enrich the Miao lexi­
con and, at the same time, effect some changes in it. The Miao 
language absorbs loanwords primarily in order to express new 
ideas and denote new objects which cannot be expressed or de­
noted by Miao words. In order to deal with new linguistic 
situations a language borrows new words to express specific 
ideas even though there are already old words in use (it may
be that these Miao words are early Chinese loans) .  The new 
loans compete with the old words, either replacing them as
hsUeh 2 hsiao 4 "school" and fei 2 tsao 4 "soap" replaced
hsueh 2 t'ang 2 and yang 2 yen 2, or becoming synonymo·us 
with them . For example, in all Miao dialects there is a gen­
eral term denoting all those people who cure diseases which 
might be translated literally as "medical craftsmen"r. After
the liberation another word, i 1 sheng 1 "doctorr" was borrow­
ed. 'Ihe original term "medical craftsment" is now used only
for physicians who use medicinal plants to cure people, where­
as "doctor" is used for physicians in hospitals. 
Some newer loans exist alongside old words as synonymns. 
We have examples of such synonymns in the following folk s mgs: 
Yang hao: ta 35 t�a 33 qaIJ 44 mu 55 +a 11 
everyone to carry manure to sow 
"Let's all carry the fertilizer. 
qaIJ 44 phen 44 ti 44 nau 55 ,.nu 11 
to carry powdered to cause leaf green
fertilizer
Carry the fertilizer to make the leaves green. 
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taQ 55 to 11 c 44 lei 44 lo 11  
everybody to do to come to come
Everyone does his part. 
mu 55 tshc 55 tsa 33 pa 44 taQ 11
Miao acre to produce five hundred half
Each acre yields 55 0 [catties, ] . "  
La yi p' ing: na 31 phu 44 t�i 31 s.x 35 to 44 �e 31 �e 31
only to say (prefix) happy laugh desc. of
laughing
" I  can only say that we are happy and smiling broadly.
9i 5 3 si 35 tsht! 35 Jlt! 31 lo 33 t? 44 prm 44
happy affair thousand year to come arrive tLouse 
A joyful occasion occurring once in a thousand years 
has come to our homes. 
t9a 44 t9a 44 tsaIJ 44 te! 44 ,;m 35 kwa 35
every household to display lantern also to hang 
tshe 53
colorful decorations 
Every household decorates with lanterns and colored 
hangings.
prm 44 prm 44 �! 33 t�e 33 t�i 31 t9m 53 tm 33
every household to welcome (prefix) raise hand
Every household welcomes with upraised hands. 
�e! 33 �e! se! 44 t9h! 53 le 33 �u 33 �e 35
everybody to apply for come enter commune
Everybody is applying to join the commune. 
le 35 le 35 tse! 44 �� 44 t9haIJ 5 3  
each one to strive to progress to struggle 
for 
te 35 ntm 33
to lead head
Everybody strives to lead, 
lu 5 3  11 33 sei 44 tsh1! 5 3  ts� 44
to endeavor to produce to bring together 
t�i 35 we 5 3  
strength to d o  
endeavoring to produce with all his might. 
thu 35 thu 35 J11! 31 Jl� 31 t�h! 35 hOI) 44
everywhere every year to celebrate rich.
�ta 44
harvest
Each year abundant harvests are celebrated every­
where. '' 
Before the liberation the Miao people also adopted loan
translations from Chinese in addition to phonemic loans. These 
loan translations form some new words and phrases and are found 
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in all dialects. For example, 
1 1  red eyes'' (jealous) • Jto eat white'' (without
paying)Yang hao �o 53  me 13 ___
red eye
La yi p'ing J1ihi 5 3  qe 35 ---
red eye
Ta nan shan mua 13 la 1+3 tleu 43  nau 31 
9 •eye red white eat 
Shih men k ' an --- tley 55 nhau 35
white eat 
Pai t f o  qen 13 mu 21 len 55 9 lau 55 nau 54
(prefix) eye red white eat 
Chia ting t� 24 m� 22 l e  24 no 55 tl8 24
(prefix) eye red eat white 
Chiao yi mOrJ 13 l�! 32 ---
eye red 
Yeh chi pf o 9 len 31 ma 24 nor.1 31 te 31 qlo 31
red eye eat (prefix) white 
Loan translations from Chinese have given Miao words or 
morphemes new meanings. Al though " red f l  and " white " originally
indicated only colors, the words " jealous f l  and 1 1  to eat with­
•out payingr" have added new meanings to " red f '  and " white f l  
This means that the usages of these color terms have been ex­
panded. Again, the Miao morpheme " to beatr'  , also occu1·rir1g as 
f f  to knock f f  , can now be extended in most areas to include 
phrases such as " to beat the telephone " [i.e., to phone] , 
f f to beat a wager'' [i . e., to bet], " to beat a needler" [i.e., 
to give an injection] , 1 1  to beat the semimonthly meat meal f l  
[i.e., to enjoy a feast gratuitously] , " to beat wine'' [i.e., 
to buy wine], e�c.r, none of which were native to Miao. Al­
though " to buy winer" is used in some areas instead of " to 
beat winer"r, the latter is in general use already. The uses 
of " to beatr" mentioned above are obvious loan translations 
from Chinese. 
As a result of numerous borrowed words and phrases coming 
into the language , sane new grammatical patterns have been in­
troduced into Miao with concomitant changes in some rules.
These have added new modes of expression to the grammarr. For
instance, loanwords have brought about changes in Miao word 
structure . In Miao, names of trees, flowers, melons, fruits,
vegetables, buildings , etc., are often preceded by general
categorizers . Even though the Chinese loanwords of this type 
already have general categorizers included in the-word (in
Chinese the general categorizer follows the subcategorizer), 
Miao general categorizers are added on as well. For example , 
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Yang (sand} 33 hao :  vi 11 
earthenware pot 
ko (cooki� 12ot)sa 33
cooking pot
" earthenware pot" 
(oc cj.dental) 2'. l • 35 (taro)
potatoes 
tsen 35 �a!J 31 
fruit
"pot atoes" 
u 35 ta 35 (big) :,;i 33 (clothes) 
clothes overcoat 
" overcoat" 
tsc 35 laIJ 31 (cool) ien 33 (pavilion) 
house arbor, summer house
" pavilion" 
La yi p'ing : �� 35 nto 31 (paint tree) 2'.o 31 (oil)
oil oil of the seeds of the dryandra tree
"wood oil" 
Pl. 4ll t�� 35 (soya) kwa 44 (cucumber)
fruit pickled cucumber 
"tomato" 
.x 44 tshe! 35 (underneath) :,;i 44 (clothes) 
clothes underwear 
"underwear" 
p:nu 44 �� 33 ( occid·ental) hw� 33 (house)
house foreign style house 
"a foreign style house" 
Ta nan shan : ftt�e 44 mau 43 (cat) a7s43 (ear) 
mushroom cat's ear
"edible fungus found on trees" 
tsi 55 mu 31 (tree) kaIJ �-3 (orange)
fruit orange
" orange" 
t�hau 44 t9,haIJ 31 (long) sa9 43 (shirt) 
clothes long gown 
"a long gown"
t�e 55 �o 31 (learn) 9au 24 (school)
house school
uschool" 
This type of word structure has emerged , of course, as a
result of linguistic borro·wing. Loans adopted after the lib­
eration, such as " sweatshirt" and "auditorium" , are Chinese
forms c ompletely, no Miao general categorizers being added. 
Thus, a new pattern has been added to Miao grammar : subcate­
gorizers followed by general categorizer. 
In Miao grammar the specifier or modifier--no matter
whether in a word or in a phrase--follows the item which is 
specified or modified. (In most dialects and subdialects 
there are a few adjectives, such as "good" , " bad " ,  and " old" 
• • 
�.IJ 43 
--but not "new"--which precede the item modified, of which 
La yi 'in � (good) ne 31 (man), Ta nan shan huai 24 
bad nen 3_ (man), and Shih men k'an qu 55 (old) t§hO 33
clothes) are examples.) Loanwords have introduced Chinese
word order irLto Miao by placing the specifier or modifier 
before the item specified or modified in attributive phrases 
and compound words. For example, 
Native Word Order 
Yang hao : tu 55 IJa 55 "civil or military court"
door public office 
Ta nan shan : rope 44 nteu 55 ·r"school name" 
name book 
Shih men k'an : tu 55 si 55 "guardian spirit" 
person gen1.1.
Pai t 1 0 :  pei 43 iau 55 "older generation" 
generation old 
Chiao yi:  lre! 5 3 IJka 22 "dry field" 
field dry
Yeh chi p ' o :  qhOIJ 55 pei 55 "nuptial chamber" 
hole room 
New Word Order 
Yang hao : ho9 31 t9hi 31 " red flag"
red flag
Ta nan shan : thu 28* hou 44 "bald head"
bald head 
Shih men k'an : �ham 35 tm 55 nm 55 "occidental person" 
goat man 
Pai t 1 0 :  khu 43
shoe fc·rm 
"shoe form" 
Chiao yi : �aIJ 21 t9ho 55 "western type shovel" 
occidental shovel 
Yeh chi p ' o :  nti 55 mien 31 "long life" 
long life 
Loan words often combine with native Miao words to form 
compound words or phrases. This phenomenon can be seen in 
the above examples (in which the underlined words are loans).
Loan words can also combine with native Miao words to form 
idiomatic phrases. For example, 
Yang hao, tOIJ 55 xhi 33 tOIJ 55 y a  13 
same heart same strength 
"with united forces" 
*A misprint, there is no tone "28" . 
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shaIJ 33 JlaIJ 55 varJ 13 Jlhu 44
1, 000 year 10, 000 year
"countless ages" 
sha 33 lo 33 sha 33 pi 11 
coarse foot coarse hand
"awkward and clumsy" 
Among these idiomatic phrases are many which have been 
translated literally, character by character, from Chinese 
and which have Chinese structures. Still others are partly
phonemic loans and partly loan translations with the Chinese 
structure preserved. There are numerous cases of Chinese 
structures having been borrowed into Miao. These are most
clearly seen in Chinese fixed phrases such as the negative
verb-complement structures in common use in all Miao dialects : 
"unreliable", "almost the same", etc. These set phrases are 
borrowed as complete phonemic loans in some dialects, partly
phonemic loans and partly loan translations in others, and
complete loan translations in still others. For example, 
"unreliabler" ''ralmost the same" 
Pekingr: 
Yang hao: 
La yi p'ing : 
khao 4 pu 5 chu 4 
rely on not stay*
khau 35 pu 31 tsu 35 
kho 35 pu 33 tu 35 
ch'ra 4 
differ 
t<;ha 33 
tsha 44 
pu 5 
not 
a 55
pu 33 
to 1
much 
nc  44 ·r
to 44 
tqi 44 t§U 24 pu 31 
Shih men k'an : khau 31 hi 33 tsu 31 t§ha 55 hi 33 t<;au 55 
Pai t'o : ki1au 13 pu 21 tsu 13 tsho 55 ma 5 3  ntu 43 
Chia ting : ntc 24 mal3 ku 43 tha 43 ma 13 tu 43 
Feng hsiang : khau 13 ma 24 qou 31 t,:ha 33 ma 24 nteu 55 
Chiao yi : I'\.te 11 mOIJ 32 to 44 tsha 55 pu 21 to 55 •arrive 
Ta nan shan : khau 24 to 43 
Yeh chi pr1 0 :  khau 24 men 31 t,:hi 55 tsha 55 pu 31 to 55 
Miao has also borrowed some Chinese functors. As a result 
of these borrowings new patterns of expression have beep added
to the Miao grammar. For instance, the borrowing of Chinese 
conjlmctions has added compound sentences to Miao making the 
sentence structure tighter and the meaning more precise. The
two Yang hao compound sentences below both use conjunctions
borrowed from Chinese to link clauses. 
ten 33 vei 35 nen 55 ki 35 ki 35 sei 55 C 44 yu 44
beca·use he all sorts also do well, 
so 55 ,i 55 nen 55 t<;a  31 phien 31 saIJ 35 <; c 33 t<;en 35 
•
so he only then considered progressive 
*Glosses are the same as for Peking unless noted otherwiser. 
--
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!JO 43 
well 
43 
koIJ 35 tso 31 tsc 55 . 
worker 
" He did everything well so that he was considered an innovator.t" 
nen 55 lu 11 noIJ 35 lu 11 ho 11 kho 55 si 35 
he old this old modal auxt. but 
nen 55 t c  11 l)hc 33 :rJhc 33 moIJ 11 yu 35 C 44 qeu 33.
he still everyday go slope do work
" Even though he is old like this, he climbs up the hill to
work every day . "  
Some dialects have even borrowed the Chinese structural
auxiliary de (genitive marker, adjective formative, adverb
formative) the pronunciation and functions of which are iden­
tical with the local Chinese. In Ta nan shan for instance, 
lo 43 na 55 �au 13 t�ha 43 le 33
elf. this is new adj. formative 
" This is new.t" 
pe 43 i 43 �o 43 i 43 
we 
le 33
adv. formative 
44 
one day one 
�OI)
day
�eu 55 lo 21
stand come 
"We become better with each passing day . "  
ni 21 �au 13 pe 43 le 33 lau 43 si
he is we gen. marker teacher
" He is our teacher." 
'!here are still other types of influence due to borrow­
not For ex­ings which are just morphological or syntactict. 
ample, cardinal and ordinal numbers were identical in most 
Miao dialects. Some dialects have borrowed Chinese ti 4 " or­
dinal prefix" using it before Miao cardinal numbers to form 
ordinal numbers, whereas other dialects borrowed phonemically
the Chinese forms ti 4 i 1 "first",  ti 4 erh 4 "second" , ti 4 
san 1 " third" , • . .  The names for the lunar months are not the 
same in all dialects . The Hsiang hsi and Ch 'tien tung dialects 
show that originally Miao numbers followed the form for " month" : 
" month one" , " month two " ,  " month three" ,  • • •  In the Ch 1 uan
ch'ien tien dialect, however, with the exception of a few par­
ticular areas in which names for the symbolic animals of the 
twelve Earthly Branches are used in place of numbers and fol­
low the form for " month" , most areas put the animal terms or
cardinal numbers before the form for " month". 'Ihus, one finds 
" mouse month" , " ox month" , " tiger month" , • • •  , or "number one
month" ,  "number two month" ,  "number three month" ,  • • •  Pai t '  o 
has borrowed the Chinese month designations in their entirety .  
In referring to the first ten days of a month, the Cht'tuan
ch 'tien tien dialect generally follows the Chinese pattern: 
" beginning one" (firs t day of the month) ,  " beginning two"
(second day of the month) ,  "beginning three" (third day of 
the month) ,  etc . ,  where "beginning" ·  is a Chinese loanword. 
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Loanwords have enriched the Miao lexicon. As a result 
of the influence of loanwords, not only in the lexicon but in 
the phonology and grammar as ·well, the number of elements com­
mon to Chinese and Miao has increased. At the same time the 
number of elements common to all Miao dialects has also in­
creased. 'Ihis incre·ase of elements in common is very useful 
in mutual communication and the exchange of ideas. Looked at 
from this trend in development one can see that the number of 
common elements is increasing without interruption •h. . The study 
of Chinese loans in Miao helps us to understand the history of 
language contact between the Miao and Han peoples. It also 
enables us to discover some rules for the joint development
of the Miao and Chinese languages. The present article pro­
vides only a preliminary introduction to Chinese lo�s in 
Miao. There are many problems which require further research 
before they can be solved. 
·' 
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SOME PROBLEMS CONCERNING INITIALS AND 
TONES IN THE MIAO LANGUAGE 
by
Li Yung-sui, Ch'en K ' o-chung, and Ch'en Ch'i-kuang 
(Second Survey Team of the Minority 
Languages, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 
This article uses data from Miao dialects found in 
twenty locations (see Chart 14) .  The data were collected
between June lgj6 and March lgj 7 during a survey conducted 
by the Second Survey Team of the Minority Languages, Chinese
Academy of Sciences. The writers participated in the sur­
vey . 
In Miao, initials and tones are interrelated . The 
present paper raises and briefly discusses the following
five problems, I .  the nature of the yang* tones and the 
initials, II. the development of the proto voiceless unaspi­
rated and voiceless aspirated initials and the proto yin**
tones, III. the relationship between the changes which took
place in the proto prenasalized obstruents and the tones, 
IV. the presence or absence of prenasalization and changes
in the yin tones, and V.  types of continuants and yin or 
yang tones. 
I. The Nature of the Yang Tones and the Initials 
There were t·o11r tones in Proto-Miao. These we shall 
call A, B, C ,  and D. In the modern Miao dialects, these
four tones have often split into two tones each, depending 
on the feature of voice in the initials. These eight tones 
are desi·gnated 1 through 8 (where A has split into 1 and 2 ,
B into 3 and 4, C into 5 and 6, and D into 7 and 8 ) .  rhe
tones designated 1, 3, 5 ,  and 7 are yin tones and occurred 
with proto voiceless initials. Those designated 2, 4, 6,r.
and 8 are yang tones and occurred with proto voiced initials. 
In some of the dialects, the voiced initials have been pre­
served, whereas in others they have been devoiced . Chart 1 
shows the nature of ' the initials occurring with yang tones
in five dialects, one of which is Shih men k'an in Wei ning. 
*
Yang tones are lower register tones. 
**Yin tones are upper register tones. 
All the Shih men k'an initials occurring with yang
tones are voiced, either aspirated or unaspirated. The
aspiration is conditioned by the word classes. This topic 
will not be treated in the present paper, however. 
In the Shui wei dialect (in Lung li), the initials 
which occur with yanis tones are all voiced, with the excep­
tion of the pr�nasalized obstruents . (The voicing of a pre­
nasalized obstruent refers to the voicing given the stop or 
affricate which occurs after the nasalJ e.g . ,  mp- is ·voice­
less, mb- voiced.) 
In the Hsien chin dialect (in Pi chieh), the initials 
which occur with tones 2 and 8 are voiceless unaspirated 
obstruents and voiced continuants. Initials which occur
with tones 4 and 6 are voiced aspirates. 
The Chi wei dialect (in Hua ylian) has voiceless unaspi­
rated obstruents and voiced continuants occurring with tone
2. The initials which occur with tones 4,  6, and 8 are
voiceless obstruents having voiced aspiration or voiced con­
tinuants. 
The Tsung ti dialect (in Tzu ylin) has voiceless unaspi­
rated obstruents and both voiceless and voiced continua.nts
occurring with tones 2 and 8 .  'Ihe initials which occur with 
tones 4 and 6 are voiceless aspirates, voiceless and voiced
continuants with voiced aspiration, and voiceless prenasal­
ized obstruents. 
To summarize, then, we may make the following state­
ments, 
1. Except in Tsung ti , the yang tones (2, 4 ,  6 ,  and
8) occur only with voiced initials or voiceless unaspirated
initials. 
2. The initials occurring with tones 4 and 6 share 
some features, but they are very different from those which 
occur with tones 2 and 8. If the other dialects are taken
into consideration, it can be seen that tone 2 initials
(except in Shih men k'an) and tone 8 initials (except in 
Shih men k 1 an and Chi wei) are generally unaspirated, where­
as initials occurring with tones 4 and 6 (and especially
with the latter) are generally aspirated with voicing.
Although initials with tones 2 and 8 are voiceless unaspi­
rated, in some dialects they have become voiced aspirates
or voiceless initials with voiced aspiration .t . On the other
hand, the yin tones (1, 3, 5 ,  and 7 )  never have initials
which change from voiceless to voiced. It can be seen, 
then, that the nature of the voiceless initials with tones 
2 and 8 is different from that of the voiceless initials
which occur with yin tones. Accordingly, we have suffi­
cient evidence for assuming that the initials of words 
occurring with yang tones were voiced in the protolanguage. 
, a ,; 
33 
ntJI 
33 
42 
53 35 42 p'a 
Chart 1. Comparison of initials with yang tones1 
Tone Shih men Shui weir. Hsien Chi wei Tsung ti 
·k 1 an chin 
dlhau 35 2td 
d
OI)
� 
31 tOI) 32 tu 21 
tc; o 3231 
qaIJ 42 
tc;a 42 
Jlt�u 42 
door 
d,;ha 35 
Jl�hau 35 
tc; o 21 
Jl� 21 
•nine 
2 mouth nt�o 31 J}t<; eu 32 
la 32lhe 35 leIJ 31 la 21 len 42field 
Wj OI) 31 Z,,UI) 2 1zham 35dragon �aIJ 32 �aIJ 42 
th..r 22*fire dey 332 t ' .I  11dheu 21o do 55 
dho 13 o dOI) 55 dhau 21 thaIJ 22 
mpi 55 
t I OI) 11 
mp�he 11 
wait 
4 mr!\a 22rtd �he 21fish mb e 
zu 
mhe 2221 mhen 1133 ma 55horse 
granary 
nheIJ 
�h2the 22 OI) 11 
t'a 13
wjaIJ 55 �ho 21 
oda 35 
.
thada 312 13die dho 
•hold in 
arms ba v
ba 
ntha 13
phu 
nho 42 
13 13bho 
6 hemp nda 53 nta 35 ndho 13 
bird nh 4253 nh8IJ 13no 35 nhOI) 13 UIJnau 
•strength zo 53 WJ U 35 �ho 13 �ho 42 
ten ygo 31 khu 22ghau 31 k.eu 24 
o du 31dho 31 
z,,hu 13 
ku 31 
tho 22 to 21to 24bite 
narrow Nqai 24 IJ k C  31IJhaNGhae 31 Nqe 31 
h .,;a 31eight ,;hi 31 ,;i 24 ,; i 22 ,;i 31 
.1Numbers are used to indicate tone values. That is, I, 2 ,
3, 4, and 5 indicate low, mid-low, mid, mid-high, and high,
respectively. Also, 11 i s  low level, 31 is low falling, 
55 is high level, etc. 
2 
rn Shih men k'an, the phonetic value ot tone 4 is [ 13] with 
verbs and [33] with nouns 3 that of tone 6 is [ 31] with 
verbs and [ 53] with nouns. 
In the original article, .I is given asr�, and -r is given 
as -.I • 
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II. The Proto Primary and Secondary Clear Initials 
and the Split Tones 
In most Miao dialects, the yin tones (1, 3, 5 ,  and 7 )
have remained four in number. However, in Tsung ti and 
Szu ta chai (in Tzu yUn) and in Hsin chr' ang and Hsiao miao 
chai in Lo tien), the yin tones have split into two tones 
each see Chart 14 for the total number of tones in the 
various dialects). As shown in Chart 2, the tones of Shui 
wei do not split and are used as a �rame of reference with 
which the tones of Tsung ti and the other dialects are
compared. 
We may say that in Shui wei the Proto-Miao distinction 
in the initials between "primary clear" and "secondary 
clear" has been preserved. Voiceless unaspirated stops and 
glottalized unaspirated prenasalized obstruents and contin­
uants are equivalent to the proto primary clear initials , 
voiceless aspirated stops and glottalized continuants and 
aspirated prenasalized obstruents are equivalent to the
proto secondary clear initials (see section V below). 
The initials of Tsung ti are either aspirated (voiced
or voiceless) or unaspirated (initial h belongs to the un­
aspirated set, initial h to the aspirated set). Unaspirated
initials belong to the proto primary clear category , aspi­
rated initials belong to the proto secondary clear category.
From Chart 2 we can see that unaspirated initials (i.e.,  
from the proto primary clear category) occur only with yin
tones X, whereas aspirated initials (i.e., from the proto 
secondary clear category) occur only with the yin tones Y. 
The situation in Szu ta chai and Hsiao miao chai is 
identical to that in Tsung ti . 
Hsien ch 'rang has initials which occur both with and 
without voiced aspiration. Initials without voiced aspi­
ration (primary clear) occur with yin tones X� initials with 
voiced aspiration (secondary clear occur with yin tones Y. 
From these facts we see that in Tsung ti, Szu ta chai, 
Hsien chr' ang, and Hsiao miao chai, the odd-numbered tones
have each split into two tones with the result that words 
from the proto primary clear category have one tone and
words from the proto secondary clear category have another. 
We shall label these two categories X and Y,r' respectively . *  
According to our present data, there are also other 
dialects in which the yin tones have split into X and Y. 
* V
The terms used by the authors are tzu and ch'ou, referring 
to the first and second "earthly branches". "X" and "Y" 
have been used here to simplify the designations. 
---
---
---
---
ti 
33 
pau 
Jltc;ar:i 
9 mor:i 
lOI) nOIJ 
lY 
23  
p 'a pj'o 
tc; 1 OI) 1, tc; OI) 
nhOIJ 
SeI) tall, 
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For example, tones 1, 3, and 7 of Pai suo (in Ch ' ang shun),
tones 3 and 5 of YUeh k ' uan (in Wang mou), tones 3 and 7 of 
Yu chien (in Lo tien), tones 5 and 7 of Hsi kuan (in P'ing 
t ' hang), and tone 5 of P ' ing yen (in Lo tien) all have split 
into two tones on the basis of the feature of aspirationh. 
It is just that in these dialects the pattern is not so sym­
metrical as that in Tsung ti, Szu ta chai, Hsien ch'ang, and 
Hsiao miao chai. Examples are given in Chart 3 to Chart 7. 
Chart 2. The split yin tones in four locations 
Tsung Szu ta Hsin Hsiao miao Shui wei 
chai ch'ang chai 
Tone lX 
44 35 3132 · 
body hair plo plou prau tc;eu plu 
deep to to to tau tu 
PD pouknow 
•mpJ O 
p 8U 
mp2ta 
mar:i 
m9 pa 
J19 tc;ar:i
green
straight
pain
classifier 
mpro
ntar:i .Qtq  OIJ 
9 laIJ 
'mal) maumru 
laIJ 
ne nu 
red lan lei 9 leI) 
9 wju 
lei 
�D Z OU 2tau y eu vegetable 
Tone 
3122 1513 
t'o 
prho 
tho 
olow 
boil 
(wind) pj'au
t ' au 
P� ' a  
t•o(water) 
p '  eu --- phu - -- ---root in dirt 
thread (a
needle) 
S Itc; 1 OI) qhOI) aI)
' 
n.,thaIJ ntshru ntshem nt'aIJ T\,? t I OI)leggings 
mhaIJ mhru mheIJ m'aI) m,SMiao people 
lh
nhau nh nasun 
brain 
n '  al)UI) 
0 
l
hu lhu l '  au lueu 
2t
han zhei 2t
hei x'aihigh 
() �' 
\..) (.:) 
Tsung Szu ta Hsin Hsiao miao Shui wei 
ti chai ch 'tang chai 
43 44 
Tone 3X 
5324 55 
house 
full 
liquor 
road 
rice crust 
long
dung
waist 
this 
short 
p�a pja
POIJ pau
t�a sa
ka ka
Jlt�a nti
nta nta 
ha ho
la tlo 
na no 
lau 
pra pjei
POIJPUIJ 
tea S 8U 
ka kei 
---ntso 
nta
XO 
tlo 
na na 
lUIJ 
pi
paIJ
t�o 
t9i 
IJ?tka 
n? ti 
243 
Tone 3Y 
14 31 55 
bone 
blood 
ginger
hole 
head 
hear 
heavy
tooth 
intestines 
haIJ shaIJs
nts¾a Jlt�hOIJ 
hhan hhci 
hhOIJ hhOIJ 
ho hOU 
nhOIJnho 
J1haIJJ1 0 
mjhe mjhci 
JlhOIJ _p
hau 
t9 haIJ S 1 0IJ 
nts¾IJ r ' eIJ 
xhci k'eIJ 
XhOIJ k'aIJ 
--- ---
n'aIJ 
J1 I OIJ 
m ' ai 
.71•1 au 
ts I OIJ 
n9 ts ' eIJ 
qw 'teIJ 
q I OIJ 
XU 
---
lOIJJ,
meIJ 
0 
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'rsung Szu ta Hsin Hsiao miao Shui wei 
ti chai ch' ang chai 
45 13 
Tone 5X 
33 33 35 
foot 
kill 
axe 
snow 
pig
name 
boiling
egg
good
fly, soar 
ta  
ta 
to 
mpOI)
mpa
mpa 
mp n 
ha 
�aIJ 
j·ua 
ta 
to 
tou 
mpau
mpo
-mpa 
mpou
ha 
Za..I 
---ta 
to tau 
tau tau 
.mpUI) mpOIJ
•mpo mpa1
mpa mpei 
--- mpau
xa kei 
yaI)
,:eIJ 
to 
---
tu 
m9 paIJ
m9 pi
m9 pi
mpu 
qtve 
? WiOI) 
? jeIJ 
24 11 
Tone 5Y 
21  42 35 
shoe 
charcoal 
smoke out 
night
smell, sniff 
meal 
moon 
iron 
rope, string 
k I D  
t 1 an 
.nt<;ho 
mhoIJ 
mjhen
nho
lhi 
lhu
lha 
k ' ou 
t'ei 
.nt<;ho 
mhOIJ 
mjh a..x 
nhOI)
lhei 
lhou 
lho 
S I at.II 
t'a 
--- r'au 
mho m I al) 
mhi m'ai 
---nho 
lhi l'a 
1¾ l'au 
lho l'ai 
k'u 
t ' aIJ 
J19 t<; I U 
mOI)
meI) 
---
la 
lo 
0
li 
0 
------
• • 
---
---
---
---
---
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ti  
31 33 
pjau pru p�u 
so .  
11 
nha.r no 
XO 
t9he 
sha t eha 
T sung Szu ta Hsin Hsiao miao Shui wei 
chai ch'ang chai 
Tone 7X
31 33 44 
gnaw ka ka. ka --- ---
•wing te tei ti ta ta 
dark plou PP 
flatus 
mole 
pu pou pu pau po 
tan t ei t ei 
laugh qO sn  tqo tau tu 
take off la la la --- ? lo 
JOln sa tao  sa. tse 
Tone 7Y
21 24 3113 
k'o --- khu --- k'o 
mpjhe mpjhe mpjhe --- m? p'e 
itch 
daughter 
he sh e te he ts'e paint on s
lh e 
0 
le 
nhaIJ nhOIJ 
lhe 
cough
cut 
drink 
lh e 
0 
t�t' e  
who x ' au 
s 'a 
hOU �¾ 
t�' e 
whaIJ 
scrape off t9'e 
qhashut 
whaIJ vhaIJ 
s ' au 
w '  aIJflute 
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X '  DIJ 
pja. 
Chart 3.  Tone splits in Pai suo 
Tone 1 
X 33 Y 23 
know pau cleave, chop p'ei
to steam t<; DIJ float v'a 
green mpjo boil water t'o 
scald koIJ root with snout p'u
winnowing WUIJ blow (wind) pj'o
basket 
shower ntnIJ sift z'a 
~be present .JlD gather, harvest <; ' a 
agriculture xaIJ rub in hands s'o 
answer ta wipe t<;'a ,
to sun Z CIJ voice z'o 
Tone 3 
X 35 Y 24 
tail tu bone s'aIJ 
rice crust J}t90 head v'au 
full PDIJ hear n'D 
short lnIJ hole 
long nta heavy Jl ' a  
father 
early 
t<;i
ntso 
tooth 
intestines 
m' ei 
Jl' 8U 
this 
house 
road 
nUI) 
ka. 
blood Jlt9•'•UIJ 
ginger x' eIJ 
bellows (forge) t'aIJ 
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k'am 
Tone 7 
X 22 Y 12 
gnaw ka scrape off t�'e 
remove lid t�a select, elect z'e 
pile up Jlt�e fall into v'a 
beat ntam shut s 'a 
•Jlt�a examine k'ra. dig
take off la. itch 
join together so to cut 
tsn flute 
l'e 
~
w ' alaugh
to scratch ko drink v'u 
dig with hoe kata insert ts'ram or spade 
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.ntc;a 
X hO IJ 
pi 
ntau 
mpo 
mpOIJ 
zem 
xha 
ta 
Chart 4.  Tone splits in Yileh k'uan 
Tone 3 
X 5 4  Y 44 
tail tu bone ts'ei 
tc;a 
vhorice crust head 
nholiquor
full 
hear 
p OIJ hole 
short nOIJ heavy Jlhe 
tooth mjhilong
father 
early
this 
nta 
intestines J)
hOIJ 
nt�hoblood 
h 
X a1ginger
bellows 
na 
house pja (forge) t'eIJ 
Tone 5 
X 5 4  y 44 
axe to shoe " k  1 0 
egg xa rope, string lha 
boiling lhis.moon 
charcoal t'aisnow 
lhopig
good 
name 
ironmpa 
mpai 
J1tc;
hosmoke out 
mhonight
guest 
t • o
fly,
kill 
soar :,; 0 
ta retreat 
·vomit, spit foot nt'ei 
teIJ 
pu 
pru 
la 
Chart 2.• Tone splits in Yu chien 
Tone 3 
X 35 Y 15 
tail tu head 
rice crust .nt�o hear 
liquor t�a hole 
full PUlJ heavy
short lDIJ tooth me 
o hlong nta intestines J1 UlJ 
father t�i blood 31t�
h 
UIJ 
h
early ytt�o ginger X el) 
house pla bellows (forge) t aIJ 
Tone 7 
X 54 Y 31 
laugh tqn to paint q
n
e 
gnaw ka cough n
h
8IJ 
mole daughter mpJ
. ho 
flatus drink w u 
lhedark cut 
tai 
hshut stake off 
wing
beat 
a 
insert tq ' au 
shaventau t� • e  
hjoin together qe touch � o 
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egg 
po 
Chart 6. Tone splits in Hsi kuan 
Tone 5 
X 44 Y 24 
axe tn shoe k '  D 
qc meal n I OIJ 
0 
l ' impn moon 
0
boiling
six charcoal t ' etqO 
•snow mpe iron l ' o  
pig mpa full, enough tq 1 .I U  _ 
good Z,,OIJ smell, sniff n I O!J 
fly, soar ,;a night m 
0 
I O!J 
gnaw
•wing
dark 
flatus 
Tone 7 
44 
k.I u  mole 
ti daughter
plo to paint 
cut 
y 24 
k ' o  
nt9'i 
s ' i  
l'i 
terJmole drink ho 
scrape off k ' i  
insert
laugh tqo
duck ? o  tq'i
habeat nt.1 u rob, steal 
96 
egg 
•Chart 7. Tone split in P' ir1g yen 
Tone 5 
X 53 Y 31 
axe t'H shoes ti;'o 
ki meal m8 
0 
mp"H moon 1 1 Aboiling
•six t�o charcoal t 1 A 
•snow mpOIJ iron l'o 
•pig mpc full, enough tq  1 0 
good ya smell, sniff ma 
0~ 
fly, soar � c  night mo 
0 
IIIt. The Relationship Between Developments in the Proto
Prenasalized Obstruents and in the Tones 
Proto-Miao had prenasalized obstruents (stops and affri-
•cates) . These are reflected in the modern dialects in vari-
ous ways (see Chart 8). 
Shih men k'an has three types of prenasalized obstru­
ents : voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, and voicedt. 
We may state, therefore, that Shih men k'an has preserved 
all three types of proto prenasalized obstruent initials. 
Voiceless unaspiratec prenasalized obstruents are equivalent
to the proto primary clear prenasalized obstruents, voice­
less aspirated ones to the proto secondary clear category, 
and voiced prenasalized obstruents to the proto "muddy" 
category. We shall use this classification to compar� the 
other dialects with Shih men k'an in order that the various 
ways in which the proto prenasalized obstruents developed in 
the modern Miao dialects may be seen. 
Hsien chin also has a three-way contrast with prenasal­
ized obstruents, but no voiced members of the set occur with
tones 2 or 8, except as realizations of tone sandhi. 
Pai chin has voiceless aspirated and unaspirated pre­
nasalized obstruents. The proto voiced members of the set 
have been devoiced, being realized as voiceless (those
occurring with tones 4 or 6 are accompanied by voiced aspi­
ration). Thus, the Pai chin voiceless unaspirated prenasal­
ized obstruents have two sources, the proto primary clear 
category and the proto muddy category. The voiceless aspi­
rated members of the set, on the other hand, have but a
single source, the proto secondary clear categoryt. In Chart 
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8 ,  the development of the phonemic changes in the prenasal­
ized obstruents which took place in T ' uan p'o and Shui wei 
is shown to be the same as that which took place in Pai 
chin. The devoicing of these sounds in the subdialects of 
south-central Kweichow, central Kweichow, southern Kweichow, 
and the Lo p' o River area is of the same type as that in
Pai chin. 
The prenasalization of the voiceless aspirated pre­
nasalized obstruents occurring with yin tones is unstable 
in T'uan p'o and tends to be lost. That is, the proto 
secondary clear prenasalized obstruents are each reflected 
as either voiceless aspirated or voiceless unaspirated 
obstruents. 
Prenasalization is optional with glottalized voiceless 
aspirated and unaspirated prenasalized obstruents in Shui 
wei in that they tend to become oral aspirates or nonaspi­
rates, respectively. The nonglottalized voiceless unaspi­
rated prenasalized obstruents are very stable. In other 
words , the proto primary and secondary clear prenasalized 
obstruents can be articulated either as voiceless oral 
aspirates or nonaspirates.· 
In Chi wei, the proto primary and secondary clear 
categ.ories occurring with yin tones are reflected as vo.ice­
less unaspirated or aspirated prenasalized obstruents, 
respectively (mra 35 "green" with tone 1 is an exception) . 
There are no prenasalized obstruents occurring with yang 
tones. All the proto voiced prenasalized obstruents have 
lost the obstruent element , becoming nasals of the same or
similar points of articulation. 
The proto primary clear prenasalized obstruents have 
become voiced nonaspirates in Tung t'ou chai (in LU ch'i ) .  
The prenasalization of the proto secondary clear category
is unstable and tends to be lost. That is, the proto 
secondary clear prenasalized obstruents each can be artic­
ulated either as voiceless aspirated or ·voiceless unaspi­
rated oral obstruents. The obstruent element of the proto 
voiced prenasalized obstruents have been lost, leaving 
only nasals of the same or similar points of articulation. 
Hsiao chang does not have prenasalized obstruent ini­
tials. Proto primary clear prenasalized obstruents have 
changed to the corresponding voiced oral initials (mostly
obstruents) with yin tones. The proto secondary clear 
initials have changed to the corresponding voiceless aspi­
rated oral obstruents, also with yin tones. Proto voiced
(muddy) prenasalized obstruents have changed to the corres-
ponding nasal initials with yang tones. 
Yang hao is another dialect lacking prenasalized ob­
struent initials. Those of the proto primary clear cate­
gory have changed to the corresponding voiceless unaspi-
1 
13 3 
33 
44 
55 
44 
33 44 
35 
Chart 8 .  The relationship between changes in the 
Shih men k'an Hsien Pai chin T'uan p ' o  
chin 
mushroom .11t<;i 55 .Jlt<;e 43 .11t<;e 42 
salt 11,tq8 55 11,tqe 34 ntsi 
mpo 44 mpUIJ 44 
]lt<;a 44 
13ntsa 
5 mpetu
Jlt<;au 33 
snow mpu 33 
.nt<;ey 11 J1t<;eu 33to prick J1t<; 8J:7 
1 
3 
44 
13 
9 a 55 t'au 
11,tq'am 55 
43 11,t 'J: IJ 42 
11,tq'arJ 54 nts'aIJ 13
leggings
blood 
(11,)t<;'ei 
(n)ts'OIJ 
11,t '  OIJ 
5 to wash 
clothes nts'a 33 nts'o 44 (n)tst' o  33ntst' a  
daughter nts'ae 11 nts'ai mpj ' re  (m)pj'ai7 
2 9 a 33 mbhe 11,tqe 32 mprE 55 mpa 55 
Jlt<;hiIJ 31 rJkhi 33 
ear 
4 lazy IJghta 13 
nda 53 
IJgheIJ 21 
ndhn 13 ntha 33 ntho 216 hemp
8 tongue 9 a 55 mplai 24 mplre 55 mplei 55
ndlhae 31-13 
3Phones in parentheses are optional. Thus, (n)tsi 55 is
pronounced either tsi 55 or ntsi 55. 31-13 indicates that
the tone is 31 in isolation, but in combinations, after 
9 a 55 here, the tone is 13. 
---
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35 IJktu 
<;i 35 
mrha 44 
proto prenasalized obstruents and the tones3 
Shui wei Chi wei r ung t I OU Hsiao chang Yang hao 
chai 
44 
(Jl)9 t<;i 33 
(n)9 tsi 55 
IJgU 33 t<;i 
. p c  44 
gem 2 1  
55 
33 
d�tu 44J1.t<;tu · zem 
(m) 9 paIJ 35 mpe 53 mbe 22 bi 13 
11t9u 44 t<;u 53(Jl)-:> t<;u 44 Jld�a 34 ---
(11.)9 t I OIJ 31 (Jl)t ' tu  53 ts ' u 53 
(n)ts'e 55(n) 9 ts ' eIJ 
"t ' u 33 
55 ts'ei 55 <; 1 CXIJ 35 
(n) 9 ts  ' a 35 nts'o 53 (n) ts ' D  33 s 1 0 44 
(m) 9 p ' e  31 
mpi 31 
55 
mp'a 44 
mrtu 31 
l
h� 22 
(m)p ' a  34 
mjm 21 
55 
p ' a  24 
mem 21 
55 
p '  i 53 
z c  55
IJhi 11IJkCXIJ J IJe IJeIJ 
hn onta 35 n
ho 42 no 22 · nru 13 13 
mple 31 mja 24 mja 24 Jli  21 
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rated oral obstruents or continuants (no 44 "many" with 
tone 5 is an exceptionJ cf. Pai chin nto 44 ) with yin tones. 
'Ihose of the proto secondary clear category have changed to 
the corresponding voiceless aspirated oral obstruents or
continuants with yin tones. Prenasalized initials of the 
muddy category have changed to the corresponding voiced 
nasals or voiced fricatives with yang tones. The z- in 
Yang hao corresponds regularly to a nasal in other dialects 
in eastern Kweichow. For example ; 
Tone Yang hao K'ai t'ang
4 
4 fish z c  11 nre 11 
2 ear z c  55 nre 53 
2 grass zaIJ 55 naIJ 53 
IV. 'Ihe Presence or Absence of Prenasalization 
and Tonal Developments 
In the Tung t ' ou cha� dialect, all yin tones have 
split into two tones each (the method of splitting is dif­
ferent from that in Tsung ti and other placesJ see Chart 9). 
The yin tones in Chi wei do not split and are therefore
used as a frame of reference for comparing those of Tung 
t'ou chai. 
From the fonns compared in Chart 9,  one can see that
the yin tones of Tung t ' ou chai fall into two subcategories, 
one with prenasalization, the other without. At present , 
the prenasalization of the proto secondary clear category
is unstable in Tung t 1 ou chai. That is , each prenasalized 
obstruent in this category is articulated either as a voice­
less prenasalized aspirate or as a voiceless oral aspirate. 
In the yang tones , nothing of the proto voiced prenasalized 
obstruents remain. The obstruent elements have been lost, 
leaving only the nasal elements. The present-day reflexes 
are thus voiced nasals. The only stable voiced prenasalized 
initials are reflexes of the proto primary clear category 
(see section III above). 
The values of tones occurring with proto primary clear 
nonprenasalized obstruents and those occurring with proto 
secondary clear initials are the same if they belong to the 
same subcategory of tones.t* The values of tones occurring
with proto primary clear prenasalized obstruents are dif­
ferent from those occurring with other proto clear initials. 
We shall designate the former group I ,  the latter group II. 
4K'ai tt1 ang is also in Lu shan, 30 kilometers from Yang hao.
* 
That is , either X or Y. 
35 
33 35 
44 
44 
44 
44 
• 
Chart 2· Tone splits in Tung t ' ou chai 
I II 
Tone Tung t'ou Chi wei Tung ts1 ou Chi wei 
chai chai 
ep
chicken qa 5 3  qa 35 middle Jl9,UI 33 rttUIJ 35 
1 three po 5 3  pu 35 to cut with ndzi  33 J1t9i 35 
de· to 5 3  to 35 mushroom IJgU 33 IJkm 35 
•scis sors 
devil qwc 5 3  qwei 35 
ku 5 3  t9u 35 
wet nde 33 ntei 
cloth ndineedle ntei 
dog qu 55 qwar 44 long ndu 44 ntux 
road ku 55 kr.u 44 paper nda 44 nt.I 
3 tail ta 55 t.1 44 to mend mba 44 mpa
pans
full pe 55 pe 44 salt ndzu 44 
li 55 le 44 
Jlt9ux 44 
short early ndzo  44 ntso 
sleep 
year
5 month 
•six 
shoes 
wing _ 
to cut 
7 
to laugh 
flatus 
pa 33 P.I 5 3  
tso 33 t9u 5 3  
la 
. . 
33 _ la 5 3  
0 0 
to 33 to 5 3  
k ' o  33 .90  5 3  
ti 3·4 t.1 · 44 
la 34 l'a 44 
0 
to 34 to 44 
po 34 pu 44 
pig
s kinny 
to ride 
to beat 
tree 
n_avel 
- to weave 
to cut 
to prick 
mba 22 
Jld,;i  22 
-
.
ndz a 22 
nd a 22 
ndo 22 
nda 24 
n.do  24· 
NGa 24 
Jld,;a 24 
mpa 5 3  
ntsei 5 3  
]lt9i 5 3 
ntu 5 3  
- ntu 5 3  
ntu·s44 
nto 44 
-· Nqa 44 
J}t9u 44 
. f-J 
. 0
f-J 
• • 
102 
33 
p'a 
In like manner, tones 1 and 5 of Hsiao chang and tones 
1 a.nd 3 of Wu chia chai all have split into two tones.
Examples are given in Charts 10 and 11. 
Hsiao chang voiced initials occurring with tones 1 and
5 are reflexes of proto primary clear prenasalized obstru­
ents (see section III above). With yin tone words, the
proto prenasalized obstruents lost the nasal element in
Hsiao chang, but the cause of the two-way split is the 
same as that for Tung t ' ou chai and Wu chia chair. 
Chart 10. Tone splits in Hsiao chang
Tone 1 
I a  5 3  II: 21 
vegetable mushroom gam
brain la wet dei 
thick t c  to float de 
high, tall reeds Gu 
far cloth dei 
to thread scissors Z l  
needle ku 
I a  
Tone 5 
Il a 13 
axe to snow bi 
charcoal t ' eIJ skinny zeI)
egg qam to pound daIJ
(metal)
guest q ' c  name bu 
to sleep 
to split 
pa boiling bo 
•pig bei 
moon la 
shoes k'o to ride dzaIJ 
tree du 
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33 
I :  33 
Chart 11 .  Tone splits in Wu chia chai 
Tone 1
I :  53 II1  
body hair •pi wet ntei 
·vegetable �ei mushroom 1) kJ.u 
high, tall qei middle rt qaIJ · 
sour so medicine IJka 
far quz scissors ntsir· 
deep t-e cloth ntei 
black •qwe1 sleeping Nqwei
to thread t9'e1J gold J}t9i 
Tone 3 
II1  35 
ripe se 
house pluz 
liquor tsm 
fruit pi
louse tei 
rabbit la 
dog qu
short lei 
early
long
rice crust 
salt 
knife 
to mend 
(clothes)
book 
to wash 
(hands) 
nts-e 
ntm 
I)kw: 
ntsm 
ntc 
mpa 
nto 
ntsa 
V. Types of Continuants and Yin or Yang Tones 
Nasals, laterals, and fricatives are all continuants.
As used here, "type" indicates the three categories of 
initials, primary clear, secondary clear, and muddy.
In the Lo p • o  River dialects, tones are not distin� 
guished according to the yin-yang dichotomy. In most areas
there are three tones, although in some areas there arer.
four. There are, however, a considerable number of ini-· 
tials. Continuants occur with three manners of articula­
tion. Of the continuants, the nasals and laterals present
the most symmetrical pattern. Examples f·rom Shui wei are 
given in Chart 12. Although Shui wei does not distinguish 
between yin and yang tones, it does preserve the three types 
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of proto continuants, glottalized, voiceless, and voiced. 
The first two types occur in words with yin tones in those 
dialects which distinguish yin and yang tones (the first 
two are seen , therefore, to have been in the clear category 
in the protolanguage). The third type occurs in words with 
yang tones (and thus was the muddy category of the proto­
language) . Compare the tone categories occurring with the 
three types of continuants in both Shui wei and Yang hao in 
Chart 13 . 
In those dialects in which tones are subcategorized
into X and Y ,  the first type of continuant (i.e. , glottal­
ized) occurs with subgroup X (and thus primary clear in the 
protolanguage),  whereas the second type (i. e., voiceless) 
occurs with subgroup Y (and thus secondary clear in the
protolanguage). Compare the Shui wei words in Chart 12 
with the same words in the other dialects (Charts 2 to 7). 
For example , in Ts ti, Szu ta chai , Hsin ch'an
�
, and
Hsiao miao chai Chart 2) J in YUeh k'uan (Chart 4 J in 
Hsi kuan (Chart ) s  in P'ing yen (Chart 7) J and in other
dialects, "goud" (Shui wei ,  9 wj OIJ 35 (C)) has tone 5X
throughout , whereas "moon" (Shui wei ,  la 35 (C)) has tone 
5Y throughout. 
During the time we were out surveying some of the dia­
lects, we came up against a problem, voiced prenasalized 
obstruents and voiceless prenasalized obstruents with voiced 
aspiration generally do not occur with yin tones. That
being so, why were there so many voiced continuants actually 
occurring with those tones, It was only in the Shui wei 
initials that the clue was found, enabling us to discover
that in most dialects the voiced continuants occurring in 
words with yin tones have a source different from that of 
the corresponding voiced continuants in words with yang 
tones. 
Furthermore, Shui wei also has three types of prenasal­
ized initials , glottalized voiceless unaspirated (e . g. , m9p,
n9 ts, and n9 t) , glottalized voiceless aspirated (e. g., m9p' , 
n9 ts', and n9 t'), and nonglottalized voiceless unaspirated 
(e. g., !!!E_, nts , and nt). We see, then, that in the dialects 
which distinguish between yin and yang tones, the sources of
the nasal elements in prenasalized initials in words with 
yin tones are different from those in prenasalized initials 
in words with yang tones. In addition, we now know why 
voiced nasals can occur in words with yin tones. 
55  (B ) 9 ffiOI) 
9 nOI) 55 (B) 
3l (D) 
3l (A) 
55 (B) 
bigto · 
wja· 55 (B) 9 wju 31 (A ) 
•Chart 12 . Three types of continuants m Shui wei5 
Voiced continuants Voiceless continuants Glottalized continuants 
horsetooth �eIJ 55 (B )pain 9 ffiOI) 31 (.A.)
late 
ma 55 (B )
35 (C) night moI) 35 ( C) 
0 
eye ma 
DOI) 31 (A )
35 (C) 
to eat sun na 3ls(A) 
0 
to inquire to hear nu 55 (B)
0 
silver 
this 
to press · 
to dwell 
na 
JleIJ 31 (A)heavy
intestines 
9 neI)
?JlOI) 
to use ?JlOIJ 
_QOI) 55 (B)  
meal.veIJ 55 (B )
lu 3ls(A) pour
short moon 
JO 35 (C )
old lu 55 (B)
laIJ 35 ( C) 
31 (A) 
0 
lookla 35 (c )0 
9 lu 3l (As)
9 laIJ 55 (B )  
9 WjOI) 35 (C ) . dragon SerJ 3ls(A) 
urine55 (B)
good
vegetable 
high, tall 
to count 
Wj OIJ 
so 
5 The nlJ.mbers following each word indicate tone ·values. The letters A,  B, C,  or 
D in parentheses indicate tone categories . For example, lu 55 (B) indicates 
that the tone of the word is B , said with a 55 pitch. 
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Chart 13. The relationship between the three types 
of continuants and the yin and yang tones 
Shui wei 
pain
this 
to dwell 
to pour 
good
night
sun 
... J.eavy 
big
to count 
eye
to eat 
silver 
old 
dragon 
? moIJ 31 (A)
?noI) 55 (B) 
? JlOI) 31 (A)
? lu 3l (A) 
? wjOI) 35 ( C ) 
mOI) 35 (C) 
i;
0 
a 3l (A) 
.lJOI) 55 (B)
lu 3l (A) .,
sor55 (B) 
ma 35 (C)
nOI) 3l (A) 
JleI) 31 (A)
lu 55 (B)
wj OrJ 31 (A) 
Conclusion 
Yang hao 
mUI) 33 ( 1) 
nUrJ 35 ( 3 )  
JnI) 33 (1)
lu 33 (1) 
yu 44 (5 )  
m I OI) 44 (5 )
0 
n I C 33 ( 1 )  
0 
] 
I 
UI) 35 ( 3 )  
!' 8 33 (1) 
X I i 35 (3)
me 13 (6) 
naI) 55 (2) 
Jli 55 (2 )  
lu 11 (4) 
YUIJ 55 ( 2 )  
Proto-Miao had three . categories of initials ,  primary 
clear, secondary clear, and muddy, together with four tone 
categories, A, B, C ,  and D. The changes which have taken 
place in the tones and initials may be stated as follows, 
A. Changes in tones (see Chart 14)
1. In some areas the tones do not split. Conse­
quently, there are no restrictions on the occurrence of
any initial with any tone (A, B ,  C ,  or D). All proto pri­
mary clear, secondary clear, and muddy initials may occur 
with all four tones. 
2. In some localities the tones split into yin
and yang (thus producing eight tones) based on the .presence 
or absence of voicing in the proto initials. Yin tones
(1, 3, 5, and 7)  occur only with words having proto voice­
less initials (i.e., either primary clear or secondary 
clear). Yang tones (2, 4,  6, and 8) occur only with words 
having proto voiced initials (i.e. , muddy). 
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3 .  In some places the yin tones each split into 
the subcategories X and Y (yielding eight yin - tones) on 
the basis of the presence or absence of aspiration in the 
proto initials. If one includes the four yang tones, the 
total number of tones is twelve . Yin-X tones (lX, 3X, - 5X,
and 7X) occur only with words having proto primary clear 
initials . Yin-Y tones (lY, 3Y, SY, and 7Y), on the other 
hand, occur only with words having proto secondary clear 
initials . Yang tones (2, 4, 6 ,  and 8)  occur only with 
words having proto muddy initials. 
4. In other areas the yin tones split into  the 
subcategories I and II (yielding eight yin tones) . We 
recognize this split because the tones of words having 
primary clear prenasalized obstruent initials are different 
from the tones of those words having other voicel_ess ini­
tialsh. This split has produced twelve tones, if the four 
yang tones are included . Yin-I tones (lI, 3I, S I, and 7I) 
occur only with words having proto secondary clear initials 
or proto primary clear nonprenasalized initials. Yin-II 
tones (lII, 3II, S II ,  and 7II) occur only with ·words having
proto primary clear prenasalized in·i tials . Yang tones (2,
4 ,  6 ,  and 8 )  occur only with words having proto muddy ini­
tials. 
5.  There are tone mergers as well as tone splits . 
'Ihus, in the twenty Miao dialects included in .hChart 14, the 
number of tones in a particular dialect may run from three 
to twelveh. 
B. Main points in the development of the initials 
1 .  In some localities the distinction between the 
proto primary clear, sec ondary clear, and muddy categories 
is preser·ved . There is no distinction between yin and yang 
for any of the tones. A·s a result, there are no restric­
'· 
tions on the occurrence of initials with tones . 
2 .  In other areas the initials are of two types, 
one the result of a merger of proto muddy and prot o primary 
clear initials, the other the reflex of proto secondary 
c lear initials . In these areas, the tones have split into 
yin and yang . Reflexes of proto primary clear and. proto 
muddy initials occur with both yin and yang tones, but re­
flexes of proto secondary clear initials occur only with 
·yin tones . 
3 .  With regard to  the proto clear prenasalized ­
obstruent initials, the proto secondary clear initialsh.h· 
have often lost the nasal element, preserving only the ob­
struent elementh. (If the obstruent was an affricate, gen­
erally only the fricative element was retained . )  These 
occur in words with yin tones . On the other hand, the 
proto muddy prenasalized obstruent initials have often lost 
the obstruent element, preserving only the nasal element . 
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31 
44 
35 
33 
33 
55 
32 
35 15 
23 
33 
53 
33 
53 
Chart 1L� . Tones of twenty 
ATone 
category 1 2 
X y 
Dialect Location Tones I II 
Shui wei, Lung li, Kweichow 3 
Kweichow 8 43 32
55
55 
42 
Hsien chin, Pi chieh,
Pai chin, Hui shui, Kweichow 6 
T'uan p'o, Tzu yUn, Kweichow 5 
Chi wei, Hua yUan, Hunan 6 
8 
21 
55 
53 
35 
22 42 
Yang hao, Lu shan , Kweichow 
K'ai t'ang, Lu shan, Kweichow 8 
Shih k'an, Wei ning, Kweichowmen 7 
33 
11 
13 35
Tsung ti, Tzu yUn, Kweichow 
Szu ta chai, Tzu ytln, Kweichow 8 
Hsin ch'ang, Lo tien, Kweichow 44 
33 
23 45 
31 
55 
9 
Hsiao miao chai, Lo tien, Kweichow 9 
Pai suo, Ch'ang shan, Kweichow 10 
YUeh k ' uan, Wang mou, Kweichow 457 33 
53 
53
Yu chien, Lo tien, Kweichow 9 
Hsi kuan, P'ing t'ang, Kweichow 8 33 
246 24P'ing yen, Lo tien, Kweichow 
Tung t'ou chai, LU ch'i, Hunan 8 33 
Hsiao chang, LU ch ' i, Hunan 6 21 
Wu chia chai, Lung shan, H1n1an 
21 
21 
4 33 5 3  
•• 
109 
55 
33 44 · 
44 55 21 44 
55 33 33 
21,. . . 
55 33/13/11 ·. 33 
243 43 
33 44 
55 21 32 33 21 14 
24 44 213 31 
43 24 
44 
43 
24 21 55 13 
55 
33 
55 
Miao linguistic areas 
B c: D 
3 
...
4 5 6 s ·7 
·' 
y yX X y X 
II I IIIII I 
2421 
3135 
• 
1354 
•  . 
33 
3313 
13 
.. 
; 
224422 
213 .. 
4244 
4
53
4
44 
. 
21'3
13 531135 ·3. 
53
23
/31
13 
1345 11 
11 
. 
.
45 
11 53/31 
3133 
• 
13 
34 
24 
5524 
' 
53 
213 
53 
1144 
24 
3111 
42 
13 
33 
315413 
5553 
33 
1335 ·3. •
13 
15 
3124 54 I 44 
13 
54 
31 
55 
54 
44 
5 3 3
44 
1335 •• 
13 
· 
31 
22 44 24 
13 53 31 
2424 I 342222 3344 I 
35 
I 
55 55 
35 ' 
. 
24· 2433 1313 ·
11 111111 
110 
These nasals occur in words having yang tones. 
It is obvious that the relationship between initials 
and tones - ·inh• Miao . is a very close one indeed. It would be 
impossible to'hrecognize tones without initials, and vice 
versah. 
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THE CLASSIFIER IN THE WEI NING DIALECT OF 
THE MIAO LANGUAGE IN KWEICHOW 
by
Wang Fu-shih 
The Wei ning dialect of the Miao language in Kweichow 
belongs to the same dialect area as the type of Miao spoken 
in northea·stern Yunnan. In the autumn of 1932, the writer 
went to the village of Shih men k ' an, 8th ch ' U , Wei ning 
(100 kilometers north·west of the county seat) to c ollect 
linguistic material. The present paper reports only on 
classifiers. I here acknowledge the help received from 
Comrade Wang Te-kuang (a Miao) who supplied some examples
·while I was writing this article. 
Io Numerals and Demonstratives 
In the Wei ning dialect of the Miao language (here­
after referred to simply as "Miao"), classifiers modify · 
no'lms along with either numerals or demonstratives. In
order to understand the use of classifiers it is necessary 
to first examine the numerals and demonstratives.  
A. Numerals. The main Miao numerals are the f ollowing : 
ntaur 33, ts'ae 
i 55 1 
daur 31 one-half
tlau 5 5  
-
2 
4ts! 55 3 
pur 55 5 
�aur 33 7 
d,;. 1 a 35 9 
Jli 31 ng' au 31 20 · 
tlau 55 di'au 31/13 40 
tlau 55 d,;'au 31 60 
0
i ' i 31 d,;'au 31 80 
pa 33 100 
vau 53 10 , 000 
tlau 33 · 6 
0
� , i 31 · s 
g'au 31 10 
tsi 55 dir' au 31/13* 30 
pur 55 d,;'au 31/13 50 
�aur 33 d,;'au 31 70 
cti I a 35 d,; 1 au 31/13 90 
ts·'ie 55 1, 000 
pi 55 d�au 53 several 
Wherever two tones are given for a syllable the first tone 
is the basic tone, the secrond the changed tone. 
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pa 
55 
+ ' i  
t�au 55 many ts'a 33 each, every 
The following characteristics of Miao numerals should 
be noted : 
1 .  The structural pattern of compound numerals is 
the same as that found in Chinese. 
76 : �am 33 d+'au 31 tlau 33 
i
7
55 
10 
pa 33/11 l ' <E y 31 pm 55 
100 501 
2538 : a 55 
100 
ts'ie 55 pm 55 
5 
33/11 ts3: 55 
31, 000 2 
31/13
10 8 
49637 : tlau 55 vau 53/133' * di'a 35 ts'ie 55 
10, 000 9 1, 000 
tlau 33 pa 33 tsi 55 d� 1 au 31/13 �am 33 
6 100 3 10 7 
+'i 31d+'au 
365784 : ts! 
3 
d+'au 31/13 tlau 33 vau 53/31 ' 
10 10, 000 6 
8
pm 55 ts'ie 55 �am 33 pa 33 
.5 1, 0003 7 100 
d+'au 31 tlau 55 
31 
10 4 
2.  pa 33 (100) and vau 53 (10, 000) do not occur by
themselves before a classifier. In order to occur before a
classifier they must be preceded by some other numeral. 
The tone of these two numerals changes under the influence 
of the preceding numerals. The changed tones (pa 33 > 
pa 11 and vau 53 > v'au 13 , v'au 31) themselves cause fur­
ther tone changes in the classifiers. The patterns of tone 
change of these numerals are shown in Chart I. 
*The use of the symbol for aspirationr (') after a changed
tone indicates that the initial consonant gains aspiration 
when the tone of the syllable is changed. 
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Chart I .  Tone changes of pa 33 ( 100) and 
vau 53 ( 10, 000) following other numeralss�· 
Tone of 
preceding 
one or two
syllables 
55 33 31 35 13 11 
•, 
53 . 33 ,
31 
Changed tone values 
pa 33 > 11 33 33 11 11 
vau 53 > 13 ' 31 ' 13 ' 13 ' 31 ' 31 ' 13 ' 31 ' 
Some examples of tone changes with pa 33 and vau 5 3  
preceded by other numerals .are the following: 
l
• 55 pa 33/11 100 
a 55 pa 33/11 200 
tlau 33 pa 33 600 
0 
,; ' i 31 pa 33 800 
d� ' a  35 pa 33/11 900 
pi 55 d�au 53 pa 33/11 several hundred 
i 55 vau 53/133' 10, 000 · 
a 55 vau 53/133' 20, 000 
tlau 33 vau 53/31 '  60, 000 
+ ' i  31 vau 53/133' 80, 000 
d�s' a  35 vau 53/13 ' 90, 000 
tsi 55 d,; ' au 31/13 vau 53/31 ' 300, 000 
i 55 pa 33/11 vau 53/31 '  1, 000, 000 
tlau 33/11 d,;si au 31 vau 53/31 '  600, 000 
pi 55 d�au 53 vau 53/133' several ten thousand s 
3. There are five monosyllabic numerals with high­
level tone which can occur alone before classifiers ,  
i 55, a 55, tsi 55, tlau 55, and pm 55 . Two numerals -- . 
tss' ie 55 and t�au 55 -- cannot occur alone before clas sifier s .  
They must be preceded by another ntuneral in order to occur· 
in that position (e .g . ,  i 55 �ss' ie 55 lu 55 ' ' 1, 000�-"3, 
and pm 55 d� ' au 31/13 t�a:u· 55 _ l·u 55 " fift:y-edd · · ' ' ) .  
ae 35 ·v ' 
11 J. 1  
4 .  If the numeral preceding vau 53 (10, 000) is
polysyllabic and the tones of the last two syllables are
33 and 31, the combined influence of these two tones 
(rather than simply the tone of the last syllable) produces 
a tone change in vau 53. For this reason, two tones were
given in the first row of the seventh column of Chart I
( 33 , 31)3. Thus 600, 000 would be tlau 33 d�'au 31 vau 5 3/31 ' 
and 3 , 700,3000 would be tsi 55 a 33/11 am 33 d 'au 31-
vau 53/31 ' ,  but 3, 800,3000 would be tsi 55 a 33 11 �'i 31-
1d�'au 31 vau 53/133 • 
5 .  Not all Miao classifiers can occur with the 
numeral "one-half". The numeral most often used for "one­
half" is ntam 33 .  For the most part, classifiers which 
are names of containers or which are derived from containers 
can occur with ntam 33 .  Few other classifiers can occur
with ntam 33 .  Besides ntam 33, however, there are two other 
numerals also meaning "one-half " :  ts'ae 33 and dam 31.  These 
two numerals can precede classifiers other than those which 
occur with ntam 33 .  In Appendix I the particular form for 
"one-half "  is given in parentheses following the gloss for 
the main classifiers. The absence for a form for "one­
half" indicates that the classifier cannot follow any of 
the three numerals for "half".  The forms ntam 33 and
ts ' ae 33 usually are preceded by the numeral "one" when
they occur with classifiers. After "one" ,  ntam 33 > 
ntam 11 and ts ' ae 33 > ts'ae 11 . 
B. Demonstratives. The main Miao demonstratives are s 
Jli 55 this (near)
(far) 
i 55 
that 
that (not present ; i.e., the topic is 
invisible or absent) 
b '  i 35 that (on the slope above J i.e. , the 
topic is on the same plane as the
speaker but at a higher elevation) 
nq ' u  35 that (on the slope belOWJ i.e., the
topic is on the same plane as the
speaker but at a lower elevation) 
ts' ae 35 that (to the side; i.e., the topic is 
on the same plane as the speaker and at 
the same elevation but cannot be seen 
by the speaker) 
ts'au 35 that (f·urther than ts' ae 35) 
d ' i  35 that (in front) 
-------
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b ' i 31 d ' i  35 that (same as d ' i  35 ) 
nq'ae 35 that (inside)
dy 31 what, which (interrogative demonstra­
tive) 
II. Categories and Tone Changes of Classifiers 
A. Categories of Classifiers. The Miao classifiers 
can be categorized and divided into seven groups according 
to the voicing of the initials and the pitch of the tones. 
I. Voiceless high level Voiceless initial, high 
group A level tone
II. High rising group Voiced initial, high
rising tone 
III. Voiceless high level Voiceless initial, high 
group B level tone 
IV. Voiceless mid level Voiceless initial, mid 
group le·vel tone 
V. Voiced mid level Voiced initial, mid level 
gro·up tone
VI. High falling group Voiced initial, high 
falling tone 
VII. Voiced high level Voiced initial, high 
group level tone 
There is a classifier tu 33 (indi9ating long, hard, 
solid, inanimate things, abstract things; and all an:imals) 
which belongs to Group IV according to its initial and 
tone. Beca·use of a peculiar pattern of tone change, how­
ever, it is sometimes discussed separately. 
The above seven groups of classifiers may be called
"general classifiers". 
There are two other classifiers ti 55 and ts3: 55 . 
The tone change of ti 55 is different from that of the 
general classifiers. In addition, it can indicate only 
things which are plural in number. We shall call it the
"plural classifier" for convenience of description. The
tone change of ts! 55 is simpler. It has two uses. One of · 
these is the same as part of the uses of the general classi­
fiers. Its other use is as an auxiliary placed after 
another. classifier. The former use is limited to masculine . .
human beings ; the latter use is more common and is its pri�
mary use. We shall call this classifier the "auxiliary 
classifier". 
----
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B. Tone Changes of the Classifiers 
1 .  Chain tone sandhi. A general classifier often 
changes its own tone following numerals or the plural clas­
sifier. This phenomenon does not fall within the regular 
system of tone sandhi in Miaor. We consider this type of
tone change to be peculiar to classifiers. 
a. See Chart II for the tone sandhi patterns of
the general classifiers following numerals, noting the 
following points z 
(1 ) If the tones of the last two syllables of a 
polysyllabic numeral are 33 and 31, the tone of the classi­
fier changes according to the column marked "33, 31" in­
stead of the column marked "3l"ro For instance, "60 rivers" 
is tlau 33 d,;r1 au 31 bam 33/31 dl'i 35, instead of tlau 33-
o 0
d� • au 31 barn 33/31' dl ' i  35 . 
(2) High level tone numerals which by themselves
cannot immediately precede classifiers (i.e., ts'ie 55 and
t�au 55) do not influence the tone changes of the classi­
fiers. Rather, it is the combination of one of these high
level tone syllables and the tone of its preceding syllable
that influences the tone changes. In other words, one
should not use the column marked "55 "  to determine the tone 
changes of the classifiers merely because these two 
numerals occur before the classifiers as part of a compound 
numeral. Instead one should use the column marked "X, 55", 
where X can be any tone. For instance, "1, 000 rivers" in 
Miao is i 55 ts'ie 55 barn 33 13' dl ' i  35 instead of i 55-
ts 1 ie 55 barn 33 31 dlr' i 35 , and thirty-odd rivers" is 
tsi 55 d�'au 31 13 t au 55 bam 33 13' dl ' i  35 instead of 
tsi 55 d 1 au 31 13 t au 55 barn 33 31 dl'i 35. If, however,
one of the high level tone numerals which can immediately
precede a classifier (i.e. , i 55, a 55, tsi 55 , tlau 55, 
0
and pm 55) occurs at the end of a compound numeral, it is .
that single numeral rather than the compound numeral which 
affects the tone of the classifier. For example, "31
rivers" is tsi 55 d 'au 31/13 i 5 baw 33 31 dl' i 35, and 
11 65 rivers" is tlau 33 d,; 1 au 31 pm 55 bam 33 31 dl' i 35. 
0 
( 3 )  From our knowledge of other dialects, we know 
that the classifiers with tone 55 and voiceless initials 
originally did not belong to a single tone category. In
the Wei ning dialect there are actually two categories as
well. One of these does not undergo tone change no matter
what the tone of the numeral with which it occursr. The
other, however, undergoes tone change according to the tone 
of the co-occurring numerals. For this reason they are 
treated separately in the chart. If we see a classifier
with voiceless initial and high level tone but without a 
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Chart II. Tone changes of general classifiers 
occurring with numerals 
Tone of 
preceding 55 33 31 35 13 11 53 33,one or two 31syllables 
Clas sif•iers Changed tone 'Values 
V I 55 > 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 . 
C III 55 > 33 55 55 33 55 55 33 55e
1 
e IV 33 > 11 33 33 11 33 33 11 33s
s 
V I I  35 > 55 35 35 55 · 35 35 55 35 
0
• 
l V 33 > 31 33 13 ' 13 ' 31 31 31 31 
C 
e VI 53 > 13 ' 31 ' 13 I 13 ' 31 ' 31 ' 13 ' 31 ' 
d 
VII 55 > 55 35 35 55 35 35 55 35 
X, 
55 
55 
33 
11 
55 
13 ' 
13 ' 
55 
numeral preceding it, we have no way of knowing which cate­
gory it belongs to. That is, we are unable to determine 
whether it belongs to Voiceless high level group A or to 
Voiceless high level group B. 
b. When the classifier tu 33 occurs ·with numera_ls,
both its initial and its tone are changed. The phonetic 
changes are shown in Chart III. 
Chart III. Phonetic changes of tu 33 
following numerals 
Tone of 
preceding 55 33 31 35 13 11 
one or two 
syllables 
tu 33 > du du d ' u  d ' u  d ' u d ' u
31 33 13 13 13 13 
53 X,
55 
d ' u  d ' u
13 13 
(N.B . The symbol "X" represents any tone, as in Chart II.) 
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33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
55 33 55 
Some examples of the classifier tu 33 preceded by
numerals are the following s 
1 tu 33 (animal; long , thin thing3 etc. ) is 
i 55 du 31 
each tu 33 
•
lS tlau 33 du 33 
•
1S ts ' a  33 du 33 
6 tu 
9 tu 33 
•
1S i'i 31 d'u 13 
•
lS di ' a 35 d ' u 13 
8 tu 
30 tu •1S 
is 
tsi 55  di ' au 31/13 d'u 13 
tlau 33 d�'au 31 d ' u  13 
100 tu 33 
60 tu 
•
lS i 55 pa 33/11 d'u 13 
•
lS pi 55 d�au 53 d ' u  13 
i 55 ts'ie 55 d'u 13 
several tu 
1, 000 tu 33 
20, 000 more 
is 
tu 33 is a 55 vau 53/13 '  t<;au 55 
d ' u  13 
c. General classifiers also occasionally change 
tones following the plural classifier. These tone changes 
are shown in Chart IV. 
Chart IV. Tone changes of general classifiers 
following the plural classifier 
Voiceless Voiced 
VI VIII II VIII IV
Basic 
55 3335 53tone 
Changed 31 '11 31 ' 5555 3555tone 
d. Following the plural classifier, tu 33 changes
to d'u 13 .  
2 .  Formal changes. The phonemic shapes of Miao clas­
sifiers undergo change. 
a. Besides having a basic form, a general classi­
fier has four changed forms. See Chart V. 
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Chart V. Formulae for changes of general 
classifiers 
Basic form Formal changes 
CVT Formal changes 
with basic tone 
AE change CAET 
A change CAT 
Formal changes 
with high rising tone 
AE change CAE 35 
A change CA 35 
Several points concerning the above changes of 
general classifiers should be kept in mind. 
(1) C represents any initial , V any vowel , and T 
any tone. 
(2) If V is i or ie, AE is iae and A is ia. If V 
ish�, AE is yae and A ish�­ If V is any other vowel,
AE is ae and A is a. 
(3) 35 is the high rising tone. 
Examples of the formulae 
(1) Let C be f, V be am, and T be 55 . Then CVT is 
fam 55 (classifier for plants). Substituting fam 55 for 
CVT in Chart V, we get Chart VI. 
Chart VI. Changes of the classifier fam 55 
Basic form Formal changes 
fam 55 Formal changes
with basic tone 
AE change fae 55 
A change fa 55 
Formal changes 
with high rising tone 
AE change fae 35 
A change fa 35 
. (2) Let C be k, V be i, and T be 33. Then CVT is 
ki 3 3 (a catty) • Substituting ki 33 for CVT in Chart V, we 
get Chart VIIh. 
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Chart VII. Changes of the classifier ki 33 
Basic form Formal changes 
ki 33 
. 
Formal changes 
with basic tone 
AE change 
A change 
kiae 33 
kia 33 
Formal changes 
with high rising tone 
AE change 
A change 
kiae 35 
kia 35 
(3) Let C be �, V be ie, and T be 33. Then 
• 
CVT is 
sie 33 (classifier for strings of things, such as maize, 
garlic, etc.). Substituting sie 33 for CVT in Chart V, we 
get Chart VIII. 
Chart VIII. Changes of the classifier sie 33 
Basic form Formal changes 
•siae 33AE changesie 33 Formal changes 
with basic tone 
sia 33A change 
siae 35AE changeFormal changes 
with high rising tone 
sia 35A change 
(4) Let C be ndt ' ,  V be �' and T be �. Then CVT 
is nd, 'y 35* (classifier for piles, such as firewood, etc. ). 
Substituting ndt'Y 35 for CVT in Chart V, we get Chart IX. 
Note that the formal changes with a basic high rising tone 
are identical to the formal changes with high rising tone. 
' 
(5) Let C be nt9 V be a, and T be 33. Then CVT 
is nt9a 33 (a li, about 1890 feet). Substituting nt9a 33
for CVT in Chart V, we get Chart X. Note that if the vowel
of the classifier is a, the A formal change with the basic 
tone is identical to the basic form of the classifier. 
(6) Let C be �' V be ae and T be 33. 'Ihen CVT is 
t'ae 33 (classifier for steps on stairs or rungs on lad­
ders). Substituting t'ae 33 for CVT in Chart V, we get 
Chart XI. Note that if the vowel of the classifier is ae, 
The text has nd�'Y 35. 
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Chart IX. Changes of the class ifier ndi 'Y 35 
Basic form For1nal changes 
nd+ ' y  35 Formal changes
with basic tone 
AE change nd�h' yae 35 
A change nd�'ya 35 
Formal changes 
with high rising tone 
AE change nd�'yae 35 
A change nd,-'ya 35 
Chart X. Changes of the classifier nt9a 33 
Basic form Formal changes 
nt<;a 33 Formalhchanges·h
with basic tone 
AE change nt<;ae 33 
A change ntc;a 33 
Formal changes 
with high rising tone 
AE change ntc;ae 35 
A change ntc;a 35 
the AE formal change with the basic tone is identical to 
the basic form of the classifier. 
Chart XI. Changes of the classifier t'ae 33 
Basic form Formal changes 
t ' ae 33 Formal changes 
with basic tone 
AE change 
A change 
t'ae 33 
t'a 33 
Formal changes 
with high rising toneh· 
AE change t ' ae 35 
A change t 'a 35 
b. The changes of the classifier tu 33 are rather 
peculiar. See Chart XII. 
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Chart XII. Changes of the classifier tu 33 
Basic form Formal changes 
tu 33 Formal changes 
with basic tone 
AE change tae 33 
A change ta 33 
Formal changes 
with high rising tone 
AE change dae 35 
change da 35 
c. For the chpiges of the plural classifier 
ti 55, see Chart XIII .  
Chart XIII. Changes of the plural classifier 
ti 55 
Voiceless change 
Basic form ti 55 
Formal changes 
with basic tone 
AE change 
A change 
tae 55 
ta 55 
Voiced change 
Formal changes with low falling tone di 31 
Formal changes 
with high rising tone 
AE change 
A change 
dae 35 
da 35 
d. For the changes of the auxiliary classifier 
tsi 55 , see Chart XIV. 
1In some areas (such as in T ' ien sheng chiao,  Wei ning),
the voiceless AE and A changes of the plural classifier 
with the basic tone are pronounced as tiae 55 (or tie 55 ) 
and tia 55, respectively 3 the voiced AE and A changes are
pronounced as diae 35 and dia 35, respectively. 
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Chart XIV. Changes of the auxiliary classifier 
tsi 55 
Basic form tsi 55 
AE change tsae 55 
A change tsa 55 
Notes on the above charts of formal changes. 
(1) In the charts, the formal changes with the 
basic tone indicate that after the changes the original 
tone is retained. Changes with the high rising tone indi­
cate that after the changes the classifiers have the high 
rising tone. Formal changes with the low falling tone .
indicate that after the changes the classifiers have the
low falling tone. Formal change AE indicates that after the
changes the classifier has the vowel ae (or iae, yae), 
whereas formal change A indicates that the classifier has 
the vowel a (or ia, �) after the changes. 
(2) In Chart XIII, "Voiceless change" means that
the initial is voiceless. "Voiced change", on the other 
hand, means that the initial is voiced. 
( 3 ) General classifiers which appear in the basic 
form or the forms described as formal changes with high 
rising tone may be preceded by numeralsr. When they appear 
in the forms described as formal change with basic tone, 
however, they may never be preceded by numerals. 
(4 )  The voiceless change of the plural classifier 
cannot be preceded by numeral� but it can be followed by 
demonstratives. 'Ihe voiced change can be preceded by the
numeral i 55 , but it can never be followed by demonstra­
ti·ves. 
(5 ) When the basic form or the voiced formal 
changed form with low falling tone of the plural classifier 
modifies a noun, the classifier indicates that the thing is 
grand and imposing.r2 The same qualities are indicated when 
the classifier is used as a pronoun. When the basic form 
occurs sentence finally, however, it does not necessarily 
imply that the object is grand or imposing. The character­
istics of the object indicated by the classifier must be 
determined from the context. 
2By "grand and imposing" is meant "good, healthy, pretty", 
or even that which is considered by the speaker to be good 
although it is not good in itself. 
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(6) When the AE formal changes in the charts modify 
a noun, the noun is understood to represent something ordin­
ary. Used as pronouns, the forms also represent ordinary 
objects. 
(7 )  When the A formal change forms given in the 
charts modify a noun, the noun is understood to represent 
something delicate, small in number, or lovable. Used as 
pronouns, the forms indicate these same characteristics. 
(8) Nouns modified by the following forms of 
classifiers represent objects which are definite or are 
known by the addressee s  
(a) The basic form of general classifiers (when
not preceded by numerals. 
(b) The formal change forms with high rising 
tone of the ger1eral classifiers, provided that they are 
preceded by any numeral greater than two and are followed
by a demonstrati·ve. 
(c) The formal change forms with basic tone of
the general classifiers. 
(d) The voiceless change forms of the plural 
classifier (including both the basic form and the formal 
change forms with basic tone). 
(e) Classifier phrases which include the auxili­
ary classifier. 
(9) Nouns modified by the following forms of 
classifiers represent objects which are indefinite or are 
not yet known by the addressee. These same characteristics 
are indicated when the forms are used as pronouns. 
(a) The basic form of general classifiers (when
preceded by numerals). 
(b) The formal change forms with high rising 
tone of the general classifiers (with the exception of
those cases covered in (8b) above). 
(c) The voiced change forms of the plural clas­
sifier (including those with both low falling and high 
rising tones). 
III. The Uses of Classifiers 
A. The Uses of General Classifiers (or simply "classi­
fiers" in this section) 
1. Uses of the basic form of a classifier 
a. The basic form of a classifier modifies the 
noun it precedes. 
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(1) The basic form of a classifier, without co­
occurring numerals or demonstrative, may modify a noun
and its optional modifiers. In such a constr·uction, the 
noun is represented as singular. Even the classifiers 
used for collections of things, such as mb'o 35 (a group 
of), qae 33 (a team of), ngce y 53 (a pair of), etc . ,  
indicate just one group of, one team of, one pair of, etc. 
If a measure is ·used to categorize things, the use is
similar to that of the definite article in Indo-European 
languages and cannot be translated into English. If the 
classifier is a standard unit of measurement or a collec­
tive classifier, a demonstrative must be added to the 
translation when rendering it in Chinese. For example,
lu 55 li 33 fau 33
elf. head
"a head" 
1 u 55 li 33 p'y 55 ku 11 lo 55 
0
elf. bottle adj. marker big
"a big bottle" 
tU 33 Jl I ·u 35
elf. cattle
"cow, ox" 
tu 33 �u 35* dz'ae 35 (changes to dzae 55)
elf. cattle spotted
"a spotted cow" 
tu 33 sie 55 nd'y 31 
elf. thoughts
" th o·ugh ts" 
mb ' o 35 nm 33/53
group horse
"this (or that) herd of horses" 
ki 33 nG ' ae 35 
catty meat
"this (or that) catty of meat" 
(2) The basic form of a classifier
.r
along with 
either numerals or a. demonstrative modifies the noun. When
it occurs with both numerals and a demonstrative it also 
modifies the noun. The noun may have additional modifiers 
as well. When, however, the noun is preceded by a demon­
strative, the numeral preceding the basic form of the clas­
sifier may not be i 55. For example, 
* 
The aspiration is missing in the text. 
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i 55 faw 55 ntau 33 
one elf. tree 
"a treet" 
i 55 faw 55 ntau 33 ku 11 lo 55  
one elf. tree adj. marker big
"a  big tree" 
i 55 tu 33 (changes to du 31 ) d� 'ae 35 .11au 5 3/13 ' 
one elf. time
"an hour" 
t a 5 5 b ' am 35 J1i 5 5 
elft. flower this 
" this flower '
t a  55 b ' aw 35 ku 11 lie 55 Jli '5 5  
elf. flower adj. marker red this
" this red flower" 
a 55 dz ' o 35 (changes to dzo 55 ) ki 55 b '  i 35 
two elf. road that
"those two roads (on the slope above)" 
a 55 dz ' o  35 (changes to dzo 55  ) ki 55 
two elf. road 
k·u 11 pi 55 la 31 nd'o 35 b'i 35 
adj . marker we ever walk that
" those two roads (on the slope above) on which 
we used to walk" 
b. The basic fo rm of a classifier together with a
numeral forms a numeral-classifier construction. In this
type of construction the basic form of the classifier is 
used as a pronoun. For example, 
ku 55 �y 31 n'a 31 maw 33 v ' ae 31 j1i 55 
I count see look place this 
m' a 35 pi 55 d�au 5 3 tu 33 ( > d 'u 13 ) J1•1 u 35 , i 55 
have several elf. cattle one 
tu 33 ( > tdu 31 ) ,  a 55 tu 33 ( > d·'u 31 )  , tsi 55 tu 33 
elf. , two elf. , three elf. , 
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( > du 31), tlau 55 tu 33 ( > du 31) , pm 55 tu 33 
0 
. '
four elf., five . elf. , 
( > d ' u  31), tlau 33 tu 33 ( > du 33), 9am 33 tu .33 
six elf., seven elf., 
( > du 33) , � • i 31 tu 33 ( > d'u 13) , d�'a 53 tu 33 
•eight elf. , nine elf., . 
( > d' u 13) , xu 55 bm 5 3 m ' a 35 d�' a 35 tu 3 3 · 
altogether have nine elf � 
( > d 'u 13). "Let me count ho·w many cows are here s one,
two, three, four, five, six, seven , eight, nine. Altogether 
there are nine." 
The things which are represented by the basic form 
of the classifier in a numeral-classifier construction are 
notr- necessarily grand or imposing. In the example above, 
however, the noun represented is considered grand and im­
posing because from the very beginning the classifier moa·­
ifying Jl I u 35 is tu 33. Thus , we know that cattle are con­
·sidered grand and imposing by the speaker. If, on the other 
hand, the. passage had begun , ku 55 ,Y 31 n' a 31 maru 33
v' ae 1 �n i 55 m' a 3 i 5 d au 3 dae 35 1 u 3 , followed 
by i tu 33 > du 31 a 5 tu 33 > du 31* , etc. , 
one would know that the cattle referred to by the classi­
fiers in the numeral-classifier constructions were ordinary
cattle.** 
c. The basic form of a classifier together with 
its modifiers can form the following constructions : 
Classifier-adjective construction : basic form 
of classifier - adjectival phrase or clause. 
Classifier-demonstrative construction : basic 
form of classifier - demonstrative. 
Classifier-adjective-demonstrative construction s 
basic form of classifier - adjectival phrase or clause -
demonstrative. 
_ Numeral-classifier-adjective construction : num-
eral - basic form of classifier - adjectival phrase or 
clause. 
*
Aspiration is not always marked consistently in ther·rtext •r.
In the above example,  for instance, tu 33 > d'u 31 after 
a 55 , whereas here the aspiration is missing.r· 
**The first tu 33 was replaced by the plural classifierr_
dae 35. 
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Numeral-classifier-demonstrative constructions 
numeral - basic fonn of clas sifier - demonstrative. 
Numeral-classifier-adjective-demonstrative con­
struction: numeral - basic form of clas sifier - adjectival 
phrase or clause - demonstrative . 
In all of these constructions the basic form of the 
classifier is used as a pronoun. For example, 
(1) Classifier-adjsective construction 
fam 55 ku 11 lo 55 
elf. for plants adj. marker big
"this (or that) big one (i. e.s, plant)" 
fam 55 ku 11 ku 55 dio 31 
elf. for plants adj. marker I plant
"t·his ( or that) one (i. e.s, plant) which I 
planted" 
(2) Classifier-demonsstrative construction 
tu 33 J1i 55 
elf. for animals, etc. this 
"this one" 
tu 33 v ' ae 35 
elf. for animals ,  etc. that 
"that one" 
(3 ) Classifier-adjsective-demonstrative construction 
lu 55 ku 11 lie 55 
elf. for round things adj. marker red 
Jli 55 "this red one" 
this 
lu 55 ku 11 m ' a  13 i 55 
elf. adj. marker buy that 
"that one (not present) which I bought" 
(4 )  Numeral-classifier-adjsective consstruction 
a 55 bam 33/31 ku 11 ntq'ie 55 
two elf. adj. marker clear 
"two clear ones (i. e. , rivers) "  
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tla·u 55 bam 33/31 ku 11 · nti 55 
four elf. adj. marker long
"four long ones (i.e. , rivers) "  
(5) Numeral-classifier_-_demonstra.tive construction 
tsi 55 dz'o 35 ( > - dzo 55 ) pi 55 
three elf. this
"these three (i . e., roads, strings of things)" 
tlau 33 dz'o 35 ·v'ae 35 
six elf. that 
"those six (i.e., roads, strings of things)" 
(6) Numeral-classifier-adjective-demonstrative 
construction 
a 55 tso 33/11 ku 11 lie 55 Jli 55 
two elf. adj. marker red this 
"these two red ones (i . e.,  threads) "  
�am 33 tso 33 ku 11 tlu 55 v'ae 35 
seven elf. adj. marker black that 
"those seven black ones (i . e . , threads) "  
Illustrative sentences 
(1) v'ae 31 J1i 55 m'a 35 a 55 dzi 53/13 '  
place this have two elf. 
dz'am 35 . dz:i: 53  ku 11 tlce y 55 ku 11 ku 55 
bedh. elf. adj . marker white is I 
bie 53 ,  dz:i: 53  k·u 11 v'am 35 ku 11 ku 55 
po·ssessiveh, elf. adj . marker yellow is I 
a 55/31 m'au 31 bie 53 .  "There are two beds here. The 
older brother possessive
white one is mine and the yellow one is my older brother's . "  
(Classifiehr-adjective construction) 
(2) v'ae 31 Jli 55 m'a 35 a 55 fam 55 nta·u 33. 
place this have two elf. tree 
fam 55 ;lli 55 ku·, 11 i 55 fam 55 ly 5 3 ,;'am 35 , fam 55 
elf. this is one elf. willow elf. 
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33 
35 
13 
ku 11 lo 55 ,r • ae 35 ku 11 i 55 fam 55 
adj . marker big that •is one elf. 
hi 11 J1au 11. "There are two trees here. This one is a 
cypress
willow. '!hat big one is a cypress." 
(Classifier-demonstrative and classifier-adj ective-demon­
strative constructions) 
(3) gi 31 ta 55 b'am 35 hi 33/55 lie 55, 
you elf. flower not red 
ku 55 m'a 35 tsi 55 ta 55/33 ku 11 lie 55 
I have three elf. adj. marker red 
ta 55 die 31. "Your flower is not red. I have three very 
very
red ones. " 
(Numeral-classifier-adjective construction) 
(4) v' ae 31 ,Jli 55 m '  a 35 · pm 55 lu 55 
place this have five elf. 
li 33 P'Y 55, a 55 lu 55 ,pi 55 ku 11 gi 31 bie 53, 
bottle two elf. this is you possessive,
tsi 55 lu 55 v ' ae 35 ku 11 qa 55 dy 31/13' bie 53. 
three elf. that is who possessive
"There are fi·ve bottles here. These two are yours. Whose 
are those three� " 
(Numeral-classifier-demonstrative construction) 
(5) v'ae 31 Jli 55 m '  a 35 tsi 55 ts o 33/11
place this have three elf. 
ku 11so 55. tso lie 55 l],i 55 ku 11 ku 55 
red thisthread elf. adj. marker is I 
bie 53, a 55 tso 33/11 ku 11 v'am 
possessive, elf. yellow 
"There are three 
,ni 55 
thisadj. marker two 
ku 11 J1'i 
is he 
bie 53. threads here. 
possessive
This red one is mine. These two yellow ones are his.r" 
(Classifier-adjective-demonstrative and numeral-classifier-
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ad.jective-demonstrative constructions ) 
d. The basic form of a classifier together with 
the auxiliary classifier form a classifier phrase.s· This 
type of phrase must be accompanied by a n"l,uneral greater 
than one in order to modify a no·un. A demonstrative may 
also be present. The classifier phrase made up of the 
basic form of a classifier and the auxiliary classifier 
can form , '  with its modifiers ,  the following constr.uctions : 
Numeral-classifier-adjective c onstruction: num­
eral (greater than one) - clas sifier phrase (basic form of
classifier - auxiliary classifier) - adjectival phrase or 
clause. 
Numeral-classifier-demonstrative constr·uction : 
numeral (greater than one) - classifier phrase (basic form 
of classifier - auxiliary clas sifiers) - demonstrative. 
Numeral-classifier-adj ective-demonstrative con­
structions numeral (greater than one) - classifier phrase 
(basic form of classifier - auxiliary classifiers) - adjec­
tive phrase or clause - demonstrative. 
The clas sifier phrase comprised of the basic 
form of a classifier plus the auxiliary classifier is used 
as a pronoun in all the above constructions. For examples , 
see "Uses of the Auxiliary Classifier " below .  
e. The basic form of a clas sifier together with 
the plural classifier form a classifier phrase which modi­
fies a noun. When the classifier phrase is formed with 
any of the voiceless change forms of the plural classifier, 
a demons trative can co-occur to modify the noun. A numeral 
can not co-occur with such a phrase, however. When, on the
other hand, the classifier phrase is formed with any of the 
voiced change forms of the plural c las sifier, the numeral 
"one" - but not a demonstrative·s- can co-occur. This type
of classifier phrase formed with the basic form .sof a classi­
fier and the plural classifier can enter , with its modi­
fiers, into the following constructions : 
Classifier-adj ective construction : clas sifier 
phrase (any form of the plural classifiers:..... basic form of 
classifiers) - adjectival phrase or clause. 
Classifier-demonstrative consstruction : classi­
fier phrase (any voiceless change form· of the plural clas.s-
sifier - basic form of classifier) - demonstrative.s_ 
Classifier-adj ective-demonstrative construction, 
classifier phrase (any voiceless change form of the plural 
classifier - basic form of classifiers) - adjectival phrase 
or cla·use ... demonstratives. 
Numeral-classifier-adjective construction, num­
eral (only "one") - classifier phrase (any voiced change 
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form of the plural classifier - basic fonn. of classifier) -
adjectival phrase or clause .  
In all these constructions, the classifier 
phrase comprised of the basic form of the classifier plus
the plural classifier is used as a pronoun . For examples,  
see "Uses of the Plural Classifier" below . 
f .  The basic form of a classsifier becomess_ a  nega­
tive pronoun when it is preceded by the numeral "ones" 
(understood) and followed by the syllable ka 55 . In such 
cases , the negative adverb hi 33 "not" must also be useds. 
For example, 
gi 31 m ' a  35 tsi 35* tu 33 ( > du 31 ) J1 1 U 35, 
you have three elfs. ' ox, 
ku 55 tu 33 ( > sdu 31 ) ka 55 tu 33 hi 33 m'a 35 . 
I elfs. suffix even not have 
"You have three oxens. I don't have even one . "  
Jl'i 13 hi 33/55 pau 55 ntqi 33/11 ka 55 
he not know a little suffix 
qa 55 qi 33 .  "He does not know a thing . "  
what 
�N . B . nt§i 33 is equivalent to ti�nr in Chinese i tienr 
'a few" .  In Miao it is also a classifier . When nt§i 33
is followed by ka 55 it becomes a negative pronoun modified
by the following interrogative pronouns. nt§i 33 ka 55
should not be considered the modifier of qa 55 §i 33 .) 
g .  The basic form of a classifier becanes an ab­
stract noun when it is preceded by the syllable a 33 . The
addition 9f a 33 to the basic form of the classifier often 
produces a tone change on either a 33 or the classifier. 
As a general rule, the tone changes occur as follows ,  
When a 33 precedes classifiers of groups II, 
III , or N, no tone change occurs either on a 33 or on the
classifier.  
When a 33 precedes classifiers of group I, a 33 
changes to the high level tone (55 )  . The tone of the clas­
sifier does not change . 
When a 33 precedes classifiers of group VII, its 
tone is unchanged . The classifier changes to the high 
rising tone (35 ) .  
* 
Elsewhere , "three "  has tone 55 . 
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a 33/55 
a 33/55 53/31 ' 
When a 33 precedes classifiers of gr_oups V or 
VI, it changes to the high level tone (55) . The clas.sifier
changes to the low falling tone (31) . At the same time,
the initial of the classifier changes from voiced unaspi­
rated to voiced aspirated. 
These various cha�ges are shown in Chart XV. 
Chart XV. Tone changes of the basic form of 
classifiers when preceded by a 33 
Tone value 
of a 33 
Tone value 
of classifier 
Tone changes Result 
33 
-g 
l 
r;
'. 
� 
I 
III 
IV 
55
55
33 
a 33 changes
·neither changes
neither changes 
55, ·355 
33, 55 · .
33, 33 
V 
0
i 
C 
e
d 
II 
V 
VI 
VII 
35
33
53 
55 
neither changes
both change
both· change
classifier changes 
33, 35
55, 31 ' 
55, 31 ' 
33, 35 ' 
The tone changes mentioned above can be seen
in the following examples: 
a 33/55 fam 55 abstraction of plantsr· 
a 33 ta 55 abstraction of flowers, 
leaves, sheets of paper 
a 33 t·S O  33 • abstraction of threads 
a 33 dz  ' o 35 abstraction of roads, rqpes, 
belts 
bam 
dzi 
33/31 ' abstraction of rivers 
abstraction of tables, beds, 
chairs, bridges, etc. 
a 33 lu 55/353' abstraction of round or 
hollow inanimate objects 
When the classifier tu 33 is preceded by a 33, 
neither tone is changed . The initial of tu 33 changes from 
voiceless to voiced, however. Thus, a 33 tu 33 becomes 
a 33 du 33. a 33 tu 33 ( > du 33) is the abstraction qf 
anim�ls; long, hard, solid inanimate objects; or abstract 
thingsr. 
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Examples
tae 55 faw 55 zau 55 .n·i 55 lw 31 
some elf. vegetable this by 
a 33/55 faw 55 dae 31. 
abstraction of plants sell 
"'Ihese (few) vegetables are sold by the stalk." 
tae 55 ta 55 Ib aw 35 Jli 55 a 33 t e  55 
some elf. flower this abstraction of 
lo 55 ta 55 die 31. 
flowers big very
"The buds of these (few) flowers are very big."
tae 55 tso 33/11 so 55 pi 55 a 33 tso 33 
some elf. thread this abstraction of 
1 ' o 35 ta 55 die 31. 
threads bulky very
"These (few) threads are very bulky."
ku 55 tae 55 dz'o 35 la 33/11 pi 55 
0 
I some elf. string this 
a 33 dz' o 35 lu 55 la 55 tu 55 gi 31 
abstraction of strings short compared with you
bie 5 3. "These (few) strings of mine are shorter than 
yours.r" possessive 
dl'i 35 lw 31 a 33/55 baw 33/31' �y 31 . 
river by abstraction of rivers count 
"Rivers are counted by streams." 
ki 33 q'au 35 lw 31 a 33/55 dzi 53/31' �y 31. 
table by abstraction of tables count 
"Tables are counted individually . "  
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ku 55 tae 55 lu 55 tsi 55 Jli 55 a 33 lu 55/31 ' 
I some elf .  fruit this abstraction of 
lo 55 la 55 tu 55 gi 31 bie 5 3 .  
fruits big compared with you possessive
"These (few) pieces of fruit of mine are bigger than your.s. " 
tae 55 tli 55 Jli 55 a 33 tu ( > du 33) · 10 55 
0 0 
some dog this abstraction of dogs big 
lae 55 ! "How big these (many) dogs are ! "  
exclamation marker 
2. Uses of the formal change forms with basic tone 
of a classifier 
a .  The formal change forms with basic tone of a 
classifier modify the noun they precede. 
(1 )  Formal change forms with basic tone can occur 
without either numerals or demonstratives, modifying nouns 
directlyr. Their uses are the same as those of the basic 
form of classifiers, except for the implied nature of the 
things represented by the nouns which they modify. That
is, the things represented by nouns modified by the basic 
form of classifiers are considered grand and imposing, 
whereas the things represented by nouns modified by AE 
formal change forms with basic tone are considered ordin­
ary, and the things represented by nouns modified by A
formal change forms with basic tone are considered few 
in number, delicate, or lovable. For example, 
lae 55 li 33 fau 33 
e lf .  head
"head" 
la 55 li 33 fau 33 
elf . head
"head" 
tae 33 Jl ' U  35 
elf. ox
"ox" 
ta 33 Jl 1 u. 35 
elf .  ox
"ox" 
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33 
55 35 
•tae 33 sie 55 nd'y 31 ku 11 zau 33 
elf. thought adj . marker good
"good thoughts" 
tae 33 sie 55 nd 'y 31 ku 11 nt� • ce y 33 
elf .  thoughts adj. marker love 
v'u 31 ,;' i  13. "patriotic thoughts"
country 
mb 'ae 35 nm 33 
group horse
"the herd of horses" 
mb'a 35 nm 33 
group horse
"the herd of horses" 
kiae 33 nG'rae 35 
catty meat
"the catty of meat" 
kia 3 3 nG' ae 35 
catty meat
"the catty of meat" 
(2) The formal change forms with basic tone of
classifiers can modify a noun along with a demonstrative.
The noun may have other modifiers as wellr. For example, 
fae 55 ntau 33 .11i 55 
elf. tree this
" this tree" 
fa 55 ntau 
elf . tree
"this tree" 
J1i 55 
this 
tae 55 b ' aw 35 ku 11 lie v ' ae 
elf .  flower adj. marker red
"that red flower" 
that 
ta 55 b'am 35 ku 11 lie 55 v'ae 35 
elf .  flower adj . marker red that
"that red flower" 
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55 
33 55 35 
lae 55 ng'a 35 va 33/53 ts'ae 35 
elfh. house tile that 
"that tile-roofed house on the side" 
la 55 ng' a 35 ·va 33/53 ts'ae 35 
elf. house tile that 
"that tile-roofed house on the side" 
elf. river adj . marker 
"that clear river down the slope" 
bae 33 dli 35 ku 11 ntq ' ie 
clear 
nq'u 35 
that 
ba 33 dl'i 35 ku 11 nt� • ie 55 nq'u 35 
elf. river adj . marker clear that 
"that clear river down the slope" 
tsae 
elf. 
so 
thread 
ku 11 Jl I i  13 d�'o 
adj. marker he use 
i 55 "that thread (not present) he used" 
that 
ts a 3 3 s o 5 5 ku 11 Jl I i 13 d � ' o, 35 .· 
elf. thread adj. marker he used 
i 55 "that thread (not present) he used" 
that 
dz ' ae 35 ki 55 ku 11 zau 33 nd'o 35 
elf . road adj. marker good walk 
b ' i 35 "that road on the slope above which is easy to 
walk"that 
dz ' a  35 ki 55 ku 11 zau 33 nd'o 35 
elfh. road adj. marker good walk 
b ' i 35 "that road on the slope above which is easy to 
walk"
that 
dz ae 53 dz 'am 35 ku 11 v'am 35 d ' i 35 
elf. bed adj. marker yellow that 
"that yellow bed in front" 
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�i 55 
dza 5 3  dz' am 35 ku 11 v '  am 35 d' i 35 
elf. bed adj. marker
"that yellow bed in front" 
tae 33 nm 33/13 '  dy 31 
elf. horse whichr.
"which horse" 
yellow that 
ta 33 nm 33/13 ' dy 31 
elf. horse which
"which horse" 
b. The formal change forms with basic tone of a 
classifier together with their modifiers enter into the 
following constructions z 
Classifier-adjective construction : formal change 
form with basic tone of the classifier - adjectival phrase
or clause. 
Classifier-demonstrative construction: formal
change form with basic tone of the classifier - adjectival
phrase or clause. 
Classifier-adjective-demonstrative construction : 
formal change form with basic tone of the classifier -
adjectival phrase or clause - demonstrative. 
In all of the above constructions, the classifier 
is used as a pronoun. For example,
(1) Classifier-adjective construction 
fae 55 ku 11 sie 55 
elf. for plants adj. marker high
"the tall one (plant)"
fa 55 ku 11 · ku 55 d�o 31 
elf. for plants adj. marker I plant
"the one (plant) I planted"
(2) Classifier-demonstrative construction 
tae 33 
elf. for animals, etc.
"this one (animal)" 
this 
ta 33 Jli 55 
elf. for animals, etc. this
"this one (animal)" 
• • 
55 
35 , 
( 3 )  Classifier-adjective-demonshtrative construction 
lae 55 ku 11 lie 55 
elf. for round objects adj. marker red 
jli 55 "this (round) red one" 
this 
la 55 ku 11 · ku 55 
elfh. for round objects adj. marker I 
m ' a  13 i 55 "the (round) one (not present) I bought" 
buy that 
Examples
v 'ae 31 Jli 55 m'a 35 a 55 dz ' am 35 , 
place this have two bed, 
dzae 53 ku 11 tlce y 55 ku 11 ku 
white 
bie 53, 
elf. ad_j. marker is I possessive,h. 
dzae 53 
elf. 
ku 11 
adj. marker 
v'am 35 
yellow 
ku 11 
•
lS 
a 55/31 m ' au 31 bie. 
older brother possessive
"There are two beds here. The white 
yellow one is my older brotherh'hs." 
(Classifier-adjective ·hconstruction) 
v ' ae 31 jli. 55 m ' a  35 
place this have 
ku 55 
I 
one is mine. . Tne . 
a 55 fa 35 ntau 33, 
two elf. tree, 
fa 55 ,n,i 55 ku 11 i 55 fa 35 ly 5 3 ,; ' am 
this willow , 
fa 55 · 
elfh. •1. S  one elf • elf. 
ku 11 m ' a  35 a 33 ndlau 35 ntsa 55 v ' ae 35 ku 11 
adj. marker have - leaf greenh· that 1.S 
i 55 fa 35 hi 11 JlaU 11 . 
one elf. cypress
"Here are two trees. This one is a willow.h· That one with 
the green leaves is a cypress." 
( Classifier-demonstrative and classifier-adjective-dem·on� 
strative constructions) 
3. Uses of the formal change forms with high rising 
tone 
a. Formal change forms with high rising tone of a
classifier modify the noun they precede. The noun may
have additional modifiers other than demonstratives which 
may not co-occur. In these constructions , the thing rep­
resented by the noun modified by these classifier forms
is specified as singular indefinite and is not yet known 
by the addressee. Thus , these classifier forms are similar 
to the indefinite articles in the Indo European languages
a.rid may be glossed as "some" or "any". With the exception 
of grand and imposing things which are modified by the 
basic form of the classifier , when a speaker mentions a
thing to an addressee for the first time ,  and that object 
is ordinary, delicate, or lovable , it is modified by the
AE or A formal change forms having the high rising tone. 
After the object has been mentioned to the addressee , how­
ever, it can no longer be modified with these AE and A 
forms. It must now be modified by the AE and A formal
change forms having the basic tone of the classifier because
the specification has been changed from indefinite to def­
inite ("definiteness" being one of the characteristics of
the formal change forms having the basic tone) to correlate
with the fact that the addressee is now acquainted with the 
object. For example , 
(1 )  v' ae 31 Jli 55 m'a 35 dae 35 Jl'u 35 
place this have elf. ox 
ku 11 dlo 31, tae 33 Jl I u 35 Jli 55 ku 11 ku 55 
adj. marker fat, elf. ox this is I 
tsa 55 mbce y 33 bie 53. 
elf. male affinal cousin possessive
"Here is an ox (previously unknown to the addressee). It
belongs to my cousin." 
(2) ku 55 m'a 35 l'a 35 li 33 P'Y 55, la 55 
I have elf. bottle , elf. 
1i 33 p ' y 5 5 i 5 5 ku 11 ku 5 5 ts a 5 5 ky 5 5 
bottle that is I elf. younger brother 
saur 33 t'aut33 kut55. 
give as gift give I 
"I have a bottle (previously unknown to the addressee). It
(not present) was given to me by my younger brother." 
35 (2 ) 
55. 
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b. Formal change forms with high rising tone and a · 
numeral may together modify a noun. The noun may haves_
other modifiers as well, but a demonstrative may not occur. 
Thiss- is basically the same structure as that described in 
a. above, with the exception that the object represented 
by the noun so modified is singular in a • •  That is, a .  is
identical to b. except for the specification of the numeral 
"one". In this section, however, plurality is indicateds:
unles s  the numeral is "one". When the numeral is "one". ;
as in a .,  the speaker must use the formal change forms with
·basic tone to modify the noun after it has been mentioneds
to the addressee. When the numeral is greater than one, 
the speaker generally uses the numeral and a classifier 
phrase comprised of the basic form of the classifier plus 
the AE or A formal change forms of the auxiliary classi­
fier to modify the noun after it has been mentioned to the 
addressee. Sometimes, however, the noun is modified by the 
numeral and formal change forms with high -rising tone ( see 
section c. below). For example,
(1 ) v'ae 31 Jli 55 m' a 35 a 55 dae 35 nau 5 3  
place this have two elfs. bird 
a 55 tu 33 ( > du 31) tsae 55 nau 5 3 Jli 55 zau 33 
two elf. aux. elf. bird this good 
n'a 31 ta 55 die 31. 
look very
"Here are two birds (previously unknown to the addressee). 
They are very pretty. "  
ku 55 m'a tsi 35 na 35 ntce y 55, 
book, I have three elf. 
tsi 55 nam 33/31 tsa 55 nt0; Y 55 Jli 55 ku 11 ku 55 
three elf. aux. elf. book this is r · 
a 11/31 m • au 31 sam 33 t'au 33 ku 
older brother give as gift give I 
"I have three books (previously unknown to the addres see ) s. 
They were given to me by my older brother.s" · 
c. A noun may be modified by the formal change 
forms with high rising tone together with a numeral greater 
than one and a demonstrative. This use of the formal change 
forms with high rising tone is completely different from 
the uses described in a. and b • •  This is a simplification 
of the classifier phrase formed by the basic form of _ a 
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(1) a 55 
55 
classifier plus the AE or A fonnal change forms of the 
auxiliary classifier. '!he object represented by the noun 
so modified is definite (i. e. , known by the addressee) . 
For example, 
m'au 13 nqo 31 ku 55 k ' ce y 11 
go for twoI carry 
•
ll'ae 35 ( =  lu 55 tsae 55 ) k ' o 55 ve 55 
that 
l'o 13. 
comeelf. elf. aux. elf. bowl 
"Go get those two bowls (not present but known to the
addressee) for me.s" 
(2 )  ku 55 a 55 na 35 ( = nam 33/31 tsa 55 )
I two elf .  elf. aux. elfs. 
ntce, y 55 ku 11 lie 55 Jli 55 ku 11 m' a 13 
book adj .  marker red this I buy 
l'o 13 mu 55 ti 55. 
come Chao t'ung (place name) 
"I bought these two red books (known by the addressee) in 
Chao t'ung .s11 
d. The formal change forms with high rising tone 
of a classifier together with pos sible modifiers enter into 
the following c onstructions s 
Classifier-adj ective constructions formal change 
form with high rising tone - adjectival phrase or clauses. 
N\lfileral-clas sifier-adjective construction s 
numeral - formal change form with high rising tone - ad­
jectival phrase or clause. 
Numeral-classifier-demonstrative construction: 
numeral (greater than one) - fonnal change form with high 
rising tone - demonstrative. 
Numeral-classifier-adjective-demonstrative con­
s truction: numeral (greater than one) - formal change form 
with high rising tone - adjectival phrase or clause -
demonstrative. 
In all the above constructions, the formal 
change forms with high rising tone are used as pronouns.
Note the following examples : 
55 
35 
i43 
(1) Classifier-adjective construction 
fae 35 ku 11 lo 55 
elf. for plants adj. marker big
"a big one (plant)"
fa 35 ku 11 m '  a 35 · 
elf. for plants adj. marker have 
a 33 ndl'au 35 ntsa 55 "one �Tith green leaves" .
leaf green
(2) Numeral-classifier-adj ective construction 
i 55 lae 35 ku 11 
one elf. for round obj ects adj. marker 
lie 55 "a red one (round object)" 
red 
a 55 la 35 ku 11 
two elf. fo·r round obj ects adj. marker 
ntsa 55 "two green ones (round objects)" 
green 
(3 ) Numeral-classifier-demonstrative construction 
a 55 dae 35 (= tu 33 > du 31 
two elf. for animals elf. 
tsae 
aux. elf.
) Jli 55 "these two (animals)"
this 
tsi: 55 da 35 ( -: tu 33 > du 31 
three elf. for animals elf. 
tsa 55 ) v ' ae 
aux. elf. that 
"those three (animals)" 
(4 )  Numeral-classifier-adjective-demonstrative 
construction 
a 5 5 dz' ae 35 ( -· dz ' o 35 > dz o 5 5 
two elf. for roads elf. 
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55 , 33 
da 35 ( = tu 33 > du 31 tsa 55 
tsae 55 ) ku 11 faux 55 .111 55 "these two wide 
ones (roads) "  aux. elfh. adj .  marker wide this 
tsi 5 5 dz ' a 35 ( = dz ' o 35 > dz o 55 
three elfh. for roads elf. 
tsa 55 
aux. elfh. 
) ku 11 
adj. marker 
zau 33 
good 
nd'o 
walk 
35 v'ae 
that 
35 
"those three (roads) on which it is easy to travel" 
Exa.m12les 
(1 )  Jl O  55 ts:i: 55 fam 55 tsae 55 ntau 
locative three elf. aux. elfh. tree 
pi 55 
• 
ntam m'a 35 fae 35 ku 11 hiJli 55 
this have elfh. adj. marker not1n , 
m'a 35 a 33 ndl'au 35 , m'a 35 a 55 fae 35 ku 11 
have leaf, have two elf. adj. marker 
m' a 35 a 33 ndl'au 35 n t sa 55. 
have leaf green
"Of these three trees one has no leaves and two have green 
leaves. "  
(Classifier-adjective and numeral-classifier-adjective 
constructions) 
(2) v'ae 31 - Jli. 55 m'a 35 tlau 55 da 35·• 
place this have four elf .  
elf . elf . elfh. 
mpa 33, a 55 
pig, 
) .ni 55 
thistwo aux. 
ku 11 ku 55 bie 53 ,  a 5 5 da 35 (= tu 33 > du 31 
is I possessive, two elf. elf. 
tsa �5 ) ku 11 tl<E y 55 v' ae 35 ku 11 
aux. elf. adj. marker white that is 
J1 1 i 13 bie 5 3 .  
he possessive
"Here are four pigs. These two are mine and those two 
white ones are his." 
-- --- - --- ---- ------
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B. The Uses of the Plural Classifier 
1. Uses of the voiceless change forms 
a. The voiceless change forms of the plural clas­
sifier modify the noun they precede. The object repre­
sented by the noun so modified is either ·nonenumerable 
or inconvenient to count. 
(1 ) Any voiceless change form of the plural clas­
sifier can be used without a demonstrative to modify a 
noun. The noun itself may have other modifiers . Since , 
however, the object represented by the noun so modified is 
definite, a demonstrative will be used in the glossesh. For 
example, · 
ti 55 tu 55 tsi 55 
some soldier 
"these (numerous) soldiers" 
tae 55 t�ce y 55 
some liquor
"liquor" 
ta 55 a 33 ndl'au 35 nta·u 33/11 
some leaf tree 
" (many) leaves (of trees) "  
(2 ) A voiceless change form and a demonstrative 
ma-y together modify a noun. The noun may have other modi­
fiers as well.  For example,
ti 55 au 55 Jli 55 
some water this 
"this water" 
Jli 55 
this 
tae 55 ndl'i 
ricesome 
"this rice" 
constructions 1 
ta 55 
some 
ki 55/31 ndz'au 31 
ant 
ku 11 
adj. marker 
tlu 55 
black 
·v' ae 35 
that 
"those (numeroush) black ants" 
sifier 
. b. The voice}.ess change forms of the plural clas­
together with its modifiers enter into the following 
0 
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Classifier-adjective construction : voiceless 
change form of plural classifier - adjectival phrase or 
clause. 
Classifier-demonstrative construction: voiceless
change form of plural classifier - demonstrative. 
Classifier-adjective-demonstrative construction, 
voiceless change form of plural classifier - adjectival
phrase or clause - demonstrative. 
In the above constructions, the voiceless change 
forms of the plural classifier are used as pronouns. For
example , 
( 1 )  Classifier-adjective construct1.on 
ti 55 ku 11 tlce y 55 
0 
some adj. marker white
"the white ones (things which are either non­
enumerable or difficult to count, such as water, liquor, 
rice, etc. , or things which are too numerous to be counted
accurately, such as large herds, houses, cattle, sheep, 
ants, bees, etc.)" 
tae 55 ku 11 zau 33 hau 11 
some adj. marker good drink
"the ones that are good to drink" 
ta 55 ku 11 ntau 11 nd�i 33 
some adj. marker fight* tease*
"the ones (enumerable but too many to be 
counted accurately) that are fighting"
(2) Classifier-dermonstrative construction 
ti 55 
tae 55 Jl i  55 
ta 55 
some this
"this; these (things which are nonenumerable 
or are too numerous to be counted accurately)" 
(3) Classifier-adjective-dermonstrative construe-
tion 
*
Rough glosses. The text has no glosses for any of the 
forms in this example. 
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( 2 )  
.Di 55 35, 
ti 55 
tae 55 ku 11 tlce y 55 . Jli 55 
ta 55 
some adjs. marker white this
"this white one, these white ones (things which 
are nonenumerable or are too numerous to be counted 
accurately)" 
Examples 
(1) mu 33 na 33 ku 55 tau 55s. hau 11 a 55 
\J . 
*today I drink two 
tqal.U 55/33 t9ce Y 55, ti 55 ku 11 lie 55 ae 
kind liquor, some adj.  marker red very 
zau 33 
good 
hau 11, 
drink 
ti 55 
some 
ku 11 
adj. marker 
tlce y 55 
white 
mb 1 l.U 31 
hot (taste} 
ta 55 die 31. 
very 
" I  drank two kinds of liquor today..
but the white kind was very harsh.s" 
(Classifier-adj ective construcstion) 
The red kind was good, 
v'ae 31 Jli 55 m'a 35 a 55 tqal.U 55/33
place this have two kind 
qau 55, tae 55 
•grain, some this 
ku 11 ndls' i  tae 5 5 v ' ae 35 
some that•1S rice, 
ku 11 tS I U 55 • 
is millet 
"Here are two kinds of grain. This one is rice and that 
one is millet. "  
(Classifier-demonstrative construction) 
(3) v'ae 31 Jli 55 m ' a  35 a ·55 tqa 35 
place this have two kind 
ki 55/31 ndz 'au 31, ta 55 ku 11 tlu 55 Jli 55 
u 
ant some adj .  marker black this 
* 
The gloss is missing in the text. 
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hi 3 3 dz ' ce y 35 d 'o 31 tm 5 5 nm 5 5 , ta 55 ku 11 
not able bite people, some adj. marker 
v I am 35 v '  ae 35 dz 'ce y 35 d 'o 31 tm 55 nm 55 • 
yellow that able bite people
"Here are two kinds of ants . These black ones do not bite 
people, but those yellow ones do." 
(Classifier-adjective-demonstrative construction) 
c. Any of the voiceless change forms of the 
plural classifier plus the basic form of a classifier 
together form a classifier phrase. The object represented 
b,y a noun so modified is enumerable, but the speaker does 
not have the time to actually counth. 
(1 )  This type of classifier phrase can modify a 
noun directly. No demonstrative is needed. The noun may
have other modifiers, but none of these may be a numeral. 
For example, 
ti 55 ltu 55 tm 55 nm 
some elf .  people
"those (few) people" 
tae 55 tu 33 ( > d 'u 13)  J1 ' U  
some elf. ox 
v '  am 35 ( > vam 55 ) "those (few) oxen" 
yellow 
ta 55 lu 55 li 33 P 'Y 55 ku 11 · lie 55 
some elfh. bottle adj. marker red 
"these (few) red bottles" 
(2) This type of classifier phrase may modify a 
noun together with a demonstrative. The noun may have 
other modifiers, but none of these may be a numeral. For 
example, 
ti 55 ltu 55 tu 55 tsi 55 jli 55 
some elf. soldier this 
"these (few) soldiers" 
tu 33 ( > d 'u nm 33 v '  ae 35tae 55 
some elf. horse that 
"those (few) horses" 
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ta 55 lu 55 li 33 P'Y 55 ku 11 
some elfh. bottle adj. marker 
lie 55 i 55 "those (few) bottles (not present)h" 
red that 
d. Together with its modifiers, the classifier 
phrase comprised of the voiceless change forms of the 
plural classifier plus the basic form of a classifier 
enters into the following constructions : 
Classifier-adjective construction : classifier 
phrase (any voiceless change form of the plural classifier -
basic form of a classifier) - adjectival phrase or clause. 
. ' 
Classifier-demonstrative construction : classi­
fier phrase (any voiceless change form of the plural clas­
sifier - basic form of a classifier) - demonstrative. 
Classifier-adjective-demonstrative construction , 
classifier phrase (any voiceless change form of the plural 
classifier - basic form of a classifier ) - adjectival phrase 
or clause - demonstrative. 
In all the above structures, the classifier 
phrase is used as a pronoun. For example, 
(1 )  Classifier-adjective construction 
ti 55 lm 55 ku 11 n'au 35 va 53 
some elfh. adj. marker eat meal 
sam 33 "those (few) men who have finished eating"
completive 
tae 55 tu 33 ( > d'u 13) ku 11 tlu 55 
some elf. adj. marker black 
"those (few) black ones (animals, etc. ) "  
ta 55 lu 55 ku 11 ku 55 m 'a 35 
some elf . adj. marker I buy
"those (few round objects) that I bought" 
(2 ) Classifier-demonstrative construction 
ti 55 ltu 55 Jli 55 
some elf. this 
"these (few people ) "  
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tae 55 tu 33 ( > d'u 13 ) v • ae 35 
some elf. that
"those (few animals, etc . )" 
ta 55 lu 55 i 55 
some elf. that
"those (round objects not present)" 
(3 ) Classifier-adjective-demonstrative construe-
tion 
ti 55 lm 55 ku 11 g<:E y 31 ntce y 55 
some elf .  adj . marker read book 
tsi 55 lam 55 Jli 55 "these (few) who are reading"
in the process of this 
tae 55 tu 33 ( > d'u 13 ) ku 11 
some elf. adj. marker 
nti 55 v'ae 35 "those (few) long ones" 
long that 
ta 55 lu 55 ku 11 ntsa 55 i 55 
some elf . adj . marker green that
"those (few round) green ones (not present)"
Examples
(1) XU 33 ti 55 lm 55 ku 11 hi 33/55 
call some elf. adj. marker not 
b '  o 31 n'au 35 va 53 d 'a 35 n' au 35 lo 31 ! 
see eat meal come eat exclamation marker 
"Tell those (few people) who have not yet eaten to come 
eat ! r" 
(Classifier-adjective construction) 
(2 ) tae 55 tu 33 ( > d'u 13) Jli 55 ku 11 ku 55 
some elf . this is I 
bie 53 , tae 55 tu 33 ( > d ' u  13) v ' ae 35 ku 11 
possessive, some elf. that· is 
Jl '  i 13 bie 5 3. 
he possessive. 
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"These (few animals) are mine. Those (few _animals) are 
his . "  
(Classifier-demonstrative construction) 
. •(3) ta 55 lu 55 ku 11 lie 55 55 ae 55,Pl 
some elf. thisadj. marker red 
lu 55 ku 11 
very 
look at, some 
zau 33 n'a 31, ta ntsa v'ae 35 · 
good 
t�i 55 
elf. adj. marker green that 
n'a 31 ta 55 die 31 . 
bad look at very
"These (few round) red ones are very pretty. Those (few
round) green ones are very ugly.r" 
(Classifier-adjective-demonstrative construction) 
2. Uses of the voiced change forms 
a. The voiced change forms of the plural classi­
fier modify the noun they precede. The noun may have 
other modifiers, but none of these may be a demonstrative. 
The plural classifier may be preceded by the numeral "one". 
The object represented by a noun so modified is either non­
enumerable or cannot be counted easily. For example, 
( i 55) d i  31 tm 55 nm 55* 
one some people
"some people (numerous)"
(i 55) dae 35 tc;ce y 55 
one some liquor
"some liquor (much)" 
(i 55) da 35 a 33 ndl ' au 35 · ntau 33/11 
one some leaf tree
"some leaves (not many)" 
·b. Together with their modifiers, voiced change
forms of the plural classifier may form the following con­
structions z 
Classifier-adjective construction , plural 
classifier (any voiced change form) - adj ecti·val phrase or 
clause. 
Numeral-classifier-adjective construction, num­
eral (one) - plural classifier (any voiced change form) ....
adjectival phrase or clause . 
*The text has di 35 tm 55 unx 55 . 
55 , y ' u  33, 
le - ') _) L
In these two constructions, the voiced change 
forms of the plural classifier are used as pronouns. In
fact, the two constructions are identical in usage and
meaning , the only difference being the optional use of
"one". For example , 
(i 55) di 31 ku 11 tlu 55 
one some adj . marker black
"some black ones (which are nonenUP.J.erable or 
are too numerous to be counted accurately)" 
(i 55 ) d.ae 35 ku 11 v'am 35 
one some adj. marker yellow
"some yellow ones (which are nonenumerable or 
are too numerous to be counted accurately)" 
( i 55 ) da 35 ku 11 tlce y 55 
0 
one some adj. marker white
"some white ones (which are nonenumerable or 
are too numerous to be counted accurately)" 
Exam;ele 
Jl O  55 lu 55 qO 55/33 ndl ' au 35 va 55 
locative elf .  summer leaf stone 
ndl ' au 35 ntau 33/11 ku 11 •gi 11 ntsa 55 
•leaf tree J.S functor green 
mi 55 •SJ.e 
intens. of green, just 
13 dzo 31 lu 55 ki 33 ts ' a  
•arrive elf • autumn, 
m ' a  35 
have 
(i 55 ) di 31 
one some 
ku 11 
adj . marker 
tl'i 11 
0 
change 
gi 11 
functor 
v '  am 35 
yellow 
ki 55 zie 55 , 
intenst. of yellow, 
m '  a 35 
have 
(i 55) 
one 
di 31 
some 
ku 11 tl ' i  11 
0 
gi 11 lie 55 ki 11 nd'a 13 . 
adj. marker change functor red intens. of red 
"In summer all the leaves are very green, but as soon as 
autumn comes, some (numerous) change to yellow and some 
(numerous) to red." 
( (Numeral-) classifier-adjective construction) 
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c. The ·voiced change forms of the plural classi­
fier combine with the basic form of a classsifier to com­
prise a classifier phrase which modifies a noun. The noun 
may have additional modifiers. The numeral "one" may
optionally precede the classifier phrase. The object rep­
resented by a noun so modified is enumerable, b·ut the 
speaker find s it inconvenient to actually count it. For 
example, 
(i 55 ) di 31 lm 55 tm 55 nm 55 
one some elf .  pe (!)le 
"some (few) people" 
(i 55 ) dae 35 tu 33 ( > d. ' u  13 ) Jl ' u  35 
one some elf. ox
"some (few) oxen" 
(i 55 ) da 35 lu 55 li 33 P'y 55 
one some elf . bottle 
"some (few) bottles "  
d. A classifier phrase comprised of a voiced 
change form of the plural classifier plus the basic form of 
a classifier enters , with its mofifiers, into the following 
constructionss, 
Classifier-adjsective constructions clas sifier 
phrase (voiced change form of the plural classifier - basic
form of a classifier) - adjectival phrase or clause. 
Numeral-classifier-adjective cons truction, num­
eral (one) - classif.ier phrase (voiced change f-orm of the 
plural classifier - basic form of a clas sifier) ..... adjectival 
phrase or clause. 
In the above constructions, the classifier 
phrase is used as a pronoun. The two consstructions are
identical in usage and meaning, differing only in the
optional presence of "one". For example, 
(i 55 ) di 31 ltu 55 ku 11 n '  au 35 
one some elf. adjs. marker eat 
va 5 3  saw 33 "some (few) who are finished eating"
meal completive 
(i 55 ) dae 35 tu 33 ( > d ' u  13 ) ku 11 
one some elf. adj. marker 
V I a.tu 35 "some (few) yellow ones" 
yellow 
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(i 55) da 35 lu 55 ku 11 lie 
one some elf. adj. marker red
"some (few) red ones" 
Example 
Jl O 55 tae 55 tm 55 nm 55 Jli 55 
• 55 ntam Pl 
locative some people this •in 
m'a 35 (i 55) dae 35 lm 55 ku 11 l'o 
have one some elf. adj. marker come 
mu 55 ti 55 , 
Chao t'ung , 
m'a 35 
have 
(i 55)
one 
dae 35 
some 
lm 55 
elf. 
ku 11 
adj . marker 
l'o 13 a 52 Jlie 53 lau 53L31. 
come K·.r un ming
"Among these (many) peoplet, there are some (not many) from 
Chao t ' ung and some (not many) from K'un ming." 
((Numeral-) classifier-adjective construction) 
C. The Uses of the Auxiliary Classifier 
L When the auxiliary classifier is used as a general
classifier , it modifies a noun specified as being male. In
those constructions entered into by the auxiliary classifier 
and its modifiers, it is used as a pronoun , also specified 
as being male. So far as its functions are concernedt,' the
basic form of the auxiliary classifier and its AE and A 
formal change forms are identical with the classifier lm 55
in its basic form (not preceded by a numeral) and its AE 
and A formal change forms with basic tone (lae 55 and la 55 ) ,  
respectively.t• The only difference between the two classi­
fiers is that lm 55 can also refer to females . This differ­
ence can be seen in Chart XVI. 
2. When the atµciliary classifier is used with the 
basic form of a classifier, it carries no objective meaning 
as such, but has two functions. First, it indicates that 
the object is definite. When the classifier phrase com­
prised of the auxiliary classifier plus the basic form of a 
classifier modifies a noun, it indicates that the object 
represented by the noun so modified is definite ( i.e., is
already known by the addressee). When the classifier phrase
occurs with its own modifiers (not modifying a noun), it
also indicates that the object is definite (i.e., is known
by the addressee). Second, it indicates that the object is
grand and imposing or ordinary, delicate, or attractive. 
In describing two or more definite objects, a speaker gen­
erally uses a classifier phrase containing the basic form of 
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Chart XVI. Contrasting uses of the auxiliary 
classifier ts! 55 in its b·asic and 
formal change forms ts! . 55 , tsae 55 , 
and tsa 55 , and the classifier ltu 55 
in its basic form and formal change
forms with basic tone lui 55h, lae 55h, 
and la 55 
M 
A 
L 
E 
tsi 55 a 55 � CE Y 5 3  a man 
ts! 55 v ' ae 31 father 
tsa 55 tu 55 
tsae 55 tu 55 k'o 33 ndz ' am 35 
son 
-
doctor 
tsa 55 nqau 5 3 J1i 55 thi.s young 
man 
tsi 55 ku 11 d ' a  35 mu 55 ti 55 the man frorr 
Chao t'ung 
tsae 55 J1i 55 this man 
•tsa 55 ku 11 dz' CE y 35 XU 33 ng 'au 35 i 55 
' 
that (ab- . 
sent boy)
who can 
sing -
F 
E 
M 
A 
L 
ltu 55 a 33  b'o 35 a woman 
lm 55 J1h' ie 31 mother 
lah. 55 ntsh' ae 11 da·ughter 
lae 55 tu 55 k ' o  33 ndz ' am 35h. lady doctor 
la 55 ti 55 ng ' au 35 ( > ngau 55) J}i 55 this young 
lady 
ltu 55 ku 11 d ' a 35 mu 5 5 ti 5 5 the lady 
from 
Chao t'ung 
lae 55 J1i 55 this lady 
•la 55 ku 11 dz' CE y 35 xu 33 ng ' au 35 i 55 that (ab-
·sent g•irl)
who can 
sing 
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a classifier and the auxiliary classifier either to modify
the nouns representing these objects directly or, with its 
own modifiers, to represent the objects itself. In these 
cases, the characteristics of the things represented 
(grand and imposing, ordinary, delicate, or attractive)
are indicated by the auxiliary classifier. If an object
is grand and imposing, the basic form of the auxiliary 
classifier is used. If the object is ordinary, the AE 
formal change is used. If the object is delicate or 
attractive, the A formal change is used. 
a. A classifier phrase comprised of a numeral 
(greater than one), the basic form of a classifier, and the 
auxiliary classifier modifies a noun. The noun may have 
other modifiers as well. For example, 
two 
lu 55 tsi 55 p ' o  55 zo 55 
elf. a"ll.X. elf. vehicle 
"two carsh" 
a 55 lu 55 tsae 55 p ' o  55 zo 55 
vehicle 
lau 33/11 
0 
irontwo elf. aux. elf. 
"two trains" 
a 55 lu 55 tsa 55 p ' o  55 zo 55 Jli 55 
two elf. aux. elf . vehicle this 
"these two cars" 
b. A classifier phrase made up of the basic form 
of a classifier and the auxhiliary classifier can enter,
with its modifiers, into the following constructions a 
Numeral-classifier-adjective construction s num­
eral (greater than one) - classifier phrase (basic form of 
a classifier - auxiliary classifier) - adjectival phrase 
or clause. 
Numeral-classifier-demonstrative construction s 
numeral (greater than one) - classifier phrase (basic form 
of a classifier - auxiliary classifier) - demonstrative. 
Numeral-chlassifier-adjective-demonstrative con­
structionhs numeral (greater than one) - classifier phrase
(basic form of a classifier - auxiliary classifier) -
adjectival phrase or clause - demonstrative. 
In these constructions, the classifier phrase
is used as a pronoun. For example, 
• 
33* 
35 
15_7 
(1) Numeral-clas sifier-adjsective constructions· 
a 55 tu 33 ( > du 31) tsi 55 ku 11 
two elfs. aux. e lf. adj .  marker 
ku 55 m ' a  13 "the two which I bo·ughts" 
I b·uy 
tsi 55 faw: 55 tsae 55 ku 11 lo 55 
three e lf. aux . elf. adj. marker big
"three big ones (plants) ". 
tlau 55 lu 55 tsa 55 ku 11 lie 55 
four elf. aux .. elfs. adj. marker red 
"four red ones (round objects)" 
(2) Numeral-classifier-demonstrati·ve construction 
a 55 tu 33 ( > du 31) ts! 55 J1i 55 
two elf. aux. elf. this
"these two (animals, etc. )"  
tsi 55 fam 55 tsae 55 vae 35 
three elfs. aux. elf. that
"those three (plants)" 
tlau 55 lu 55 tsa 55 i 55 
Cl 
four elf. auxs. elf. that
"those four (round things not present)" 
·( 3) Numeral-elas sifier-adj ec ti ve-demons tra tive 
construction 
pm 55 tu 33 ( > du .31) ts! 55 ku 11 
five elf .  aux. elf .  adjs. marker 
ku 55 m'a 13 J11 55 "these five which I boughts" 
I buy this 
tlau 
six 
fam 55 tsae 55 ku 11 
elf .  aux. e lf. adj. marker 
gi 31 dio 31 v ' ae 
you plant that 
The text has 55. 
"those six which you planted " 
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( 2 )  
9am 33 lu 55 ( > l 'u 35 ) tsa 55 ku 11 
seven elf.  aux. elf .  adj. marker 
lie 55  i 55 "those seven red ones (not present)" 
red that 
Exam:eles 
( 1 )  v'ae 31 Jli 55 m'a 35 pm 55 fae 35 ntau 33 ,  
place this have five elf. tree, 
a 55 fam 55 tsae 55 ku 11 hi 33 m ' a  35 
two elf. aux . elf. adj . marker not have 
leaf 
ndl ' au ku 11 tsi 55 fam 
elf .  
ly 5 3  �'am 
is willow, three 
tsae 55 ku 11 m'a 35 a 33 ndl'au 35 ntsa 55 
aux. elf. adj . marker 
ku 11 hi 11 JlaU 11 . 
have leaf green 
is cypress
"There are five trees herer. The two without leaves are
willows . The three with green leaves are cypress trees.r" 
(Numeral-classifier-adjective construction) 
ku 55 m'a 35 tlau 33* na 35 ntce y,
0 
I have six 
ts! 55 
elf . book, three 
naur 33/31 tsa 55 Jll • 55 ku 11, ku 55 � • u  13 m • a  13 
•elf .  aux. elf .  this lS I self buy
+ ' u  13 ,  tsi 55 nam 33L31 tsa 55 v'ae 35 ku 11 
self, three elf .·. aux. elf .  that is 
ku 55 �ae 5 3  la 31 sam 33 t' au 3 3 ku 5 5 • 
I friend give as gift give I 
"I have six books . I bought these three myself. Those
three are from my friend.r" 
(Numeral-classifier-demonstrative construction) 
The text has 55 . 
33 
55 
0 
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(3 ) v '  ae 31 J1i 55 m '  a 35 ,: ' i  31 t·u 
clf o  
( > d ' u  13)
place this have eight 
elf. 
tu 33 ( > du 31) ts:i: 
elf. aux. 
ku 11 
adj. marker 
tlau 33 tu 33 
n.t.U 33, a 55 
horse, two 
• 55 ku 11 ku· . 55 . bie 53 , 
•possessive, 
tlce y 55 
white 
Jll 
0
••
J.Sthis elf. ·I S J.X 
( > du 33) ts:i: 55 ku 11 lie 55 v ' ae 35 ku 11 
aux. elf. adj. marker red that is 
ku 55 ;ae 53 la 31 bie 53. 
I friend possessive
"Here are eight horses. These two white ones are mine. 
Those six red ones belong to my friend.r" 
(Numeral-classifier-adjective-demonstrative construction ) 
In the above sections we have described the uses of
Miao classifiers (including general classifiers, the plural 
classifier, and the auxiliary classifier). However, what 
we described was only the uses of the ·various forms of a
classifier. We disregarded the use of classifiers several 
times in an utterancer. Since this is an important point 
in describing how classifiers are used, we will discuss it
here. 
We have already seen that in a description of the 
characteristics of an object, a Miao classifier has three
forms. One of these is the basic form. (With the plural 
classifier, besides the basic form there is also a formal 
change form witl'.1 low falling tone. ) The basic form either 
modifies a noun ·or is used pronominally to represent a 
grand or imposing thing. A second form is the AE formal 
change form used either as a noun modifier or as a prono·un 
to represent an ordinary thing. The third form is the A
formal change form used in the same way as the AE formal 
change forms but referring to things which are delicate,
few in number-., or attractive. Although there are, in fact, 
objective criteria for an object to be considered grandr.
and imposing, ordinary, delicate, or attractive, the sub­
jective point of view of the observer must also be con­
sidered. A thing may be grand and imposing to A but very 
ordinary to B, an object may be attracti·ve to B but not to
A. Nevertheless, a person's consideration of a thing must 
be constant within a short period of time. That is, with- · 
in a short period of time, a person who is describing an
object should have a consistent vie·w of the characteristics 
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of that object. He cannot consider the object grand and im­
posing in the first sentence but ordinary in the second 
sentence. For this reason he should not mix the basic form, 
the AE formal change form, and the A formal change form in 
a single description of an object. If a speaker introduces 
an object by using the basic form of a classifier (or the 
formal change form with low falling tone of the plural
classifier) to modify it, he must continue to use the basic 
form thereafter in referring to that object. If he intro­
duces an object by using the AE or A formal change forms 
with high rising tone to modify it, he must use the AE or
A formal change forms with basic tone, respectively, when­
ever the thing is mentioned again. It is only in this way 
that the addressee can get a clear idea of the object being 
described. Otherwise, he will feel that the speaker is 
contradicting himself and making himself unable to be under­
stood. 
Moreover, in situations involving flattery or humility, 
the speaker purposefully deviates frcrn the objective facts 
or from his own appraisal of an object and uses either an 
incorrect classifier or one he would not ordinarily use. 
For instance, in order to flatter scrneone he would use the
basic form of the classifier for that person's object, even
though that object might obviously be ordinary or very bad. 
Conversely, the speaker would use the AE formal change form 
for his own object which might actually be very good. 
Still, even when using flattery or humility, the speaker 
must be consistent. He cannot use flattery in the first 
sentence and then stop using it in the second sentence. He
cannot be humble in the first sentence without continuing 
to be so in the second sentence. Thus, a speaker must be 
consistent in his use of classifiers or he will offend the 
hearer's ear. 
To sum up, in using classifiers, a speaker must main­
tain a consistent evaluation of an object (e.g. , grand and 
imposing, ordinary, 1ninute) • 
' 
One further word· of explanation is necessary. Miao 
women do not ordinarily use the basic form of a classifier. 
Although an object might be grand and imposing, or_ considered
to be so by a woman, she would nevertheless use the AE 
formal change fo rm instead of the basic form. This is not 
an absolute rule, however, since there are women who do use 
the basic form of a classifierr. We can only say that women 
tend to use classifiers in this way. 
We must also say something about the glosses given for 
the examples in this article. It is clear that in Miao 
AE formal change forms modify nouns representing ordinary 
things, basic forms modify nouns representing grand -and
imposing things, and A formal change forms indicate delicate, 
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attractive things or things that are few in number. In.
glossing the nouns, however, we have not specified whether 
the object is grand , beautiful, good, small, few, attractive, 
etc. For example, lae 55 li 33 fau 33 means an ordinary
head. We have glossed it merely as "a head". Similarly, 
lu 55 li 33 fau 33 means a grand and imposing head and 
la 55 li 33 fau ·33 means a sma·11 head , but we have glossed 
them both as 11a head ". Apparently these three types ors· 
heads are different in some way. For the sake of brevity_,
·however, we have glossed all three in the same way.
Two passages containing classifiers are given below. 
From these it is possible to see how classifiers are actuall·y
used. We have taken- these selections from other matserials 
rather than deliberately composing them to explain how clas­
sifiers are used. For this reason, we have been unablesto.
include all the forms of individual classifiers . The reader
should be able to understand the uses of classifiers· from 
a considseration of these two selections. 
1. da 35 li 55 a 55 nqo 31 dae 35 a 33 dy 33 
elf. crow and elf. fox 
m'a 
have 
i da 35 li 55 a 55 �am 33 tsre y 11 l
• 
perch elf. crow fly oneone 
v'ae 31 Jl '  i 13 la 55 
inside he elf.
d,;i 33/31' ntau 33. 11.0 
elf. locative tree. 
a 33 nd�'au 35 tae 
mouth hold 
tc;ie 33. t�'ae 55 
stay. hungry 
nt�s' ce y 33* n' au 35 
think eat 
i 55 m' a 35 i 55 
that have one 
11 m'a 35 i 55 ts'ae 33/11 
have one e lf. 
J1 '  i 13 ta 55 die 31 dam 11. 
he very ·part. •  
ts'ae 33 nG'ae 35 n,i 55. 
elf. meat this. 
dae 35 a 33 dy 33 d're Y 31 
e lf. fox exit 
nG'ae 
meat 
J1 I i  13 
he 
t 1 au 33 
time 
d'a 35. 
come. 
tae 33 a 33 dy 33 rti 55 la 11 ae 55 t� ' ae 55 dam 11, 
elf. fox this also very hungry part. ,s· 
The text has nt§' ce ey 33. 
• • 
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a 55 55 
i 55 vie 33 "'i 13 nt'ie 55 hi 33 tau 33 qm 55 
but he look for not get food 
qa 55 qi 33 n'au 35 . Jl'i 13 b 1 0 31 ts • ae 33 nG 1 ae 35 
anything eat. he see elf. meat 
ku 11 JlO 55 v I ae 31 ta 33 li 55 a 55 la 55 
adj. marker locative place elf. crow elf. 
a 33 nd+ ' au 35 i 55 , Jl ' i  13 tae 11 �'u 13 hi 11 
mouth that, he therefore self say
,;'u 13 lu 33 gi 11 pi 55 dre Y 55 "ku 55 
self utterance functor intens. for muttering " I
to oneself 
ae 55 die 31 la 55 n 1 au 35 ts • ae 33 nG ' ae 35 Jli 55 • " 
definitely want eat elf. meat this." 
a 33 li 33 fii 55, Jl ' i  13 nqo 31 ta 33 li 55 a 55 
do according to this, he toward elf. crow 
hi 11, "die 11 gi 31 zau 33 JlO 55, tsa 55 
say, "question marker you good locative, elf. 
a 55/31 m I au 31 li 55 a 55 , gi 31 ae 55 
older brother crow, you very
nd ' i 31/35 z 'am 31 ma 11, die 11 
well-dressed exclamation marker, question marker 
gi 31 qam 55 a 33 qm 33 zau 33 hi 33 zau 33, 
you voice throat good not good,
die 11 gi 31 dz ' re y* xu 33 ng ' au 35, " ta 33 · 
q_uestion marker you able sing song,r" elf. 
tae 33 
crow 
li 55 no 55 ku 11 a 33 dy 33 
fox 
tsau 55 
hear elf. praise 
Jl'i 
heheart 
Jl 1 i 13, Jl I i  13 
he, he 
adj. marker 
•sie la 31 ta 55 die 31, 
pleased very, 
•The tone is missing. 
13 
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31 
i 55 
ta · 33 a 33 lo 33 t�o 33 sam 55 xu 33 hi 11 , "a 33, 
open mouth shout loudly sing say, "ah, 
a 33 • • •  " 
ah • • •  " 
tss' ae 
elf. 
33 nG ' ae 
meat 
35 tau 33 
get 
pau 55 
drop 
tla 33 
reach 
pi 5 5 ti 5 5 
below 
1 ' re y 31 
go 
dam 3 3. 
part • •  
tae 33 
elf. 
a 33 dy 33 
fox 
la 31 
thank 
tu 33 
at all 
hi 33/55 
not 
la 31 
thank 
i 55 lo 33/11, tae 11 ts ' ae 33 nG 'ae 35 gi 11 
one sentence , hold elf. meat functor 
nt�u 11 tla 33 ng 'a 35 1 1 ce y 31 dam 11. 
0 
desc. of walking reach house go part • •  · 
Translation 
The Crow and the ·sFox 
A crow was perched on a branch. In his mouth he held 
a piece of meat. He was very hungry and thought he would 
eat the piece of meats. _sJust then a fox came out. He too 
was very hungry, but he had been unable to finds- anything to 
·eat. Seeing the piece of meat in the .crows' s  mouth, he 
muttered to himself, "I am going to get that _piece of meat 
to eat.s" So he said to thes.scrow ,  "How are you, brother 
crow� You are dressed up beautifully. Are you in good
voice" Can you sing a song'Z " The crow was very flattered .
when he heard the nice things the fox said about him •s. H� · 
opened his mouth and sang 1-oudly, "Ah, ah, . • •  " - and dropped 
the piece of meat. 
Without saying a word of thanks,  the fox grabbed the meat 
and returned home satisfied. 
ti 55 · kau 11 
some hat 
2. mb 'a  35 lie 55 nqo
andmonkey
g'au 35 
( 
group
m 'a 35· gau 55) i 55 lae 35> 
have time e lf .  one one 
tm 55 · nm 5-5 t3: 11 1
• 55 Jl•' ie 31 
person carry on back one big 
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55 
g'ce y 313 kau 11 t9'au 33 v'ae 31 i 55 1u 55 t au 55• 
basket hat pass place elf. mountain.one 
55 l.• 55 nd'u 35 ae qO 55, J1'i 13 tl'a 11nu 
day 
ta 
that sky very hot, he tired 
die 31 ,  � 'u 13 hi 11 :,;'u 11, "nd'u 35 ae 55 
self self, " sky veryvery, say 
qO 55, lae 55 g' ce y 31 
hot, basket 
kau 11 J1i 55 la 11 ae 55 
elf. hat this also ·tvery
55 ta 55 die 31 .  q O  33 v'ae 31 lae 55 ko 55
0
Jl a.tII  
heavy very. rest place elf. root 
a 33 zau 33 J1i 55 ndl 'ae 31 ntsau 55 i 55 mbce y 53/13 ' 
woods this avoid shade one moment 
hie 55 ! "  
exclamation marker ! "  
JlO 55 v'ae 31 lae 55 ndlo 53 ko 33 a 33 zau 33 
locative place elf. inside root woods 
J1i 55, t9a 33 ts'a 
\ 
55 gi 11 ntsie 55 ntsie 55, 
this, wind blow functor intens. for blowing, 
t ae 11 m'a 35 naux 33 nau 53/31 G'a 35 gi 11 
also have snake bird call functor 
nto 55 nq 'ux 13. tsae 55 tux 55 nt11 55 Jli 55 
make noise intens. for noiset. elf. person this· 
z ' au 31 v'ae 31 fae 35 qaux 55 ntau 33/11 tau 33 PY 33 
sit place elf. bottom tree get sleep 
l'ce y 31 .  lu 55 nu 55 t'au 33 v • ae 31 ta 55 
0 
go. elf. sun from place elf. 
3In Chinese, g'ce y  31 also occ·urs • in a ·classifier position. 
In Miao, however, the shapes of classifiers and nouns are
sometimes different. g'ce y  31 is a nominal form. The 
classifier derived from it regularly should be gre y 53 
or, if preceded by the numeral "one", g I ce y 13 . It occurs 
. a 55 
31 
33 55 
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a 33 ndl ' au 35 ntau 33/11 pi 55 ntaur 55 d'a 31 tee y 33 
leaf tree inside kick foot 
t9i 33 tau 33 .J1 '. i 13. tsae 55 tur 55 nur 55 Jli 55 
shine at he . e lf .  person ·sthis 
t'au 33 v' ae 31 lae 55 g're y 31 k '  CE y 11 d'ce y 31 
from place elf .  bas ket -take exit 
i 55 lu 55 kau 11 l'o 13 ntau 33 t9ie 33, a 33 
one elf .  hat come wear on head erect , do 
li 33 .Jli 55 lu 55 nu 55 tae 11 t9i 33 hi 33/55 
0 
like this elf .  sun so  shine not 
qau 31/5 3 Jl ' .1 13 · dam 11 . 
resultative he part • • 
tsae 55 tur 55 nur 55 jli 55 tl'a 11 ta 55 die 31, 
elfs. person this tired very, 
J1 ' i  13 PY 33 gi 11 1'CE y 31 io 31, m'a 35 
he sleep functor desc. of sound sleep, ·have 
two 
li 33 ku 11 
approximately 
ts! 55 
three 
tu 33 ( > du 31) 
elf .  
,'
d�'ae 35 ?'\,au 5 3/13', ta 55 l'ie 13 d�'i 31 l'o 13 . 
hour, only then wake up come. 
lae 55 
elf .  
g're Y· 
basket 
31 •g1 11 
functor· 
J1 I i  13 
he 
tqa 55 b ' o  
only 
g'u 13 
emptysee 
t9a 55 tur 55 v' ae 31 Jl '  i 13 saur 55 
desc. of emptiness locate place he sides· 
rib 
ta 55, · ti 55 kau 11 hi 33/55 b ' o 31 
only, not 
taur 
hat seesome 
in the nominal form here so we have not considered it a 
classifier . 
li 
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1 '  re y 31 dam 11. ti 55 kau 11 Jli 55 t�a 33 q' o 55 
go part. . some hat this reach place 
dy 31/53 l '  re y 31 lae 55'2 qa 55 d ' y  31/13 
what go question marker'2 who 
k '  re y 11 1 '  re y 31 lae 55 � 
take go question marker� 
tsae 55 tm 55 nm 55 .Pi 55 �<E y 55 l '  o 13 nt ' ie 55 
elf. person this get up come look for 
tau 33 ts ' a  33 q ' o  55, nt ' ie 55 tau 33 tae 55 qam 55 
at every place, look for at elf. bottom 
ntau 33/11 , nt ' ie 55 tau 33 tae 55 G ' au 31 ntau 33 , 
tree, look for at elf. back tree,  
i 55 vie 33 ft ' i  13 nt ' ie 55 hi 33 tall 33. 
but he look for not get. 
Jl ' i  13 tau 33 tqatu 33 li 33 fau 33 n ' a  31 tau 33 
he get raise head look at 
n tau 3 3 a 5 5 �a 5 5 , m '  a 35 i 5 5 mb ' a 35
4 lie 55 
tree above, have one group monkey 
JlO 55 v '  ae 31 a 55 d,; ' i  31 ntau 33 a 55 �a 55 , 
locative place branch tree above , 
ts' a 33 tu 33 ( > rdu 33) lie 55 tu 33 ntau 33 
each elf. monkey all wear on head 
kau 11 tl ' ie 33 m ' au 13 tl ' ie 33 l ' o  13 v • ae 31 
hat jump go jump come place 
a 33 d,; ' i  31 ntau 33 a 55 qa 55. 
branch tree above. 
tsae 55 ttu 55 nm 55 Jli 55 t� ' i 33 ta 55 die 31, 
elf. person this angry very,
4mb ' a  35 is the A formal change form with high rising tone 
of mb ' o 35. 
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555J1 ' i  13 xu 33 hi . 11 ,  "ma 55 ku 55 tae kau 11 
he call say, "take I some hat · 
tae 11 t ' au 33 ku 55 , ma 55 ku 55 tae 55 kau 11·r
•return give I, take I some hat 
• • *6tae 11 t ' au 33 ku 55 ! " i 55 vie 33 mb'ra 35 lie 55 
•return give I !  " but group monkey
tlo 11 ntqie 33 Jl ' i 13 ta 55  . tsae 55 tm 55 nm 55 
laugh stare at he only . elf. person 
Jli 55 v '  ae 13 ntl=i ' i  11 i 55 di 33/31 a 55 d� ' i  13 
this grab immediately one handful crushed things 
a 55 v a 55 1 ' a 35 gi 11 pi 33 ntqi 55 pi 33 nka 55 
stone throw functor descr. for scattering by throw­
ing or exploding
m ' au 13 ntau 11, mb ' a  35 7 lie 55 tae 11 tli 33 
0 
go hit, group monkey so pick 
a 55 1u 55 tsi 55 t1ce y 33 1 ' a 35 la u 3 3 1 ' o 13 
u V
fruit walnut throw down come 
ntau 11 Jl ' i  13 . tsae 55 tm 55 nm 55 �i 55 
hit he . elf . person ·this 
d + ' au 13 pi 5 5 la u 5 3 sam 33 ,  bce y 3 3 tl ' u 33 · 
in difficulty drop, face 
0 
b ' a  13 VO 31 dam 11 . 
sad part • •  
. J1 I i  13 k '  ce y 11 ntq ' i  5 5  Jl ' i  13 lu 55 kau 11 l ' a  35 
he take suddenly he elf. hat throw 
5 The narrator considers the hats grand and imposing so he_
uses ti 55 for the plural classifier . The owner of the 
hats in the story, however, is humble and treats the hats 
as being rather ordinary so he uses the form tae 55 .  
The text has mb ' a  13 .  See note 6 below. 
6This occurrence of mb ' a  35 is the A formal change form with 
basic tone of mb ' o  35 .
7see note 6 above. 
• • 
. 33 Jli . 55 55 
55 
55 
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tl ' a 55 s am 3 3 pi 55 ti 55 ha 11,
0
desc. of throwing drop down on the one hand, 
�ie 55 gi 11 qa 33 l'ce y 13. mb'a 35*8 lie 55 la 11 
cry functor desc. of crying. group monkey also 
�au 31 � ' i  13 ly 55 kau 11 l'a 35 sam 33
0
learn he take off hat throw drop
ha 11, tae 11 �au 31 Jl ' i  13 �ie 55 . 
on the other hand, also learn he cry. 
g •1. 11 
functorthis 
la 31 tl'ie 
0 
tsae tm 55 nm 55 
elf. pleased 
tae 11 �au 33
person 
13 
Jump 
kau 11tl' m 55 , 
desc. of 
ti 55J1 I i  
Jumping, he so collect some hat 
•nd'i 31 tau 33 lae 55 g'0; y 31 t<;ie 33, a 55 s1.e 
pack •in elf. basket erect, heart 
la 31 31die 31 ha 11 ,  �ce Y 55 1 1 ce y
go 
ta 
pleased
dam 11 . 
on the one hand, get upvery 
part • •  
Translation 
The Monkeys and the Hats 
Once upon a time, a man carrying a big basket of hats on 
his back was passing a hill. It was very hot that day. 
Feeling very tired, he said to himself, "It's very hot and 
this basket of hats is very heavy. I think I'll rest in 
the woods to get out of the sun for a while." 
In the woods, the breeze was blowing and all sorts of 
birds were singing. The man sat down under a tree and wentr,
to sleep. The sun was still shining on him through the 
leaves so he took a hat out of the basket and put it on to 
keep the sun off him. 
The aspiration is missing in the text. 
8see note 6 above. 
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The man was very tired and was soon sound asleep. He
woke up about two or three hours laters. He saw that the 
basket beside him was empty. There were no hatss. Where
did the hats go� Who took them� 
The man got up and searched everywhere. He looked under 
the tree. He looked behind the tree. But he could not
find the hats. 
He raised his head and looked up into the tree. There
he saw a group of monkeys in the branches. Each of them 
was wearing a hat and was jumping around on the branches. 
The man was very angry. He shouted to them, "Give my 
·hats back! Give my hats back ! s" But- the monkeys only 
looked at him and laughed. The man. picked up a stone and
threw itsat them. The monkeys picked some walnuts and 
_threw them down at the mans. There was nothing the man
could do. He was very sad. 
The man could stand it no longer so he threw his hat
down on the ground and began to cry. The monkeys imitated
this too, so they they threw their hats to the ground and 
began crying.
The man was very happy. He picked up the hats, put ·them
back in the basket, and went on his way feeling very
pleased. 
IV. The Functions of Classifiers 
· Miao classifiers have two primary functions. One· or· 
these is the same as that of Chinese classifiers, except 
that the characteristics of grandness ,- . commonness,_ smallness, 
etc., which in Miao are indicated bys.sthe use of formal change 
forms, are manifested in Chinese (Mandarin) by the retro- _
flexion of adj ectives and nouns. Since there are no basic
differences between Miao and Chinese in the use of classi­
fiers, with the exception of the relative position of demon­
stratives· and other modifiers used with classifiers, we
shall say nothing further about this function. The other 
function of Miao classifiers is the same as the function of 
the articles in Inda-European languages o We shall present 
a brief discussion of this function. See Chart XVIIs. 
It can be seen from Chart XVII that Miao classifiers 
are very similar to the articles in Inda-European languages. 
There are some differences, however. First, some Indo­
European articles indicate gender. We do not take this to 
be the main difference between Miao classifiers and Indo­
European articles, however, because although the articles 
determin.e. the gender of nouns in some Indo-European lang­
uages, the gender of a noun does not necessarily correspond 
to the nat·ure of the obj ect represented by the noun. 
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Chart XVII. A comparison of Miao classifiers with
articles in English, French, and
German (Part 1) 
Miao English French German 
:izae 5 3 ki 33  q'au 35 
tae 55 ki 33 q'au 35 
dzae 35 ki 33 q'au 35 
the table 
(the) tables 
a table 
la table 
les tables 
une table 
der Tisch 
die T ische 
•e1n Tisch 
nae 33 ntre y 55 
tae 55 ntre y 55 
nae 35 ntre y 55 
the book 
(the) books 
a book 
le livre 
les livres 
un livre 
das Buch 
die BUcher 
ein Buch 
•tae 33 Pl 31 
•tae 55 31Pl 
•
dae 35 pl 31 
the pen
(the) pens
a pen 
la plume
les plumes
une plume 
•die Feder 
die Federn 
eine Feder 
Strictly speaking, therefore, in the Indo-European languages
the division of nouns into masculine or feminine, or into
masculine, feminine, and neuter, is simply a division of 
nouns into two or three categories. In this respect, the
classifiers in Miao indicate many categories, at least
several dozen categories. Part of a Miao classifier is, in
fact, a label for categorizing nouns. Although there are 
many classifiers in Miao which categorize things, there are
not many in everyday use (i. e., the frequency of occurrence
is not at all equal). The classifier tu 33 is used with 
any animal, any long, hard, solid inanimate object, or any
abstract thing; the classifier lu 55 of Group VII is used
with any round or hollow inanimate obj ect, the classifier
lm 55 of the same group is used with human beings, and the
classifier fam 55 of Group I is used with all plants.
Nevertheless, considering everything in the world, if a
is not substantive it is abstract, if a substantivething
thing is not animate it is inanimate, if an animate thing
is not an animal it is a plant, if an animal is not a human
being it is a lower animal, if an inanimate object is not
solid it is hollow, and if an inanimate obj ect is not long
it is round. Thus, the four classifiers tu 33, lu 55,
lm 55 , and fam 55 can categorize almost everything in the
world. Anything which cannot be categorized by these four
classifiers is, unfortunately, counted as an exception.
The Mlao language, then, actually divides things into four
categories, similar to the way in which things are divided
into two or three categories in Inda-European languages. 
33 
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The main difference between Miao classifiers and Indo­
European articles is that the former indicates an evaluation 
of an object (grand and imposing , ordinary, small, etc .. ) ,
whereas the latter indicates caseh. Case makes the relation­
ship between words in a sentence unambiguoush. In Miao and 
Chinese , on the other hand , the word order is fixed , theh. 
relationship between words in a sentence cannot be ambig­
uous. By distinguishing between evaluations of an object
one ' s  speech can be made more colorful and refined . In 
Miao, the use of classifiers alone is sufficient for the 
addressee to get a clear idea of the thing described · by the 
speakerh. The Indo-European articles cannot do all that Miao 
classifiers can do. Instead ,  affixes must be added to the 
noun or adjectives must be used to modify the noun . This 
difference between the function of Miao classifiers and 
that of .Indo-European article_s can be seen in Chart XVIII .  
The relationship between classifiers and nouns is 
closer in Miao than that between articles and nouns in Indo­
European languages. In Indha-European languages, the article 
is us·ually deleted if the noun is preceded by modifiers .  In 
Miao, on the other hand , the classifier is usually not 
deleted. See Chart XIX. 
Besides the two major functions mentioned above,h. Miao 
classifiers have two minor functions. One of these is to 
distinguish between homophones, the other is to derive 
nominal constructions from verb-object constr·uctionsh. The·
former function is relatively unimportant since there are 
not many homophones in Miao. The derivational function is 
used in talkingh·habout an object previously unknown to the 
Miaoh. If the Miao do not want to borrow theh·hword repre­
senting the object in the donor language , they use a verb­
object construction to describe the object ' s  function 
following a classifier describing the object's shape and 
nature . In this way the verb-object construction is nom­
inalized by the classifierh. Until recently this deriva­
tional process had not been widely used. We shall provide 
some examples to illustrate these two minor functions . 
1. The use of a classifier to distinguish homo-
phones 
a. tsa 55 ky 55 "younger brother" 
la 55 ky 55 "younger sister" 
b. fae 55 ntau "tree" 
tae 33 ntau "materials made of wood" 
lae 55 ntau 33 "coffin" 
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Chart XVIII. A comparison of Miao classifiers 
with articles in English, French, 
and German (Part 2)  
Miao English 
nae 33 ntce y 55 
na 33 ntce y 55 
nam 33 ntce y 55  
the book 
the booklet 
the nice book 
tae 33 nau 53 
ta 33 nau 53 
tu 33 nau 53 
the bird 
the birdie, the little bird 
the nice bird 
dzae 53 ki 33 q'au 35 
dza 53 ki 33 q'au 35 
dzi 5 3 ki 3 3 q ' a·u 35 
the table 
the small table 
the nice table 
French German 
le livre 
le livret 
le bon livre 
das Buch 
das BUchel, das BUchelchen, 
das BUchlein 
das gute Buch 
l'oiseau 
le petit oiseau 
le bon oiseau 
der Vogel 
das VBgelein, das 
VBgelchen
der gute Vogel 
la table 
la petite table 
la bonne table 
der Tisch 
das Tischlein,
Tischchen 
der gute Tisch 
das 
c .  tae 55 b'am 35 "flower" 
dlae 53 b'am 35 "picture"
d. tae di'ae 35 JlaU 53/133' "hour, time" 
lae d,;'ae 35 _pau 53/1 3' "clock, watch" 
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('!hart XIX. A comparison of Miao classifiers with 
articles in Engl·ish, French, and
German ( Part 3) 
Miao English 
tae 33 nm 33/13 ' the horse 
ku 55 tae 5 3 nm 33/13 ' my horse 
gi 31 tae 53 nm 33/13 ' your horse 
J1 ' i 13 tae 33 nm 33/13 ' his horse 
dzae 53 ki 33 q ' au 35 the table 
ku 55 dzae 53 ki 33 q ' au 35 ·my table 
gi 31 dzae 53 ki 33 q ' au 35 your table 
Jl ' i 13 dzae 53 ki 33 q ' au 35 his tables·.·
tae rJU 33/13 ' 
\.
.I 
the goose 
my goose ku 55 tae 33 rJU 33/13 ' 
gi 31 tae 33 rJU 33/13 ' 
1  1 1 13 
your goose 
his goose 
German 
te,e 33 rJU 33/13 ' '• 
French 
le cheval 
mon cheval 
ton cheval 
son cheval 
la table 
ma table 
ta table 
sa table 
l 'oie 
•mon oie 
ton oie 
son oie 
das Pferd 
•mein Pferd 
dein Pferd 
•sein Pferd 
- der Tisch 
mein Tisch 
dein Tisch 
sein Tisch 
die Gans 
meine Gans 
deine Gans 
seine Gans 
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e. dzae 53  ki 33 q 'au 35 "desk" 
tae 33 ki 33 q'au 35 "bench" 
2. The use of a classifier to nominalize a verb­
object construction 
a. ntsa 55 tl'u 33 
wash face
"to wash one's face" 
lae 55 ntsa 55 tl'u 33 
0
elf. wash face
"wash basin" 
dlae 5 3  ntsa tl'u 
elf. wash
"towel" 
face 
Note that in these examples the classifiers not 
only nominalize a verb-object construction but also distin­
guish between homophones. 
b. b'o 31 ki 55 
see road
"to see the road, to be bright"
lae 55 b'o 31 ki 55 
elf . see road
"window" 
c. n'a 31 tl'u 
look face
"to look at one's face• 
lae 55 n'a 31 tl'u 33 
elf. look face
"mirror" 
d. g'au 35 a 55 ma 5 3  
encircle eye
"to encircle the eyes"
lae 55 g' au 35 a 55 ma 5 3  
elf. encircle eye
"eyeglasses" 
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Appendix I .  Important Classifiers 
(The item occurring in parentheses after the gloss for · 
a classifier is the form of the numeral "half" which may 
precede the classifier . )  
I .  Voiceless High Level Group A 
fam 55 
fm 55 
lam 55 
0 
ku 55 
nam 55 
0 
nu 55 
0 
0 
IJ U  55 
t� ' y  55 
nt9h'i 55 
p ' am 55 
P ' o 55 
s aw 55 
so 55 
S3: 55 
q<:e Y 55 
tq I 8 55 
t 'au 55 
ts':i: 55 
vam 55 
xau 55 
elfh. for plants 
10 grams (ntam 33) 
a small bunch of (pine sticks used as a 
torch when walking at night) 
elf . for butting with the horns 
a sack of (esp . grain, ntaw 33) ,  an ear 
of (grain)
day (druu 31) 
a jar of (esp. water, wineJ ntam 33) 
a pile of (grass, hay) 
elfh. for twigs 
elfh. for river banks 
elfh. for blankets, quilts, rainclothes 
elf . for the four cardinal directions, 
millstones, boards, flagstones 
a hive of (bees) 
elfh. for arrows, a handbreadth (for mea­
suring the thickness of things, esp. pork 
fat)
a unit of measurement for the sh·uttle of a 
loom (as wide as four hemp threads) 
elfh. for meat (on a string) 
a small jar of (esp. oil, liquor� ntam 33) · 
a barrel of (esp . water , ntruu 33) 
a piece of (board , flagstone) 
elfh. fo r anything that can be kept in a 
shallow bamboo container (ntam 33) 
elf .  for anything (esp. oil) that can be 
kept in a large jar having a small mouth 
(ntam 33 ) 
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II. High Rising 
dl'i 35 
dz ' au 35 
dz'ie 35 
dz'o 35 
d2t ' am 35 
d �  ' ae 35 
g ' au 35 
mb' a 35 
nd 'am 35 
nd 'u 35 
ndl'am 35 
ndz 'u 35 
nd,. ' y  35 
ng ' a 35 
ng I O  35 
zam 35 
Group
a lump of (silver money), a grain of 
(rice)
a bush of ; a clump of (grass , shrubbery) 
l/160th of a catty 
elf . for roads, rope, belts, laces 
elfr. for fires 
season, hour 
t:ime, turn 
elf .  for spankings 
a section of (fence); a bundle of (rope) 
elf. for blows (e . g . ,  with fist or 
hammer)
a fathom (length of the two outstretched
arms)
elf. for thread sewn onto clothes 
a tent-shaped pile of (firewood) 
a houseful or roomful of (ntam 33) 
a boatful of (ntam 33) 
elf .  for matters3 a row of 
III. Voiceless High Level Group B 
fam 55 
fm 55 
ky 55 
nm 55 
nqa 55 
nt�au 55 
ntsi 55 
q8  55 
a piece of cloth 
a big sack of 
a load (carried on the shoulder; ntam 33) 
elf .  for shots with a bow 
a mouthful of (something to drink) 
a vertical pile of (firewood) 
a piece or section of (orange or meat of 
a walnut) 
a bend (In measuring length by using the 
legs, one takes a step and then kneels on
the front leg. The distance between the 
heel of the back foot and the knee of the 
front leg is called "a step and a bend".
In measuring by using the hand, one
stretches out the thumb and the index fin­
ger on the object to be measured, and then
bends the index finger - holding the tip 
steady - forward until its second joint 
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touches the surface of the object. The 
distance between where the tip of the thumb 
was and where the second j oint of the index 
finger is touching is called "a small span 
(tlo 33) and a bend" .  If one uses the mid-
dle finger instead of the index finger; .
measuring in this way, the distance ob�
tained is called "a large span and a bend"s. 
In measuring by using the arms, one
stretches out the arms and then, keeping 
the fingertips of one hand steady, bends 
. the arm forward until the elbow touches the 
surface. This distance frcm where the 
fingertips of the other hand had been to
where the elbow is touching is called "a
fathom (ndl'atu 35 ) and a bend". ) 
qo 55 a bundle of (grass)s. 
q 'atu 55 a unit of length (between two rows of
grain in a field) 
q I O  55 a place (a locality) 
q ' � Y 55 a pac kage of s a bundle of ·(thin string 
noodles, ntatu 33) 
ty 55 a bushel of (ntatu 33) 
t a 55 elf. for flowers, leaves , pieces of paper 
t�ae 55 a basket of (maize, charcoal, etc. , 
carried on the backs ntam 33)  
t�o 55 a piece of (rice crust, land) 
t� • am 55 elf. for rooms 
tlau 55 a pile of (firewood) J  a large piece of 
(land , stained cloth) 
tlie 55 a small ladleful of (rice, food , oil ; 
ntatu ·33 )  
tlo 55 a ball of (thread); a pile or clump of 
0 
(firewood , grass) 
tf:iatu 55 a category of 
t�'0 55 elf. for bends of a river 
iatu 55 a section of (bamboo, written composition) 
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N. Voiceless 
9au 33 
ki 33 
k '  � y 33 
lo 33 
Mid Level Group 
year (ts ' ae 33) 
a catty of (ts' ae 33) 
elf. for things which can be held up to
the chest, using both hands 
a mcuthful of (rice, soup, water, medi­
cine);  a sentence 
li month (ts'ae 33) 
a sheepskin bag of (grain, etc.) ly
0 
mo night ( dam 31) 
nk ' a  33 a row of (mounds of grain); a string of 
a bunch of (grapes, etc. ) 
a large handful of (hemp threads), equal 
to 10 nt9,1 a 33 
elf. for things carried on the back (esp.
grain, charcoal, coal) 
nq'au 33 
ntau 
ntam 33 
nt�a 33 a li (approx. 1/3 mile)
nt�a 33 ntau 11 a 55 va  55 the longest distance a 
stone can be thrown
(changes are made only in
the first syllable) 
nt�a 33 qO 33 the distance walked between rest stops 
when carrying things on the back
(changes are made only in the first 
syllable)
the longest distance over which a call
or shout can be heard (changes are made
only in the first syllable)
ntqi 33 a bit of (generally occurring only after 
the numeral "one" to indicate that the
items are few or nonenumerable) 
ntq'a 33 a handful of (hemp threads) 
p'au 33 a pot of (rice, food; ntam 33) 
po 33 a piece of (cloth) the length of which is 
twice the width 
qae 33 elf. for tassel or pendant; a column of 
(soldiers, students) 
qce y 33 elf. for beatings with a club 
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tq<E y 33 
·' 
qCE Y 33 ftO . 
q I (e Y 33 
sie 33 
tau 33 
tre y 33 
ti 33 
t'ae 33 
t'au 33 
t� I <e_ y 33 
tlo 33 
tsau 33 
tso 33 
ts'ae 33 
ts I 3: 33 
tqu 33 
33 the distance walked between rest stops
when carrying things on the back ( same 
as nt9a 33 40 33, changes being made 
only in the first syllable) 
a can of (oil, sweet wine; ntam 33) 
a stringh_ of (grain, ears of maize) 
a handful of (esp. sauerkraut) 
elf .  for kicks3 a pile of (dung) 
a stratum or layer of (stone, earth) ; -the 
maximum number of hemp threads which a 
·wcman weaver can tie around her hand 
a step (of stairs)
a piece of (land, dung) 
an item of (cloth) 
a span ( the distance between the thumb and 
either the middle finger or the index fin­
ger - about 5 or 6 inches. The distance 
between the tip of the index finger and . the 
tip of the thumb is called Qa 11 (small) 
tlo 33, whereas the distance between the 
0 
tip of the middle finger and the tip of the 
thumb is called � • ie 31 (large) tlo 33. 
Both Qa 11 tto 33 and Jlh'ie 31 tlo 
0 
33 can be 
preceded by a numeral. In such cases, how­
ever, tlo 33 does not change, either in 
tone or 
9 
in form, and no classifier is used . 
It is only when tlo 33 is used alone that 
0 
it is changed in both tone and form for it 
is used as a classifier; ntauz 33 ) 
a bundle of (firewood, grass) 
a piece of (thread) 
elf .  for one of a pair of shoes, hands, 
feet, eyes, ears, etc ;  a piece of (meat), 
a piece of (woolen piece of cloth worn on 
the shoulders of a colorful Miao costume) 
a generation 
the amount (esp . of powders) able to be 
picked up with three fingers (the thumb, 
index finger, and middle finger) 
a steaming boiler of (esp. rice) 
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V. Voiced Mid Level Group 
bam 33 
dae 33 
di 33 
do 33 
dla 33 
dza 33 
dzau 33 
d�i 33 
ma 33 
mm 33 
mb<E y 33 
nam 33 
ndce y 33 
nd�a 33 
ngau 33 
nga 33 
ngce y 33 
va 33 
zo 33 
elf. for rivers 
a large bowl of (ntam 33) 
a handful of 
a section of (the body, the upper section 
being above the waist, the lower secti'on
below the waist) 
a meal of 
elf. for things (esp. firewood, grass) 
which may be carried in the arms 
a group of (people) 
a leg of (meat, i. e. , a leg section) ;  e lf. 
for strung looms3 elf. for trees 
a bundle of (spun hemp threads for weaving)
a pigsty of 
a part of; an occurrence of 
elf. for books 
a bunch of (chopsticks , vegetables, pine 
sticks for torches) 
"once" (An object A is placed on a longer
object B to measure B.  Measuring with A 
one time is called a-"once". Measuring
with A twice is called "two onces". Thus,
if A equals one foot, a "once" equals one 
foot.) 
a set of (Ten ladles is a set. Ten bowls 
is also a set. 'Ihree iron posts used for 
propping up a cookin� pot is a set. A 
cut up sheep consisting of the head, four
limbs , stomach, and intestines is a set.) 
a distance run 
an item of (skirts ) 
elf. for nests (birds) ! elf. for fields 
surrounded by banks (e. g. , paddy fields) 
e lf. for wind, rain, hail; elf. for 
villages 
· 
VIIh. Voiced High Level Group 
lu 55 elf. for round or hollow inanimate objects
ltu 55 elf. for persons (Preceded by a numeral·,
ltu 55 may refer to  any male or female occu­
pation (e.g., teacher, doctor, blacksmith, 
section chief) or kin (e . g., father, mother, 
husband, wife, son, daughter, aunt, uncle). 
Without a preceding numeral, ltu 55 can be·
used only with nouns referring to females. 
Used as a pronoun in any construction formed 
by it and its modifiers, ltu 55 can refer 
only to females.) 
VI . High Falling
ba 53 
bCE Y 53 
da 53 
qa 53 
dla 53 
dzi 53 
d2ti 53 
d�a 53 
li 53 
lu 53 
ndo 53 
nq1t 5 3 
ndzae 53 
nd�i 53 
ngce y 53 
vau 53 
zae 53 
ii 53 
Group
elf. for anything which can be held in · theh·· 
arms 
a pile of (esp. dung, coal, charcoal , dirt,
potatoes, etc., but not firewood or grass)
a kick 
a step (in walking) 
elf. for books, pieces of paper, letters 
elf. for tables, chairs, beds, scales, 
bridges
elf. for times asleep 
elf. for streets, valleys
1/16 of a catty 
10 bushels 
a section of (ground) 
a unit to measure the width of the shuttle 
of a loom (forty hemp threads wide) 
a bundle of (harvested wheat) 
a circle (ntatU 33)
a pair of (things which come in pairs) ;h. 
a couple (people) · 
a plowshare of (i.e., a row of earth 
t ·urned over in plowing across a field) 
a set of (rolls on a loom used for wrap­
ping threads around ; 4 rolls make a set) 
elfh. for households 
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Appendix II. Wei ning Miao Phonological Charts 
A. Initials 
Oral Nasal or Nasalized 
Vls . .. . Vls.
Asp. 
Vd. Vd.
Asp. 
Vlsh. Vls.
Asp. 
Vd. Vd.
Asp. 
CJl 
UJ 
Labial 
Alveolar
UJ
04 Retro-0 
+) flexed
Cl) 
Velar 
Uvular 
UJ Dental(1)
+)co Retro-
CJ flexed•rl 
$,..i 
� Alveo-
�
c:x: palatal 
p
t 
t 
k 
q 
ts 
t� 
t9 
P ' 
t '  
t' 
k' 
q ' 
ts' 
tq' 
t9' 
b 
d 
Q 
g
G 
dz 
dz 
d,: 
b' 
d' 
q '  
g'
G' 
dz' 
dz' 
d,; ' 
mp
nt 
nt 
nk
nq 
nts 
ntq 
nt9 
.
mp'
nt' 
nt' 
nk'
nq'
nts' 
ntq' 
nt9' 
mb 
nd 
nq 
ng
nG 
ndz 
ndz 
nd,: 
mb' 
nd' 
nq' 
g 'n
nG' 
ndz' 
ndz' 
nd,: 1 
Alveolar tl 
0 
tl' 
0 
dl dl' ntl•· ntl' 0 ndl ndlr' 
CJl 
s::co 
s:: 
s::
0 
0 
Labio-
dental 
Dental 
C/l Retro-
(1) > flexed
.,.;
+)co Alveo-
CJ pal atal•rl 
$,..i Velar fx.t 
Uvular 
Glottal 
f 
s 
� 
9 
X 
X 
h 
V 
z 
z 
,: 
y 
h 
v' 
z ' 
z 
� '  
Y' 
Labial 
AlveolarUJ
r-1 '0 
(1) .,.; Retro-
� ;j flexedo er> .,.; 
.,; H Palatal 
(1) 'O VelarCl) s::co 
1 
0 
1 l' 
m 
0 
n 
0 
(n)
l 
•
Jl 
0
rJ 
m 
n 
rt 
Jl 
rJ 
m' 
n' 
I'\, r 
Jl r 
rJ I 
Labial w 
- - - - - - - -
. . � . 
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5 3  
B. Finals 
1. Simple nuclei 
a 0 u y tu 3: l 
2 .  Compound nuclei 
ie ae au am oo y  
3. Glides 
i (u y) 
C .  Tones 
high level 
high falling
35 high rising
11 low level 
31 · low falling 
13 low rising 
33 mid level 
Appendix III. Notes On The Symbols Used In This Article 
1. A syllable without an initial, but having a final 
and tone, is actually preceded by [ 9 ] which has been omitted 
here. Thus, i 55 is [ 9 i 55 ] , and a 55 is [ 9 a 55 ]s. 
2. The posi tio:n of the tongue for the obstruent elements
of the affricates is the same as that of the following fric­
ative or lateral elements. To simplify the description, we
have used t or d for the obstruent element, leaving the 
following element to indicate the point of articulation. 
For example, ts is [ �s]  , tq is [ tq] , t� is [ t�J , tl is [ tl] , - - - _ _ _ o o 
dz is [ � z ]  , d� is [ q �]  , di is [ 9 i ]  , and d 1 is [ d 1] . 
3 .  llle position of the tongue for the nasal element of 
the prenasalized stops is the same as that of the following 
stop element. To simplify the description, we have used 
m- f.or the nasal element preceding labial s tops and n for the -.nasal element preceding all other s tops. For example, !!!E_
is [!!!E_] , nt is [ nt] , nt is [� t ]  , nk is [ Dk] , nq is [ Nq] , 
mb is [ mb J, nd is[ ndJ, nn is[ n ,r,- n.o- is[ n.o-J, - and nG is 
TI!Q.] . - - - � !J..1 � -. 
4. The position of the. tongue for the nasal �lement of 
the prenasalized affricates is the same as that of the fol­
lowing stop and fricative or lateral elements. We have used 
1_A_ has been deduced from the overall phonological system. 
Since it has not act·ually been recorded, however, it has
been parenthesized. 
- - - - - - - -
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n for the nasal element throughout to simplify mattersr. 
Thus, nts is [n1s], ntq is (�t�], nt9 is [nt9], ntl is [ntl], 
ndz is [UQZ ], nd� is-ritq�], nd� isl.Jl9�] , · and ndl is [ndIJ-:-
5. When the apostrophe is used with voiceless initials, 
it represents voiceless aspiration; ·rwhen it is used with 
voiced initials, it represents voiced aspiration. For
example, n '  is [ph], b '  is [bh], t '  is [th], and d '  is [dh].
6. When a occurs as a simple nucleus, it has the 
phonetic value [A]. When it is followed byre, its value is 
[a]. When it is followed by u or tu ,  its value is [a]. 
Thus, ta is [tA], tae is [taeT, tau is [tau], and tam is -
[tam].
-
7. The i in ie is short. 
8. o is.rnasalized [ q] . 
9. With mid level, high falling, or low falling tones, 
the stop element of voiced unaspirated stops is voiceless 
(e.g., mbce y 33 is [mpce y 33] , ndzae 5 3 is [n1sae 53] , and
ndlau 31 is [ntlau 31] . 
0 
10.  With the high rising tone, voiced aspirate initials 
in syllables which undergo tone change not only lose the 
feature of aspiration but also become voiceless. For
example, after undergoing tone change mb'ro 35 is [m
f
o 55] , 
ndz ' am 35 is [p,tsam 55] , and ndlr' au 35 is [nt¼a·u 55 · . 
11 . The phonetic value of the high rising tone 35 is
actually [24]. Since there is no higher rising tone, we
have marked the tone as .32_. Likewise, although the low
rising tone is phonetically [ 12 ]  , we have marked it 13 for
there is no other low rising tone. The low level tone is 
phonetically [ 22 ]  and the low falling tone is phonetically 
[ 21] , but since there are no other low level or low falling 
tones we have marked them as 11 and 31,  respectively. We
have made these adjustments sothat the tones would be 
easier to distinguish. 
12 . According to the conventions followed for marking 
tones, a changed tone is written to the right of a slash,
whereas the basic tone is written to the left of the slash. 
For example, i 55 batu 33/31 indicates that when bam 33 
occurs after i 55 , its tone is changed from 33 to 31 ,  and
i 55 pa 33/11 indicates that when pa 33 occurs after i 55 , 
its tone is changed from 33 to 11.  If the initial of a 
syllable is basically voiced unaspirated but is changed to 
voiced aspirated after its tone is changed, the symbol for 
aspirationr ' is added to the right of the changed tone
value. That is, i 5 vau 53 13 ' indicates that vau 53
changes to [v'au 13 after i 55 , t}au 33 lu 55/35 ' indi-
cates that the syllable lu 55 changes to [l ' u  35] after 
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0 
tlau 33, and 9am 33 dzi 53/31 ' indicates that the syllable 
dzi 53 changes to [dz'i 31] after �am 33 . On the other 
hand, if, after a tone change, a voiceless initial becomes 
voiced or a voiced aspirated initial los_es its aspiration , 
the change in form is shown in parentheses immediately afterr_
the basic form of the syllable. This convention has been 
adopted because the changes cannot be conveniently marked 
on the value of the changed tone. For example, i 55 tu 33
( > du 31 ) , and i 55 dz ' o 35 ( > dzo 55* ) . 
*
On the basis of section 10 above, one would expect dzr' o  35 
to change to tso 55 . 
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A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF DESCRIPTIVE WORDS IN 
THE MIAO LANGUAGE OF EASTERN KWEICHOW 
by
Ts ' ao Ts'ui-yUn 
I. General Introduction 
While learning or investigating the Chr' ien tung Mia.o 
language (hereafter referred to simply as 11Miao11), students 
often enco·unter certain syllables occurring after verbs and 
adjectives. These syllables are sometimes incomprehensible 
to the Chinese comrades who study Miao. Even when they do 
understand these syllables, it is very difficult for them 
to translate the Miao meaning into Chinese. Nevertheless, 
the expressive power of these syllables is great. In some 
linguistic environments they are practically indispensable .  
Without such syllables the language would be much less 
colorful. On the one hand, a speaker would be unable to
expressrhis specific thoughts and feelings. A hearer, on
the other ham ,  would consider the convers·ation dull. 
The following examples provide a general intro·duction 
to these syllables (the present article is based on the 
type of Miao found in K'ai t'ang, K'ai li hsien, Kweichow): 
1. mUIJ 55 tei 11 tei 33 nU1J 35 marJ 44 marJ 44 
0 0 
you e lf. child this · night night 
sci 55 �eu 12 mj e 35 tsc 44 ts c 44. 
0
all chew tooth desc . of continuous exertion of 
all one's strength 
"You [ naughty] child, grinding your teeth [ and making such 
a noise] all night . "  
2. p 1 au 44 to 35 to 23 p c  44 q c , 44 pc 44-
firecracker paper explode sound of continuing 
4 C 44. "The firecrackers keep exploding." 
explosions 
3. lju 11 to 35 i 33 jo 55 fu 11 fu 11 
elf. paper that float in air sound of con-
55 
5 .  
35 
meu 11 jaIJ 55 . 
tinuous fluttering go completive 
"That piece of paper kept fluttering as it floated away. "  
lei 55 
he two elf . 
•nei c;i 44 kaIJ 21 pje 11 
hand 
4. 23au 
together drag 
tju 35 ta 35 mUl') 11 jaIJ 55. 
desc. of rapid upward go completive 
movement 
"They grabbed each other's hand and went away. "  
•sei 44 vi 55 keu 11 4 eu 11 ta 55 
dark sky desct. of darkness come 
jaIJ 55 . 
c ompletive 
"The sky has become very dark. "  
6 .  pei 21  tc;en 
Peking 
33 harJ 35 
place 
nc 35 
that 
faIJ 35 
wide 
farJ 33 
place 
tjeu 11 jeu 11 .  
desc. of spaciousness 
"The area around Peking is a very broad plain . "  
7 . tc;au 55 ke 35 
elft. road 
nUl)
this 
l')a 23 kau 33 t9 1 au 33 : 
day desc. of rolling 
dust due to ex-
"This road is so very dry. " 
cessive dryness 
8. nei 55 
he 
4 o  33 
white 
mi 23 
face 
kill) 11 tUrJ 11 . 
desct. of ·whiteness 
"He is [ as] pale [ as a ghost] • " 
From the above examples it can be seen that verbs and 
adjectives in Miao can be followed by descriptive syllables , 
and that by means of these syllables a speaker is able to
describe actions and states of being with precision. For
instance , in examples 1-4 tsc 44 tsc 44, pc 44 4 c  44,
fu 11 fu 11, and tju 35 describe sounds or actions associa­
ted with chewing , exploding , floating , and dragging, respect­
ti vely. In examples 5-8 , on the other hand, keu 11 4eu 11,
tjeu 11 jeu 11, kau 33 t9 1 au 33, and kill) 11 tUIJ 11 describe 
the states of being dark , wide, dry, and white, respec­
tively. These syllables occur either immediately after 
verbs and adj ectives or separated from them by other words. 
See examples 1 ,  4 ,  5, 6, and 8 .  
II. Descriptive Syllables are Aspect Words 
In the above section ·we discussed briefly the fact 
that Miao verbs and adjectives are often followed by certain 
types of syllables. Because there is a close relationship 
between such syllables and ·verbs and adjectives, theyt. co­
occur rather frequently. For this reason, some people have 
taken these descriptive syllables to be suffixes of verbs 
and adjectives, not ( independent] words. · Others have . con­
sidered them words which could be treated as adverbs. I
agree with the latter opinion and consider these syllables 
to be words, but I feel that they are very different from 
adverbs. I therefore tentatively suggest that these syl­
lables be treated as a separate category of words called 
"aspect words". We shall discuss first the reasons for
considering these syllables words. 
A. In the great majority of cases, other words may 
be inserted between these syllables and the verbs or adjec­
tives they modify. 
Looking at the grammar of Miao, we note that neither 
simple words nor compound ·words are further divisible. For 
instance , no item may be inserted between the syllables of 
·simple words such as t,:'u 35* t,: 1 at44 "itchy", c;i 44 ,:eu 33
"hungry" ,  c;aIJ 35 qUIJ 35 "disgusted", tei 44 mUIJ 23**
"fragment", tsUIJ 33 tUIJ 33 "madman", tau 35 mo 23 "maternal 
grandmother" , etc. , or between the syllables of compound 
words such as na 5 name · e 44 name "name", fag 33-
lac e a 11 villa e villaget, ka 4 fast a 23-
dili ent diligentt , a 33 s'a 33 add ne 55 add
paddyt , o 3 clothes 23 uilted cover cotton
clothes" , a 33 sweet xi 33 heart happyt, etc. Only
phrases are able to · be expanded. For example, neu 35 (eat)-
ka 35 meal rice "to have a meal" can be expanded to 
neu 55 eat i 33 one a 35 bowl ka 35 rice "to eat
a bowl of ricet , and keu 35 elf. for flowers aIJ 55-
flower nu 35 this this flower can be expanded to
keu 3 elf. for flowers a 35 flower au 12 red -
n this this red flowert. 
* 
The text has t,:'u 34. 
**The text has mUIJ 22. 
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If we reexamine, on the basis of the evidence presented 
above, the fact that additional words may be inserted be­
tween verbs or adjectives and the descriptive syllables 
which follow them, we find that these syllables cannot be 
considered to be bound to the preceding verbs or adjectives 
as unitary wordsr. Instead, they must be treated as parts 
of phrases. Note the following examples : 
l . a .  ma 55 t • au 33 t ' au 33 
slap, knock desc. of continuous knocking
"to keep knocking on" 
b. ma 55 ta 55 t • au 33 t'au 33 
table
"to keep banging on the table" 
2.a. t9r1 au 33 tju 35 
pick up desc. of rapid upward movement 
"to pick up quickly" 
b. t� • au 33 peQ 55 to 35 tju 35 
elf. book 
"to pick the book up quickly" 
3 . a .  4o  33 kje 12 xje 12 
white descr. of pure white 
"pure white" 
•
b. 4 0  33 mi 23 kje 12 XJe 12 
face
"the face is absolutely white" 
li4.a . 9au 12 ki 33 
of a degreered descr. 
"reddish" 
of redness 
b. 9au 12 mi 23 ki 33 li 33 
face
"the face is reddish" 
B. Some of these syllables can be used as predi-
ca tes. 
No affixes may occur as free formsr. Some of these
descriptive syllables, however, do occur independently as
predicates in Miao. 
1. nei 55 nei 33 nei 33 keu 33 ljeu 33 
0 0
he day day desc. of walking slowly 
naQ 11 keu 33 ljeu 33 t9eu 23 .  
down desc. of walking slowly up 
"He ·rwalks slowly up and down every day. " 
2 .  nei 55 pau 35 tjau 35 kje 35 nUQ 35 
he desc. of standing stillr· road this 
pau 35 tjau 35 kje 35 i 33. 
desc. of standing still road that-
"He just stands around, sometimes here, sometimes there 
(i. e., he is restless). " 
3 . nei 55 pu1J 35 ts;UIJ 35 pje 11 
he desc. of staring up 
pug 35 ts;u9 35 tc 33. 
desc. of staring down 
"He stared up and down with his eye_s wide open.r" 
. (For a detailed analysis of these examples, · see
section IV below. ) 
.
C. Some of these syllables occur with two or morer.
verbs or adjectives. 
The range of occurrence of these descriptive syllables 
is very restricted. It is not at all unusual for certain 
types of these syllables to co-occur only with a specific 
·verb or adj ective. Those people who propose to treat such 
syllables as affixes often take this fact to be conclusive. 
Actually, however, this pattern of co-occurrence is per­
fectly natural and understandable. Since the meaning of 
these syllables is so precise, the permissible range of.
modification will undoubtedly be restricted. Not all of 
these syllables are limited to occurring with a single 
verb or adjective, however. According to our preliminary 
findings, some may occur with several semantically related
verbs or adj ectives. Some even co-occur with both verbs 
and adjectives. For example, 
l.a. ki 55 he9 23 heQ 23 
weep sound of continuous sobbing 
"to sob continuously" 
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b. teu 21 nUI') 23 heQ 23 he9 23 
curse sound of continuous cursing with 
a low voice 
"to keep on cursing in a low voice" 
2.a. tc • au 33 tju 35 
pick up desc. of rapid upward movement 
"to pick up quickly" 
b .  kj e 35 tju 35 
carry on shoulder 
"to carry away quickly" 
c. gaQ 44 tju 35 
lift up 
"to lift up quickly" 
d .  kaD 21 tju 35 
hold
"to grasp quickly" 
e. tc 33 tju 35 
answer
"to answer quickly" 
3 . a. sei 44 keu 11 4eu 11 
dark desc. of darkness
"dark (of a dull, cloudy day)" 
b. tseu 12 keu 11 qeu 11 
dark
"dark (of the period after nightfall)" 
4.a. pi 23 tjeu 11 jeu 11 
flat desc. of flatness 
"very flat" 
b. faD 
wide
"very wide" 
tjeu 11 jeu 11 
desc. of width 
c .  nau 55 tjeu 11 jeu 11 
green desc. of a large area almost completely 
green
"a large area almost completely green" 
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d. kau 23 tjeu 11 jeu 11 
fall desc. of a large area in which every­
thing had been flattened 
"a large area which has been flattened out" 
e. j al) 44 tjeu 11 jeu 11 
fly desc. of flying aboutr· 
"to fly around with extended wings" 
5.a . tjeu 12 kje 12 xje 12 
laugh desc. of a beautiful laugh 
"smiling" 
b. 4o  33 kje 12 xje 12 
white desc. of perfect whiteness 
"absolutely ·white" 
c. xel) 44 kje 12 xje 12 
cool desc. of comfort 
"nice and cool" 
d. qal) 33 xi 33 kje 12 xje 12 
sweet heart desc. of happiness 
"very happy" 
6.a. 4jaIJ 35 qau 33 t ' au 33 
fall desc. of falling and rolling over
· ·"to fall and roll over slightly" 
b. ta 23 qau 33 t'au 33 
die desc .r- of dying immediately after 
rolling over
"to turn over and die immediately" 
c. peu 44 qau 33 t'au 33 
make a sound desc. of making a noise by
rolling over" 
"to roll over and make a noise" 
d. lei 35 qau 33 t • au 33 
short desc. of an object short enough to roll 
"to be so short that it will roll" 
D. These syllables have concrete lexical meanings.
Some people have said, " The meanings of the descrip- . 
tive syllables are very abstract. Considered separately 
fran the verbs or adjectives with which they occur, they are 
difficult to understand. Thus, these syllables can be
treated only as affixes.t" It is recognized that the lexi­
cal meanings of functors are generally not concrete. It is 
possible to maintain that they do not have lexical meanings 
at all, only grammatical meanings. Their meanings cannot
be determined apart from the context. No one, however,
claims that because of this functors are not words. We see, 
therefore, that the boundary between words and non-words 
does not lie in the realm of semantics (i.e o , whether or 
not the meaning of the item is concrete) .  In our prelimin:
ary research we have found that these syllables in Miao are:
not without lexical meaning. They do have lexical meanings 
which are both precise and concrete, at least more concrete
than the meanings of adverbs. For example, 
1. <lo 33 "white" can be followed by descriptive syl­
lables such as kje 12* xje 12, kUIJ 11 tUIJ 11, and �au 35-
p'au 35 , all indicating differents types of "whitet. 
a. 4 0  33 kje 12 xje 12 
white desc. of perfect whiteness 
"perfectly white (and attractive)" 
b. 4 0  33 kUIJ 11 till) 11 
white desc. of a degree of whiteness 
"white" 
c. 4 0  33 qau 35 p'au 35 
white desc. of a degree of whiteness which is 
not pretty
"all white (but unattractive) "  
2. <lei 33 "black" can be followed by syllables such 
as keD 12 t9eQ 12, tjeD 11 njeD 11, and keu 35 meu 35 , all
indicating different types of "black". 
a. qei 33 keQ 12 t9eD 12 
black desc. of perfect blackness 
"perfectly black (and attractive)t" 
b .  qei 33 tjeQ 11 njeg 11 
black desc. of a degree of blackness
" black" 
* 
The text has kje 13.  
c .  4ei 33 keu. 35 meu 35 
black desc. of a degree of blackness which is 
not pretty 
"all black (but ugly) " 
· 3. nau 55 "green" can be followed by syllables such .
as pug 33 jUIJ 33, keu 23 s'eu 23, and keu 35 s ' eu 35, all
indicating different types of "green". 
a. nau 55 PU1J 33 jUIJ 33 
green desc. of bright green 
"grass-green, bright green" 
b. nau 55 keu 23 s'eu 23 
green desc. of a degree of deep green which
is pretty 
"deep green ( and a ttracti·ve)" 
c .  nau 55 keu 35 s'eu 35 
green desc. of a deg ree of green which is 
not pretty 
"all green (but ugly) " 
The above examples of different colors illustrate the 
type of syllables used to modify adjectives. If the adjec­
tives had occurred alone,  we would have had no way of know­
ing how white , how black, or how green the object was . 
Only from the descriptive information supplied by the syl­
lables following the adjectives can the sense of "attrac­
tive" or "rug ly" be determined for "white", etc. This, then,
shows that these syllables have very concrete and precise 
lexical meanings. Their lexical meanings can also be 
clearly seen when they co-occur with verbs, as in the fol­
lowing exampless 
1. to 33 "to putJ to place" can be followed by syl.:. 
lables such as peg 12, ke9 12, and q' c 33, all indicating 
various manners in which an object is placed on something . 
a. to 33 peg 12 
put desc. of gentleness 
"to put down carefully" 
b. to 33 keg 12 
put desc. of stability 
"to place something so that it is steady" 
I
c. to 33 q' c 33 
put desc. of unconcern 
"to put down carelessly" 
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2. fa 11 "to arise, to get up" can be followed by 
syllables such as tsag 11, � 23 4o 23, and keu 33 ljeu 33,
all describing different ways of getting up. 
a. fa 11 tsag 11 
get up desc. of haste
"to get up •in a hurry"
b. fa 11 po 23 4 0  23 
get up descr. of jumping up •in haste
"to spring up suddenly" 
c. fa 11 keu 33 ljeu 33 keu 33 ljeu 33* 
get up desc. of a slow, steady movement 
"to get up with a slow, steady movement" 
3.  pje 44 "sleep" can be followed by syllables such 
as peQ 12, keu 33 4eu 33, kag 11 lag 11, and q'au 33**, 
describing various ways of sleeping. 
a. pje 44 peQ 12 
sleep desc. of stillness 
"to sleep quietly" 
b. pje 44 keu 33 4eu 33 
sleep desc. of a carefree manner
"to sleep peacefully" 
c .  pje 44 kag 11 lag 11 
sleep desc. of exhaustion 
"to sleep exhaustedly (with legs stretched out)" 
d .  pje 44 q'au 33 
sleep descr. of lightness 
"to sleep lightly" 
4. tjeu 12 "to laugh" can be followed by syllables 
such as tsr1 ei 55 and ha 35 to indicate different types of 
laughter. 
a. tjeu 12 ts'ei 55 ts ' ei 55 
laugh sound of continuous light laughter
"to laugh continuously with a low voice" 
The text has lieu 33 . 
**The text has q'au 32. 
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b. tjeu 11 �a 35 ha 35 
laugh sound of continuous loud laughter 
"to laugh continuously with a loud voice" 
It can be readily seen from the above examples that 
if the verb occurred alone, the precise aspect of the 
actions "to put" , "to get up" ,  "to sleep" , and " to laugh" 
could not be determineds. Only by means of the descriptive 
syllables following the verbs can the precise actions "to 
put down hurriedly" , "to place something so that it is 
steady" , and "to put down careles sly" be indicated . To smn 
up , these syllables ,  whether they occur with adjectives or
verbs , clearly manifest their lexical meaningss. 
E. The rules for linking these descriptive syllables 
to verbs and adjectives are the same as those for linking 
descriptive attributes with their heads .  For example, 
1 .  Verbs as attributes 
a .  rJa 35 jer:i 33 
meat salty
"salted meat" 
b.  nc 11 sau 23 
fish grain from a distillery 
"fish put into grain to cure; salted fish" 
c .  yi 33 qjag 35 
stone roll 
"stone roller" 
d .  qa 33 t c  35 
tail 
"pigtail" 
mje 11 
plait 
2 .  Adjectives as attributes 
t s c  35 4 'jau 33a.  
house big
"big house" 
b .  o 35 xi 33 
clothes new 
"new clothes " 
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c. nei 55 yeu 44 
person good
"good person" 
d .  t�u 33 tei 33 tjaD 23 
child fat
"fat child" 
3 .  Nouns as attributes 
a. tsc 35 Di 11 
house tile
"tile-roofed house" 
b .  Da 55 pa 44 
meat pig
"pork" 
c • ts' e i 35 tjeu 11 
words Han Chinese 
"Chinese language" 
d. ts ' ei 35 mu 33 
words Miao people
"Miao language" 
In the above examples, verbs, adjectives, and nouns 
used as attributes follow the head word. The aspect sylla� 
bles under consideration here follow verbs or adjectives, 
describing particular characteristics of the action or state
of being, respectively. The word order is exactly the same 
as that shown in the examples above. For this reason, it is 
reasonable to consider these descriptive syllables to be
words. 
In native Miao word order there is not only the pattern 
exemplified above in which verbs, adjectives, nouns, demon­
stratives, and interrogatives occurring as attributes follow 
the head, there is also a pattern in which numeral-classi­
fiers and adverbs occurring as attributes precede the head. 
A great number of new words and terms (such as "rectifica­
tion movement", "great leap forward", "people ' s  commune", 
etc. ) have been borrowed from Chinese, especially since the 
Liberation. In these borrowings, attributes of whatever
type generally precede the head. This has not only enriched 
the Miao lexicon, but it has also developed the Miao 
grammar. Thus, at present there are two types of word order
for Miao verbs, adjectives, and nouns occurring as attri­
butes. The so-called "native word order" is the first type 
mentioned above. 
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F. These aspect �-;1.lla.bles are different from the 
Cl1inese terms SllCh as (lti) yu-yu "dark green", (hei) chi-chi 
"pitch dark" ,  and the like. 
Students of Chinese grammar are, at present, all agreed 
that yu-yu, chi-chi, etc., are not to be considered words.
In view of the characteristics of the Chinese language, this
is a reasonable analysis. The Miao and Chinese languages
are closely related and have many features in common (e.g. , 
·tones, subject-predicate-object word order, numeral-classi­
fiers, word order of adverbs used as attributes). It cannot 
be denied, however, that each language has its own indivi­
dual ch�racteristics (e.g., in Miao, native nouns and adj ec­
tives occurring as attributes usually follow the head; ad­
j ectives can categorize nounsJ classifiers can occur alone
when modifying nouns, objects occur between predicates and 
complements). In Chinese, no  other words can be inserted
between yu-yu and lU "green" or between chi-chi and hei 
"black". Also, yu-yu, chi-chi, etc., cannot occur alone as
predicates. Furthermore, the order in which yu--yu and
chi-chi are combined with ltl and hei does not coincide with
the usual rules of modificat . These syllables ion in Chinese.
in Chinese, then, are different from the corresponding syl­
lables in Miao. They cannot be lumped together arbitrarily_. 
To sum up what has been presented above : the bond be­
tween these aspect syllables and the preceding verbs or ad­
jectives is not a tight one since other words or phrases 
may· occur bet·ween them, some of these syllables can occur
alone as predicates, some can be reduplicated to indicate
continuous actionJ some can be used with more than one verb 
or adj ective to indicate similar or identical characteris­
tics, these syllables all have rather precise lexical mean­
ings, the order in which they are combined with verbs or
adj ectives is the same as the native Miao order for com­
bining attributes and heads. On the basis of these charac­
teristics there is sufficient reason to treat these aspect
syllables as words. 
We shall now return to the discussion of the reasons 
for not treating these descriptive words as adverbs. There
are, of course, many languages in which adjectives and verbs 
are often modified by adverbs. In the past, there were
scholars investigating Chinese grammar who called all modi­
fiers of verbs and adjecti·ves " adverbs". This analysis must 
now be changed. At present, many scholars recognize that 
the k'uai "quick" of k'uai-chr' e  "express" and the k ' uai of 
k 1 uai-p 1 ao "running rapidly" both belong to the same word
class - adjective. That is, an additional function has been
assigned to the class of adjectives, "able to modify verbs 
and adjectives", and the former rule that "some words over­
lap the classes of adjecti·ves and adverbs" has been aban­
doned. We feel that this new treatment is much better. We
shall now turn our attention to the aspect syllables which 
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follow Miao verbs and adj ectives. Although they are used 
to modify verbs and adjectives, they cannot be analyzed as
adverbs because of the following points which distinguish 
them from adverbs: 
1. These syllables can be separated from the verbs 
(or adj ectives) by other words or phrases, whereas adverbs 
cannot. 
2. These syllables can be reduplicated to indicate 
continuous action. Adverbs , on the other hand, cannot be
reduplicated. 
3. Some of these syllables can occur alone as predi­
cates. Adverbs cannot occur alone as predicates.
4 .  These syllables follow verbs and adjectives, 
whereas adverbs generally precede verbs or adjectives.
5.  The lexical meanings of these syllables are pre­
cise, whereas those of adverbs are, by comparison, abstract. 
Because aspect syllables and adverbs differ in these 
respects, they cannot be classed together as adverbs. The 
reason for this is the same as that which distinguishes
between nouns and adjectives even though both can be used 
to modify nouns. Since the primary function of these syl­
lables is to describe the characteristics of verbs and ad­
j ectives, they may be called "aspect words". 
III . Characteristics of Aspect Words 
There are five main characteristics of aspect words. 
1. They rhyme and have the same tonet. With the ex­
ception of a very few examples having different finals, the
two syllables of disyllabic aspect words rhyme and have
identical tones. 
a. xau 44 ki 44 vi 44 
oblique desct. of obliqueness
" oblique" 
b. 4 ei 33  keu 35 meu 35 
black desc. of a degree of black which is 
unattractive 
"all black (but ugly)" 
c. to 23 pc 44 4 c  44 
explode sound of an explosion 
"to explode" 
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b .  
c·. 
d .  ti 44 teu 33 leu 33 
swell up · desc.  of a degree of swollennes s  
"to swell up like a drum" (said of the 1:;)elly) 
e .  q jaQ 44 PUIJ 11 ljUQ 11 quQ 11 
smooth surface desc. of smoothne ss  
"very smooth" 
2 .  They usually modify related verb s and adjectives .  
Since the primary function of aspect words is to modify 
verbs or adjectives ,  the· relationship between them and the 
word s they modify is a very close one. For this reason ,  
the same attributes and heads occur with each other rather 
frequentlys. 
a .  t�'i 44 kau 33 t� ' au 33 
angry desc. of pouting
"to pout in displeasures" 
fa 11 po 23 4 0  23 
..get up desc. of jumping up in haste
"to spring up suddenly" 
nau 35 tjeu 11 Jeu 11 
green desc.  of a large area becoming com­
pletely greens· 
"a large area turning green" 
d .  �au 12 ka _11 lja 11 
red desc. of blushing 
"red in the face" 
e .  4 O 33 kUIJ .11 tUJJ 11s-
white desc.  of whiteness 
"white" 
3 .  Aspect words can be reduplicated to indicate a 
continuation of the action . If the duration tos·be indi­
cated is of some length, the aspect words can be red1,.1pli­
cated more than once. 
a .  tja 12 qau 33 tsau 33 
jump desc. of jumping 
"to jump and hop" 
tja 12 qau 33 tsau 33 qau 33 tsau 33 
jump desc. of continuous jumping 
"to keep hopping around" 
b. lja 21 4jeI) 11 
sparkle desc. of flashing light
"to flash (once)" 
lja 21 4jeI) 11 4je!J 11
' 
sparkle desc. of continuous flashing
"to keep on flashingJ to sparkle continuously". 
c. ma 55 t ' au 33 
beat desc. of beating
"to beat" 
ma 55 t'au 33 t ' au 33 
beat desc. of continuous beating
"to keep on beating" 
ma 55 t • au 33 t ' au 33 t'au 33 t • au 33 
beat desc. of beating for a long time
"to keep on beating for a long time" 
4 .  The lexical of aspect words are very
precise. The lexical 
meanings
meanings of verbs and adjectives are
general in comparison to the much more specific lexical
meanings of aspect words. Thus, when aspect words &re used 
to modify verbs or adjectives, the actions or stative
features of whatever is described by the verbs or adjectives
are made more concrete and precise.
a. tjeu 12 kje 12 xje 12 
laugh desc. of a nice laugh
"to smile nicely" 
tjeu 12 ha 35 ha 35 
laugh sound of continuous loud laughter
"to keep laughing loudly"
b. ki 55 heg 23 he9 23 
cry sound of continuous weeping in a +ow
voice
"to keep on crying softly" 
ki 55 ho 11 ho 11 
cry sound· of continuous loud weeFing
"to keep on crying loudly" 
c. farJ 55 kc 21 le  21 
yellow desc. of light yellow
"light yellow" 
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faIJ 55 ka 23 la 23 
yellow desc. of dark yellow 
"dark yellow" 
d. 9au 12 ki 33 li 33 
red desc. of a degree of red 
"red (and pretty)" 
9au 12 ka 11 lja 11 · 
red desc. of blushing 
"red (but not very pretty)"
5 .  If the verb
.
has an object or the adjective a com­
plement (whether a word or a phrase), the aspect word fol­
lows the object or complement. 
a. le  11 kau 33 jau 33 
drift about desc. of fluttering 
"to flutter in the wind" 
le 11 0 35 kau 33 jau 33 
drift about clothes desc. of fluttering 
"The clothes flutter in the wind." 
le  11 0 35 t e 35 _ka_u_...,;:3 __3�j_a_
drift about clothes long descr. of fluttering 
"The gown flutters in the wind.r" 
b. kaIJ 21 tju 35 
hold in hand desc. of rapid upward movement 
"to grasp quickly" 
kaIJ 21 pje 11 tju 35 
•hold in hand hand desc. of rapid upward
movement
"to grasp the hand quickly" 
•
kaIJ 21 9u 9e hui t<;i 11 pJ e 11 
hold in hand HsU Hs"lieh-huei e lf. hand 
tju 35 
desc. of rapid upward movement 
"to grasp HsU HsUeh-huei's hand quickly" 
=-3u--=-3 
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IV. Types of Aspect Words 
Aspect words can be divided into various categories,
depending upon the features being emphasized. 
A. Number of syllables. Aspect words are either
monosyllabic or polysyllabic. Monosyllabic aspect words 
usually modify verbs. 
1 .  pu 44 ve!) 11 
boil desc. of boiling 
" to boil" 
2 .  tja 12 tsau 2 3  
•Jump desc . of upward movementt" 
"to hop up" 
3 . 9 I a!) 44 tsa 44 
scrub desc. of rough treatment 
"to scrub roughly" 
4. fa 11 tsa!J 11 
get up desct. of haste 
" to jump ·up quickly" 
5. ju 55 fu 11 
flutter sound of fluttering
"to flutter" 
6 .  tjeu 12 ha 35 
laugh sound of loud laughter 
" to laugh loudly" 
7. to 33 ke� 12 
put desc. of stability 
" to place something so that it is steady" 
8 .  ta 21 q'c 44 
throw desc. of being optional 
"to throw at will" 
There are also monosyllabic aspect words which moctify 
adj ectives, but their number is very small. Two such words 
are the following : 
9. t c  55 ne!) 33 
straight desc. of straightness 
"straight" 
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10 . laD 12 qeu 33 
faint desc. of fainting 
"unconscious" 
Most aspect words of more than one syllable are di­
syllabic. Polysyllabic aspect words generally modify both
verbs and adjectives. 
11 . haD 33 keu 33 ljeu 33 
walk descr. of slow walking
-rrto walk slowly" 
12. tja 12 qau 33 tsau 33 
jump desc. of jumping 
"to hop, to jump"
13 . teu 23 ki 33 li 33 
follow desc. of secrecy 
"to follow secretly" 
14 . pi 23 tjeu 11 jeu 11 
flat desc. of flatness
"flat (of a large area)"
15. keu 23 teu 33 leu 33 
hard desc. of hardness
"hard (and tight)" 
16 . na·u 55 PUD 33 jUD 33 
green desc. of bright green 
·"bright green, blue-green" 
Most aspect words are disyllabic. Additional exam­
ples will not be given. The following examples show aspect 
words of more than two syllables. 
17 . tjaD 23 pau 11 4au 11 qau 11 
fat desc. of softness 
"fat (but attractive)" 
18. tjaD 23 pu 23* neu 23 qeu 23 
. .  
fat desc. of plumpness 
"fat (and unattractive)" 
*
The final of this syllable should probably be -eu. 
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19 . 4jaD 35 pu9 11 ljUD 11 qurJ 11 
smooth desc . of smoothness 
"smooth and slippery" 
20 . mje 35 pau 35 tau 35 qau 35 
thin (liquid) desc. of being cooked until soft 
" cooked to a mush" 
B. Reduplication. Aspect words can be divided into 
two groups - those which can be reduplicated and those which 
cannot be reduplicatedr. As a general rule, both monosylla� 
bic and polysyllabic aspect words which modify verbs and can 
indicate continuous action can be reduplicated.
1. Monosyllabic aspect words 
a. 9 ' aQ 44 tsa 44 
scrub desc . of rough treatment
"to scrub roughly" 
�'aQ 44 tsa 44 tsa 44 
scrub desc. of continuous rough treatment
"to keep on scrubbing roughly" 
b. t�'rau 33 tju 35 
pick up desc. of rapid ·upward movement
"to pick up quickly" 
t9 1 au 33 tju 35 tju 35 
pick up desc. of continuo·us rapid upward
movement
"to keep on picking up quickly" 
c. tja 12 tsau 23 
jump descr. of upward movement 
"to jump up" 
tja 12 tsau 23 tsau 23 
jump descr. of repeated upward movements 
"to keep jumping up" 
2. Polysyllabic aspect words 
a. haQ 33 keu 33 ljeu 33 
walk descr. of slow walking
"to walk slowly" 
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haD 33 keu 33 ljeu 33 keu 33 ljeu 33 
walk desc. of continuous slow movements
"to keep on walking slowly" 
b. q jarJ 35 qau 33 t ' au 33 
fall desc. of a slight rolling movement 
"to fall down and roll over" 
4 jarJ 35 qau 33 t 1 au 33 qau 33 t ' au 33 
fall desc. of repeated rolling movements 
"to · keep on falling down and rolling over" 
C .  jarJ 44 ke9 21 je9 21 
fly descr. of rapid movements 
"to fly fast" 
fly
"to 
44 keg 21 jeg 21 keD 21 jerJ 21 
desc . of repeated rapid movements 
keep on fl.ying fast" 
When modifying adjectives or action verbs indicating 
punctual action, however, neither monosyllabic nor polysyl­
labic aspect words can be reduplicated.
a .  t O 35 qI C 44 
put desc. of unconcern 
"to p ·ut down carele.ssly" 
b. pje 44 perJ 12 
sleep desc. of stillness 
"to sleep quietly" 
c. karJ 21 terJ 12 
hold in hand desc. of firmness
"to grasp tightlyr" 
d. ma 35 pau 35 tjau 35 
hide desc. of safety
"to hide oneself safely" 
e. xje 33 gUrJ 11 qarJ 11 
tall desc. of height and leanness 
"to be tall and lean (of humans)" 
f. mi 23 kau 23 njau 23 
0
soft desc. of softness 
"to be soft and tender" 
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c. Predication. Aspect words can be divided into two 
groups - those which can occur as predicates and those which 
cannot occur as predicattes. Most Miao aspect words cannot 
occur as predicates. The few which can occur as predicates 
tlStlally occur in co·uplets. For example, 
1 .  4jaD 35 qau 35 kau 33 vau 33 
roll desc. of rolling over 
"to roll over" 
a. mUIJ 55 ta 35 lei 33 mUIJ 55 4 j aD 35 qau 35 
you take elf. that roll 
meu 11 haD 35 to 23 meu 11� 
go place what go
"Where did you roll it to�t" 
b .  mUIJ 55 � ' e  35 lei 33 mUIJ 55 
you look elf. that 
kau 33 vau 33 meu 11 kau 33 vau 33 lau 11 . 
desc. of rolling go desc. of rolling come 
"Look ! It rolls back and forth ! "  
2 .  4'au 35 kau 35 njau 35 
0 
crawl . desc. of exhaustion 
"to drag oneself around" 
a .  mUIJ 55 q ' au 35 meu 11 haD 35 to 33 
you crawl go place what 
meu 11 � "Where did you crawl off to� 
go 
b. mUIJ 55 kau 35 njau 35 kau 35 njau 35 
you desc. of continuous exhaustion 
meu 11 haD 35 to 23" 
go place what 
"Where are you going, dragging yourself along like that"t" 
3. jaD 44 tjeu 11 jeu 11 
fly desc. of flying around 
"to fly with extended wings , to soart" 
• • 
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35 
35 44 
Ja!J 44 11, mJe 21a. pa 35 
male 
4aIJ 
eagle 
na!J 
fly east, female 
• t9eu 23 .'ia!J 
eagle west 
" " The male eagle flew east, and the female .eagle flew west. 
Jar)
fly 
b. pa 35 4aIJ 35 tjeu 11 je·u 11 
male eagle dese. of flying around 
na!) 11, mje 21 4aIJ 35 tjeu 11 jeu 11 t�eu 23. 
east, female eagle dese. of flying around west 
"The male eagle soared toward the east, and the female 
eagle soared toward the west." 
4 .  xi 33 qUIJ 11 qaIJ 11 
tall dese. of height and leanness 
"to be tall and lean" 
a. tei 11 mUIJ 55 xi 33  va 44 . 
elf. that tall very
"That person is very tall." 
b. tei 11 mU!J 55* qUIJ 11 qaIJ 11 
elf. that dese. of height and leannes s  
lau 33 pje 11 va 44. 
foot hand very
"That person has very long limbs." 
5 .  le 11 
flow, drift dese. of flowing 
"to flow along" 
a. t9au 55 eu 33** l e  11 meu 11 naIJ 11 . 
elf. water 
"The river flows 
flow go
.tohthe east.h" 
east 
The text has ma9 55 . 
**The text has eu 32. 
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b. nei 55 ka9 11 ja1J 11 peu 44 nuIJ 35 
he desc. of flowing place this 
kaIJ 11 jaIJ 11 peu 44 i 33. 
desct. of flowing place that 
"He keeps wandering from this place to that." 
D. Description. As a final consideration, aspect 
words may be divided into onomatopoetic words and descrip­
tive words. For the most part, onomatopoetic aspect words 
describe the sounds of the actions and, at the same time,
indicate situational features. For example,
1 • t j e u 12 ha 35 ha 35 
laugh sound of continuous loud laughter 
"to laugh loudly" 
2. ts ' au 33 fu 11 fu 11 
blow with mouth sound of continuous blowing
"to keep on blowing" 
Descriptive aspect words are more numerous and can
describe verbs or adjectives. For example, 
3 .  t c  33 tju 35 
answer desc. of rapid movement
"to answer quickly" 
4. neIJ 12 tse1J 12 
pinch desc. of slowness
"to pinch slowly" 
5.  faIJ 55 kc 21 le 21 
yellow desc. of light yellow
"light yellow" 
6. la 11 kc 33 n c  
clean desc. of cleanliness 
"very clean" 
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1. 
FOUR-SYLLABLE COORDINATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE MIAO 
;LANGUAGE OF EASTERN KWEICHOW 
by
P'an YUan-en and Ts'ao Ts'ui-yi1n 
During the time we we,re learning and investigating the 
Miao language spoken in Lu shan, eastern-Kweichow, we came 
across many four-syllable expressions (henceforth referred 
to as "quadrisyllabics"). They can be divided into a .num­
ber of different types, depending on their structure, as
follows, 
2. 
Verb-Noun-Verb-Noun 
Adjective-Noun-Adjective-Noun 
3 . Noun-Adjective-Noun-Adjective 
4 .  Noun-Noun-Noun-Noun 
5 . Verb-Verb-Verb-Verb 
6 . Adj ective-Adjecti ve-Adj· ecti ve-Adj ective 
7 .  Disyllabic verb followed by its_ first. syllable
repeated plus - a functor 
8.  Verb-Functor-Verb-Functor 
9 . Adjective-Functor-Adjective-Functor 
10. Prefix-Classifier-Prefix-Classifier 
11. Prefix-Noun-Prefix-Noun 
12. Other types 
We shall now provide -examples of these constructions 
to exemplify our analysis.
TYPE 1.  -Verb-Noun-Verb-Noun 
Formula, ABAC , of which there are two subtypes. 
Subtype l .A. Brand Crare either synonymous or form a 
disyllabic. word. 
(1 ) nill) 55 niar.1 55 nUIJ 55 n�au 12 
eat year eat year .
"to ce�ebrate the New Year holidays" 
( 2 )  k ' a  44 c;ar.1 55 k' a 44 keQt- 22
h·urry market hurry market
"to go off to market" 
( 3 ) t'ar.1 12 l'liau 55 "t'ar.1 12 lo 12 
open mouth open mouth · 
"to open the mouth".r. 
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eat 
pond 
(4) haIJ 33 kUIJ 22 haIJ 33 ki 44 
walk road walk road 
"to walk" 
(5) haIJ 
walk 
<;'au 33 haIJ 33 q'e 12 
* relativeswalk 
"to visit relatives" 
Subtype l . B . B and Chare semantically related. 
( 6 )  nUIJ 
"to eat 
55 1Ji 55 
meat 
nUIJ 55 qUIJ 44 
eat food 
good food" 
( 7 )  k'i 33 li 55 
plow
"to plow" 
k'i 33 UIJ 44 
field plow 
(8 ) s'o 12 eu 44 s'o 12 t<; ' UIJ 33 
launder clothes launder cloth 
"to do oneh' s  laundry" 
( 9) tseo 53 kc 55 tseo 53 Jlo 22 
run reed pipe run gong, drum 
"to danceh" 
(10) te 13 lo 33 te 13 pi 22 
kick foot kick hand 
"to dance, moving arms and legs" 
(11) wa 13 nze 55 wa 13 m e  13 
wash ear wash face 
"to wash the face" 
These quadrisyllabics usually function as predicates
of sentences as in the following examples, 
(12 ) wa 33 ta.I) 53 nUIJ 44 nei:i 12 nUIJ 55 
two sky this future eat 
nUIJ 55 niaU 13** lo 13*** au 55 • 
eat year come completive 
"In two days we will celebrate the New Year holidays." 
*The gloss is missing. 
** In (1 ) the tone was given as 12.
* ** The tone is probably wrong since "come" is given else-
where as lo 22. 
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55 
a 55 33 
(13) •JU. 
he 
nc  33 nc  33 mUI) 22 k ' a  44 9ar:i 55· 
0 
day day . · go hurry market 
not 
n�ar:i 33 
ha·ve one 
k'a 4Ll- · ker:i 22 mUI) 31* ,  
go, 
•
l taIJ 53 
hurry market sky 
n�aIJ 33 tse 44. " He goes to market every day, never 
be at house 
staying home. " 
(14) wa 33 
two 
tar:i 
sky 
53 c • ari 44 
prefix) 
n�ar.i 
year 
55 i 44,
that, 
tse 44 
ho·use 
tse 44 
house 
taIJ 
all 
13 nUIJ 
eat 
55 
·h
I)i 55 
meat 
nUIJ 
eat 
55 . qUIJ 44. 
food 
"During the New Year celebrations every family has good 
food to eat.h" 
(15) tarJ 53 l1UIJ 44 vc 22 n�ar:i 33 tse 44 
sky this I be at house 
s 1 0 13 e·u 44 s'o 13 t9 ' UIJ 33 i 33 nc 33. 
la·under clothes launder cloth one day 
·" I  washed clothes at home all day today."h· 
(16) le 13 q'aIJ 44 n�aIJ 55 lo 22, faIJ 33
•arrive (prefix) year come, place 
qc  33 nau · l3 to 31 tc 33 yaIJ 13 tseo 53  kc 55 
Miao some child young . r"l l  reed pipe 
·tseo 53 JlO 22 s'a 13 yau 13 qa 53 . "At New Year's 
run drum veryh· interesting 
time, the Miao young people dance and have a good time." 
TYPE 2. Adjective-Noun-Adjective-Noun 
This_ type can be expressed by two formu1·aeh. 
Formula I ,  ABAC , of which there are ·two subtypes . 
* 
The tone for "go" is given elsewhere as 22. 
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55 
Subtype 2.I. A. Brand Crare synonymous or form a 
disyllabic word. 
(17) pa 22 nzarJ 55 i 22 pl 
• 13*
bad fame bad name
"to have a bad reputation" 
(18) <; 'arJ 13 marJ 22 �'arJ 13 m e  13 
red face red face
"to blush" 
(19) vi 55 n�au 55 vi 55 lo 13 
awry mouth awry mouth
"to have a wry mouth" 
Subtype 2 . I . B .  Brand Crare semantically related. 
(20) ne 13 eu 44 ne 13 t<; I UIJ 33
tear clothes tear cloth
"to be in rags" 
(21) faIJ 55 nze
yellow
"to be pale and thin"
ear 
farJ 55 me  13 
yellow face 
(22) ta 44 lo 33 ta 44 pi 22
long foot long hand
"to be tall" 
(23) <i ' e  44 f'UIJ 44 <i'e 44 nze
pointed head pointed ear
"to have a pointed head" 
Formula II, ABCD with A semantically related to C
and B to D. 
(24) s'UIJ 33 yaIJ 55 ta 44 pi 22 
steep summit long slope
"high mountains and steep cliffs" 
(25) farJ 55 nze 55 au 5 3 me  13
yellow ear swollen face
"pale and bloated" 
(26) <}'o 33 farJ 33 no 13 yarJ 13
big place many village
"large, heavily populated area" 
This example should have been listed as a subtype of Type 
2, Formula II. 
qc 33 
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J1i 55 
55 
55 
(prefix) 
(27)  J10 22 vc 55 tsau 53 ta 33 
cloudy sky dark earth 
"deep darkness" 
Quadrisyllabics of Type 2 are generally used in a 
sentence as predicate or modifier, as in the following 
examples , 
(28 )  
he 
t9eo 13 l e  55 mUJ) 22 C 13 n�ar:i 
goh,h. robber,
13 , 
only one elf. do . 
pi 33 S C  22 pa 22 
we bad 
nzar:i 
fame 
pi 13 
name
pa 22 
bad 
C 13 
do all 
t9au 22  . "He was the only one who became a robber, b·ut 
c ompletive 
it made all of us have a bad reputationh. "  
n c(2 9 ) t9h1 er:i 44 ter:i 55 , to 22 
begin before, 
13C 
dosome person 
qau 33 le  55 l e  55 S C  22 ne 13 eu 44 ne 13 
work elf .h. elf. all tear clothes tear 
. .
t9h1 ur:i 33* . "In the past, every worker was in rags."h. 
cloth 
( 30 ) tc 22 
elf. 
tc  33 pe 13 C 33 . <l ' e  44 
child pig that pointed 
f 1 UrJ 44 <1•1 e 44 nze 55 t ' c  44 tc 22 nar:i 22 i 53 . 
head pointed ear resemble elf. rat that· 
"That small pig has a pointed head like a rat." 
(31 ) t c  22 nc 55 ta 44 lo 33 ta 44 Pl • 22 
elf. person long foot long hand 
i 44 , . harJ 33 kUIJ 22 s'a 13 xi 13 . " That tall person
that walk road most fast 
walks the fastest. II 
The aspiration is missing in the text. 
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(35 ) 
(37 )  pi 33 faQ 33 sc  22 to 13 
TYPE 3 .  Noun-Adjective-Noun-Adjective 
Formulas ABCD with A semantically related to C
and B to D. 
(32) li 55 kc  22 la 13 ko 53
f ield dryt. earth hard
"arid land" 
(33 ) tau 55 j 1 0 33 tse 44 faQ 44
door big house wide
"a mansion" 
(34 ) nc  33 le 22 maQ 13 yau 13 
0 0 
day cleart. night good
"an auspicious day" 
XO 33 le 22 s'e 44 yau 13 
sentence clean word good
"valuable words" 
(36 ) tau 55 pa 22 tse 44 ne 13
door bad house rotten 
"a broken-down house" 
Quadrisyllabics such as the above are used, for the 
most part, as subject, complement, or object of a sentence. 
In the data we collected, however, there are no examples of 
this type actually occurring as subject. Nevertheless,
they may be found eventually since these quadrisyllabics 
occur in the positions filled by nominals. For example, 
we place all be 
Ai 55* kc  22 la 13
field dry earth 
ko 53 .£.a 22 .£.a 22. "Our area is dry and arid." 
hard completely 
(38) t�'eQ 44 teQ 55 , pi 33 n�aQ 33 to 13
begin before, we dwell locative 
to 22 tau 55 pa 22 tse 44 ne 13 , � • o  13 nUQ 44 
some door bad house rotten, time this 
pi 33 niaQ 33 to 13 to 22 tau 55 j'o 33 tse 44 
we dwell locative some door big house 
* 
The use oft.£. instead of 1 as in (32) may be a printer's
error. 
• • 
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(39) 55 44 
33 
fa!) 44. "We used to live in shacks, now we live in
wide 
•mansions . " 
mUI) �'i taIJ 53 te 13 to 13 nc  33 
sky which be dayyou see 
le 22 ma!) 13 yau 13 t9a 55 Pl
• 
0 
night good 
yau 13 mUI) 22 
clear then we be able go 
se 53 t c  22 n�a!) 33 lo 33*. "You decide which day lS•receive elf • wife come 
• • will go fetch the bride. ftauspic io·us, then we 
.. 
(40) Jli 55 n c· 55 leo 22 S C  22 9 ' aIJ 44 f ' au 13
he person old all awards 
pi 33 to 22 XO 33 le 22 s ' e  44 yau 13 £.a 22 £.a 22. 
we some sentence clean word good completely 
"All that the elder bestows upon us is valuable advice." 
TYPE 4 .  Noun-Noun-Noun-Noun 
This type, too, can be expressed by two for-
m·ulaeh. 
Formula I ,  AABB where A and Bhare semantically
related. 
(41) faIJ 33 faIJh·h33 ya!) 22 ya!) 22 
place place village village 
"every village; e·verywhere" 
(42 ) t,a·u 55 t,au 55 tse 44 tse 44 
door door house house · . 
"every householdh" 
(43) vi 44 vi 44 ieo 13 i eo 13 
wife wife h·usband husband 
"every man and woman" 
* 
Possibly an error. Elsewhere the tone of " come" is 22. 
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33 ( l1 J 1 ) he 33 l1e
shoes 
t I 0. 13
socks 
t ' o 13
socks·shoesr
"shoes and socks" 
(45 ) au 33 au 33 nUIJ 13 nUIJ
• 
13 
water water rain rain
"rainwater" 
Formula Ila ABAC where B and Crare semantically 
related. 
(46) tse 44 po 44 tse 44 yau 13
house upper floor house side room
"a house with two or more stories" 
(47 ) faIJ 33 to 22 faIJ 33 :,; a  13
place Han Chinese place Pu-i people 
"a distant region; a Chinese area"· 
These quadrisyllabics usually occur as subject or 
object of a sentence, although there are instances in which 
·they can be used as predicate. For example, 
(48) ni 55 * to 13 tc 22 n c  55 C 13 te 13,
he be elf. person do what, 
faIJ 33 faIJ 33 yaI) 22 yaI) 22 S C  22 PUIJ 33 t�au 22. 
place place · village village all know completive 
"People everywhere all know what sort of person he is. " 
(49) 9 ' 0  13 nUI) 44 m e  55 vi 44 vi 44 :,;eo 13
time this they wife wife husband 
:,;eo 13 t,aI) 13 S C  22 ta 55 mUIJ 22 qc  33 yau 44
husband all whole go (prefix) open fields 
c 13 qau 33 .  "Now couples from every household all go out 
do work 
to work in the fields. "  
(50) v c  22 ffiUIJ 22 le 13 fal) 33 to 22
I go arrive place Han Chinese 
fal) 33 :,;a 13 9 'i 44 to 22 n c  55 t9au 33 naI) 22 
place Pu-i people see some people wear 
*
Probably an error. Elsewhere "he" is Jli 55 . 
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a 55 
go, 
33 · 33 
5 3  
44 
55 
(55 )  
not 
i 33 c;.ur:i 44 
kind
eu 44 ner:i 5 3 C 13 
clothes each do 
ho 5 3
resembleone 
mur:i 22 , 
pi 33 faIJ 33 tcau 22 . "I went to a distant region and 
we place completive 
saw people there wearing clothes different fiom those worn 
in our own area.s" 
(51 )  t'0 55 kc 55 tr;ar:i 55 • 
land reform fini$hed 
qUl]
then 
te 44
take
. pl 
we . 
•ti 13 tso 55 haIJ 
land lord possessive 
t 8  22 teo 44 li 55
word 
teo 44· 
field wordsome 
la 13 S C  22 p'i 44 teo 22 IDWJ -22 tr;au 22 au 55 . 
earth whole burn fire go finished completive 
"After the l·and reform program was finished , we b·urned all
the deeds of the landlords . s" 
(52) wa 3 3  taIJ 5 3  nWJ 44 a·u 33 au 33  nUIJ 13
•two sky this water water rain 
nuIJ 13 a 55 yau 13 mUIJ 22 lo 44 nzaIJ 55 r; ' i  3 3
•rain not good go break grass chop 
teo 22 _ tr;au 22 . "It rained for the past two days S.O 
firewood completive 
it is not a good time to go cut grass or chop firewood . " 
TYPE 2· Verb�Verb-Verb-Verb 
This type can be described with two formulae. 
.
Formula I :  AABBsin which A and Bsare semantically 
relateds. 
(5 3) keIJ 55 keIJ 55 n�aIJ n�aIJ 44 
weep weep howl 
"weeping and wailing" 
howl 
nWJ(54 )  nuiJ 55 
eat 
ha·u 5 3  ha·u 5 3  
drink drinkeat 
"eating and drinking" 
ti 33 ti 33 t ' a  13 t ' a  13 
beat beat scold scold 
"to abuse " 
(57 )  
go 
Jli 55 
' ))'
'-'- 0 
(56 ) q'e 33 q ' e  33 yi 22 yi 22
bind bind pull pullr.
"to bind up and pull" 
mUIJ lo 22 lo 22mU!J 22 22 
go
"coming and going" 
come come 
(58 )  t9i 13 t9i 13 Q a  22 Q a  22 
up up down down
"to climb up and down" 
(5 9 )  AU!J 55 AU!J 55 xau 53 xau 5 3 
expand expand contract contract
"to hesitate" 
Formula II t ABAC in which B is mu9 22
C is lo 22 "come". 
(60 )  haQ 33 mUQ 22 haQ 33 lo 22
walk go walk come
"to walk back and forth" 
(61 )  nc  13 mUIJ 22 nc  13 lo 22
ask go ask come
"to ask persistently" 
(62 ) yeo 44 mU!J 22 yeo 44 lo 22 
say go say come
"to talk continuously" 
(63 ) �i 55 meQ 13 ta 13
he mother die 
nc  33 nc  33 taQ 13 
• 0
day day all 
keQ 55 
"go" and 
Quadrisyllabics of type 5 are generally used as predi­
cates. For example, 
mU!J 22 au 55,
go completive,
keQ 55 niaQ 44 
howlhe weep weep 
niaQ 44 . "Since his mother died, he has been weeping and 
howl 
wailing day after day. " 
taQ 13 to 13
ladder locative 
haQ 44
place
(64 ) teo 33 
put 
taQ 33
elf. 
C 33, to 22 t9eo 33 tc  33 nc  33 n c  33 ta 55 mUQ 22 
0 0
that, some (prefix) child day day come go 
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tc;i 13 tc;i 13 IJa 22 IJa 22 . "A ladder was put there. 
up up down down 
Now day after day children come to climb up and down on it." 
(65 ) mU1J 55 iU1J 44 t�a 55 q c  22 
you hand -over then (functor ) 
;uIJ 44 tsa 13 ta 55 to 13 vc 22, mUIJ 55 AUlJ 55
hand overr· quick come give . me, you expandr· 
AUIJ 55 xa u 53 xa u 53 c 13 1 c 3 3 c;i 44 • 
expand contract contract do elf. what 
"If you are going to hand it over to me , then hand it over
quickly. What makes you hesitate�r" 
(66) tc  22 nc  55 q c  22 c;i  44 n;arJ 33 to 13
elf. person what be atr· locative 
ki 44 kUIJ 22 C 33 tSeIJ 55 haIJ 33 mUIJ 44* haIJ 33 lo
elf. road that always walk go walk come 
sa 55 P'UIJ 53 �i 55 haIJ 33 . mUIJ 22 haIJ 44 te 13 . 
also not see he walk go place what 
"Who is that walking back and forth along the road" I
don't see him getting anywhere . "  
TYPEr§_. Adjective-Adjective-Adjective-Adjective 
Formula: AABB in which A and Brare semantically
related. 
(67) faIJ 55 faIJ 55 c; ' arJ 13 c;' ar.1 13
yellow yellow red red
''colorfulrJ all colors" 
(68) t'o 33 . t'o 33 ;au 13 ;au 13
big big small small
"all sizes" 
(69) xi 33 xi 33 ka 22 ka 22 
high high low low
nall heights" 
The tone should be 22. 
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33 33 
C 33 
C 33 
(70) ta 44 ta 44 le 44 l e  44
long long short short
"all lengths" 
Quadrisyllabics such as these are generally used as
predicates, although they are sometimes found also as sub­
jects. For example, 
(71) me 55 ki 22 to 22 t<; I i 53 <j' o 33 tc;'i 53
they carry some flag big flag
�au 13 far) 55 far) 55 9 I al') 13 c; 'arJ 13 s ' a  13 mer· 55
small yellow yellow red red very ha·ve 
iarJ 13. "The large and small banners they carry are 
pattern
colorful and very pretty.r" 
(72) to 22 nc  55 tc;au
some people all 
cj ' o
big 
cj ' o  33
big 
�au 13 �au 13 S C  22* ta 55 mUIJ 22 n�arJ 33 t,o 13
small small all come go be at locative 
harJ
place
44 
that 
pc  44 C 44 pc  44 ta 44.
full (functor) full (functor) 
"People of all ages come and stand there in large crowds. II 
(73) to 22 tau 13 C 44 S C  22 xi 33 xi 33 
some tree that all high high
ka 22 ka 22 a 55 t,arJ 22 tsar) 55 �arJ 55 . "Those trees 
low low not very neat 
are not all the same height and do not look very neat . "  
(74 )  to 22 
some 
tarJ 5 3
bench that 
ta 44
long 
ta 44
long 
le  44
short 
le 44 t,arJ 13 n�arJ 33, mUIJ 55 au 44 t,arJ 33 te 13
short all have, you want elfr. which 
ho 22. "Those benches are of all lengths. You can 
all right 
have whichever you want." 
*
The gloss is missing in the text. 
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(79) 
TYPE 7. Disyllabic verb followed by its first syllable
repeated plus a functor 
Formula , ABAC in which the second A is the first
syllable of the disyllabic verb AB.
Some of these initial syllables have
independent meanings whereas others do 
notr. C is always the functor k ' i  13 .  
( 75 ) s 'e!J 5 3 p '  e!J 5 3 · s 'e!J 5 3 k' i 13
feel around feel (f·unctor) 
"to feel around indiscriminately" 
(76 ) ma!J 5 3 tc;a!J 53  ma!J 5 3  k ' i  13
rub between the hands rub (functor) 
"to rub around in the hands" 
(77) tseo 5 3  t ' eo 5 3  tseo 5 3  k ' i  13
scamper about run (functor)
"to scamper about" 
(78 ) q ' a!J 44 farJ 44 q. ' a!J 44 . k '  i 13
boast _ (functor) (functor)
"to boast excessively" 
n�o 55 n�o 22 n�o 55 k ' i  13
squat (f·unctor) (functor)
"to sq·ua t just anywhere" 
(80)  c; c  55 � c  22 c; c  55 k ' i  13
rub (functor) (functor)
"to rub indiscriminately" 
Quadrisyllabics such as these are generally used as 
sentence predicates. Thus, 
(81)  mU!J 55 s'e!J 5 3  p ' e!J 5 3  s'e!J 5 3  k'i 13 
you feel around feel (functor) 
le  33 q c  22 c;i 44. "What is it that you are feeling all 
elf . what 
(82 ) Jl i  55 c; ' o  13 c;'o 13 ta!J 13 q'a!J 44 f ' a!J 44*
he time time all boast 
q.'a!J 44 k'i 13 yeo 44 Jl i 55 ki 44 ki 44 ta!J 13
(f lmc tor) (flmctor) say he sort sort all 
*
The previo·us example (78) was given as unaspira ted. 
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seo 55 c 13. "Her' s  always boasting that he can do all
be able do 
sorts of things.r" 
TYPE 8. Verb-Functor-Verb-Functor 
Formula, ABAC in which B is the final of the 
syllable A but with the high level tone 
55. C is always ta 33. 
(83) ti 5 3* i 55 ti 5 3  ta 33
beat (functor) beat (functor) 
·"always jumping, hopping and jumping"r
(84) to 5 3  o 55 to 5 3  ta 33
laugh (functor) laugh (functor)
"always laughing" 
(85 ) tseo 5 3  eo 55 tseo 5 3  ta 33 
run (functor) run (functor)
"always running" 
(86 ) t'a 13 a 55 t'a 13 ta 33
scold (functor) scold (functor)
"always scolding" 
(87 ) kerJ 55 er) 55 kerJ 55 ta 33 
weep (functor) weep (functor)
"always crying" 
(88 ) niarJ 13 arJ 55 n,;arJ 13 ta 33
vibrate (functor) vibrate (functor)
"always vibrating" 
Quadrisyllabics such as these are used as predicates. 
Note, for example, 
(89) ft,i 55 pa 44 a 55 pc  33 Jli 55 mUI) 22
he father not allow he go 
c 13 lUI) 13,  Jli 55 qUI) 33 ti 5 3  i 55 ti 5 3
play, he then jump (functor) jump 
ta 33 kerJ 55 to 13 teu 33 tse 44.
(functor) weep locative (prefix) house 
*
The gloss should be "jump". Compare t,i 5 3  "jump" in (89)
with ti 33 "beat" in ( 90 ) . 
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eI) 55 
"His father would not let him go play, so he started jump­
ing and crying all through the house.h11 
(90) a 55 PUIJ 33 t c  22 9i 44 ti 33 �i 55 , 
not know elf. what beat he, 
� 55 
he 
�'eo 53 keI) 55 
weep 
keIJ 55 ta 33
then (functor) weep (functor) 
" I  d on ' :t know who beat him up. io 13  haI) 44 c 33. 
placelocative that 
He ' s  over there crying." 
TYPE 2· Adjective-Functor-Adjective�Functor 
Formula s ABAC , of which there are two subtypes. 
Subtype 9.A. Bhand Chare not restricted to any 
particular kinds of syllables. 
( 91 )  4au 13 pi 44 4au 13 po 5 3  
purple (functor) purple (functor)
"purple (unattractive)" 
( 92 )  4eo 33 la 55 4eo 33 tUIJ 22 
white (functor) ·hwhiteh· · (functor)
"pale, ashen (unattractive)" 
( 93 ) 9'aIJ 13 li 55 � ' aIJ 13 la 22 
red (functor) red . (functor)
"blood-red (unattractive)"
(94 )  nio 55 la 55 n,;o 55 s'o 44 
·hgreen (functor) green (functor) 
"dark green (as deep· water)" 
faI) 55 t9aIJ 33 faIJ 55 l e  5 3 ( 95  ) 
yellow (functor) yellow (functor)
"dull yellow (referring primarily to plants)" 
Subtype 9 . B. B is the final of the syllable A but 
with the high level tone 55 . C is 
- always ta 33 . 
( 96 ) yau 13 au 55 yau 13  ta 33 
good (functor) good (functor)
"very good " 
( 97 ) 
( 98 )  
') ""' ,...,:_c.l""" 
xi 33 i 55 xi 33 ta 33
high (functor) high (functor) 
"very high, ·very tall" 
<; ' aIJ 13 aIJ 55 <; ' arJ 13 ta 33
red (functor) red (functor)
"very red" 
( 99) taIJ 13 arJ 55 taIJ 13 ta 33
fat (functor) fat (functor) 
"very fat" 
(100) xi 13 i 55 xi 13 ta 33
fast (functor) fast (functor)
"very fast" 
Type 9 quadrisyllabics generally occur as predicates 
or modifiers. Thus, for example, 
(101) mUI) 55 <;'i 44 Jli 55 4au 13* pi 44 
you see he purple (functor) 
clau 13 po 53 ho 22, Jli 55 t<;o 55 xi 33 s'a 13
purple (functor) also good, he elf'. heart very 
yau 13 se 55 s 'a 13 karJ 13 IJa  13 C 13 qau 33 .
good also very endeavor do work 
"Though it is obvious that he is not good looking , he is 
very kind and works very hard." 
(102) tc 22 <;i  44 C 13 t<;.  1 0 44 au 33
elf. what do pour water 
yi 33 maIJ 53 <; ' aIJ 13 to 13 qc  33 jarJ 55 ta 33
ink red locative earth surface above 
S C  22 <;'aIJ 13 Ai 55** <;'arJ 13 Aa 22 nUIJ 44 � 
all red (functor) red (functor) this 
"Who poured red ink on the floor making it all red like
this'ar" 
(103) k c  22 leo 22 ta 22 t<;o 13 va 13
drought long time extreme 
The text has au 13 instead of 4au 13 . 
**In example ( 93 ) this functor was given as li 55 . 
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13 
qc · 33 
a 55, teu 33 la 13 to 22 t<;erJ 33 meQ 55
completive, (prefix) earth some sorghum 
to 22 S C  22 farJ 55 t<;arJ 33 farJ 55 le 53 · 
·Han Chinese all yellow (functor) yellow (functor) 
tr;au 22 au 55 . "There has been such a long and 
completive completive 
severe drought that the corn in the fields is all witheredh. "  
(104 )  <; 1 0 13 n'LUJ 44 pi 33 ki 44 ki 44 "t;aQ 13 
time this we sort sort all 
S C  22 yau 13 au 55 yau 13 ta 33. 
all good (functor) good (functor) 
"Now everything is just fine for us." 
(105) me  55 t'o 13  to 55 n�erJ 55 ta 55
they drag some water buffalo come 
mUQ 22 C 13 <;i 13 tau 13 i 44 , tc 22 tc 22 S C  22 
go do mutual fight that, elf. elf . all 
tarJ 
fat 
arJ 55 tarJ 13 ta 3·3 . "Those water buffaloes 
(functor) fat . (functor) 
that they led off to fight were all very fat • ." 
TYPE 10. Prefix-Classifier-Prefix-Classifier 
· Formula: ABAB 
(106) qc  33 <;arJ 33 qe 33 <;arJ 33 
(prefix) elf. for pieces 
"piece by piece ; in pieces" 
q e  33 teu 22 
. (prefix)
(107 ) teu 22 
elf. for sheets 
"sheet by sheet; inhsheets"·h
(108 ) qc 33 le 33 q e  33 le 33 
(prefix) elfh. for items 
"one (item) by one" . 
(109) q e  33 q ' a  44 qc  33 q'a 44 
(prefix) elf. for packages 
"package by package"· 
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(prefix) 
(110 ) q c  33 ko 44 q e 33 ko 44
(prefix) elf. for flowers 
"blossom by blossom" 
These quadrisyllabics are generally found as comple­
ments of verbs or as objects. For example, 
(111) v c  22 au 44 tarJ 33 teu 5 3 te 44 4 ' e  53  
I use hold knife take cut 
AaIJ 55 teu 44 mU!J 44 t9arJ 5·5 q c 33 AeU 22 
elf. paper that become (prefix) elf. for sheets 
qc 33 leu 22 t9a 55 ki 44 te 44 XO 13 . 
(prefix) elf. for sheets after again take write 
"I cut that piece of paper into sheets with a knife and 
then I wrote on them.t" 
(112) v e  22 au 44 ta!J 33 se 13 te 44 p'a 13 
I use hold machete take slice 
tau 13 teu 5 3  t9aIJ 55
bamboo become 
qc 33 9a!J 33
elf. for pieces 
qc 33 
(prefix) 
9aIJ 33. " I  sliced the bamboo into pieces with a 
elf. for pieces 
machetet. "  
.
( 113) mUl) 55 XO 13 to 22 teo 443 nU!J 44, 
you write some character this, 
n,;aIJ 33 q c 33 l e  33 q c 33 le 33
have (prefix) elf. for items (prefix) elf. for items 
v e  22 a 55 ta!J 22 9a!J 5 3 .  "I  do not recognize some of 
I not very recognize 
these characters you wrote.t" 
( 114) mUl) 55 mUl) 22 me 22 t'a!J 5 3, me 22 
you go buy sugar, buy 
to 22 q e 33 q'a 44 q e 33 
some (prefix) elf. for packages (prefix) 
q'a 44 i 44 9 'eo 5 3  yau 13 . "When you go to 
elf. for packages that then good 
buy sugar, only buy the kind that comes in packages.t" 
44 
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qe  33 
13 
55 
house 
TYPE 11. Prefix-Noun-Prefix-Noun 
Formula , ABAC in which Bhand Chare . semantically
relatedh. 
q'a 44 
package
(115) 1 0 55 qe  33 
package
parcel"
(prefix) 
,)package, 
tUIJ 44 - qe  33h- wa 13(116) q e 33 
. tip, .endseason . .(prefix)
"season, festival" 
(117) qe  33 tau 55 q e  33 tse 44 
(prefix) door · house 
,)family property" 
(118) qe  33 nzaIJ 55 qe  33  tau 13 
(prefix) grass tree 
"plantsh(, 
(119) qe 33 ne  33 qe  33 maI) 13 
0 0 
(prefix) day night
"daysh" 
Type 11 quadrisyllabics are used as· subjects and,
occasionally, objects . Note, for example, 
(120) wah- 33 taIJ 53 DUI) 44 tse 44 
two sky this 
taIJ 
all 
tse 
house 
mW) 22 me 22 I) i 55 me 22 tc;eo 44 te 44 IlurJ 
go buy meat buy liquor take eat 
turJ 44 wa 13. "A couple of days ago(e 33
prefix) 
(e  33
prefix) endseason 
every household went to buy meat and liquor in order to 
celebrate the holidays.h" 
•(121) c;'o 13 DUI) 44 Pl 33 te 44 to  22 q e  33 
time this we take some (prefix) 
tau 55 q e  33 tse 44 DUI) 44 lo 22 teo 13 e 13 
door (prefix) house this come divide do 
l e  55 peIJ 13 l e  55 peIJ 1 3 .  "Now we divide the family
elfh. share elf. share 
property so that each person has his own share . "  
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come completive completive 
(122) tUIJ 33 
constantly 
nUI] 44
this 
lo 22 
come 
ta 22 
some 
q c  33
(prefix) 
nzarJ 55 
grass 
q c  33
(prefix) 
tau 13 
tree 
S C  22 
all 
lUIJ 22
produce 
q c  33
(prefix) 
nau 55
leaf 
ta 55 tcau 22 au 55. "Recently the plants all 
sprouted.t" 
(123) q c  33 nc  33 q c  33 marJ 13 fa 13 
0 
(prefix) day (prefix) night pass 
mUIJ 22 xi 13 va 13 a 55, 9 1 0 13 nUIJ 44 
go fast very completive , time this 
ka 22 Aa 22 p'arJ le 13 4 I a 13 tsa 33 a 55 . 
very quickly already arrive month five completive 
"The days have gone by so quickly - we are. in the fifth 
month already." 
TYPE 12. Other Types 
The four-syllable coordinative constructions found 
in the Miao language of eastern Kweichow are not limited to
the eleven types listed abovet. Recently, while organizing 
our data, we discovered several new types. Although there 
are not many examples of these additional types, we shall
add them to the types listed above as follows: 
Type 12.A. Verb-Adjective-Verb-Adjective 
This type can be expressed by two formulae. 
Formula I a  ABAC in which Btand C together form 
a di�yllabic word. 
(124) ta 55 s'e 33 ta 55 Aa 22 
come come
"to come in vain" (s'e 33 Aa 22 is a di­
·syllabic word meaning "empty". )  
(125) c 13 s'e 33 C 13 Aa 22 
do do 
"to do in vain" (i. e. , without getting 
paid) 
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Formula II: ABCD in which A is semantically 
related to C and B to D. 
(126) nUIJ 55 i'O 33 naIJ 22 faIJ 44
eat big wear wide
"to be corrupt" (a metaphor used to describe 
officials of the old regimes) 
Type 12. B .  Adjective-Verb-Adjective-Verb 
Formula: ABAC 1n which Brand Crare synonymous.
(127) �a 44 9'i 44 9a 44 IJaIJ 13 
difficult see difficult see
"bad-looking" 
Type 12.rC. Noun-Verb-Noun-Verb 
Formula: ABCD in which A is semantically 
related to C and B to D .  
(128) au 33 k' C 33 teo 22 t9eIJ 13
water boil fire burn 
•"to be in deep distress; t-o be in misery" 
Type 12 . D. Verb-Noun-Verb-Functor 
Formulas ABAC 
(129) qaIJ 33 s'e 44 qaIJ 33 £.a 53
boast words boast (functor)
"to talk big; to exaggerate one'rs own 
abilities" 
Because our data are insufficient, we are unable to 
state how these quadrisyllabics are used in sentences . ·
Altogether, fifteen types of quadrisyllabics have been 
listed above. Which of them should be considered words and
which compounds is a problem which merits further study by 
the comrades. We shall not discuss the problem here. It
is very difficult to find criteria which can-be used to 
distinguish words from compounds in Miao. This is exactly 
·like the problem in Chinese where there is no preciser
boundary between words and phrases. Although we shall dis­
regard, for the present, the problem of distinguishing
words from compounds, we do want to offer our opinion con­
cerning the transcription of the quadrisyllabics mentioned 
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above. Of course, our opinion might be erroneous, so we 
would ask our comrades to correct us . 
We have based our transcription of this linguistic 
phenomenon on the following criteria: (1) some of the
syllables are either meaningless or bound; ( 2 )  the second 
and fourth or first and third syllables, respectively,  form
disyllabic words3 and ( 3 )  although all four syllables may 
have an independent meaning, that meaning is extended or
modified when the syllables are used together. * 
If we examine the above fif.teen types of quadrisylla­
bics in the light of these criteria, we find that every type 
meets our conditions. We shall again briefly exemplify 
some of the types . 
1 .  nUIJ 55 n�arJ 55 nUIJ 55 n�au 13
eat year eat year
"to celebrate the New Year holidays" 
In this example , nUIJ 55 n,;aIJ 55 means "to celebrate 
the New Year". However, nUIJ 55 n,;au 13  does not occur 
independently. Only by co-occurring with nUIJ 55 n�arJ 55
does it carry the meaning "to celebrate the New Year
holidays". 
2 .  harJ 33 kUIJ 22 harJ 33 ki 44
walk road walk road
"to walk" 
This example illustrates a very interesting and 
very common phenomenon in Miaor. The first two syllables 
and the last two syllables both mean "to walk". In many 
areas around Lu shan the form haIJ 33 kug 22 is used, but 
not the fonn hag 33 ki 44 . Around T ' ai chiang , on the
other hand, only ha� 33 ki 44 is used, not haIJ 33 kUIJ 22  . 
In both places, however, the quadrisyllabic is used. 
3 .  ne 13 eu 44 ne 13  tc; ' U1J  33 
tear clothes tear cloth
"to be in rags" 
Here, ne 13 eu 44 alone indicates that the upper 
garments are torn, whereas ne 13 t� 'rUIJ 33 alone indicates
that the apron worn around the front and back by Miao 
women is torn. When the two expressions co-occur, however , 
the meaning is that all the clothes are torn and can be 
used to refer to both men and women. 
*
The writers apparently consider the quadrisyllabics to be 
idioms and thus unitary constructions. 
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4. tau 55  1'o 33* tser·r44 faIJ 44.
door big house wide
"a mansion" 
In this example, tau 55 <j ' o  33 alone refers to the 
door of the central room of each house. When the four 
syllables are used together, they do not mean that the 
ho·use is spacious and the door is wide, but rather that 
the overall style of the house is very big.
5. faIJ 33 far) 33 ya!) 22 yaQ 22
place place village village
"everywhere"
Here, "place" has been reduplicated and this redupli­
cated form by itself means "everywhere".
6 .  faIJ 33 to 22 far) 33 �a 13
place Han Chinese place Pu-i people 
"a pl�ce inhabited by Chinese" 
Alth·o·ugh this expression seems to indicate both a
Chinese area and a Pu-i area, itr·ractually refers only to a 
Chinese area. 
7 .  faIJ 55 faIJ 55 � • aIJ 13 � ' aIJ 13 · 
yellow yellow red · red
"colorful; all colors" 
This type of expression implies the additional
meaning "notr- uniform". This example can thus be understood 
as indicating the colors red and yellow in addition to
other colors. The Miao language uses this type of quadri­
syllabic to express colorfulness. 
8 .  s ' eIJ 53 p'eIJ 53 s ' eIJ 53 k'i 13
feel around feel (functor)
"to feel around indiscriminately" 
yau 13 au 55 yau 13 ta 33 .
good (functor) good (functor )
"very good" 
In these two examples the second and fourth sylla­
bles are bound. 
The text has iP'o 33 .  
qc 33 
33 
33 
9. q c 33 9aQ 33 
(prefix) elf. 
c;aQ 33
for pieces 
"piece by pieceJ in pieces" 
Here, qc 33 9a9 33 means "a piece",  but when the 
expression is doubled it means not "a piece" or even "two 
pieces" but rather "several pieces". 
tUIJ 44 
season 
10. (C 33
prefix)
"season, festival"
13
tip, end
qc  wa 
' 
nza!) 55 
grass 
tau 13 
tree
(C 33
prefix/i
"plants ' 
q c  
The meaning of these quadrisyllabics is different 
from that of their constituents. 
11. ta 55 s ' e  33 ta 55 Aa 22 
come come 
"to come in vain" 
Since, in this type of quadrisyllabic, the second
and fourth syllables form a disyllabic word, no spaces
should be put between the syllables.* 
12 . nUQ 55 j 1 0 33 naQ 22 faQ 44 
eat big wear wide 
"to be corrupt "  (of officials in previous 
regimes) 
The idiomatic meaning of the expression is very 
different from the surface meaning of the separate parts. 
13.  qaQ 33 s ' e  44 qaQ 33 Aa 53
boast words boast ( functor) 
"to talk big; to exaggerate one ' s  own abilities" 
The fourth syllable of this expression cannot occur 
independently. 
* 
That is, all four syllables together form an idiom, a 
single lexical item. 
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A MIAO SECRET LANGUAGE 
by 
Ai Cht' ing 
In the western dialect of the Miao language in the 
area of Chien chu village, Ku ling hsien, Szechwan, there
exists a secret female lang·uage .  This language is used so .
exclusively by the local women that even theirtown husbands.
cannot understand a single word of it. The men are puzzled 
by it, since they do not und.erstand what their wives are
talking about . Actually, however, this secret female lang­
uage is simply the ordinary language modified by the ·taddi­
tion of some phonetic variations. 
This secret language lacks its own vocabulary and 
grammar and is therefore unable to develop into a real
lang·uage. It is established on the basis of the existing 
vocabulary and grammar, using a very simple rule of phonetic 
modification. That this is so can be seen clearly from the 
following diagram : 
Miao
lang·uage initial + finalt+ tone (one
syllable ) 1 l l I 1Secret
language initial + y + tone s + final + tone (two
syllables) 
Examples ko 55 (I;  me ) - k + 0 + 55 
1! l 1 
ky 5 5 so 5 5 (I, me) ..... k + y + 55 s + o + 55 
Th·us, one syllable in the ordinary language becomes
two syllables in the secret language. In this way the num­
ber of syllables in a sentence is doubled. The insertion. 
of y_ and .§_ increases still f ·urther the degree to which the 
secret language deviates from the ordinary language. I11
view of the drastic changes in the pronunciation a.nd ir1 tl1e 
number of syllables, it is not s·urprising that the local 
men do not understand the secret lang·uage. 
Some further examples : 
ka·u 31 "you" - ky 31 sau 31 
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�UlJ 31* "good" - �y 31 SUl) 31 
nhi 31 xo 44 nkau 31 "he sings" - nhy 31 si 31 
xy 44 so 44 nky 31 S 8U 31 
When a single syllable is expanded to two syllables in 
the secret language, tc;au 13 "yell; cry out" occasionally 
is inserted between them. Thatt- is , ko 55 could be either 
ky 55 so 55 or ky 55 tc;au 13 so 55 . Similarly, nhi 31-
xo 44 nkau 31 could also be nhy 31 tc;au 13 si 31** xy 44-
tc;au 13 so 44 nky 31 tc;au 13 sau 31 .  However, the ·tinserted
syllable tc;au 13 only serves to make the words sound more
complicated . It does not cause any change in meaning nor
is it essential to the constructiont. 
In investigating the languages of minority peoples 
we ought to take a comprehensive view. There may well be 
secret languages among other minority peoples. We should
neither ignore them nor be baffled by them. 
* 
The text has 55 . 
**
The text has 55 . 
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A CO:MMENT ON " A  MIAO SECRET LANGUAGE" 
b_y 
Ch·u T' ing 
In the May 1937 issue of this journal, an article 
entitled "A Miao Secret Lang·uage " by Ai Ch f ing appeared. 
This article contained a number of factual errors . For the 
benefit of Comrade Ai Ch ' ing I would like to · present n1y own 
view. 
In the western dialect of the Miao language spoken in 
the area around Chien ch·u village, K·u ling hsien, Szechwan, 
there exists a secret language. Only a small number of the 
Chin chin people can speak the secre t language, but this 
number includes both men and women. In fact, some men can
speak it whereas some women can nott. 
Comrade Ai Ch'ing wrote, " This language is used so
exclusively by the local women that even their own husbands 
cannot understand a single word of it.t" This, however, is 
untruet. While we were in Ku ling hsien investigating the
language, Comrade Han of the Cultural Education Division, 
a man, was one who could understand the secret language. 
When we stopped at Chien chu p ' ing we had three women
speak the secret language for us . The husband of one of
them happened not to understand it. However, this is by
no means an indication that only women know how to speak
the secret language because it is shared by a minority of 
both men and women in the community, not just by a few 
women. 
The secret language is characterized by the insertion 
of - vowels, consonants, and syllables into the original
syllables of the ordinary vocabulary (altho·ugh the original
tones are preserved). This is done in two ways . 
...
The first method is to change a one-syllable word to a
two-syllable word by addingt� after the initial andt� before 
the final. For example, la 31 "paddy field" - ly 31-
sa 31, and ko 55 " I, me " - ky 55 so 55. Comrade Ai 
Ch'ing was correct at this point. The second method is to 
insert a meaningless syllable t9a 31 between the two sylla­
bles changing it into a three-syllable word. For example, 
la 31 - ly 31 t9a 31 sa 31 and ko 55 - ky 55 t�a 31-
so 55 . The second method is used to ins·ure that the secret 
language remains incomprehensible to otherst- just in case 
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the first method does not suffice. 
Comrade Ai Chr' ing was confused about the second 
method. He mistook tc;au 13  "yell; cry out" for ts,a 31
(e • g .  , ky 5 5 ts:au 13 so 55) . 
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A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE YAO LANGUAGE 
by 
Mao Tsung-wu and Chou Tsu-yao 
Yao Language Team 
Division of Minority Languages 
Institute of Races,  Chinese Academy of Sc ienc es 
There are approximately 740 , 000 Yao people living in 
parts of the mountain areas of Kwangsi, Hunan , Kwangtung , and 
Kwe ichow. The Yao living in t he  Chuang Aut onomous ch ' li in 
Kwangsi number about 490 , 000. They are found in some forty
hsien ,  such as Ta yao shan, �u an , Pa ma, Hsing an , Lung 
sheng, Ch'lian cho·u, Kung ch'eng, Fu chlmg , Meng shan , Nan 
tan , Ling ylieh, etc. The Yao in Hunan number about 100 , 000 
and live in some twenty hsien, among them Chiang hua , Ning 
yl an , Lan shan , yhiang yung, Lung hui , T ' ung tao, Ch'eng pu, 
etc . In Y·unnan , a ppr oxima tely 70 , 000 Yao live in more than 
ten hsien, such a� Ho k ' ou ,  Fu ning, Kwang nan , etc. There 
are some 5 0 , 000 Yao living in more than ten hsien in K\.vang­
tung , such as Lien nan , Lo cht' ang , Tung hsing , etc. In K\.ve i­
chow, there are about 10 , 000 Yao living in Jung chiang, Li
p '  ing , T·u shan, and other hsien. The Yao live in small , ex­
c lusive c ommunities which are "scattered on the large scale
but c oncentrated on the small scale " t. For the ·most part , 
their neighbors are Chinese , except in western Kwangsi where 
the Yao live in proximity to  both Chinese and. Chuang.
The Yao people in these different places call themselves 
a number of different names. More than twenty different 
names are act ·ually in use . There  is an inte rrelationship 
between names and dialec ts such that those with the same or
similar name speak the same or similar dialect no matter how 
far they may be separated from each other ,  whereas those who 
do not refer to  themselves by the same name have marked dif­
ferences in the ir dialec ts even though they may live in the 
same hsien or even in the same c ommune. 
As a res·ult of a preliminary study, we have fci ·und that 
exc ept for those few Yao who daily use Chinese or Chuang
most Yao speak one of three main Yao " speeches" , Mjen,  Pu nu , 
or Lak kja . Speakers of Mjen c omprise forty-four per c ent 
of the Yao in China , while speakers of Pu nu represent
thirty-two per c ent and Lat kja speakers less than one per
cent . There are also Yao who c all themselves iu 12 IJ jen 12 , 
pioIJ 31 toa 32 ie·u 31 , §an 33 t�ai 33 ,  and iu 12 ka 33 who 
speak a type of Chinese which differs from the regular Chi­
nese spoken in those areas. These Yao c omprise eleven per 
cent of the ·Yao in China. 
� 
- - -
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We shall now d iscuss briefly the three Yao speeches 
mentioned above, us ing data from the d ialect of Mjen spoken 
in Hsing an, Kwangsi ;  Pu nu spoken in Tu an , and Lak kja 
spoken in Ta yao shan. 
I .  Phonological Systems 
A. Mjen, 
Initials 
p ph b m m f w 
t s  tsh dz s 
t th d n n 1 
k 
• 
t9h d �  � � 9 j 
kh g D h 
bj • mJ•PJ 
tsj
tj 
phj
tshj 
mJ fj
sj 
0 
dzj
d jthj 
•mJ •mJ 4 j
fw 
l j
0 
pw phw
tsw t shw 
bw mw mw 
dzw SW 
thw dw lwtw 
t9w t9hw diw  �w �w 9w j w
0 
kw khw gw Q W  hw 
kjw khjw gJ 
• 
W hj w 
Mjen dis tinguishe s  both voiced and voicele ss  stops and 
affricates. Voiced and voicele s s  initials occur with all 
tone s .  This i s  one of the features unique to Mjen.  In the 
Miao and Chuang-Tt' ung languages, voiced and voiceless  ini­
tials occur only with certain tones. 
Except for some individual syllabic types the origins
of which are not yet clear, finals which occur with aspirated 
initials are all loans from Chinese. It i s  highly likely 
that there were no native aspirated initials in Mjen. Ini­
tial aspirates are almost entirely restricted to oc curring 
with tones 1, 3, 5,  and 7, although there are some recent 
borrowings with occur with tones 2, 4 ,  6 ,  and 8 .  
Voiceless  nasal initials (�, �, �, etc . ) occur only with 
odd-numbered tones. 
Some Mjen d ialects have initial clusters such as pl,
kl , e tc . ,  which corre spond to pj, kj, etc. , in other dia-
- -
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lects.  For instance, in .the bjau 31 min 31 dialect of 
Ch ' uan chou, Kwangsi, . fli 3 "head" 
and kl·a 3 "road" corres­
pond to Ejei 3 and kj u 3 in the kim 11 mun 11 dialect
spoken in the same hsien. 
Finals-
i im 
., 
in iIJ 
iu Im in ip It 
e ems· en 
..,; Vei eu en eIJ ep et ek 
C CIJ 
a ai au am an aIJ ap . at 
V V V V
au am an aIJ ap at ak 
o oi om on OIJ op ot ok 
0 OU om on OIJ op ot 
u ui 
un UIJ ut 
an 
There are both long and short vowels in Mjen, although 
the feature of length tends to disappe·ar . In some places
(e . g. ,  Hunan) the length distinction has been lost completely 
with single vocalic finals and finals without a coda all 
pronounced long now .  
Final .:E_, -t,  and -k tend to ·disappear. There are very 
few finals with �k and these occur in just one or two words
all having the same vowel .  
There are great differences in the Mjen finals from 
place to places. Those dialects which do not distinguish be­
tween long and short vowels have simpler systems.
!, a ,  and en are finals which occur in recent borrowings
from Chineses. 
Tones 
Tone categoriesa  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Tone values,  33 21 5 2  231 24 12 55 12 
There are usually six to eight tones in the Mjen dia­
lects, although there are some dialects with more than ten 
tones. 
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Tones 7 and 8 occur with words having final .::,E., -t, and 
-k . In addition, there are two short tones, [54] (as in 
tu 53 "to get) and [12] (as in tu 12 "poison"). In isola­
tion, short tones have a final glottal stop (and thus the 
above examples would be tu9 54 and tu9 12), but in connected 
speech the glottal stop is lost. These two short tones are
similar to tones 7 and 8 .  They have been phonemicized as
allophones of tones 7 and 8 since they cannot be considered 
separate tone categories. 
B .  Pu nu , 
Initials 
p
ts 
ph
tsh 
mp
nts 
mph
ntsh 
m mh V f 
e 
t th nt nth n nh 1 lh 
t th l1. t n.th 11.h 2th 
t4 t4h nt4 nt4h 
C ch JlC JlCh J1 Jlh J 
• 
k kh rJk r:ikh rJ rJh y h 
kw khw r:ikw r:ikhw rJW r:ihw hww 
Pu nu has a more complicated initial system than Mjen. 
This is one of its characteristic features. Even so, in 
some areas there has been a simplification of the initial 
system.
Aspirated initials occur only with odd-numbered tones. 
The affricates ts, tsh, nts, and ntsh are also pro­
nounced ptsj, ptshj, mtsj, and mtshj; the lateral affricates
t4, t4h, nt4, and nt4h are also pronounced E!, phl, mpl, and 
mphl, respectively. 
Pu nu is spoken primarily in eastern Kwangsi close to a
Chuang-speaking area. In the past, Pu nu was heavily influ­
enced by the Chuang language. For example , Chinese words 
were borrowed through .the Chuang language. For this reason,
Chinese loans in Pu nu exhibit Chuang characteristics. 'Ihus,
since the northern dialects of Chuang have no aspirated_ stops
or affricates, loans from Chinese are unaspirated. These 
same loans are also unaspirated in Pu nu, even though Pu nu 
does have aspirated stops and affricates. 
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Finals 
l
• in iI) it ik 
e ei en et 
•ien 
a ai au an arJ at ak 
•iau iaIJ iak 
0 oi on OIJ ok 
.u UI) Uk 
UaIJ uat uak 
.I * .I U  
Of the finals 
.I IJ .i k  
listed above, about half are found only 
in Chinese loanwords from Chuang . Most Pu nu finals contain 
This is another of Pu  nu's distinguish­
characteristics. 
only a single vowel. 
ing phonological 
Tones 
Tone characteristics , 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 l '  2 '  3 '  
Tone values •  33 12 55 231 42 22 41 21 44 24 43 
Except for recent loans from Chinese, there are very
few words which have tones l ' ,  2', or 3 '  in isolation. Loan­
words from Chuang having final -t or . -k occur only with tones 
l', 2 ' ,  and 3 ' 3. All tone sandhi values als o  occur only with 
these three tone s .  
c .  Lak kja: 
Initials 
p ph
pl phl 
ts tsh 
b 
bl 
m 
ml 
m f 
e 
t th n n 4 
k kh IJ h 
kj
kw 
khj 
khw 
I) J 
• 
IJW 
• 
� J hj
hw 
• 
J 
J W  
* 
is used here instead of the original ¥ • .I . -
� -
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The Lak kja initial system is simple, but the system of 
finals is complex. These are the characteristics of Lak kja.  
The initials "E. and bl are preglottalized [ 9 b] and [ 9 bl]s. 
Aspirated initials and voiceless nasals occur only with 
odd-numbered toness. 
Finals 
~ 
i i iu Iu im in ip ip it it 
in l.IJ 1.p it ik 
. . ~1.e 1.e ieu iem ien ieIJ iep iet iek 
.....
e1. e1. en ep et ek 
~ ~ 
C C cu cu cm en CIJ cp cp ct ct ck 
..... ..... ...,
cu �m en ct ct 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
a a ai ai au au am an aIJ ap ap at at ak ak 
~ ..., . ..., ...,a1. ai au au am an ap at ak ak 
~~~ .
0 oi 01. om on OIJ Op op ot ot ok ok 
..., ..... ..., ..., ,ti,, ..... 
OU om on OIJ OIJ Op ot ok 
~ ~ ~ 
u u ui ui un un ut ut 
..., .....
um un 
U8 U8i uan U8IJ 
ut ut uk 
uat uak 
There are a great variety of finals in Lak kja, inclu­
ding a nasalized series . In addition to the nasalized vowels 
which occur in these nasalized finals, there is vowel nasal­
ization which occurs when the final consonant is a nasal . 
The vowel o in long finals is [ o , ] ,  o in short finals is
[ 0] . 
The finals a ands! occur only in loanwords. -
Tones 
Tone categories: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Tone values : 5 1  231 24 11 55 214 24/55 11/24 
Tones 7 and 8 have two values each. With finals having 
long vowels tone 7 has the value [ 24], with finals having 
short vowels it has the value [55 ]  . Tone 8 ,  on the other 
hand, has the value [ 11] with finals having long vowels but 
[ 24] with finals having short vowels. This phenomenon in 
which words with stop finals in particular tone categories 
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have different tone values depen .ding on the length of the 
vowel is common in languages of the Chuang-T'ung family. 
To summarize : the Pu nu phonological system is very 
similar to that of Miao3 the Lak kja phonological system, 
on the other hand, is similar to that found both in the 
Chuang-T'ung family and also in Mjen. 
II. Word Composition 
All words in the three Yao speeches  outlined above can 
be divided into simple words and compound words . Some exam-
ples of simple words are the following , 
Mjen, pc  7 "father's older brother" 
pai 6 "fine-toothed comb" 
piIJ ·5 "to shun, avoid" 
lu 2 khu 7 "to forget" 
Pu nu, la!J 5 "earth, ground" 
pen 2 "flower" 
ju 4 "a mea111· 
ci 1 cru u 7 "itchy" 
Lak kja, pa 6 ri grandmother" 
kjom 2 "hair of the head" 
am 4 "to go5 to walk" 
tMi 4 tu 3 "dragonfly" 
Compound words are either affixed or nonaffixedh. Some 
examples of affixed compounds are the following, *  
Mjen,  pu 2 pjei 1 (hair) "hair of the head" 
·hke 2 sje 1 (stomach) "belly" 
Pu nu, ka 1 e a  2' (maize l "maize" 
pu 3 nu 2 (person "Yao people"
Lak kja , k�n 3 Ja 2 (ear) "ear" 
tu 2 win 1 (earthworm) "earthworm" 
There are three types of nonaffixed c ompounds ,  
1. Coordinative 
Mjen,  du 1 (deep) ljaIJ 3 (shallow) '- 'depth" 
sje 7 (girl) to 6 (older sister) "Miss" 
Pu nu, cau 3 (younger brother) _htu 2 (older brother) 
"brothers" 
ka!J 7 (father ' s ?ounger brother) je 4 (father's 
· older brother)· "father's brothers 11 
Base words are placed in parentheses. 
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Lak kja ,  puk 7 (foot) mie 2 (hand) "handicraft" 
korJ 3 (husband's father) pa 6 (husband's mother) 
"husband and wife, couple" 
2 .  Attributive 
po 4 (hand) t9al') ·l (neck) "wrist" 
l')wa 4 (tile) pji!u 3 (house) "tile-roofed house" 
ya 1 (vegetable) ntJ:srJ 1 (fragment) "chives" 
tr u 8 (beans) te 1 (earth) "peanuts" 
Lak kja, mom 6 (meat) kja 3 (mountain) "game meat" 
wok 8 (vegetable) jliu 2 (green) "green vegetable" 
3 .  Predicative 
tswei 4 (sitl 4a 5 (month) "to give birth to" tsit 8 (lose mjen 1 (face) "to be ashamed" 
0 
t4.r rJ 6 (play) man 3 (village) "to visit, to 
gossip from do·or to door" 
tau 5 (put in) co 1 (medicine) "to cure" 
Lak kja, nil') 5 (sit) bien 1 (monthl "to give birth to" pau 1 (wrap) kj cu 1 (head "to put a kerchief 
on" 
In addition to the above types, there is a subject­
predicate type of compounds. Among the few examples of this 
type of compound are the following, 
Mjen, li1rJ 2 (sky) lllwarJ 5 (late) "supper" 
Pu nu, nhorJ 1 (sun) to 2 (come) "east" 
Lak kja, pla 1 (eye) phaI) 3 (blue) "blind 11 
All three Yao speeches have been heavily influenced by 
Chinese and have borrowed a great many words, but especially 
Mjen which has borrowed the most . In terms of their compo­
sition, these loanwords are of three types, 
1 .  Loanwords 
t9en 5 sje 6 "establishment" 
t9au 1 thol') 1 "traffic communication" 
lau 8 tUrJ 2 1 li 8 "labor (power)"
kai 3 '  fal') 2' "liberation" 
Lak kja, tho 3 la 3 kji 3 "tractor" 
ta 2 jo 4 tsin 3 "great leap forward" 
2 .  Loanblends 
Mjen1 si 5 lin 2 (Shih lin) dje 1 (cloth) "Shih lin 
cloth"
tshou 5 (bed) pen 3 (board) "bedboard" 
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Pu nu, yor:i 2 (dragon) qU 2 (station) "rainbow" 
nt4o 6 (oil) _pan 3 (board) "wood oil" 
Lak kja, mat 8 ( socks) mie 2 (hand) " glovess''  
nar:i 4. ( clothes) min 2 (cotton) "cotton clothess" 
3 .  Supplementives 
Mjen, sui 3 · (water) Jlan 2 .(silver) warn 1 (water) 
"mercury" .
mje 8 (splint) tau 1 (knife) dzu 8 (knife)
· . ·"bamboo splint knife" 
Pu nu, ya 1 (vegetable) p.1 8 (white) 8ai 2 '  (vegetable) 
. "Chinese cabbage"
lho 3 (bamboo) hUrJ 8 (red) tu 8 (bamboo) "a type
of red bamboo" 
Lak kja, f�n 1 (bamboo) ma 4 (hair) tsok 7 (bamboo) "a 
type of bamboo" 
tsei 5 (tree) jier:i 3 (aspen) lcu 4 (willow)
·"willow tree" 
Loans of the first type are most numerous in Yao. ·sThere 
is also a type of homophonic loan in Mjen. · . One example is 
gai 1 jl�u 3 "willingly" (Peking, kan hsin) in which Mjen 
0 
gai 1 "dry" corresponds to Peking·skan "dry". Words are no 
longer borrowed in this way, however. 
III. Grammatical Outline 
Whether one uses semantics or grammar the parts of 
speech in Yao can be classified as nouns , verbs , adjectives , 
pronouns , numerals ,  clas sifiers ,  adverbs,  conjunctions , aux­
iliaries ,  and interjectionss. 
A s  a general rule, when a noun modifies another noun
the attribute precedes the head in Mjen but follows the head 
in Pu nu and Lak kja. 
Mjen, tUIJ 4 (pig) o 3 (meat) 
Pu n·u, r:ika 2 (meat) mpai 5 (pig) "pork"
Lak kj-a, mom 6 (meat) khu 1 (pig)s_ 
Except in certain cases , nouns cannot be reduplicated 
unless they are being used as clas sifierss. When such nouns 
are reduplicated, they carry the meaning "every". 
�jen, pjet· 7 (pot l pjet 7 (pot l "every pot" 
JlB.rJ 5 (year Jl�rJ 5 (year "every year"0 0 
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Pu nu, nu 2 (person) nu 2 (person) "everyone" 
nhoI) 1 (day) nhoI) 1 (day) "every day" 
Lak kja, un 3 (bowl) un 3 (bowl) "every bowl" 
wan 2 (day) w� 2 (day) "every day" 
Most adjectives are able to be reduplicateds. After the 
reduplication the syllables �ei 1, :ru 4, and pai 1 are added
in Mjen, Pu nu, and Lak kja, respectively, to indicate in­
tensifications. 
Mjen, si 7 11 red" , si 7 si 7 ,Pei 1 ·"reddish" 
Pu nu, ven 5 11 soft" , ven 5 ven 5 ru 4 "quite soft" 
Lak kja, piek 8 "whites" , piek 8 piek 8 pai 1 "quite 
white" 
Intensification can also be indicated by adding an em­
phatic syllable to the adjectives. This syllable, in turn, 
can be reduplicated. 
Mjen, si 7 "red" 
dzan 6 si 7 "quite reds" 
dzan 6 dzan si 7 "very red" 
Pu nu, tciu 1 "white" 
t4u 1 mphiI) 3 "snow-white" 
t4u 1 mphiI) 3 mphiI) 3 "very white"· 
Lak kja, koI) 5 "red"
koIJ 5 tUIJ 4 "quite red "  
koIJ 5 tUIJ 4 tUIJ 4 "very red" 
Each of the Yao speeches has two coverbs, Mjen tsei 4 
and se 1 _" to be" 3 Pu nu tau 6 and §i 6 "to be" J  and Lak kja 
tuk 8 and tek 7 "to be". Either coverb may be used in an 
affirmative sentence, but in a negative sentence or in re­
sponse to a question, only the former can be used. 
In both Mjen and Laks
.
kja there is a distinction between 
inclusive and exclusive first person plural pronounss. 
Mjen, je 1 bo 1 "we exclusive" J  bo 1 "we inclusive" 
Lak kja, ta 2 "we exclusive" 3 tau 1 "we inclusives" 
Although Pu nu does not distinguish inclusive and exclusive 
for the first person plural, it does distinguish dual and 
plural for all pronouns. 
Pu nu, a 1 "we two" 1 pe 1 "we" 
mi 1 "you two" , mi 2 "you"
mu 1 "they two" , mu 2 "they" 
Pu nu and Lak kja distinguish among demonstratives as 
being proximate, medial, or distant. 
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nau 3 " this"  visible and near) 
kau 2 " that" visible and of medium distance)s. ,
lliJ 1 " that" visible and distant ) 
nu 3 " that" not visible and distant, known by 
the speaker but not by the addres see , 
or not known by either party)
irJ 3 "that" (not visible and distant, known by 
. both parties) 
Lak kja, li 2 "here "  (near) · 
·s1an 2 " there" (m:dium distanc_e)· 
lu 2 " there" (distant) · 
ni 2 " this "  near)
rJan 2 " that" medium distance) 
nu 2 " that" distant) 
.
When demonstratives are used with clas sifiers and nouns, 
the order in Mjen is demonstrative-classifier-noun, whereas 
in Pu nu and Lak kja the order is classifier-noun-demonstra­
tives. 
Mjen, wo 3 (that) tau 2 (elf . )  rJOrJ 2 (ox)
Pu nu, tUrJ 4 (elf . )  vo· 4 (ox) lliJ 1 (that) " that ox" 
Lak kja, tu 2 (elf . )  nau 4 (ox) rJan 2 (that) 
Classifiers can b·e reduplicated to indicate " every"s.
Classifiers and numerals combine in the order numeral-classi­
fier and occur before the noun they modify. 
Mjen, tau 2 (elf . )  tau 2 (elf . )  
Pu nu, till.} L� (elf. ) till.} 4 (elf . )  "every ( ox, etc. ) " 
Lak kja, tu 2 (elf. ) tu 2 (elf . )  
Mjen . j et 8 (one) tsan 3 (elf . )  tarJ 1 (lamp)
Pu nu, i 1 (one ) · la.rJ 1 ( c lf • ) . tarJ 1 ·(lamp) "a  lamp" 
Lak kja, In 3 (one) nam 5 (elf . )  tarJ 1 (lamp) 
Adverbs usually occur before the verbs or adjectives 
they modify. 
Mjen, mwei 2 (you) tsoi 5 (again) tai 2 (come) jet 8 
(one) thorJ 5 (elf . for trips) " Come again.s" 
Pu nu, kau 2 (you) tha 5 (again) lo 4 (come) i 1 (one)
fan 1 (elf . for actions) " Come again .s" 
:Lak kja, ma 2 (you) ieu 6 (again) tarJ 2 (come) In 3 (one) 
eau 5· (elf . for actions) " Come again.s" · 
There are some adverbs , however,  which 9ccur after the verbs 
or adjectives they modify . 
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Mjen, marJ 6 (see) darJ 6 (first)
Pu nu , rJkOrJ 5 (see) te 2 (first) "to see first" 
Lak kja, lorn 1 (see) barJ 1 (first) 
There are three types of auxiliaries, structural, aspec­
tual , and modal . 
1 .  Structural 
Mjen , tarJ 3 (party) tshin 1 (and) mau 2 (Maol tsi 3 
si 6 ( chairman) 'Jlei 1 (possessive) lin 3 
tau 3 (leadership) "the leadership of the 
Party and of Chairman Mao" 
Pu nu, tarJ 3 (party) �au 4 (and) mau 8 (Mao) Eti 3' ei 8 
(chairman) ti 5 (possessive) lirJ 3 '  tau 3' 
(leadership) "the leadership of the Party and 
of Chairman Mao" 
Lak kja , tarJ 1 (party) kap 7 (and) mau 4 (Mao) tsi 1 Si 4 
(chairman) ka 4 (possessive) lin 1 tau 1 
(leadership) "the leadership of the Party and 
of Chairmen Mao" 
2 .  Aspectual 
Mjen , nen 2 (he) pwei 5 (sleep) Jla 6 (completive) 
"He's asleep already. "  
Pu nua ni 4 ·h(he) pau 5 (sleep) kwo 5 (completive)
"He's asleep alreadyh. "  
Lak kja, lak 8 (he) hep 7 (sleep) lieu 3 (completive)
"He's asleep already." 
3 .  Modal 
Mjen, mwei 2 (you) mirJ 2 (go) ma 2 (imperative) 
Pu nu , kau 2 (you) mUI) 4 (go) pa 8 (imperative) "Go ! "  
Lak kja, ma 2 (you) pai 1 (go) ma 4 (imperative) 
The primary elements of a sentence are the subject and 
the predicateh. Subjects are primarily nouns, pronouns, etc.,
occurring before the predicates. Predicates are usually
verbs , adjectives, nouns, etc., and are placed after the 
subjects. In the following examples, subjects are indicated 
by single underlining, predicates by double underlining. 
Mjen , sje 5 hui 5 tsi 3 Jli 5 l�!J 5 "Socialism is good" 
socialism good
je 1 kat 7 bjau "I cut rice (plants)"
I cut rice 
______ 
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niQ 2 �oi 1 tsjop 8 �Q 4 
today fifteen 
" Today is the fifteenth" 
Pu nu, §8 2 1 wei 2 '  §i 3' Jli 2 '  yaQ 5 
socialism good
"Socialism is good" 
CUI) 3 mU!) 4 jo 8 jau 2 1 
I go school
"I  go to school" 
tai 5 nau 3 c.x u 8 tsu 1 
;::;,_... _....;;::;.._ 
today fifteen 
" Today is the fifteenth"s. 
Lak kja, e c  3 hwai 3 tsu 1 hjI lai 1 
socialism good
"Socialism is good " 
l�k 8 tern 6 hjua 1 "He wears shoes" 
he wear shoes 
Vwan 2 �ai 3 tsep 8 90 4 
today fifteen 
"Today is the fifteenth" 
The secondary elements of a sentence are objects, com­
plements, specifiers, or descriptive words. Objects (under­
lined in the examples below) are nouns or pronouns and gen­
erally occur after the predicate. 
Mjen, koQ 1 jin 2 tsou 5 t2i 2 t�hi 5
worker make machine 
Pu nu, kU!) l' jin 8 8.I U 6 ci l' ci 2 "The workers 
worker make · machine make 
machines" 
Lak kja, koQ 3 jin 4 pok 8 kji 3 khji 3 
worker make machine 
Complements consist of verbs, adj ectives, numeral-clas­
sifiers, etc. , all occurring after a predicate . 
Mjen a mwei 2 dzu 5 dzey 6 tei 5 
you wash clean -er 
Pu nu, ka u 2 ea  4 nth.I 1 Jle 3 I " (You) wash 
you wash clean -er cleaner" 
�ak kja, ma 2 wak 8 tIQ 6 niy 3 
you wash clean -er 
ta.Q 
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For the most part, specifiers are composed of adjec­
tives, nouns, pronouns, numeral-specifiers, etc. Possessing
ele�ents occur before the items possessed in possessive con­
structions. Adjectives usually occur after the head to in­
dicate attribution . 
Mjen, nen
he 
2 �ei 1 
-s 
lui 1 
clothes 
Pu nu, ni 4
he 
ka 1 c� Q 4 
clothes 
"His clothes" 
Lak kja, lak 8
he 
naQ 4
clothes 
Mjen, 
Pu nu, 
Lak kja, 
tje 2 
table 
qOQ 2 
table 
tai 2 
table 
dau 3 
long
nte 3 
long 
�i 2 
"_long table" 
long 
Descriptive words are adverbs or time words and usually 
occur before a predicate. 
Mjen , 51 5 �en 6 
not eat 
Pu nu, ma 2 nau 2 "won ' t  eat" 
not eat 
Lak kja, hwei 1 tsen 1 
not eat 
Mjen, d�aQ 1 noi 1 tai 2 
yesterday come 
Pu nu, tu 1 ku 4 lo 4 "came yesterday" 
yesterday come 
Lak kja, w�n 2 gjct 8 
yesterday come 
IV. Dialects 
'!here are dialectal differences within Mjen and Pu nu . 
On the basis of criteria involving vocabulary, phonology, 
some important syntactic features, social factors, history, 
cul.ture, and the ways in which the Yao refer to themselves,  
Mjen may be said to have three dialects, Mjen proper,  Dzau 
min [dzau 53 min 53], and Bjau min [bjau 31 min 31], and 
Pu nu may be considered to have five dialects, Pu nu proper, 
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Kiog nai [kioQ 33 nai 33] , Pa �Q [pa 31 �Q 35] , Mm nai 
0
[mm 35 nai 33]3, and Iu nuo [iu 33 nuo 33]. 
Of the Mjen dial·ects, Mjen p .roper is spoken in scattered 
villages in more than sixty hsien in Kwangsi, Hunan, Kwang­
tung, Yunnan, and Kweicho·w, and has approximately 260 , 000 
speakers , Dzau min is spoken by some 2 9, 000 people in Lien 
nan, Kwangtung and in Yi chang, Hunan� and Bjau min is spoken 
in Ch'Uan chou, Kuan yang, Kung ch'eng, and other places in.
Kwangsi by about 21,  000 people. Mjen proper generally dis­.
tinguishes between long andhshort vowels and maintains ·final 
.:.E_, -t, -k, and -mJ Dzau min has lost the length distinction 
in vowels but does preserve the four final c onsonantsJ Bjau 
min has lost both vowel length and the four finals . Mjen
proper contains many Cantonese loanwords, Dzau min many loans 
from Hakka, and Bjau min a number of loanwords from South­
western Mandarin . Dzau min has more compound words than the 
other two dialects. All three have some words which have 
come from different sources . Bjau min has some grammatical 
features which set it apart from the other two dialects . 
Although all three dialects of Mjen share many c ognate words 
and have phonological correspondences which are relatively
unchomplicated, peculiarities in phonological structure and 
differences in lexicon have produced a rather low level of 
mutual intelligibility . 
Mjen proper has three subdialects , Mjen, Piao man, and 
Kim mun. The Bjau min .hdialect has two subdialectsi Bja� min 
proper and Chiao kung mjen. Although there are some phono­
logical differences even wit_hin the various subdialects, 
people with a particular subdialect can communicate with each 
other with a high degree of mutual intelligibility . Between 
dialects, however, there are difficulties in communication 
because of the differences in vocab·ulary and phonology . 
Of the dialects of Pu nu, Pu nu proper is spoken by 
about 210 , 000 people in some twenty hsien in Kwangsi (e.g . ,  
Tu an, Pa ma, Ma shan, Shang lin, Nan tan, Ho ch'ih). There 
are also a few Yao in Fu ning hsien, Yunnan and in Tu shan 
hsien, Kweichow who speak Pu n·u. The KioQ nai dialect is 
spoken in the Yao Autonomous l1sien, · Ta yao shan, Kwangsih. 
The Pa QQ dialec t is found in San chiang and Lung sheng , 
_....,_.o___
Kwangsi and in Li p'ing and J� chiang, Kweichow. The 
Mm nai dialect is spoken in th.eHunan hsi-en of Lung hui, 
T'ung tao, and HsU p'u . The Iu nuo dialect is spoken in 
Hsing an and Lung sheng, Kwangsi. 'Ihere are very few 
speakers of. the last four dialects .h · The initial and tone 
systems of Pu nu are complex whereas those in the other four 
dialects are· relatively simpleh. Pu nu proper has many Chuang 
loanwordsh. _hKiog nai and Pa DD, on the other hand, have fewer 
0
Chuang loans . Mm nai and Iu nuo have more Southwestern Man-
0 
darin loans than the other dialects.r1 Each of the five Pu nu
dialects has a number of dialect-specific lexical items and 
grammatical features. The phonological correspondences 
among the five dialects are complicated, and the dialects 
are mutually unintelligible. 
Pu nu proper has five subdialects, Pu nu, Nu nu, Pu no,
Nau klau, and Nu mao. Speakers within a subdialect are able 
to communicate with each other, but between any two subdia­
lects there are quite a number of phonological and lexical 
differences. The differences among Pu nu, Nu nu, and Pu no 
are slight, allowing speakers to communicate across subdia­
lect boundaries with a short period of mutual contact. Nau
klau and Nu mao are very different from the other three,
making the problem of mutual communication a serious one.
Furthermore, speakers of these last two dialects cannot 
speak with each other. 
There are not many speakers of Lak kja. All of them 
are found in the Yao Autonomous hsien, Ta yao shan, Kwangsir. 
Within Lak kja there are only slight phonological variations 
between groups of speakers. 
V. Classification 
All three types of Yao belong to the Sino-Tibetan 
phylum, but to different families and branches. On the basis
of our investigation, Mjen belongs to the Yao branch of the 
Miao-Yao family, Pu nu to the Miao branch of the Miao-Yao 
family, and Lak kja to the T'ung-T'ung branch of the Chuang­
T'ung family.
Pu nu is closer to the Miao language spoken in Szechwan, 
Kweichow, and Yunnan than it is to Mjen. Only through an 
examination of cognates such as the following can we see
the relationship of Pu nu to both Mjen and Miao and, at the 
same time, see the relationship between the two branches of 
the Miao-Yao family. 
Gloss Mjen Pu nu Miao
2 
fish bjau 4 ntse 4 rtt qe 4 
salt dzau 3 ntse 3 rt t qe 3 
blood dzjam 3 ntsh.IIJ 3 rttqharJ 3 
1Pa IJIJ is called " Pa wu" in " The Role of the Chinese Lang-
uage in the Enrichment and Development of the Yao Lang­
uage" . [See the next article.] 
2The dialect chosen to represent the Miao of Szechwan, Kwei­
chow, and Yunnan is Ta nan shan, Hua chieh hsien, Kweichow. 
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egg 
to 5 
t4a 1. 
tsu 1 
qOIJ 6 9aIJ 5 
ju 8 
c.;r u 2 tr;,ua 2 
Gloss 
snake 
worm, insect 
leaf 
tree 
door 
bird 
dog
duck 
beans, peas 
Mje�
naIJ 1 
t9 CIJ 1 
nom 2 
dj aIJ 5 
t9 CIJ 2 
no 8 
t9u 3 
ap 7 
top 8 
Pu nu 
TU IJ  1 
CJ IJ 1 
nt4aIJ 2 
ntaIJ 5 
pi 3 taIJ 2 
naIJ 6 
t4e 3 
0 7 
t.x u 8 
Miaoh· 
naIJ 1 
kaIJ 1 
mplorJ 2 
ntOIJ 5 
toIJ 2 
nor) 6 
tle 3 · 
0 7 
tou 8 
to laugh, 
t9au 5 ce 5 qe 5 
t9at 7 to 7 to 7to smile 
(cloth) dat 7 nto 7 · nto 7to weave 
to kill 
nau 
tua 5 
2 nau 2 
tai s 
to eat ,Pen 6 
to put on (e.g., hat) doIJ 5 ntaIJ 5 ntOIJ 5 
one jet 8 i 1 i 1 
two ji 1 au 1 au 1 
pe 1 three pe 1 po 1 
pjei 1 
pja 1 
four • plou 1 
tsi 1 
tou 5 
fi·ve 
six t9u 7 t.xu  5 
seven sje 6 
eight 9et 8 
•nine 
i i 8 
do 2 
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THE ROLE OF THE CHINESE LANGUAGE IN THE ENRICHMENT 
AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE YAO LANGUAGE 
by 
Miao Language Team 
Institute of Minority Languages 
Chinese Academy of Sciences 
I 
There are 740,s000 Yao peoples.sliving in about one hun­
dred hsien in the provinces of Kwa.ngsi, Hunan, Yunnan, 
Kwangtung, and Kweichows. So far as individual villages are 
concerned, the Yao people keep to themselves rather exclu­
sively, but within their general areas the Yao are found
scattered among other peoples. This phenomenon of 
"scattered on the large scale but concentrated on the small
scale, living with other peoples on the large scale but 
living by themselves on the small scale" makes it easy for 
the Yao to come into contact with other people, especially 
with the Chinese. 
The Yao are an old race in China, their presence being
recorded in Chinese historical documents. According to 
these documents the Yao were in close contact with the 
Chinese and other races in very early times. Despite the 
fact that reactionaries in past dynasties purposely caused 
conflicts and divisions among the races, history has proved 
that these policies actually had the opposite effect, there 
has been no discontinuity in the relations between the Yao 
. and other races. 
From early times the minority peoples and the Chinese 
have dwelled together. By producing conflicts and revolu­
tionary struggles they created the long history and bright 
culture of the Fatherlands. As a result of many historical 
factors during long periods of contact and frequent migra­
tions, all these peoples are situated such that each race 
"lives in mixed fashion on the large scale but in separated 
fashion on t re small scale" with the Chinese as the nucleus.s· 
All the minority peoples are linked closely with the Chinese 
in all respects, such as in economics, politics, and culture. 
This is especially true of the Yao. Chinese, Yao, and other 
peoples all participate in the larger economic markets with­
in the Yao areas. 
The Yao people have their own language which serves as 
their primary medium of communication. Because of other
communication needs, however, mos t  Yao speak a second lang-
uage when they grow up. In most areas the Yao speak Chinese. 
Those in the west of Kwangsi also speak Chuang. while part of 
the Yao in Kweichow speak T ' ung. Other peoples living in Yao 
areas also speak Yao. The reason for this is that the dif­
ferent peoples are in such frequent contact with each other 
that a speakerr' s  own language is not sufficient for all his
social activities. 
Language is a tool used in human relationships and for
the communication of ideas. The foundation of language 
development is society. Because the Chinese are the main 
race in China with a large population and highly developed 
system of politics, economics, and culture, the Yao naturally 
maintain closer contact with them than with other peoples. 
As a result, the Yao language has been heavily influenced 
by Chinese. Throughout its history the Yao language has
continuously absorbed Chinese elements. Chinese has been 
used continuously by the Yao for written communication . In
addition, there have been Yao people in every period of
history who spoke Chinese. These facts explain not only 
the relationship between the two languages but also the
relationship between the two peoples. 
The liberation of the Yao people under the leadership 
of the Party is a milestone in Yao history. It is a speci­
fic instance of a complete change of both Yao society and 
the Yao people. The Yao language, the means of communica­
tion of the Yao people, has been affected throughout by 
sweeping changes. Following the lead of the Fatherland 
which has made rapid forward progress on all fronts, it has
developed quickly. Furthermore, as a result of the first 
great cooperation of all peoples in establishing together 
the great socialist enterprise, it has absorbed more ele­
ments from Chinese. In looking over the entire history of 
the Yao language, one can see that since the Liberation it 
has been undergoing a process of full development, some­
thing which had not occurred previously. 
The aim of this article is to explain, by reference to 
various linguistic phenomena, the function of Chinese in the 
enrichment and development of the Yao language. In addition, 
this article attempts to predict, on the basis of the influ­
ence of Chinese on the Yao language since the Liberation, 
some general tendencies and some changes about to take place 
in the development of the language. 
In order to simplify the presentation, I shall mention
briefly some of the Yao languages with which this article 
is concerned. The linguistic situation among the Yao is 
rather complicated. The language includes several 
"speeches". 'Ihese speeches differ considerably in phonol­
ogy, vocabulary, and grammar. According to a preliminary 
study, the Yao people living in Kwangsi, Hunan, Yunnan, 
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1Kwangtung, and Kweichow, and who cal:l themselves mjen 21 ,
bjau 21 min 21 ,  dzau 53  min 5 3 ,  or kim 11 mun 11 ,  use one 
speech (here referred to as the Mjen speech)h. Yao who live 
in Kwangsi, Hunan, Kweichow., and F·u ning in Yunnan, calling 
themselves pu 55 nu 13, nau 35 klau 42, pa 21 �� �5, 
mm 35 nai 33, kiog 33 nai 33,  or iu 33 nuo 33, use another 
o I 
speech (here referred to as the Pu nu- speech) • Those Yao 
who live in the Kwangsi Ta yao shan Yao Autonomous hsien,
and who call themselves lak 11 kja 35 , use a third speech 
(which we shall call the Lak kja speech) .  All ·three Yao 
speeches belong to the Sino-Tibetan phylum. The Mjen
speech belongs to the Yao group of the Miao-Yao family, the 
Pu nu speech belongs to the Miao group of the Miao-Yao 
family, and the Lak kja speech belongs to the T'ung-Shui* 
group of the Chuang-Th'hung family. 
II 
The close relationship between the Yao and Chinese 
languages and the influence of Chinese on Yao are especially
noticeable in the lexiconh. According to historical docu­
ments, the Yao people were using iron by about the time of 
the Sui and T ' ang dynasties (see "Geography", Sui Historr* ) .  
The Mje.n word for "iron" is 4je 7 alongside a recent loan 
from Chinese thje 6. Apparently qje 7 is an old Chinese 
loan and may have accompanied the introduction of iron into2Yao culture from the Chinese. We are able to conclude, 
therefore, that over one thousand years ago the Yao had 
already begun to borrow words from Chinese. 
The process of borrowing is a continuous phenomenon.
In the course of its historical development, the Yao lang­
uage has absorbed set after set of loanwords. These sets 
of loanwords all have the marks of history on them. From 
these marks we are able to see the long history of borrow­
ing into Yao from Chineseh. Take, for example, Chinese 
loanwords with bilabial initials in the Mjen speech (of 
Hsing an and Lung sheng in Kwangsi) as shown belowh. 
Ancient Chinese*** (vd.) Mjen (vd. ) 
'b 'ien ·bin 4 "pigtail" 
'b ' ai bai 2 "row, put in rows"•
'b ' iau bjou 2 "float"
1""'1 1""'1  
�The International Phonetic Assocoation notation is used. 
In Chinese, "iron" occurs with an abrupth_htoneh. Mjen qje 7 
also occurs with an abrupt tone although the finalh-?. ish·
· 
*optional and is passing frc�*
use. 
¾tso known as Kam-Sui. No reference is given. 
* The A (ncient ) C (hinese ) forms are from Karlgren (1940) .  
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� (vls. ) Mjen (vd . )  
,..
pau' bjeu 5 "to announce, to report" 
pau' biu 5 "to crackle, to fizz" 
pau' beu 5 "leopard"
AC (vd. ) Mjen (vls. ) 
,b ' uan pun 2 "basin J jar"
,b 'J.ong pe,I)  2 "flat, level" 
'b'a pa 2 "harrow" 
� (vd. ) Mjen (vls. ) 
, b ' ,j. ong "flat " phin 2 in p 1 1ng ch ' ang
"ordinary"
'b'ai "rows" phai 2 in p 1 ai ch'ang• 
"to do properly" 
, b ' ji� "skin" phi 2 in pr1 1 hsiang 
"leather trunk" 
AC (vd. ) Mjen (vls.)
,b I i�U "to float" fu 2 in fu chun
ij"to swell up .
b'iuk, "to subdue" fu 6 'in s uei h f'u.... 
"to persuade"
'b I iwom "to violate fa, n 5 in fan fa 
the law" "to violate the law" 
The above examples show clearly that because borrowing 
took place at different times, the Yao pronunciations are
not the same. These differences of pronunciation cannot be
explained simply as borrowings into the Yao language spoken 
in a certain area from different Chinese dialects at the 
same time. In former times , when the material culture was
still underdeveloped and when communication was very diffi­
cult, it was impossible for words having the same initials 
or finals but coming from different Chinese dialects to be 
borrowed by Yao living in a certain area in a systematic 
enough way. A more reasonable explanation, therefore, is 
that as a result of Chinese words having been borrowed by 
the Yao in different periods, these borrowings have become 
the "strata" in the history of the Yao language. Such
"strata" not only help us to see the time depth involved in
Yao borrowings from Chinese, but they also enable us to 
tentatively state the order of those borrowings. 
It goes without saying that through this long period 
of acculturation, Chinese loanwords have come to form a 
very high percentage of the Yao lexiconr. Take the Mjen 
dialect of Lung sheng, Kwangsi, for example. We collected 
more than 7,000 words, of which over 3, 000 (or about half
of the total) were loans from Chinese. The situation in 
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other areas is about the same (although in some specifich· 
locales there are somewhat fewer Chinese loans). Among the 
languages of the minority peoples in China, Yao is rather 
special in that it has about half Of itsh. c ommon vocabulary 
borrowed from Chinese. The number of loanwords is an indi­
cation of the weight and influence of the vocabulary of one 
language upon that of another language.
Chinese words can be found in all areas of the Yao 
lexicon. Usually, a language borrows more substantives 
(nouns) than verbs or adjectives. · It is believ�d by some · 
people that function words and numerals cannot be borrowed . 
In Yao , however, there are Chinese loanwords inh- every part 
of speech. In addition to nouns (omitted here because of 
the limitations of this article), there are .many adjective 
loans from Chinese. In Mjen, f or example, .hone finds 
na, n  2 "difficult" 
ha , n  4 "drought" 
tc;a, i 5 "precious, expensive"
tsjen 1 "true" 
tc;a 3 " false" 
sjar:i 1 "new" 
JlU!J 2 hei 6 "easy"
phjen 2 J1ei 2 "cheap" 
ts hor:i 1 mer:i 2 "bright, ·hclever" 
Some Chinese verbs borrowed byhMjen are the follow ing , 
tsou 5 "to d o" 
sjen 3 "to elect, select" 
lai 2 "to plow" .
kho , i  1 "to break up (ground for cultivation) " h
tshep 7 "to stick into (as rice shoots into a.
paddy field). 
Numerals also have been borrowed. In Mjen there are 
two ways to c ount from one to nine, one of which has appar­
ently been borrowed from Chinese. Numerals higher than 
eleven are counted with Chinese loans exclusively (in a 
very comple4 way). For example, 
·jet 8, jet. 7 1 tsj op 8 jet 7 11 
ji 1 ,  J1ei 6 2 tsjop 8 J1ei 6 12 
po 1, fa : m  1 3 tsjop 8 fa : m  l l3 
pjei 1 ,  fei 5 4 tsjop 8 fei 5 14 
pja 1 ,  l'J� 4 5 tsjop 8 l'J� 4 . 15 
·tc;u 7, lo. 8 6 tsjop 8 loh. 8 16 
sje 6 ,  tshjet 7 7 tsjop 8 tshjet 7 17
·c; et 8,  pet 7 8 tsj op 8 pet 7 18
do  2 ,  tc;o 3 9 tsjo� 8 tc;o 3 19 
tsjop 8 10 �i 6 tsjop 8 20  
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Among the function words, some adverbs and most con­
junctions have been borrowed from Chinese. Taking examples
from the three Yao speeches (Pu nu is based on that spoken 
in Tu an, Kwangsi, Lak kja on that spoken in Ta yao shan,
Kwangsi), 
Mjen Pu nu Lak kja 
•again jou 6 jie , u  6 
all tu 1 
because jom 1 wei 6 . jin l' wei 6 jin 1 wei 6 
but ta, n 6 ta, n 1 
immediately ma 4 tsa , IJ  6 ma 3 EtaIJ 6 
most Sei 2' 
often tsie , IJ  2 -
tsie, IJ  2 
As a rule, a language tends not to borrow basic vocab­
ulary, words of this �ype already being present in the 
language. But in Yao some of the basic words are also 
borrowed . For example, in the language of the Yao who live 
in Ch'Uan chou hsien, Kwangsi, and who call themselves 
bjau 21 min 21,  the following words have all been borrowed 
from Chinese , 
khau 5 "mouth" S C  1 " raw, uncookedh" 
t�in 4 "near" Ill • 4 tau 2 "sun" 
khwa 5 "fas t" ma 4 kwai 5 "frog"
thwi 1 "to blow" �c 1 tsaIJ 3 "starh" 
lwei 2 "thunder" 
We should not conclude that in this dialect of Yao 
there were originally no terms for "sun", "frog", "thunder", 
etc. (in Yao dialects in other areas terms for these items 
have not been borrowed). It is clear that loanwords have 
replaced the native terms. From the above examples one can 
see that words of the so-called "basic vocabulary" are not 
completely safe (under certain conditions) from the possi­
bility of being replaced by loanwords. 
There are even doublets of original and borrowed words 
existing side by side in Yao. Note, for example, 
Gloss Original Word Borrowed Word 
Mjen hungry sje 1 IJ O  6 
broken (as string) nau 3 taIJ 5 
oil mei 1 jou 2 
0 
Pu nu all pe 2 '  S ien 8 pu 2 '  
female pu 1 mpha 8 fu 2' ni 3' 
life, living nau 2 jUlJ 6 S an l' ho 8 
Lak kja children DUIJ 4 jei 4 8 4 thOIJ 4 
female lak 8 kj�,u  3 fu 3 ni 1 
youth lak 8 fai 5 tshin 3 n c , n  4 
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The frequency of occurrence and range of use of these 
doublets are not identicals. Generally speaking,s·sthe loans 
have a higher frequency and wider range of occurrence than 
the native words. For example, the word ai 5 "to do3 to
make" in Mjen of Hsing an, Kwangsi, originally was used in 
all cases of related actions, such as "to labor",  "to  work" ,  
" to make a desk", etc. Now, however, it is used only in 
some very specific situations, the Chinese loan tsou 5 
"to dOJ to make" asslllning the heavy functi c:nal load. In 
some places {e. g. , Chiang . hua, Hunan) ai 5 has- been dropped 
altogether, tsou 5 being used insteads. In the language of 
the Yao living in Ling ylieh, Kwangsi, and Ho kou, Yunnan, 
who call themselves kim 11 mun 11, ai 5 is still in general
use, whereas tsou 5 ·is uncommon. 
Some Chinese words borrowed into Yao are structurally
productive and form new words by entering into compounds 
with nati·ve Yao elements. For example, 
Mjen PUJJ 1 (direction, side) , tom 2 PUJJ 1 "genteel" 
ei 5 (purpose) , tom 2 ei 5 "careless" 
in which tom 2 is a native word meaning " big, large".  
sj ou 3 (skill)s, mjen 2 sjou 3 "labor power" 
in which mjen 2 is a native word meaning "person" . 
Lak kja Sa  1 (sand) , fa, n  1 S a  1 "pebbles"
in which fa,9 1 is a native word meaning "stone". 
tsu 2 (yam)s, tsu 2 tsei 5 "a type of yam having 
long·sstems" 
in which tsei 5 is a native word meaning· "tree". 
mat 8 (socks) , ma, t .8* mje 2 "gloves" 
in which mje 2 is a native word meaning "hand ". 
Besides showing that it is possible for loanwords to
become part of compound words, the above examples inform us 
one other fact, namely, some of the new compounds, such as 
"careless" or "genteels" are semantic borrowings from Chineses. 
In addition, some Chinese loans show the close ·rela­
tionship and communication which exists between the Yao and 
Chinese peoples. Note, for instance, these loans in Mjen. 
ta,·n 2 p c  8 " to chat" 
tshai 3 tau 2 "good fortune" 
leIJ 2 tau 2 "change · (money)s" 
tei 3 tsei 3 "detail" 
* 
No explanation is given for the length of the final. 
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fiu 3 pu , i  2 "goodbye"
tshau 1 fim 1 "to worry" 
nau 5 to, i (a term used in Chinese opera) 
They also show us how the Yao people understand the Chinese 
way of life and master the Chinese language . 
It is not difficult to imagine that given certain 
circumstances the great number of Chinese loanwords could 
influence the structure of Yao lexical patterns. In native 
Mjen attributive compounds comprised of a noun and an adjec­
tive, the morpheme order is usually noun plus adjective.
For example, 
mUIJ 4 (fly) me ,  rJ 1 (green) "large green-headed fly" 
kUrJ 2 rJa 4 (child) si 7 (red) "baby"
tu 2 (turtle) Jl C , rJ  6 (hard) "tortoise" 
t 9 C 1 1J  3 (frog) bja , t  8 (peppery) "a kind of frog" 
As a result of Chinese influence, compounds with mor­
pheme order adjective plus noun also are used. Note, for 
example,
sjarJ 1 (new) la , IJ  2 (young man) "bridegroom" 
lau 3 (old) sjou 3 (hand, skill) "expert"
lu 2 (old) dzjarJ 5 (steelyard) "steelyard, scale" 
wa!) 2 (yellow) hwa 1 (flower) "yellow day lily" 
The reason why we have stated that this pattern is due 
to Chinese influence is that it occurs only with loanwords. 
Of course, these examples could also be considered "com­
plete phonological borrowings". That is, that they are 
polysyllabic simple words and not compounds consisting of 
adjectives plus nounsh. In this pattern, however, the com­
pounds may alsoh_hconsist of a borrowed morpheme and a native 
morpheme. For this reason, the above pattern should be 
treated as one for compounds made up of adjectives plus nounsh. 
For instance, 
sjarJ 1 (new) .parJ 5 (year) "New Year ' s" 
khU!) 5 (empty) narJ 5 (cooked rice) "plain cooked 
0 
rice" 
khUIJ 5 (empty) tsau 5 (foot) "barefooted" 
du 8 (single) to , n  1 (son) "only son" 
One type of native canpounds found in all three Yao 
speeches is made up of noun (modified) plus noun (modifying)
as in the following examples, 
Mjen bjau 1 (fish) t9u 3 (dog) "dogfish"
na , !) 1 (snake) warn 1 (water) "water snake" 
t� C • rJ  1 (worm) pjei 1 (hair) "caterpillar"
warn 1 (water) dzwei 2 (mouth) "saliva" 
- -
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Pu nu rJlu u 1 -x- (turtledove) tse 3 (house) "dove" 
pen 2 (basin) lorJ 2 (brass) "basin for washing 
the face" 
ya 1 (vegetable) toIJ 2 (harrow bamboo) "green 
onion"
kwa 3' (melon) ntaIJ 5 (tree) "papaya" 
Lak kja p:i:ha 1 (fish
l 
khwO 1 (dog) "dogfish" 
num 4 (water pla 1 eye) "tears"
me 4. (kni:fe) kjcu 1 headrl 
"razor"
kwei 4 (dung) naI) 1 nose "mucus"• · 
Because of Chinese influence, however, another pattern 
exists, noun (modifying) plus noun (modified). · This pattern 
is most widespread in the Mjen speech . For example�
�j en lu , i  1 (clothes) t<;a, IJ 1 (neck) "collar"
in 1 ( smoke i· tau 3 (a dry meas uer) "pipe" taI) 1 (lamp fim - 1  . (heart) "lamp wick" 
jou 2 (oil) tsa 2 �tea) "·rape tea" ( a type o:f 
drink)
There is still another structural pattern which shows 
the heavy influence of Chinese on Yao . This pattern is
called "homophonous borrowing" . It is rather uncommon and
thus is not one of the main patterns for borrowingsr. For
example, in �a, i 1 JlOU 3 "willingly", ga, i 1 is a Mjen word
meaning "dry and is also realized phonologically as a homo­
phone of the first syllable of the Chinese word "willingly", 
in lu 6 si 7 "big water, flood", the Mjen word si. 7 "red"
is also realized as a homophone of the Chinese word "big" . 
Before the Liberation, the process of borrowing from 
Chinese into Yao was complicated and its development was 
unbalanced . In general, Mjen dialects borrowed more
directly from Chinese than Pu nu dialects did . The kim 1 
mun 1 dialect of Mjen borrowed less :from Chinese than the 
other dialects or subdialects did . After the Liberation, 
however, the situation changed considerably.r· First, all
Yao speeches borrow from Chinese as a primary means of en­
riching their lexicons . In the past, the Pu nu speech in 
the west of Kwangsi had more borrowings from Chuang than 
from Chineser. And such Chinese loanwords were indirect,
coming into the language through the medium o:f Chuang . 
In recent years, this practice has become less common, and 
more and more loanwords have come into the language directly 
from Chinese. 
Second, borrowings are numerous and are adopted quickly. 
We may continue to use the Mjen speech of the area of Lung 
sheng, Kwangsi, as an illustrationr. Of the more than 7, 000 
*
The symbolr� replaces v in the original article .  
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lexical items in this dialect, over 2, 000 have been borrowed 
since the Liberation (i . e . ,  about two-thirds of the · ·total. )  
In the short period of only ten-odd years since the Libera­
tion, the amount of borrowing has surpassed that which took 
place before the Liberation . (Of course, there may have 
been some loans which were subsequently lost, but the lack  
of sufficient historical documentation precludes any know­
ledge of them. ) Yao society and the Yao way of life has 
changed a great deal since the LiberationJ accordingly, the 
lexicon, being directly connected with all phases of life, 
has also changed. This abundant and rapid enrichment of the 
Yao lexic.on since the Liberation indicates the tremendous 
development of and changes in Yao society and the life of 
the people . 
The speed and magnitude of such enrichment of the Yao 
language which has taken place during the ten-odd years 
since the Liberation is without historical precedent . In 
the wake of the emergence of any economic, political, or 
cultural movement there will always be a immediate appear­
ance of a large numbser of new wordss. These new words in 
Yao are, without exception, Chinese loans . They are used
not only by cadres or the intelligensia, but by all the 
people, not only in certain areas, but in all areas of China 
where there are Yao . As a result, these ·1oanwords have not 
been borrowed on a temporary basis or merely for a partic­
ular occasion but have become organic elements in the Yao
lexicon. Space does not permit our listing more than the 
following few examples, 
"party" "class" "conflict" 
Mj en taIJ 3 kai 1 ki 6 mau 2 tan 5 
Pu nu taIJ 3 '  kai l '  ci  8 mau 8 tan 2 '  
Lak kja ta, IJ 1 kja, i 3 kj i 4 mau 4 ton 3 
"peace" "peoples' s c ornmune" 
Mjen ho 2 phin 2 jin 2 min 2 kOIJ 1 sje 5 
Pu nu ho 8 pin 8 j in 8 min 8 kUIJ l' �e 2 '  
Lak kja hop 4 pin 4 j in 4 min 4 koIJ 3 e c  3 
Nowadays, most Chinese loans in Yao are nouns in the 
fields of economics, politics, and culture. The next largest 
group are verbs, while those of other parts of speech are 
few .  We can predict that there will be an increase in the 
number of Chinese loans in these other parts of speech in the 
future . Some of these loanwords may coexist with native 
words, each with its own contextual functions (e . g. ,  some
physiological terms needed for medical practice will be used 
side by side with native Yao physiological terms) . 
Third, most Chinese loans are phonemic loanwords. In 
the past, there were also loanblends, loan translations, 
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etc. , but since the Liberation, however, these other methods 
of borrowing have ceased to operate, with the exception of 
a few short-lived loans which were replaced by phonemic 
loanwords .  Moreover , the fact that almost all Chinese loans 
are polysyllabic has altered the characteristic structure of
the Yao lexicson. in which there had been many monosyllabic 
native words but few polysyllabic words. 
In summary, the Yao language has been borrowing words 
from Chinese for a very long times. This has resulted in a 
great number of Chinese loanwordsswhich have exerted a 
.heavy influence upon Yao . Since the Liberation this influ­
ence has become even more obvious. It has produced positive
results, namely, the enrichment of the Yao lexicon and the 
tightening up of the Yao grammatical structure. Only those 
words which were borrowed after the Liberation have facili­
tated communication among the Yao people the�selves and have 
stimulated the development and prosperity of Yao society. 
The most important aspect of the borrowing process is that 
by this means the Yao people are able to learn Marxism­
Leninism and Maoism more effectively and thus heighten their 
awareness of political thoughts and master culture, science,  
and technology in order to contribute to the establishment 
of socialism. 
III 
We have already noted how the vocabulary of the Yao 
language has been influenced by Chinese. Without doubt the 
phonology of Yao has also undergone some changes . As a 
general rule, the phonology of a language changes more
slowly than the lexicson. The phonological influence 
exerted by an outside language, therefore, is less than 
its lexical influence. This was the situation with regard
to Yao phonology before the Liberation. 
If a particular language has a number of loanwords 
from another language, speakers of the borrowing language
will substitute certain phonemes of their language for 
certain phonemes of the donor language. As borrowing con­
tinues, the phonological equivalence in the borrowing lang­
uage for those particular phonemes of the donor language 
becomes fixed. Newly borrowed words simply follow the 
correspondence rules for the set. If the donor language is 
spoken over a wide area, there will be different sets of 
correspondence rules applicable in borrowing -even though the 
borrowing dialects belong to the s·ame family. These rules 
are fairly stable. In a certain area and over a certain 
period of time the rules will not change (in a relative, 
not absolute, sense, of course) . We shall ta·ke the Mjen 
speech as an example of how 1·oanwords are handleds. 
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f ~ hsin initial,h3 
fa,m 1 "three" f'ei 5 "four" 
fun 5 "garlic" f'im 1 "heart" 
fo 3 " lock" fun 1 "grandson" 
fjen 5 "believe, letter" fiu 3 "small" (e.g.,
fai 1 " west" hsiau-chi " stingy" )  
fei 1 " silk f'i 7 · "tint.t 
fin 1 "fairy, immortalh" 
f ~ f ,  
fen 3 "powder" (e.g. , f'en-pl " chalk") 
fol) 5 "male sphinx" ' ,
fol) 1 " (male) sphinx" (e.g., feIJ-ch 'ang "sausage" )  
fa, t 7 ,) law" , -
fu 1 "a  male" (e.g. , t 'u-fu "butcher") 
fu 7 "blessing" 
~P fei , 
pwan 5 "dung" 
pwan 1 "to divide" 
pun 1 "to divide" (e.g. , ch 'un-fen "vernal equinox") 
"square" PUIJ 1 
PillJ 2 "room" (e.g. , tui-fa.IJ "a place for hulling 
grain") 
pwaIJ 2 "to sew" (e.g. , t_sai-fe� "to tail ") 
pou 1 "male" (e.g., chiau-fu a sedan-chair porter") 
s ~ shen or shu initials , 
sjom 3 "to judge" 
sjou 3 "hand " (e.g. , tui-shou "a matchs one 's equal") 
V
su , i  3 "water" (e.g. , yU-shui "rain") 
sei 1 " corpse" 
sei 5 "generation" 
sou 1 "book" 
sou 3 "summer" (e.g., ta-shu, one of' the twenty­
four solar terms) 
voicedh~ voiceless, 
dzi 7 "ruler" [ A. C. ts I -] * 
ga, i 5 "lid" [ A . C. k-]
bwan 3 "powder" [ A. C • f' -] 
dzjaIJ 5 "st ee 1yard " [A. C • ts -]
gun 1 "hat" [ A.C . k-] (e.g., chi-kuan " cock's comb") 
dzun 5 "anvil, chopping block" [A. C. · ts-]
dZOIJ 1 "mane" [ A. C. ts-] 
3This initial and those that follow (fei [f- ]h, shen [ �-, s-] , 
chuan [ t�-, ts-] , chien [ k-] , ching [ts-]h, tuan [ t-] , etc.)
are Ancient Chinese initials found in the Chieh yUn. 
* Values of Ancient Chinese initials have been added here. 
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dou 3 "to bets \ to gamble" [A . C. t-]-
dzou 1 "to rent" [ A. C. ts-]s. 
ei ~ ch1h group, k'ai�k'ou, division III ,s4 
ei 5 "opinion" (in chu-i "decisions will 17 )
tsei S "arrival" (in _tung:-chih "winter solstice") 
lei 6 "profit" (in li,-hs_i 11interest money")
lei 4 "reason" ( in tau-11 "reason") 
fei S "four" 
hei S "play
sei 1. "corpse"
tsei 3 "paper"
' 
0 I !J ~ tang group , k'ai-k'ou, divisions I and II,  
to , rj  2 "hall" _!in hsileh-t'ang "school")s "sugar" (in
rp.i-t'ang 11honey") s T ' ang (a family name) 
po , IJ  2 P'ang (a family name) 
k0 1 IJ  3 "to say" .
ko , IJ  5 "to descend" (e. g. , shiian
�
-chi'a.ng ,  one of' the 
twenty-four solar terms · 
a ,  IJ ~ tang group, k'ai-k'ou, division III, 
tsa iIJ  6 "craftsman" 
tsa, IJ S "accountings debts 11 
la, IJ  2 "food" (in t'ien-liang "to live longer") 
0 , 1
• ~ hsieh group , k ' ai-k'ou and ho-k'ou, division I ,  
tsho , i  S "vegetable" (in chiu-ts'ai . "chives") 
to, i  2 "moss" (in ch'ing-ts1 ar "moss") 
tso , i 2 "property"
tso, i S "again"
kho , i  3 "sea"
tho a i  1 "embryo"
o I i  S "love" 
to , i S "pestles to pound 11 
IJ 0 1 i  S "outside" (in wai-sun "daughter's children") 
omS ~ shen group, k'ai-k'ou, . division III, 
· ··t�om 1 11 gold"
JlOm 2 "Jen" (the ninth of the Ten Stems)
jom 1 "Yin" (the female principle in nature) 
dzom 3 "to support" (in chen-tou "pillow") .
tsjom S "to soak" 
sjom 3 " to judge" 
ljom 2 "to filter" 
t�om S "to forbid" 
4The groups, k 1 ai-k ' ou, ho-k'ou, and divisions mentioned here 
are categories of Ancient Chinese finals found in the 
Ch 1 ieh yUn.
S om is phonetically [ om]s. 
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tones 7 and 8 ~ abrupt tones (without final -p, -t, -k)6 
tsa 8 "straight" tu 8 "poison" 
ho 8 "to learn (a skill)" pc  8 "white" 
he  7 "to scare" tu 7 "to get" 
phi 7 "to cleave in two" be 7 "to clap the hands" 
di 7 "to kick" 
In listing the above loanwords, we have merely arranged 
them under the phonological correspondences which hold for 
the borrowings without regard for the different periods in 
which the borrowing took placeh. For this reason, the above 
correspondences should not be taken as applying to Yao 
borrowings from Chinese at any specific time or in any 
specific ar�a. Rather, they point out that the phonologi­
cal borrowings are in "sets" in which rules of correspon­
dences can be found . 
If certain phonemes of the donor language are not 
present in the phonological system of the borrowing language, 
speakers of the latter language will generally replace the 
foreign phonemes by phonemes already in the inventory of 
their native system (this is called "assimilatory borrowing") 
instead of adopting the foreign pronunciation. For example, 
in Pu nu there is no initial [ tq] , so the Chin�se [ tq] sound 
is replaced by [ �] (phonetically close to [ c; ] ) .  Thus,
Chinese chu "master" is pronounced [ �i 3 ' ] ,  cheng "correct" 
is pronounced [ qirJ 5] , chTh "to know' is pronounced [ qi l'] , 
chang "ten feet" is pronounced [ �iarJ 8], chang "to extend" 
is - pronounced [ qarJ l'] , and shih "examination, determina­
tion" is pronounced [ qi 2'] . Also, in the language of the 
Yao who live in Kwangsi and who call themselves nau 35 
klau 42, -rJ occurs only in the two finals -8D, and -erJ, so 
that many Chinese words with final -!J_ are pronounced nasal­
ized instead (there being a native a: final in Yao). Thus,
Chinese ma, "busy" is pronounced [ma: 6]3, J2 1 8.l1g "be fat" is 
pronounced pa: 3]h, and sheng "to rise" is pronounced [ sha l]h. 
These two speeches have not added new phonemes to their 
systemsh. 
'Ihe apical vowels i and 1_ appeared very early in 
Chinese and are of high frequency, but until very recently 
only a very few Yao speeches had adopted them into their 
systemsh. Almost every Yao speech substitutes some other 
vowels for the apical vowels. In Pu nu, for instance, 
chih "know" (in chih-shih "knowledge) - qi l' 
ch 1 1h "late" - �i 8 
6some words having abrupt tones occasionally occur with 
final -9 , as, for example, pc 8 ~ pc9 8 "white". 
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ch 1 1h "a ruler, a foot" - �ik 1s1 
sh1h "true" (in sh1h-tsa:i "true") - qi 8 
shih "teacher, master" - · 8.1 1 '  
sh1h "to eat" (in sh1h-p 1 ln "food ") .... qi 8 
tzu "money" (in tz u-pen fr capital") - 0.i 1 '  
szu "this" (in szu-ta.:1fn "Stalin") - 9.:r l '  
szu "to administer" {in szu-ling ;'commander�') ..... 
9.:r 1 ' 
tzu "character" (in tzu-tian "dic tionary") - 8.1 2 '  
In Mjen, one finds 
shih "poetry" .... fei 1 
shih-tzu "lion" - sei 1 tsei 3 
shih "examination" .... sei 5 
shih "generation" (in shih-chieh "world ") - sei 5 
chlh "only" - tsei 3 
And in Lak kja, 
shih "to eat" (in shlli-pln "food") - si 4 
< < .shih "true " in sh1.h-hs1.ng "to carry out") - si 4( 
shih "city" - si 3 
chih "to know" (in chih-shih "knowledge ") - tsi 3 
chlh "paper" (in pau-chlh "newspaper") - tsi 1 
In this type of situation, the Yao phonological system 
will not undergo maj or changes through the influence of 
Chinese and will neither frequently nor rapidly increase its
phonemic inventory by incorporating within it phonemes 
originally missing from the system. 
When a great number of words with certain sounds are
borrowed and cause some confusion with native words having 
the same sounds, or when most of the people in an area know
Chinese and use it frequently, it then becomes possible for
the language to increase its stock of phonemes or syllable 
types, no longer employing the method of phonemic substitu­
tions. 
Our preliminary research shows that early Mjen 
borrowings from Chinese did not involve a substantial in­
crease in the stock of phonemes or syllable types .  If data 
from some of the dial�cts are compared, it becomes highly 
probable that aspirated stops and affricates were intro­
duced in this way. For example, 
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ph, phai 5 "to send someoner" 
phjet 7 "to pour water (on the ground)"
phwaIJ 3 " to offer something with both hands"
phi 7 "to cleave in two" 
th , thei 1 "ladder" 
thek 7 "to rub J to strike (a match)"
tha, n  1 "greedy" 
thu, i 5 "to withdraw" 
kh, kho , i  3 "sea"
k.hi 5 tshje 1 "autom ob il e" 
kha 6 fu 6 "to overcome"
khau 3 si 5 "examination" 
tsh , tshoIJ 1 "green onion" 
tshc 7 "to demolishr" 
tshim 1 "to sign" 
tshwat 7 "to exit" 
tshi 7 "a rulers a foot" 
t9h, t9hin 1 "to lead by the hand or by a rope" 
t�hom 5 "to ower" 
t9hau 3 "skillful" (in chiau-kan "to do a job 
skillfully and creatively" 
t9hou 2 m e  8 "buck.wheat" 
t9hi 5 "air J anger" 
It may be noted tha� all the examples above having
initial aspirates are loans . ·r We conclude, therefore, thatr· 
initial aspirates in Mjen were added only for the purpose
of borrowing Chinese words, and that there were no initial
aspirates in the original Mjen speech.
Since the Liberation, more and more Yao people know and 
use Chinese as a result of the rapid increase of Chinese
loanwords. In almost every area, new phonemes and syllable 
types have been adopted into the Yao language to take care
of these loanwords. For exam£leJ in Pu nu we have already
noted the syllables tzu in tzu-pen "capital", tz ' u  in 
tz ' u-tian "cyclopedia", szu in szu-ta-11.n "Stalin", and 
.
szu in szu-ling "commander". In therpast, these finals 
were borrowed asr�.  Now, however, they are all pronounced 
[ i ]  . In many areas, Mjen added the vowels [a] and [ y] 
(Chinese t'e "special" in t'e-pieh "particular" - thar· 6 ,
ch ' U  "region" - t�hy 1) and the final [ an] (Peking sheng-li "victory - Mjen san 5 li 5 ).. The Yao who refer 
7we have done a statistical analysis on words having aspira-
ted initials in the type of Mjen spoken in the areas of
Ling sheng and Hsing an in Kwangsi. With the exception of 
a few words requiring further investigation, all words with
initial aspirates are loans. 
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to themselves as iu 33 nuo 33 and nau 35 klau 42 have added 
[ y] and [ i ]  to their systems (in nau 35 klau 42, Chinese 
m1n-chu ."democracy" - min 6 t9y 1, lau-shih "teacher" -
. . _ i(·la 1 si 3 J  in iu 33 nuo 33, Chinese ch ' u-hs1 "to attend a 
meeting" _. tshy 6 si 2, t ' ung-chih "comrade" - thoQ 2 tsi 4 ).-
In the language of the pioQ 31 toa 42 ieu 31 Yao of Chiang 
hua, Hunan and Kung ch 'seng, Kwangsi, there 
. 
_are 
. 
five new 
. 
finals I [ iQ ] ( Chinese ch' eng "succes s If in ch f eng-li "to set 
up" - t9hiI) 2) , [ an] (kan "stem, trunk" in kan-pu 11 cadre" -
kan 5 ) ,  [ uan] (kuan "look" in kuan-tien "point of view" -
kuan 1) , [ ou] (hou "back"  in lo-hou "backwards "  - hou 5 ) , 
and [ arJ ] (sheng "alive, student" in i-sheng "doctor" -
s aQ 1) . In addition, there are two new vowels ,  [ a] and [ y] 
(Chinese t'e "special" in t ' e-pieh - 11.particular" - tha 3,
and ch'u "t o exit" in ch 'u-hs1 "to attend a meeting" -
t;hY 3 ) . It would probably be safe to say that since the 
Liberation new phonemes (initials or finals)  have been 
adopted into the Yao language in every locale. 
In spite of this fac t it should be noted that in the 
more than ten years since the Liberation, the number of 
new phonemes and syllabl·e types adopted for Chinese loans 
in Yao is still limited. This, however, is only one aspect
of the influence of Chinese upon the Yao sound sys_tem. A 
greater influence has been exerted upon the Yao phonologi­
cal system which is leaning toward the Chinese· system and
developing in the same direction as Chinese. 
Before the Liberation, Chinese loans in Yao retained 
the characteris tic s of the local Chinese dialects,  no 
matter what their meaning or pronunciation. For example, 
the dzau 5 3  min 53 Yao in Lien nan, Kwangtung, say ki 5 
for "a saw" (Peking chli), a 1 kUI) 1 for "grandfather" 
(Peking tsu-fu) , ljarJ 5 li 6 for "clean" (Peking kan­
ching) , and sjct 7 for "to rub between the hands"  (Peking 
tssi a) , all of which are loans from Hakka. The Lak kja
words ma, t 8 "soc kss" ('Beking ·ua-.tzu) , fu 4 tsok 7 "bean­
curd paper" (Peking tou-fu-p • 1 ) ,  la,p 8 tsok 7 "candle" 
(Peking la-chu) , toQ 1 · ha iu  2 "silver coin" are all loans 
from Cantonese. In Pu nu, the words jo 8 jau 2 '  "school", 
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jin 8 k.I u  3' "population" , hai 3' won 3' "big bowl for 
soup", and jaIJ l '  §aIJ 3 '  " village elder" are Chinese loans 
through Chuangh. On the other hand, the Mjen words �i 5 si 2 
"jade" , pa 2 ka 2 "star aniseed" , and si 2 kwa, n  5h habit" 
have been borrowed from Southwestern Mandarin . Since the 
Liberation, words borrowed into Yao from Southwestern Man­
darin have been similar in structure and meaning. Differ­
ences in pronunciation in the three Yao speeches have not 
been great. For example, 
Mjen Pu nu8 Lak kja 
land reform thu 53  kai 53 tu 53 kai 53 thu 53 ka, i 53 
cadre kaa n  35 pu 35 kan 35 pu 35 ka, n  35 pu 35 
individual ko 35 jin 31 ko 35 jin 31 ko 35 jin 31 
to overthrow ta 53 tau 53 ta 53 tau 53 ta 53 ta, u  53 
goal mu 31 ti 31 mu 31 ti 31 mu 11 ti 11 
broadcast kwaIJ 5 3 po 35 kwaIJ 53 po 35 kwa, IJ 5 3 po 35 
labor lau 31 toIJ 35 lau 31 tUIJ 35 la, u 11 toIJ 35 
to resist ti 5 3 khaIJ 35 ti 53 kaIJ 35 ti 5 3 kha, IJ 35 
Early Chinese loanwords which differed too much from 
Southwestern Mandarin have gradually pas sed out of use and 
have been replaced by the Southwestern Mandarin forms. In 
Lak kja, for instance, 
Early loans Recent loans 
country kwak 55, kok 35 ko 11 
class khap 55 kji 11 (= t�i 11) 
party to, IJ 35 ta, IJ  5 3  
law fap 35 l et 35 fa 11 li 11 
chairman, chief tsu 35 IJ jam 215 tsi 5 3  jin 35 
method pa, n  11 fa, t ?f> pa, n  35 fa 11 
It is possible to predict that, following the gradual 
disappearance of the Chinese dialects, the pronunciation of 
these loanwords will come closer and closer to the Mandarin 
pronunciation, finally becoming identical to it. 
Loanwords usually undergo certain processes over a 
period of time before their adoption is stabilized . First, 
there must be a need for the borrowed form. Through cate­
gorization the loanword carries a special form. Then, it 
is u sed in a wider and wider area by an increasing number 
of people . Finally, it is recognized by the people and is 
in continuous useh. At this point the word has been stabi­
lized and has become part of the receptor language . (Of
8Although there are initial aspirated stops in the native 
Pu nu system, most loanwords are unaspirated . The reason 
for this is that the northern dialect of Chuang lacks aspi­
rated initials.. Since the Liberation many people have pro­
nounced "land reform" as thu 53 kai 53, although most 
people still pronounce it tu 53 kai 53. 
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course,• this "process" is not mechanical, nor is it super­
ficial.) During the long period - before the Liberation, 
borrowing into Yao from Chinese took place in some such 
manner as this. 
Since the Liberation, because of the great need for 
working and living together, the method of borrowing is 
no longer that of gradual extension, but rather immediate 
adoption by the masses of an area. There is no need for 
categorization to form the pronunciation of a loanword. In 
the present situation a word may have several pronuncia­
tions current at the same ·time. For example , 
Lak kja chu-hsi "chairman"h-+ tsu 1 S i  4,  tsi 1 9 i  4 
piau-yang "to honor" - piau 1 ja, IJ . 4 ,  p c , u  1 
ja, IJ 4 
t • uan-yUan "member of an organization" - tho , n  4 
w c , n  4,  tho, n  4 j c , n  4h . 
hsien-ui "member of the People I s  Committee at the 
district level" - hj c , n  3 wei 1 ,  hwc , n  3 
wei 1 
1 ' V V
Pu nu mei "beauty" (in mei-t1 "American -imperialist")h_.
me i 3 ' , mi 3 ' · 
hsien-fu "office of the district administration" -
jen 2' f� u 3 ' ,  j en 2' fu 3 '· 
- V
ken-pen "basically, completely" - k.:r n  1 1 pon 3 ' ,  
kin l' pon 3 ' ,  k.I n  1h1 p� n 3 '
- ' 
yin-ui "because" - j in 1 1 wei 6 ,  j in 1 1 wi 6 
In these cases, it is usually the form which is closest 
to Southwestern Mandarin which has the widest acceptanceh· 
and use , thus gradually becoming stabilized. 
Due to the greatly increased borrowing of words which 
are the same as or similar to Southwestern Mandarin since 
the Liberation , and the alteration of words which are not 
the same as or dissimilar to those in Southwestern Mandarin, 
the frequency with which phonemes or syllable types in the 
Yao phonological system which are the same as or similar 
to those in Southwestern Mandarin are used has increased 
markedlyh. Conversely ,  the frequency with which native 
phonemes and syllable types (e . g . , voiceless continuants 
�' � ' � ' } i voiced obstruents b ,  �'h a,h�' dz i consonant 
clusters ml, El, tl , kl5 vowels �' �' �' � J stop and nasal 
finals k ,  t ,  E_, g;_;are used is decreasing . Many words with 
these initials or finals are no longer in common use. This 
shift ish.hinfluencing the Yao sound system in two ways. On 
tqe one hand , some initials or finals ( specifical;ly, those 
which are not the same as or similar to those of Southwest-
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ern Mandarin) have ceased to be productive (i. e. , they are 
not used to form new words)s. If words containing these 
phonemes are not numerous or are uncommon, these initials 
and finals tend to be lost. The most important factor in 
the loss of a phoneme is that its frequency of occurrence is 
so low that it gradually becomes ·optional in the phonologi­
cal system of the languages. On the other hand , because of 
the need to  borrow and because of the change which has taken 
place in the borrowing process since the Liberation, some 
Yao speeches have changed both the phonetic value of some 
native phonemes and the number• of phonemes in the system.  
The result of all this is that some phonemes which are close 
to those in Mandarin are used with increasing frequency, 
causing all Yao initials and finals to change in a positive
way. This change represents a growth and renaissance of the 
languages. 
All scholars are agreed that the phonological system of 
Chinese has gradually been simplified since the Sui-T 'ang 
period. In looking at the phonological systems of most of
the Mjen dialects one can see that the Mjen phonological 
system is very similar to that of Chinese after the Sui­
T ' ang period. The Mjen speech has finals such as £, !,s �' 
m ,  n ,  and D and distinguishes between long and short vowels. 
At present� vowel length and thes£,s !,s�' ands� finals 
have been dropped in varying degrees in all Mjen dialects 
and subdialects. The entire phonological system of Mjen 
is being simplified. The direction in which the Mj en sys­
tem is developing is exactly the same as for Chinese (e. g. , 
the Mjen speech in Chiang hua, Hunan, and the bjau 21 min 21 
of Ch 'Uan chou , Kwangsi, no longer distinguish vowel length 
and have lost final E_, t ,  �' and m completely) .  Although 
the reasons for the simplification of a phonological system 
may be quite complex, it should be pointed out that since
the Liberation the borrowing into Mjen from Southwestern 
Mandarin on such a large scale has accelerated the process
of simplification in the Mjen phonological system, making
it closer to that of Southwestern Mandarin. The situation
in the other Yao speeches is analogous. 
To sum up , then, the influence of Chinese on the Yao
phonological system has changed the actual number of Yao 
phonemes and syllabl-e types .  Of greatest importance , how­
ever, is the fact that the phonological systems of all 
three Yao speeches are developing in a direction similar 
to that of Mandarin, especially since the Liberation. 
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IV 
The grammati�al structure of Yao has also been influ­
enced by Chinese. This influence is especially noticeable 
in word order and function words. However, the grarmnatical 
structures of the different Yao speeches have not been in­
fluenced as much as the phonology and lexicon . Neverthe­
less, new grammatical patterns are often closely related to 
borrowed words s  new patterns are introduced as a result of 
borrowings. 
In the three Yao speeches, a modifying adjective 
usually follows the head noun. For example, "red flower" 
occurs with the same pattern in all three speeches, noun 
plus adjective (Mjen, pja� 2 . "flower" si 7 "red"s Pu nu , 
pen 2 "flower" LII) 1 "red , Lak kja, kwua 1 "flower" ko, IJ  5 
"red") . As a result of the influence of Chinese, the pat­
tern adjective plus noun has emerged in the three ·hspeeches.
One finds, for instance, Mjen, sja9 1 (new ) sje 5 jwen 2 
(community member)  "new member of the community", Pu nu, 
wei 3 '  ta 2 '  ti (great) kuI) 2 '  �an 3 '  taIJ 3 '  (Communist
Party the great Communist Party", and Lak kja, lai 1 
(good jo 4 8 on 3 (student ) "good student". For a long 
time the Mjen speech has had the pattern attributive (ad-
jective) plus head (noun ) .  The attribution is effected by
using the structural auxiliary �ei 1. We consider this 
pattern to have developed in M�en as 
a result of Chinese 
influence. For example, si 7 red) ,nei 1 pjaIJ 2 (flower) 
"red flower", and pc 8 (white) pc 2 (white) Jlei 1 lu, i  1 
(clothes) "white clothes". 
Since the Liberation the pattern noun plus adjective
has been ·usedh. more and more frequently. Newly borrowed 
attributive constructions all have this pattern instead of 
the former pattern. Thus, this pattern, which is identical 
to the native pattern, is gradually being stabilized as an 
important grammatical pattern in the three Yao speeches. 
Leaving Mjen .aside, the native pattern in Pu nu and 
Lak kja for noun plus noun attributive constructions is 
the head followed by the attribute. Thus, in Pu nu, "pork" 
is Dk
j 
2 (meat) m ai (pig) ,  and in Lak kja it ishm� 6 
(meat khU 1 (pigh. Having been influenced recently by
Chinese, these speeches also have the pattern in which the 
attribute precedes the head. For example, Pu nu, §in 8 §i 2 
(city) jin 8 min 8 kU!J l '  §e 2 '  (peopleh' s  commune ) .h"urban.
people ' s commune", and ktgi 2 ' qan 3 '  §i 3 '  nzi 2 ' .(Gorrununism) 
9e 2 '  wei 2 '  (society) "communist society" s· and Lak kja ,  
tso9 3 ko 4 (China) ko9 3 tsha,� 1 ta, IJ  1 (Communist Party) 
"Chinese Communist Party", and min 4 tsu 4 (people ) tsin 3
tshe 4 (policy) "national policy". 
• 
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In the designation of place names, the word order in
Mjen and Lak kja is the same as in Chinese. The Pu nu 
pattern, on the other hand, is "category name" pl.us "proper
name". For example, "Tur·anr_rhsien" is jen 6 (hsien) tu 1 1 
�an l' (Tu an). Recently, however, the reverse pattern
proper name" plus "category name" has come into use and is 
1becoming more and more popular, tu 1 Qan 1 1 (Tu an) jen 2 1 
(hsien).
When an adverb or adjective modifies a verb or another
adjective, the attribute may occur either before or after 
the head in all three Yao speeches. In borrowings fromr_ 
Chinese, however, the Chinese order is retained. 'Ihus,
{jen, tu 1 (all) mi, 1J 2 (go) "all go"! Pu nu, ma 3 1 §a.IJ 6_
immediately) mU!) 4 (go) "to go immediately"s and Lak k�a,
ma 4 lieQ 6 (immediately) pai 1 (go) "to go immediatelyr. 
In Pu nu and Lak kja, when an ordinal number functions 
as a specifier of a noun, it generally follows the noun. 
For instance, in Pu nu, "the first house" is tse 3 (house)
ta 6 tt� 8 (first), and in Lak kja it is lie, k 8 (house)
ta, i et 7 (first). Nowadays, the ordinal number also 
occurs before the noun, as Lak kja ta, i 4 et 7 (first) 
tu, i 6 (group) "the first group". Apparently, this pattern 
has been introduced as a result of Chinese influence. It
may be stated further that the tenns designating ordinal 
numbers have come through Chinese since the first element 
of the ordinal numbers in all three Yao speeches (Pu nu, 
ti 2 1 or ta 6, Mjen, tei 6 ,  Lak kja, ta, i 4 )  is a Chinese 
loanword, ti in Peking. In Chinese, the ordinal marker is
used only with numbers indicating "first" through "tenth", 
not with numbers greater than "ten". In all three Yao 
speeches the ordinal marker is used in the same way.
The borrowing of Chinese grammatical function words 
is very common in the three Yao speeches . '!he structural 
auxiliary ti 5 [ a  genitive or attributive marker] is a 
recent borrowing in Pu nu and is not yet used widely. If
the words in a sentence are all native words, ti 5 is not 
used. For example, in Pu nu, "his maize" is ni 4 (he)
e a  2' (maize), but "the property of the people I s commune" 
is either jin 8 min 8 kUD 1r1 §e 2 1 (people's commune) 8 ai 8
§an 3' (property) or jin 8 min 8 kUIJ l' §e 2 '  (peopler' s  
commune) ti 5 eai 8 §an 3 '  (property). The native Lak kja 
auxiliary ka 4 is the same as Chinese ti , as in tsi 1 (I) 
ka 4 e cu 1 (book) "my book" and wei 1 ta 3 (great) ka 4 
tsu 1 ko 4 (fatherland) "the great Fatherland". Neverthe­
less, Lak k
�
a recently borrowed ti from Chinese, as in 
wei 1 ta 3 great) ti 3 koD 3 tsha, n 1 ta,D 1 (Communist 
Party) "the great Communist Party". At present, ho·wever,
ti 3 is used only as a marker of attribution, not as an
indicator of possession. 'lhus, "my book" may be tsi 1 ka 4 
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e cu 1 (or possibly tsi 1 (I)s� (elf. for books) S eu 1
(book), or simply tsi 1 S eu l_) but not *tsi 1 ti 1 e cu 1. 
Originally, Pu nu had different word orders to dis­
tinguish the meanings of the following sentences, (1)
"Teacher Chien hua is a Chuang" is lau 3 '  9.r l '  (teacher)
cien 2' wa 8 (Chien hua) §i 6 (is) pu 3 nu 2 . (Chuang) A and 2 Chien huas' s  teacher is a Chuang" is cien 2 '  wa t5 
Chien hua) lau 3 '  9.r l '  (teacher) §i 6 (is) pu 3 nu 2
Chuang). Now, however, through th� influence of Chinese, 
"Teacher Chien hua" is either lau 3 '  e.rs· 1 1 cien 2 '  - wa 8 or 
cien 2 '  wa 8 lau 3 '  9.r l ' ,  with no distinction made between 
"Teacher Chien hua" or "Chien hua ' s  teacher". But after 
borrowing the structural auxiliary ti 5 ,  the meanings of 
these two phrases can be clearly distinguished, "Teacher 
Chien hua" is cien 2 '  wa 8 lau 3 '  9.r l '  and "Chien hua ' s  
teacher" is cien 2 '  wa 8 ti 5 lau 3 '  9.r l ' .  There is there­
fore no need to be concerned about the possible breakdown of 
the Pu nu linguistic system resulting in linguistic disorder 
due to an excessive amount of borrowing. Language is a tool 
for communication. It has its rules for development. So 
long as the language retains its vitality, its speakers will 
be able to ressolve the conflict. 
The three Yao speeches have borrowed many adverbs and 
conjunctions from Chinese . The Yao speeches have few 
native conjunctions, mos t being Chinese loanwords. The
borrowing of these conjunctions did not take place very long 
ago, so the.re are slight differences in thei·r use between
the older and younger generation (especially. those of the 
intelligensia and the cadres) .  For example, 
Mjen "Although he likes to talk, he does not speak 
clearly.s" 
Older nen 2 o, i 5 ko, IJ 3 jou 6 ko, IJ 3 ma , i  3
he like talk but talk not 
tshi, IJ 1 tshu 3
clear 
Younger nen 2 sei 1 j wen 2 o , i  5 ko a IJ  3 ta, n 6 tsei 4 
he although like talk yet 
ko, IJ 3 � 5 tshi, IJ 1 tshu 3
talk not clear 
Pu nu "Although he is thin, he is not ills. " 
•Older Ill. 4 ka 1 2t.I U 2 '  ci 8 ntu 5 IDOIJ 2 nts.r IJ 2 
he thin yet not have illness 
•
Younger ni 4 Seisl '  Jen 8 ka 1 �.I U 2 '  tan 8 9 ei 3
he although thin yet 
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ntu 5 mor:i 2 nts.:r IJ 2 
not have illness  
Lak kja "Although he is strong, he does not know how to 
do it . " 
Older lak 8 lck 8 tsi 4 mi 2 l e  4 
he strength very have emphatic part. 
hu�i 1 hj , u  3 pok 8 
not know do 
Younger lak 8 9ai 1 j c , n  4 mi 2 lck 8 ta, n  3 Si  3 
he although have strength yet 
hu�i 1 hj , u  3 pok 8 
not know do 
There are many adverbs in Mjen, Pu nu, and Lak kja 
which have been borrowed from Chinese and are used in the 
same way as in Chinese. In the speech of the older gener­
ation, s ome of these words are used only infrequently. 
Since the Liberation, however, the frequency of use of these 
adverbs has been increasing daily. Thus, we see that these 
adverbs and their patterns of use are becoming stabilized in 
the Yao language. 
Some special examples of the way in which Yao grammar
has been influenced by Chinese have been given above. Al­
though they are not numerous, they serve to point out the 
tendency for the Yao language to develop at the same pace as
Chinese and indicate the direction in which the grammatical 
structure of Yao will move in order to be better formed . 
Since the Liberation, these patterns have penetrated 
deeper and deeper into the hearts of the people and have 
been widely used by the masse s .  Some speakers are even 
substituting Chinese patterns for their own native patterns.
There are some people who claim that this proces s will cause
the " systematic natures" of Yao grammar to break down, 
leaving the grammar "lawless"  (e. g. , sometimes the attribu­
tive pattern is noun plus adjective , at other times it is
adjective plus noun) .  These people have not understood that 
by adding these new patterns the expressive power of the Yao 
language is greatly enriched, enabling the mode of expres ­
sion to become more vivid and accurate. This influence on 
the Yao language is in no way harmful. It is entirely bene­
ficial . In fact, those who take a contrary position already
exhibit the bias which holds that a grammar permits only one 
means of expression, otherwise it is "lawles s "  and no longer 
upure" .  'nleir real aim is to "purify" the objective facts 
according to their own bias. Although a grammar is very 
stable, it does not go on without changing. As a social 
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phenomenon, it is impossible for a lang1l.age not to change
when there are great upheavals in the social order. 
V 
As the facts mentioned above show, the Yao language
has constantly been influenced . ·  by · Chinese throughout
its history. This influence reflects the close connection 
which these two peoples have had in all aspects of .life , 
political, economic, and cultural. 'Ihis influence has been 
far-reaching. It has produced a situation in which the 
continuous development of the Yao language may function 
properly.
The fact that a language borrows from another language 
those elements needed by the former is very common and very
natural. During the course of development of the Chinese 
language, words have been borrowed from Tibetan, Uighur,
Mongolian, Manchurian, and other languages. At the same 
time, these languages also borrowed words from Chines e :  
Besides borrowing needed elements from Chinese, the Yao 
language has also been in the mutual borrowing relationship 
with Chuang and other languages. The question which we now 
raise is, as a result of borrowing from anot�er la�uage ,r .
what type of change will ·rbe brought abo·ut in the borrowing 
language� Will it be merely a quantitative change, or .will
it be an overall development having a definite direction 
from the lower classes to the higher classes"r We believe 
··that as a result of borrowing from Chinese, not only will 
there be changes in the phonological, syllabic, lexical, 
and grammatical features of Yao, but, and this is of primary 
importance, the continuous borrowing of all types of elements 
from Chinese will influence the internal development of the 
Yao language, enabling it to grad.ually develop in the same .
direction as Chinese. Through absorption and borrowing, the 
Yao people, in their efforts to establish socialism, can 
more accurately and more quickly express new items and con­
cepts in politics, economics, culture, and modern technology, 
thus satisfying the demand of the people for adequate commu­
nication. If the Yao language had not absorbed and borrowed
needed elements from other languages, especially from Chi� 
nese, in order to enrich itself, its development would have 
been checked to an extent. m the above sections, we set 
forth the relationship between the Chinese and other peoples 
in China, the leading roles which Chinese language and liter­
ature play in the mutual cultural influence among all the 
peoples of China throughout history, etc. These are the
historical sources for the absorption and borrowing by the
Yao of various elements of the Chinese language.  Only by 
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continuing this process can the Yao language meet the needs 
of social development. The history and present prosperity 
of the Yao language correctly confirms this factt. 
